


Princess Constance of Blackvale hopes a witch’s entrapment 
proves less onerous than a royal betrothal. A ring weighs heavy upon 
a gay trans man who knows no acceptable reason to avoid marrying 
the man he loves. Suki faces condemnation for scorning her lover’s 
courtly intentions. Esher Hill’s dogs make his days worth living, but 
his cousin believes marriage the cure to his depression. Priesthood 
offers Moll community and purpose in a life eschewing love until their 
usefulness—and their humanity—comes under question. A baker risks 
unknowable powers rather than submit to the relationships his mother 
deems necessary. 

When society celebrates partnership as obligate duty, unquestionable 
necessity and saving grace, what must these aromantics sacrifice to 
build a world without it?

Spirits Most Singular collects sixteen fantasy and contemporary 
aromantic stories that don’t centre on a wish for or possession of a 
partner.
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While this collection does contain stories about asexual aromantics 
and aromantics who don’t specify a sexual attraction identity, readers 
should note that the majority of pieces depict allosexual aromantics.

Anyone wishing to learn more about Esher and Mara’s relationship 
(and Great Aunt Rosie) should read The Sorcerous Compendium of 
Postmortem Query and The Mundane Progression of Premortem 
Colloquy. (Please note that these stories are about Mara, a partnering 
allo-aro.)

As always, I want to recognise my followers, subscribers and 
supporters on the Aro Worlds Tumblr and Patreon, without whose 
encouragement this newest collection wouldn’t exist. Thank you so 
very much!

author’s note

https://aroworlds.com/marchverse/mara-and-esher-hill/the-sorcerous-compendium-of-postmortem-query/
https://aroworlds.com/marchverse/mara-and-esher-hill/the-sorcerous-compendium-of-postmortem-query/
https://aroworlds.com/marchverse/mara-and-esher-hill/the-mundane-progression-of-premortem-colloquy/
https://aroworlds.com/marchverse/mara-and-esher-hill/the-mundane-progression-of-premortem-colloquy/
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Readers should expect non-explicit or suggestive sex mentions 
and references in many stories, along with romance references, 
depictions of physical intimacy and sexual attraction, and depictions 
of amatonormativity, singlism and aromantic, aro-ace and allo-aro 
antagonism. Love, ableism, emotional abuse, cissexism, heterosexism, 
sex negativity and misogyny are also common themes.

For a complete listing of individual blurbs, alternate publication 
links and content advisories, please see the master page on Aro Worlds.

content advisory

https://aroworlds.com/fiction/collections/spirits-most-singular/
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before crows’ eyes
Great boughs shield the track against the sun’s dying rays, creating 
a tunnel of chill breeze and looming shadow. Even yawns and quickens 
his step, cursing Ma’s last-minute deliveries. Few care to traverse the 
forest after sundown, given its rocky outcrops, mouldering ruins, 
blackberry tangles and damp gullies. Never mind the ways, when the 
wind blows strange and the mist descends, once-familiar paths twist, 
meander and vanish into nothingness!

No youth raised beside the forest’s fringes easily forgets the stories of 
creatures best described as “fell”.

Even considers himself versed in the mysteries of flour, yeast and fire, 
but as a woodsman he makes for an excellent baker. He won’t get lost 
by wandering in the dark, but Ma’s delaying additions to his work put 
him at risk of a night spent beneath a tree if the witch’s hut lies much 
farther along. Curse her! Shouldn’t she accept by now that sending him 
on unnecessary detours to visit the village’s unwed and widowed does 
nothing but consume his time?

Caw!
He jerks, stumbles, rights himself. In the gloom, it takes Even a 

moment to spot the cause: a young crow perched on the protruding 
edge of a rocky shard.

It took him years to understand why most people avoid a crow’s 
gleaming gaze.
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“I’m sorry. I’ve no food with me.” He bows in respect to the crow if 
not the gods before following the sunken track in its serpentine around 
a tower’s weathered, moss-encrusted remains. 

Time and trees have rendered unidentifiable the ancient structure’s 
purpose; only its glassy planes of obsidian, cursed with a sickly glow, 
suggest unnatural origins. Like a wounded dragon inhaling its final 
breath, Even oft thinks, or a living tombstone for a long-forgotten age. 
The forest devours sorcery like all other things, but that hasn’t stopped 
Ma from deeming such power the solution to their problems ... and 
Even can’t let go of the terror that she may be right.

No. Not their problems—hers. How can they be his, save that none 
listen when he insists upon his own contentment?

Caw! The crow lands upon a lichen-festooned branch hanging over 
the track, its blue-ringed eyes bright and alert.

“Someone not a crow,” Even says, peering upwards to check the 
fading light. Should he have waited for tomorrow, given that the witch 
doesn’t travel and Ma, fearing to journey alone, wishes an accompanying 
trader or woodsman for her journey citywards? Perhaps … but now that 
he is decided on seeking the witch’s wisdom, delay feels as oppressive as 
the humidity betokening a summer storm. “But thank you.”

Nowhere else does Even know to look for protection against the 
threat of a sorcerer’s reshaping his personhood. Nowhere else does he 
hope to find a magic he can wield against Ma’s need for a cure. He 
yearns, though, for something more fanciful: a shield against objections, 
a ward against suggestions. Maybe, just maybe, the provision of a truth 
with power such that the storm must break, despite risk of a flooding 
deluge to follow. 

If the witch offers him nothing, he’ll know that his options are spent.
If the witch offers him nothing, he’ll know that he must submit.

The townsfolk recognised something amiss in Even long before 
he did. The first sign, however, provoked their approval and respect. 
“I wish I had a son like yours!” the innkeeper proclaimed every time 
he settled the account for the previous week’s bread. “Always working, 
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never wandering at night—a thousand grey hairs mine’s given me, 
sneaking out after girls!” He clapped a hand on Even’s shoulder, while 
Ma beamed fit to show all her teeth, before handing over the billed 
coppers plus a quarter bit: “Because a hardworking son deserves a good 
coffer.”

Even, bewildered by such comparisons, just smiled and stammered 
his thanks.

Whilst he remained of an age for schooling in the afternoons and 
the kitchen’s countless tasks in the mornings and evenings, other 
adults bestowed him with similar praise if not largesse. Parents so often 
begged for Ma’s secret in raising an obedient, work-minded son that she 
memorised a speech mingling her philosophies on strict, unrelenting 
discipline with softer, grandmotherly platitudes. This cost Even all 
welcome among the village youths, but the moral fire in Ma’s heart 
burnt hotter than her ovens.

He washed dishes, wrote lessons, split wood and rose early, and 
while loneliness plagued him, Even took comfort in the adults’ good 
opinion of him. “All the coins in the world won’t buy the community 
needed to survive the forest’s ills if you’re proved lazy or unreliable,” Ma 
said at least once a week—before warning that his skimping on chores 
must end with bare plates and chill rooms. “Better to have respect than 
to roam the street like a young wastrel!”

Whenever he found a spare moment, he fed the crows: at least they 
regarded him with nothing more than relieving indifference.

Upon schooling’s end, Ma surrendered to him the dough and ovens 
in favour of the lighter work. “You’ve cursed hours and sweltering 
summers,” she said each evening, hemming and darning in her rocking 
chair while Even mixed and kneaded at the table, “but you’ve also a 
purpose. We might get on without a teacher or scribe, but all villages 
need someone who knows flour’s ways.”

No disaster befell the change in baker. Customers reckoned the 
bread “as good as ever” and Even’s new seed bun recipe “passable, I 
suppose”, which he took as insult until he realised that they rarely left 
any to stale. He shared pleasant exchanges with his former schoolmates 
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when celebrating namedays and weddings. Perhaps now he could 
weave his adult self among the village’s warp threads, youth’s pains and 
animosities forgotten?

Ma shattered such illusions of contentment with an addition to 
her nightly speech: “Such a man, with his place, makes a wife a solid 
husband. Not one fancy or rich, but the right kind of woman values 
solidity more than looks or wit.”

Even knew that adulthood brought courting, sex and marriage, 
perhaps children if the gods judged well one’s deeds—or if one’s 
misdoings happened away from crows’ eyes. Nor had he missed the 
village’s youths spending their free hours walking out together; he’d 
long pondered why his schoolmates so frequently exchanged whispers 
about courting. By the usual reckoning of things, his season for such 
pastimes had reached its zenith. 

A baker must have a wife.
The longer Ma’s speeches grew, the fewer excuses Even found. He 

was too busy … but other men made time to court. He was too shy, 
quiet, homely … but the miller’s stutter hadn’t kept her from marriage. 
“If you care so much about the cursed pans,” Ma shouted one day, 
twisting a dish rag in her broad hands, her cheeks a frustrated purple-
scarlet, “I’ll wash them! Be a man and just talk to a girl!”

Such desires possessed so little substance that recognising them 
in himself felt as impossible as viewing the back of his own head. 
Even knew no void or absence in him, just something imperceptible 
and inaccessible. Something so inconceivable that it lay forever past 
his insight, observable only in his attempts to reason other people’s 
behaviour—longing stares, flesh brushing flesh, lifetimes built on 
togetherness’ foundation. He pondered this conundrum for weeks 
while he worked the dough and washed the dishes, but only one 
conclusion awaited him. 

He didn’t yearn for what others enjoyed. He couldn’t make himself 
want to want. Why weep for something no more rightly part of him 
than garlic in a recipe for apple pie?

The village, however, had no taste for such a simple truth.
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No longer did the innkeeper praise Even’s steadfastness; the adults 
that once craved Ma’s wisdom now openly queried her failure. Why 
did her son turn away any girl who came calling? Was he queer? Or ill? 
He didn’t seem soft in the head, so why did he act like a frightened boy 
instead of a responsible man? Was he just that selfish?

Everyone’s good opinion now relied upon his possessing their 
expected set of desires.

So too did Ma’s.

Only a waning western glow passes for sunlight when Even 
happens upon the witch’s hut—an irregular-shaped building set back 
from a willow-lined creek. A tangle of cords encircles both the hut’s 
roof and the boughs of trees surrounding it, forming wards festooned 
with rainbow-coloured beads, twinkling white lights, glinting mirror 
shards and intricately-knotted threads. A third ward, similarly crafted, 
swathes the ford and part of the track. Normally, people hang charms of 
string, flowers and buttons above their front door—before closing the 
curtains—to distract crows from those activities best kept unwitnessed, 
but the witch has so protected the entire clearing.

His visitors must fear the gods below, for all know that they survey 
the world above through crows’ bright eyes.

Even, too tired to care about watching gods, straightens his shirt 
and reties his hair before crossing the thin grass between the trees and 
the porch. Up close, all looks ordinary: the front window’s half-drawn 
curtain reveals only a calico cat dozing on a couch by a sideboard. 
Wooden lanterns, enclosing craggy lumps of an orange-glowing quartz 
and hanging from the roof, provide light enough outside to see a rough-
carved bench and a row of potted herbs. The creek’s calm trickle and 
woodsmoke’s rich tang tease homeyness, not eroticism.
Only a sign attached to the door by a length of twine looped over a 
crooked nail speaks elsewise: Miser Felled, skilled purveyor of magic and 
pleasure. Now accepting custom.
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Curious, Even turns the plank to find lettering scorched onto the 
reverse: a repeating of the witch’s name and occupation followed by the 
words Currently occupied. Please return after.

“Do you like my sign?”
Even jumps high enough that his head clears the top of the doorframe.
The window now opens to show another cat-occupied chair and the 

witch, trailing a sable arm over the warped windowsill.
“How did you—”
“Magic.” He leans out the window, surveying Even with restless eyes 

as dark as his skin. Slender to boniness, Miser best resembles a child’s 
attempt to draw a foal: all sharp angles, jutting shoulders and arms too 
long for his chest. Tight black corkscrews crown his scalp, hanging long 
enough to sway and bounce with his frequent, fidgety movements. 
Only faint creases at the corners of his eyes suggest youth’s farewell. 
If he is clad, Even can’t tell: Miser’s chest, marked by twin curving 
scars and the absence of nipples, bears a plain mirror pendant dangling 
from a leather cord. “You, given your newness and the hour, arouse my 
curiosity. Why do you call?”

A sudden, horrified nervousness tangles his thoughts, and Even 
blurts the first words come to his tongue: “Aren’t you cold? Without … 
without clothes?”

Miser chuckles, his purplish lips too wide for his narrow face. “Yes, 
but I endured too much to conceal my chest with clothing.”

A witch in his trade of magic and sex should have been handsome 
or beautiful; gossip depicts an otherworldly being so alluring even men 
bow at his feet. Instead, he seems a normal amalgamation of features 
both, as people discuss such things, appealing and unappealing. Ears 
too protruding for his curls to conceal. Smooth, dewy skin. A high, 
melodic voice stressing a word’s concluding syllables. Elongated fingers 
putting Even in mind of a water hen’s legs.

He understands, theoretically, one’s submitting to intimacy or 
partnership with a creature of extraordinary prettiness, talent or power, 
but Miser doesn’t seem to offer anything that can’t be found within the 
village.
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“Does my disregard of a chill evening bother you?” Miser waves a 
hand, beckoning Even closer. “Or is it something else?”

Even remains by the door, his cheeks smouldering. “I … ah…”
Never has he engaged with another’s nudity outside of non-sexual 

instances—a chest bared when pitching hay, clothes removed when 
bathing in the pond. Such things, too public for anyone’s using their 
nakedness to attempt seduction, never concern him. But nothing here 
can be so ordinary: Miser may peddle in daylight charms, but in the 
village his name has become the byword for doings concealed by drapes, 
darkness and distance.

If one wishes protective spells, contraceptive cantrips or mirrored 
wards, one visits the witch. If one craves intimacy without question or 
rejection, one visits the witch. If one fears their performance—or their 
virginity—prior to bedding their chosen partner, one visits the witch.

Nakedness, here, serves the same purpose as the bakery’s window 
displays … and never has Even felt more certain, in his mingling of 
embarrassment and distaste, that he can’t bear or feign desire. Not even 
to please the villagers. Not even to avoid Ma’s displeasure.

“Speak your truth. Shame doesn’t dwell in my house.”
“I’d … prefer you to have clothes.” Even looks at his feet. “On.”
“Why?” Miser’s soft voice suggests only curiosity. “If you need me to 

dress, given my preference elsewise, I deserve to know the why of it.”
Even’s throat tightens. The first time he told Ma what he didn’t feel, 

he didn’t struggle to explain. Each attempt’s inevitable provoking of 
the listener’s confusion, disbelief, denial and mockery, however, made 
more frightening the next, until his stomach knots in anticipation of 
both his fear-tangled words and their dismissal.

“I don’t want … to do that. Or to be made to want anything.”
A frown cuts deep crevasses across Miser’s brow. “Do what? You are 

here, I presume, to negotiate an act of my service. My forcing anything 
upon you … I’d hardly call that ‘service’.” He pauses, running his 
tongue over his lips. “Why did you come here?”

No, this won’t work! The villagers asked those mild, curious-sounding 
questions preceding their blinking incomprehension, surprised laughter 
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or scorned incredulity. The mild questions preceding their inevitable 
insistence that Even will love desire if he settles with a girl, if he calls 
upon the gods, if he lets himself be ensorcelled—if he does anything 
but accept his existence as a man who doesn’t partner.

Foolish, really, to imagine that a witch will differ from Ma’s threatened 
sorcerer.

Well, then. Even will walk down the track a little way—to avoid 
any appearance of camping on Miser’s doorstep—before finding a 
sheltering tree. Perhaps a cold, sleepless night will give him clarity on 
his next step; perhaps the gods below will do more than pay witness 
through their avian avatars. Perhaps Ma will think his absence a night 
spent with a girl, her anger over being left to work the evening’s dough 
becoming delighted relief. At least he now knows that he can’t feign 
interest, and shouldn’t that make his submission easier to contemplate?

What good are the cursed gods if they never act on the pain expressed 
before crows’ eyes?

“I’m sorry,” he says, turning away, “for disturbing—”
“No. As you have disturbed me, you owe me truth: what do you 

want?”
Owing debt to a witch is no small matter … but it isn’t obligation 

that drags honesty from Even’s mouth. “I don’t! Not for a lover, a wife, 
having children. I want to bake the perfect loaf and converse with 
creatures that aren’t birds! I want a home that’s mine, friendship that 
remains friendship, a community that—lets, lets me be as I am. That 
stops treating me as less of a man! I want to stop fearing Ma’s leaving 
to find a sorcerer who’ll fix me. I want—I need to know how to stop a 
sorcerer from making me desire sex and marriage! But you all won’t do 
that!”

Even stops only to draw a gulping breath, his chest heaving, his 
teeth gritted. If he thinks on what it means that Ma insists on his 
becoming something else, he’ll break … so he folds his arms and stares 
up at the strings of lights, twinkling like too-bright stars against a too-
black night. Mistaken for the real thing at first glance, perhaps, but no 
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more real than the relationships the world requires of him. Just a pretty, 
soothing, deceptive falsehood.

“No sorcerer can accomplish such a thing,” Miser says softly, 
“although I wouldn’t put it past many to take your mother’s coin and 
wriggle their fingers.”

Even blinks and turns his head. “They can’t?”
“You can control people with magic, but that’s crude, obvious 

puppetry; a sorcerer must guide the strings. You can shape people with 
manipulative words, but such twisting of the mind doesn’t require 
magic, is seldom better for it, and works poorly on those who know 
themselves. You can’t, however, use magic to force someone into being 
the person you wish.” Miser’s lips curl into a smile’s crooked, mocking 
mimicry. “It’s easier to raise towers of black glass and shatter the world, 
so I wouldn’t fear a sorcerer a tenth as much your mother’s ignorance.”

The nagging feeling that Even owes response to that startling speech 
does nothing to conquer his tense throat, parched tongue and stunned 
bewilderment. He stumbles backwards to slump against a supporting 
post, giddy with confusion. Did he hear that aright? Surely Miser 
didn’t speak words, albeit in convoluted fashion, that possess a seed 
of understanding? Didn’t finish with something so shocking in its 
provision of relief that Even doubts his own ears?

“Have you never pondered why I live outside the village? No, it’s 
just one oddness in a witch … and less concerning than my sexual 
exploits. Real and assumed.” Miser shrugs, resting both hands on the 
sill. His varnished fingernails look as though once dipped into liquid 
midnight—long like curved beaks, dark like feathered wings. “I like 
my work, you need me to do it, and I make coin enough to live. But 
a healthy distance between us, even more than magic, frees me from 
your tedious assumptions on gender and marriage.” A mocking laugh 
accompanies a flicker of light in the depths of Miser’s almost pupilless 
eyes—light the same hue of that inside broken obsidian towers. “Ask 
yourself: why are witches said to live alone? Dwell within the world’s 
darker places and beyond its farther reaches?”
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No, Even hasn’t. Witches are … witches. Nobody expects to find them 
working alongside grocers and butchers; they lurk, unquestionably, 
upon ordinary’s edges. One sooner asks why the sky appears blue or 
the wind summons mist. One sooner asks why a young man, with a 
trade and business as much a pillar as that of the innkeeper and the 
barber-surgeon, doesn’t wish to court young women.

Speechless, he shakes his head.
“I grant that people like us exist in all endeavours, but many places 

best offer acceptance, of a sort, when we eschew the ordinary—when we 
queer creatures dwell on the outside of civilised things. Where lives also 
the witch.” Another loud, rasping laugh again provokes Even’s nervous 
twitch. “When your career shrugs at order and celebrates strangeness, 
they’re less able to punish the rejection of womanhood and marriage … 
or sex and marriage.”

Queer. Even hadn’t thought himself encompassed by such a 
dangerous word ... but hasn’t Ma proven just how very queer he is?

“I don’t know that I want to be a witch,” he murmurs once he’s sure 
of his voice.

“Oh, not like me.” Miser claps his hands, his lips framing a grin far 
broader than Ma’s best effort. “But I have a sister whose kitchen magic 
lets her build houses and simulacra from gingerbread, and while she 
desires no lover or husband, like you, she welcomes apprentices with a 
heart for bread. Learning such an art may let you more easily inhabit 
the world beyond ordinary. Live past the edges.”

Never has Even pondered magic beyond a two-sided state of oddity 
and danger: either a useful spell as unknowable to him in form as 
baking powder or a threatening, overwhelming force wielded by the 
powerful. Truth, perhaps, exists somewhere between and outside … 
and only then does he realise how little he has pondered anything 
beyond recipes, ancient ruins and his own personhood.

What else has Even accepted without due question? What harm has 
he caused others from his failure to do so?

“How do you know I’m a baker?” he asks, knowing that neither Ma 
nor the villagers will permit such interrogation … and knowing, too, 
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that he stands upon the precipice with trembling knees, an obedient 
lad trained to wash dishes and finish lessons. Part of him wants to leap, 
part of him sees no escape but to plummet, and part of him hesitates, 
still yearning for a way to avoid surrendering the familiar.

Miser blinks … and the glossy feathers of a crow’s head sprout from 
his scarred, human chest.

Even, reeling backwards, closes his eyes. Surely he looks upon a trick 
of witchlight and darkness? Perhaps a descending mist? Yet when he 
dares again open them, he finds a torso furnished with a giant crow’s 
head, a beak as black and sharp as shattered obsidian, white-ringed eyes 
glowing like starlight.

The cats, on their beds of chair and couch, sleep on.
“The gods below aren’t the only ones who see through crows’ eyes,” 

Miser murmurs—and as he clasps his talon-tipped hands together, 
Even again sights a long-limbed, curly-haired man with a broad grin 
and crooked teeth. “What think you, then, of embracing your inner 
strangeness?”

What truth? Even draws a shaking breath. If he puts his heart-
pounding terror aside, it isn’t difficult to discern. Ma’s comments, 
schemes and threats leave him fearing for his sense of self. Miser is far 
more and much less than what rumour makes him, but he’s offered the 
impossible. An escape from Ma and her sorcerer. A promise of Even’s 
finding kindred. A brittle, shining word. 

“I can’t be what they demand, but they won’t let me be ordinary 
my way…” Even barks his own laugh, wondering why this, too, never 
occurred to him. “Although I do nothing but live before crows’ eyes! 
Nothing! But, mostly...” He hesitates, embarrassed. “I haven’t spoken 
like this to anyone since … never. I want to talk to people. Even if 
they’re extraordinary.”

He wonders, too, how one builds a house from gingerbread…
Miser raises his arms, straightens. A black feather falls from the 

windowsill to land atop the porch’s weathered boards. “Would you like 
to take tea while I tell you about my sister? And pass the night in a 
spare room, not my bed?”
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“Yes. Please—” The door opens inward. Miser, barefoot but clad 
in grey trousers rolled to bare his ankles, now stands in the doorway, 
waving Even into a sitting room crowded with chairs and bookshelves. 
“How do you do that?”

“Magic,” Miser says, his eyebrows raised. “Will you please turn over 
my sign?”

This time, when Even flips the board to the please return side and 
sees the words late tomorrow morning scrawled in chalk beneath the 
black letters, he doesn’t startle.
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On the longest day of the year, her judgement dulled by festivity 
and beer, Suki answers yes. Why not? Joeri looks at her with sable eyes 
framed by long lashes, his slender body still smelling of grass and clean 
hay. His politeness, somewhat displaced by the night’s drunk-flushed 
confidence, has long appealed him to her, and her body thrums to 
desire’s bright, heady giddiness. He’s pretty. Why can’t she?

“I want you,” she says above tapping heels and quick fiddle, guiding 
his hand to her hip, “but only tonight, only for Midsummer. Casual 
sex, not courting.”

Even Mama Lewis may awaken tomorrow morning to find a bottle 
and the snores of a partner not Mama Polly at hand … although Suki 
grants it unlikely.

Joeri leans in, leaving an enticing handspan between his lips and 
hers. “Midsummer. Please.”

“Do you understand what I mean? Do you agree?”
He entwines the laces of her blouse in his fingers. “Yes! Suki!”
Want sweeps away doubt. She cups his groin in her hand, giggling 

at his stiffening body. “I know a place. Come on.”
Stories neglect the hazards of sharp burrs when lovers tryst in a 

hayshed, but a blanket helps and Suki cares only for finding her skin 
deep inside his. The sun sits high the next morning when she leaves 

abrasive
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Joeri for the house: untied blouse, chaff-dusted hair, morning stubble, 
contented smile.

Mama Lewis, ever the guard dog, watches Suki approach from her 
chair on the porch. “Why so late?”

“It’s Midsummer, Mama!”
“Another man?” Mama Lewis’s thin-lipped bark pushes question 

into accusation. “Why can’t you stick with one?”
Suki’s good mood evaporates like drizzle on a bonfire. “Again, I don’t 

want to.”
“What about Roddick? You liked him!”
She did, until he mistook their casual bedding as justification to 

court. Suki sighs, shakes her skirts free of seeds and opens the fly door 
for the kitchen’s sweltering safety. Mama Polly, up to the elbows in 
flour, offers a more satisfactory greeting before asking about the town 
festivities. Suki doesn’t understand Mama Polly’s contentment in 
partnered life any more than she does Suki’s lack of interest in the same, 
but Mama Polly doesn’t criticise. She just listens, kneading the dough, 
while Suki describes Joeri’s kissing. “Sometimes shyness means they 
don’t push,” she says, scrubbing clean the rolling pin, “but I wish—”

“Suki!” Mama Lewis’s cheerful voice rings out from the porch. “You 
have a gentleman caller!”

Her stomach, queasy after last night’s beer, sinks to her worn boots. 
Not again!

“I’m so glad you came.” Mama Lewis smiles as Suki, wiping her 
hands on her flour-dusted apron, lets the fly door slam shut behind 
her. “Isn’t he sweet? Says he wants to know if you returned home safely. 
Now that’s a man you—”

Safe? She can see their hayshed from the porch!
“I’m safely baking bread,” she mutters, scowling. “You shouldn’t 

have. Literally.”
Joeri, his clean hair dripping onto a fresh shirt, frowns up at Suki 

from the bottommost step. One extended hand offers a bunch of 
ribbon-tied herbs. “I know you bake, cook. I thought you’d like these. 
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Uh … Father says I can have the gig, tomorrow afternoon. Do you 
want to go out driving?”

Why can’t she have sex without her partners getting ideas about 
romantic relationships? While the other village het girls complain about 
men who sleep around without committing to intimacy, Suki finds men 
who consider their sexual interludes tantamount to her promising to 
court. She can only conclude that their propensity for casual bedding 
fades when they land upon a desirable-enough partner, casualness less 
about philosophy than their selfish, arrogant convenience.

Bold, crass, quiet or stubborn; few men want to accept Suki by her 
word.

“Of course she does! I’ll make sure she’s free of chores.” Mama Lewis, 
her cheeks scarlet and eyes bright, turns to Suki. “Isn’t Joeri such a good 
driver?”

Does he realise that her mother sits on the porch to aid interested 
men like Roddick and Joeri? Mama Lewis prefers her needle’s unsociable 
silence, but hope of seeing her daughter partnered overwhelms her 
dislike of chatting with passersby.

Happiness, to Mama, means one thing: a home shared with her 
devoted wife.

Remaining under her mothers’ roof worsens the problem, but 
nothing Suki cooks or bakes will soon let her afford her own cottage. 
How does an unpartnered woman manage in a world crafted around 
an assumption of relationships and families, with two or more wed 
adults sharing property, possessions and finances?

“Thank you, sir. May I come by at two?”
Is she only an object to these people, a puppet to be jerked about 

against their idealistic backdrop? “No, you may not!” Suki pairs her 
folded arms with her best glower. “Mama doesn’t speak for me. Anyway, 
I told that I’d bed you, not court you.”

Joeri shrinks backwards, cringing like a slapped puppy. “Last night 
was so good, I thought…”
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Yes, she enjoyed bedding him. So what? Sex shouldn’t require their 
courting! “Because we had fun, I’d forget what we agreed to?” She 
snickers, shaking her head. “Your bits aren’t that magical, Joeri!”

“Suki!” Mama Lewis’s gaping lips and wide eyes remind Suki of a 
startled frog. “I apologise for my daughter’s appalling rudeness—”

“Mama! How many times must I tell you? I’ll bed men when I wish, 
but I’ll live unpartnered and die happy. Stop this! I’m not courting Joeri 
or Roddick or anyone. I don’t want to!” She claps her hands at Joeri. 
“Go away! Now!”

Joeri stares in a frozen moment of bewilderment before jerking 
his chin high, tossing the beribboned herbs onto the dusty road and 
stalking towards the village.

Suki waits, sighing, for Mama’s crying fit.
“How did I raise you to be so abrasive?” Mama Lewis buries her face 

beneath shaking hands. “So … heartless? Why, Suki?”
Why?
Suki slumps against the door, laughing, gasping, aching.
Their self-righteous want makes terrible cruelty of her, but what 

other weapon has she?
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On good days, Suki tells herself that she left home because nobody 
likes being known as the village bitch. On bad days, when she has two 
coins to her name and her leaking roof demands more bowls than she 
owns, she can’t deny that she fled her own mothers. When winter’s 
wind hurls rain against the pub’s windows, promising a miserable walk 
home and a sodden mattress waiting in her garret, it’s hard not to feel 
that those good days come few and far between.

In the city of Malvade, she has her own room. Nobody expects her 
to court or wed. She’s free.

Why isn’t she happy?
Suki sighs and works her mop over the barroom’s slate floor, 

scrubbing at spilled wine left to dry overnight. Was it so terrible to be 
hated? Everyone stopped seeing her as a romantic prospect … but after 
village gossip transformed her frustration into hatred, nobody wished 
her friendship. Taking at a sweet, quiet boy like Joeri became the last 
straw for rejected men and offended Mama Lewis types, leaving few in 
Freehome who didn’t regard Suki as the epitome of callous selfishness.

She could have endured that if Mama Lewis didn’t spend her waking 
hours lecturing Suki on politeness and decorum.

“Why?” She kneels to wring out the mop’s wine-stained fronds, 
wincing at the cold water stinging her cracked skin. “Why did she 
stand back and let her—”

the complexity ofhuman decency
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A chill gust slices through her blouse as the front door creaks open, 
revealing a small figure in a soaking red cloak and hood.

She looks up, shivering. Malvadans bear a duck-like immunity to 
foul weather, but they’re several hours short of lunch, the barroom 
closed while Suki cleans away last night’s revelry. Cookie and the house 
boys let her be until Suki puts up her mop and duster, but the punters 
pay her no mind: Suki is just the easily-replaced sweeper of floors, 
maker of beds and cleaner of privies. Why should they avoid adding an 
extra hour’s cleaning to her day through their carelessness?

If she’s polite, nobody bothers themselves to cause her less work.
If she’s waspish and snide, nobody wants anything to do with her 

outside working hours.
“Wipe your feet. I’ll wipe you on the mat if you tread water on my 

clean floor.”
Bitch.
She should be used to it.
“Of course.” The newcomer stands in the doorway, wringing their 

cloak out onto the stoop. “Dreadful rain! Is it always like this?”
“Nearly,” she mutters, annoyed by their casual friendliness—or, 

more correctly, the inevitable collapse of any willingness to sociability. 
How long will it take before she offends them, too? “I don’t know how 
they stand it.”

Unfortunately, she suspects tolerance for Malvade’s storms comes 
paired with her landlord’s obliviousness to leaking roofs, muddy 
entranceways and the foamy mould consuming the shared outhouse’s 
walls. How is it right that Nathalie has simple rooms to let, rooms 
made clean and comfortable from her workers’ labour, but she won’t 
pay wages enough for Suki to afford one? How is it right that she’s 
supposed to fix the roof and clean the mould at home, because her 
landlord won’t, after long days spent working for Nathalie?

Today, even Mama Lewis doesn’t feel so terrible an option.
After Joeri, she barraged Suki with an onslaught of reprimand for 

anything even adjacent to abruptness. The slightest tinge of frustration 
or disagreement in Suki’s voice and expression provoked unrelenting 
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lectures; anything not a placid smile and perfect obedience earnt 
outpourings of shame and embarrassment. Worse, Mama Polly’s silence 
in the face of such correction left Suki prey to creeping doubt. Was she 
wrong to talk to Joeri that way? Or her mother? Wouldn’t Mama Polly 
say something if she wasn’t?

Suki left, without note or apology, before she lost sight of the 
belief that she shouldn’t bow to a cruelty cloaked within manners and 
decorum.

It can’t be right to take less offense at a man’s disregarding her wishes 
and their agreement than at the frustrated woman telling him to leave.

It shouldn’t be.
Malvade’s dislike of her, though, suggests a singular problem: Suki.
“Aren’t you local?” The stranger closes the door before removing their 

cloak. Underneath lies a red robe belted with braided green leather, its 
sleevelessness emphasising the bony slenderness of shoulders and hips. 
Both belt and robe, she has learnt since her arrival in Malvade, mark 
a priest of the Sojourner, one who does something called “guiding”. 
The rich brown skin of a bald head glistens in the lamplight, moisture 
trickling down cheeks and neck dappled with a motley of ecru splotches 
and marked by enough fine creases to suggest middle age. Thick 
eyebrows creep up their brow above a lopsided smile; the looseness of 
their body, as though perennially at ease, has her thinking of those last, 
heady Midsummer hours.

Did she once move through the world with such cheerful confidence? 
Why can’t she remember what that feels like?

“Northern Stormcoast.” Suki picks up her bucket and moves to 
another patch of slate dark with spilled wine. “Less stormy. Ironically.”

The priest pulls a face, the kind of exaggerated expression less about 
feeling than demonstrating sympathy. “I’ve travelled these last few 
years, but I once lived by the Great Southern Plain.” They hang the 
dripping cloak on a peg by the door and, with furious intensity, scrape 
their booted feet on the mat. “It rains, but inconsistently. Some years 
you’re celebrating.”
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She’s lived long enough around wheat farmers to know the ways rain 
conjures relief and sorrow, so she offers a reluctant nod. “Can I help 
you?”

“I just want to wait out the wet. May I stand before the fire a while?”
“Sure.” She hesitates, fearing further conversation, before deciding 

that the priest merits warning. “When Nathalie and Piet come out, 
you’ll have to buy lunch, but if you leave before half an hour or so, 
maybe you’ll miss them.” Suki checks to ensure neither has appeared 
from the kitchen or down the stairs before rolling her eyes. “They’re 
city.”

Such a request will never hold back home, where politeness reigns 
above freedom. At least here, living in a city possessed of storms 
and religion, she can tell a man that she didn’t promise herself to 
him, followed by throwing his clothes out the window. If the biddy 
renting the room opposite hers and her landlord regarded her with no 
friendliness after, they’d offered no warmth before the incident, either. 
What of it, in the boarding houses full of people dwelling in singleness 
by choice or circumstance? It’s almost acceptance … save for the daily 
reminder that the partnered folks dwelling in overpriced rooms can 
together afford better boarding houses owned by kinder landlords. Or 
at least have more money left over after rent for additional bowls and 
blankets!

Can she bear to live with a man, to pretend at romance?
A moot question, given her current “disagreeable” status.
“On the one hand, it costs to maintain a warm fire and sheltering 

roof. Coin is the rotten heart of a port city.” The priest, circling 
around fresh-mopped patches of floor, heads for the fireplace—a great 
stone monstrosity forming the dividing wall between barroom and 
kitchen. Boxes for wood and coal sit on either side while a cluster of 
candles, lamps and vases filled with crocheted flowers occupy the wide 
mantlepiece. The sheet of slate before the grate crunches under the 
priest’s boots as they stand too close to the fire for safety. “On the other 
hand, those with more. The owners surely have more warmth than I!”

Her mothers kept similar flowers in empty bottles on their mantle.
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Mamas Polly and Lewis sat in their rocking chairs on cosy winter 
evenings and, should time remain after the household mending and 
sewing, crocheted life-size rose heads. Suki cut leaf shapes from the 
ends of an old woollen blanket, sewing these and the roses onto cloth-
wrapped wire to arrange like real bouquets, forever unwilting no matter 
how hot the fire.

Does someone else now make bouquets from her mothers’ roses?
Annoyed at the pointlessness of her thoughts, Suki purses her lips. 

One good memory doesn’t mean safety, so why yearn for the impossible? 
“What does that mean? You all speak like it stands on its own, but it 
doesn’t. It just doesn’t.”

“What does what mean?” The priest turns about before the fire like a 
chicken on a spit, the paler patches of skin suffused with red, the darker 
patches reflecting the light. No suggestion of irritation or annoyance 
shows on their lean, elongated face.

“‘Those with more.’ That’s not even a sentence, but you all say it over 
and over.”

“Did you have a red priest at home?”
Not only do they ask questions, they don’t sound the least bit 

offended! “No. My ho—my village is Freehome. Our founders fled 
Astreut to build a place where nobody’s bowing to gods and decrees. 
Where what you should and shouldn’t do isn’t defined by absurdities 
but actual human decency, the only thing ever needed.” She hesitates, 
struck by the feeling that her ancestors’ avowed belief that no god or 
religion need dictate morality has failed her … or, should someone ask 
everyone else’s opinion, she it. “Holy tomes shouldn’t be necessary to 
know and do the right thing. Nor should priests. We don’t have them. 
Or need them.”

What’s that if not a splinter driven underneath a priest’s fingernails?
The priest frowns, as if considering.
Suki sighs and works the mop underneath a row of tables. If Mama 

Lewis is correct and her anger is a moral failure, disregarding other 
people’s needs, why are people permitted to ignore hers? If everyone 
in Freehome understands the pain of requesting that she smile should 
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someone purposefully misunderstand her gender, why should they 
demand politeness when purposefully misunderstanding her wish to 
remain unpartnered?

“It is … absurd. You’re right! A figure in history, apocryphally a 
leader of people that fled the Old World after the Change, wrote down 
three or four things, and that’s a religion—oh, and this person is a god, 
probably? What’s a god? Why do gods need priests? What’s belief in 
a god? Do I believe? Should I? How isn’t it all absurd?” They shrug, 
breaking into a wide smile framing crooked-set teeth. “Ask a hundred 
people and you’ll get a hundred answers, but for me … it’s a guidebook, 
telling me how to frame and communicate the things important to me 
to, with and for other interested people.”

Suki allows that her upbringing encompasses only the horrors 
of the church that caused her ancestors to abandon Astreut for a 
priestless peace, but reason does nothing to lessen the feeling of alien 
incomprehensibility.

“The full second precept is ‘those with more serve to guide those with 
less’, but you’ll hear it shortened to ‘those with more serve those with 
less’.” The priest works their fingers together, their bony appendages 
shockingly long compared to the more proportionate size of their arms 
and torso. “I’m in two minds about that, even as I use the latter myself. 
But what’s priesthood without a dash of righteous hypocrisy? If I keep 
questioning about what I think, why, and in what circumstances the 
less complex version owns more utility, the contradiction can stand … 
I think.”

Suki leans on the mop’s wooden handle, the floor forgotten. A 
distant part of her knows that she risks scolding at best if Nathalie 
finds Suki dithering while half the tile remains sticky with last night’s 
spillage. The rest doesn’t care: how can anyone parse such thoughts and 
clean at the same time?

The priest’s speech feels like someone tossed three and a half jigsaw 
puzzles in the same box, shook the pieces together and smashed the 
box onto the floor. She needs to sort through all the bits for the corner 
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pieces before she can begin to look at the rest, but such a jumble leaves 
her no simple task!

Serve? Is that like how she works for Nathalie? Yet if the priest’s 
meaning about the fire is true, shouldn’t it be the other way around? 
What’s hypocritical about using one over the other?

“That’s all…”
“Absurd? Confusing?”
“I guess,” she murmurs. “Absurd? Yes, but…”
Priests, said her teachers, discouraged thoughts and questions.
This one asks them, and that should terrify her, but “fear” feels too 

defined and distinct a response. Too unthinking, too incurious. Is it 
wrong to find appealing the priest’s lack of surety? To find relief in what 
seems the deliberate complication of something that could have been 
rendered more simply? To feel that doubt and challenge contains more 
honesty than her people’s certitude?

“May I ask you a question?”
Suki just nods.
“How do your people tell you what makes a moral person? Are there 

rules? Who delivers them? How do you know what does and doesn’t 
constitute ‘human decency’?”

“Your parents tell you,” she says, irritated. “Or your teachers. 
Obviously.”

“What if they’re delivering a pattern of morality that’s harmful?”
She stiffens. What if? “Since priests do that, too, what’s your point?”
“Exactly!” The priest claps their hands as though snideness betokens 

academic argument. “A priest has similar social authority, prone to the 
same failures as anyone providing a pattern to shape a community’s 
behaviour. A priest is simply another mechanism for delivering moral 
argument. I’d argue that the more people available to present different 
patterns, or different approaches to the same pattern, the less likely one 
will be harmed by dangerous patterns, but we’re no more and no less 
necessary than your teachers or parents.”

Nervousness—the terror of Freehome’s resounding, uncomplicated 
answer—lends a high, childish tone to her voice. “What if everyone 
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else thinks you … something you do, immoral? What does that … 
make you? Harmful?”

The priest crooks their head. “Are you claiming morality to avoid or 
justify the consequences? Are your behaviours denying others freedom, 
personhood, safety? Why do they think this immoral? Conversely, are 
their behaviours denying you freedom, personhood, safety? Are they 
claiming morality to avoid or justify the consequences? You question, 
and you keep questioning.” They sigh and shrug. “Should you emerge 
with a contradicting answer … you leave Astreut to build a Stormcoast 
village based on different moral principles. Or you remain in open 
rebellion by guiding local communities in rejecting the deification of 
coin.”

She doesn’t know what that last sentence means: the priest’s 
vocabulary pushes against the upper limits of her village education. 
The rest makes sense in that uncertain, complicated way devoid of easy 
answers. She exhales in a shaking relief, considering. “Mama says if 
everyone else thinks you’re the problem, you are.”

“True, sometimes. Oppressive, others. Overly simplistic, always. 
Have you considered this thing you do? Questioned it?”

She’s done nothing less since leaving Freehome.
“I can’t believe,” she says at length, “that it’s … moral to disrespect 

someone’s wish not to court. Or fair to be angry at me for being angry 
about being pressured … although fair isn’t the same as moral, I don’t 
think? Even if I want it to be.”

The priest leans against the mantlepiece, positioned close enough 
to the grate that Suki half expects the long robe to smoulder. Their 
half-lidded eyes rest on her above loose, neutral lips. What do they see? 
A coltish young woman with water-roughened hands and oft-patched 
knotted-up skirts, her stockings darned at the knees with a brown wool 
that doesn’t quite match? Something more abstract or esoteric? Or just 
the village bitch, snappish and shrewish, labouring in a far-away city as 
penance for rejecting Mama Lewis’s attempts to help her?

“I’ll listen,” they say gently, “if you wish to share with me why you 
left your former home.”
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She shouldn’t want to, but Mama Polly offered Suki nothing kinder 
than her disconnected silence. The village part of her retreats, forgotten, 
as the rest of her spills her story like water gushing from an uncorked 
bottle. She even abandons her mop to sit backwards on a barroom 
chair, her knees drawn up under her skirts.

Not in the entirety of the last six months have her lips shaped so 
many words.

The priest remains by the fireplace, at times shifting to dry another 
portion of robe. They nod and gesture, as if to assure her of their 
attention, but never do they interrupt or interject. Perhaps they keep 
their quiet apurpose, for Suki finds herself talking about more than 
would-be beaus, Mama Lewis’s expectations of romance and the 
village’s shunning: “I’m not allowed to feel,” she whispers at the chair’s 
uppermost railing. “I’m not allowed to be angry or upset, because 
everything I do makes Mama ashamed, and while Mama Polly doesn’t 
mind that I don’t want to marry, she never stood up for me. She never 
did anything to make Mama Lewis stop, never…”

Mama Polly’s refusal to defend Suki, she realises, cuts deeper than 
Mama Lewis’s denial.

How can Mama Polly understand and accept Suki but still let Mama 
Lewis hurt her?

Easy, Suki thinks, burying her head in her arms. Mama Lewis doggedly 
follows the rules in hope of finding the promised happiness and safety, 
unwilling or unable to question the moral pattern of their village. 
Questioning provokes uncomfortable realisations and difficult choices; 
easier not to bother. Easier for Mama Lewis to weep and manipulate 
than to change even her own home, never mind the assumptions and 
limitations of her broader community. Easier for Mama Polly to stand 
by as speechless witness than to challenge her wife’s treatment of their 
daughter.

Easy.
She doesn’t want to be the kind of person who doesn’t question or 

challenge. She doesn’t want their brand of comforting morality. She 
doesn’t value politeness and conformity above truth.
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She’ll sooner be the village bitch.
Suki chooses this … and that realisation feels like the giddy, relieving 

rush of breath after winded lungs stop seizing. She isn’t a failure, unable 
to oblige the rules. She isn’t a bully, cruel for the sake of enjoying 
another’s pain. She isn’t a coward, running away from her family to 
avoid responsibility. Suki chooses this because she won’t accept the 
alternative, and that makes her like her kin.

Like the ancestors who left Astreut for Freehome.
“Are you open to further rebellion?”
Startled by the similarity to her own thoughts, Suki looks up to find 

the priest grinning at her. “What do you mean?”
The priest spreads their hands. “Priesthood. Perhaps a cloistered 

order: your own room, no expectation of marriage or relationships, a 
community of people working to support each other? A community 
prone to … questions, conversations, absurdity. A lot of absurdity.” 
Their lips curl upwards into that warm, broad grin. “A community of 
people who aren’t afraid to think.”

She barks an incredulous laugh. “A priest?”
“Belief may be a prerequisite in other religions, but not with the 

Sojourner.”
A priest who doesn’t believe in a god. Suki frowns, pondering the 

aghast horror experienced by her mothers should they learn that a 
priest invited her to join a religious order. “What do you believe, then? 
In your work? Is this it, this shaking people about?”

“Shaking?” Their chuckle sounds as rich as a magpie’s morning 
warble, a once-familiar greeting now alien in Malvade’s crooked, 
crowded streets. “Yes … I suppose that’s true. I believe in the need 
to guide people into finding ways to better serve themselves and each 
other—and live without obeisance to wealth and the wealthy.”

Suki kneels on floors owned by people who won’t pay her enough to 
afford a room as nice as those she cleans, in a city where workers like her 
are disposable at best. Does freedom in one direction count if she still 
finds limitations in others? Does she want to stay here, struggling to 
survive, when she can’t expect appreciation, never mind a fairer wage? 
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Does she want to stay here … or go elsewhere in hope of finding people 
who talk as though she’s more than disagreeable?

“And I can do that? Or something like it?”
“That’s why you’ll serve first as acolyte—to find your own direction. 

You may prefer to serve with skills in gardening or sewing. You may 
find yourself guiding the community, inside or outside your home 
monastery. You may find yourself guiding other priests, or studying, 
or wandering from city to city. All service has value.” They hesitate, 
brown eyes flickering towards the kitchen door. “I’ve also no interest in 
partnering. I’ve never had this questioned by another priest.”

It sounds idealistic, fantastic.
It sounds absurd, ridiculous.
Perhaps this won’t work. So what? What does she risk other than 

the terrifying certainty that this path will upend everything she knows 
about herself and lead her further away from what was once home?

She isn’t Mama Lewis. She isn’t Mama Polly.
She chooses not to be.
Suki wipes her hands on her apron, stands and nods, ignoring 

Nathalie—standing in the doorway, her lips parted as though on the 
precipice of scolding. “I’m Suki. I’d like to try to be a priest. But I’m … 
not polite or demure. Or even nice. Mostly disagreeable. Bitchy.”

“I’m Amadi of Sirenne, and some telepathic talent means that few 
people don’t find me disagreeable. A good priest, anyway, should be a 
smidge confronting. Demure? Why?” The priest snorts and beckons her 
towards the fire. “Welcome, Suki, to our rebellion.”
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She expects to startle at a decade’s differences: fresh-painted doors 
and flower boxes, new curtains, new people. Yet aside from the obvious, 
like the fresh-cut wood of a porch addition, Suki can’t identify many 
changes in the village she once called home. Did Roderick’s sister always 
hang floral-sprigged calico curtains in her windows? Did the feed store 
sign show a sheep or a cow? If she once knew these things as well as her 
own name, why can’t she now recollect them?

Her memories offer the detail of a poor watercolour painting: 
brushstrokes and colour suggesting, not replicating, a scene.

The main road—the only track dignified with the word—leads 
past the public house, stables and shopfronts on its way through the 
village. Folks stare, in the way anyone in a small community gawks 
at a strange person on a strange horse, but Suki, used to provoking 
a priest’s attention, pays them no mind. On the farthest edge of the 
village, where houses become farmsteads, waits her doom: a cottage on 
a small plot, little more than a yard for chickens, a kitchen garden, a 
paddock, the hayshed and a small barn.

She stills her seat in the saddle, her horse drawing to a hopeful halt, 
and looks at the sheet of paper held crumpled in her leather glove.

Please forward to Suki Lewis, writes an exacting hand on the 
uppermost side of the paper, living somewhere about the town of Sirenne 
on the Great Southern Plain, likely working as a cook or sewist.

if absurd works
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How high did a magician price the tracking spell needed to find 
Suki’s approximate location? How did her mothers afford it? The letter, 
despite the lack of address, arrived in town … where it lingered for seven 
weeks before someone realised that “Suki Lewis” may mean the priest. 
She can’t blame the postmaster, accustomed to the Plains tradition of 
priests discarding their mothernames. She can’t blame her mothers, 
having no reason to accurately guess their daughter’s occupation.

Three months after Mama Lewis put pen to paper, Suki stares at an 
empty porch and closed fly door.

She’s a priest of the Sojourner. She’s spent ten years studying the 
arts of a guiding priest specialising in Spoken Service. Her palms sweat 
beneath her gloves, but surely Suki has reason to think that this time, 
she can better navigate her mothers? Better navigate Mama Lewis?

The farm also looks little different: brown and tan chickens 
scratching about, a black cow picketed in the paddock near a dun pony, 
white sheets and towels hanging on the line. Mama Lewis apparently 
continues her love of order: Suki spies no cobwebs, peeling paint or 
overgrown vegetables. Just a scruffy-looking tabby cat watching her 
from its position atop the hen house, the small cottage with its wide 
porch, and her mothers’ marked absence.

What can it mean for Mama Polly that everything looks so ordinary?
Suki’s horse, Bobby, turns to rub his mouth against her boot, 

smearing the dusty leather with a glob of green saliva.
“Whatever happens, I’ll steal you a carrot from Mama’s cellar,” 

she murmurs before sighing, sliding her feet from the stirrups and 
dismounting. “Hallo, the house? Hallo? Anyone home?”

“Who are…” A gasping breath precedes a doubtful exclamation as 
the door reveals an older woman in a blue dress: “Suki?”

Mama Lewis stops on the threshold, her chin raised, her hawk’s 
eyes fixed on Suki’s face. Once grey-streaked brown hair now lacks any 
suggestion of youth’s colour, matched by deeper-set creases framing 
eyes and a new looseness to the skin covering jaw and knuckles. Mama 
Lewis still stands tall, her arms muscled, her face rigid, her shoulders 
broad. She still looks prim and demure, with her mane caught in a 
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schoolmarm-ish knot, her apron and petticoats starched bone white, 
and the collar of her plain workdress brushing her chin.

Not even age’s march softens her devotion to propriety ... or 
diminishes the nausea lurking in the pit of Suki’s stomach.

Why does a single glimpse of Mama Lewis provoke the gut-twisting 
shame felt by a girl returning home after running out during a heated 
argument? Suki left without note or explanation, a grown woman 
making her own choices, after concluding that she won’t find happiness 
or safety by remaining underneath her mothers’ roof. She has no reason 
to feel ashamed. Doesn’t she?

“Mama?”
What does one do in this circumstance? The rhythms and patterns 

of a guiding priest, with all their solemnity and structure, feel tragically 
impotent when applied to her current nervousness. Smile? Hug? Ask 
after Mama Polly? Pretend that a decade of years doesn’t lie between her 
and her mothers?

“You’re late.” Mama Lewis speaks, almost scolding, as though Suki 
idled in running an errand to the general store. “What are you wearing?”

Startled, Suki looks down at her robe, only to laugh when she 
remembers how little this piece of the Stormcoast knows of the 
Sojourner. How did she forget that? The simple cut and scarlet colour 
of the sleeveless garment, worn over jodhpurs for riding, speaks of her 
vow to serve life and the living over abundance and wealth. On the 
Plains or in Malvade, a robe carries her from street to palace, respectable 
in any circumstance. Here, perhaps only a deviant fashion hailing from 
a distant city?

Freehome’s founders discarded Astreut, its priests … and fewer of 
their teachings than the living villagers like to acknowledge.

“I’m a priest of the Sojourner, Mama. The red robe and belt mark 
a priest. I’m late because the postmaster didn’t realise your letter 
needed to go the monastery, and it sat first at the hall for seven weeks. 
I rode out the very next morning.” Smiling feels dishonest when she’s 
never successfully falsified geniality; Suki tries for a neutral sort of 
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expressionlessness without hope of achievement. “Is Mama Polly … 
did she … is she...?”

So odd to think that she’s gained a defiant comfort with death! 
She’s learnt to offer guidance to the grieving and the dying, to lead the 
Farewell, to speak of a path heading past the boundaries of this life into 
a nebulous something else when asked to confront or reassure. She’s 
learnt even to guide away those seeking to rush, uneedfully early, into 
its embrace. Life and death cast each other’s shadows; she can’t serve 
one without respect for the other.

When death beckons for her mother, however, Suki has no words.
She wants to see you. You owe her this small consideration, a tiny 

recompense for the grief you brought us.
“You’re a … a … priest?” Mama Lewis draws a sharp breath, stepping 

back against the closed fly door. “Why would you do that? I can’t 
believe… You ran away to be a priest? Why would you? How could 
you?”

“Anyone would think I just confessed to being a professional sheep-
shit eater!” The words fly from Suki’s tongue as though the last decade 
never happened, and she gasps, horrified. She practiced with Amadi to 
avoid antagonistic retorts, so why does she speak like a girl who doesn’t 
know better? “I’m so sorry! Mama … I don’t expect you to like this. I 
want to explain my life to you, tell you about my home and my work! 
But for the moment, can you … just consider this something you don’t 
understand, but something I know you can accept for my sake, because 
my priesthood makes me happy?”

Mama Lewis’s eyes widen above parted lips, but no sound emerges.
Suki, twisting the ends of Bobby’s reins, waits, but after the passing 

of a small eternity, she risks the question: “Is Mama Polly…” Alive? Ill? 
Dead? “What happened?”

“You put this on me without warning, and now you want me to 
just ignore it? Pretend it away?” Mama Lewis’s voice creeps up several 
registers. “Why do you always disregard my feelings?”

“You—” Suki stops, counting under her breath: “Ten, nine, 
eight, seven, six...” She wants to snap, scream, snarl—again a young 
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woman defiant in her rejection of politeness, knowing that no lack of 
abrasiveness will earn her mother’s tolerance. “I do want to explain my 
life to you. I mean to. Can you please first tell me about Mama Polly 
while I tend my horse?”

She turns to her gelding, running up her stirrups and loosening the 
girth; Bobby releases a huff of grass-scented breath.

“Suki, you can’t just ignore me—”
“I don’t mean to ignore you, but my horse is standing here. Where 

can I put him up?”
“You always do this—”
“Where can I put up my horse?”
“Suki—”
“Where can I put him up? I didn’t think this so confusing a concept!”
Mama Lewis folds her arms over her well-starched apron and jerks 

an elbow at the barn, her nostrils flaring. “You’ll need to clear out a stall. 
The ones with straw are for the pony and cow.” Only her reddening 
cheeks and forehead warm the frost in her words: “I see that you haven’t 
bothered to learn your manners since you ran away.”

Suki’s years as acolyte involved many lessons on navigating difficult 
situations without making cutting comments to push people into 
leaving her alone. She’ll never master patience, but she’s more tolerant 
of others than she ever thought possible … even if she spends an hour 
venting her daily frustrations on a leather training dummy. Even if 
trusting another’s best intentions and willingness to accommodate her 
if only she voices her concerns will never be her first or even second 
instinct.

Patience comes more easily when free of disregard and diminishment.
“I thought bad manners,” she growls, “means leaving a guest and her 

tacked horse standing on the doorstep while you criticise her speech, 
dress and calling.” She clucks to Bobby and, as she has many a time 
before, stalks towards the barn.

Mama Lewis, as she has many a time before, gasps in wounded 
horror.

Again. Again.
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Suki isn’t gentle or soft, but she also isn’t cruel. She doesn’t do well 
with Sirenne’s guests, her directness rendering both uncomfortable, but 
she does guide its priests. Sometimes people need encouragement in 
the art of smashing plates in a private courtyard while voicing their 
pain in curse words of decreasing politeness. Sometimes priests need 
somebody who can shepherd the acknowledgement of the poisonous 
and disconcerting before it taints their service. Sometimes priests need 
sympathy from one who can be trusted not to judge or condemn sharp 
truths, and who better to provide this than a priest herself notoriously 
blunt?

Suki of Sirenne, having learnt her own worth, bears witness to the 
feeling carried by her fellow priests.

Suki Lewis, long years away from Amadi’s lessons, hates everyone 
who pushes her deeper into a desperate defiance.

Her throat tightens. Her hands itch for something to smash. She’s a 
priest, serving in an order dedicated to a healing discipline. Why can’t 
she do better with Mama Lewis than the same argumentative exchange 
and the same storming off in frustrated helplessness?

Amadi reminded her that no priest should attempt to guide her own 
kin, but this wasn’t a guiding! Just one cursed, useless conversation!

Why did she let herself believe that Mama Polly’s illness stands as 
reason enough to put aside history and ill-feeling in favour of even a 
momentary, fleeting sense of united family?

The small barn, the aisle wreathed in hay, at least feels comfortingly 
familiar. The rustle of straw under hoof and shoe, the dust motes 
floating in the air, the warm smells of chaff and animal—little different, 
at heart, to Sirenne’s stables. Suki draws a deep, shuddering breath and 
ties Bobby in the aisle, eyeing the third and fourth stalls—housing grain 
sacks, harness and tack, rope, buckets, spades, pitchforks, a barrow and 
other oddments. She can put her horse in one of the empty stalls and 
delay moving one stall’s collection into the other, of course, but why 
provoke further anger?

If she kicks a few sacks in the process, all the good.
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A loud crunch has her jump and Bobby startle, a sound that takes 
her a moment to place: boots on gravel. Boots halting where the barn 
faces the hen house ... where Suki once found a large knothole at the 
back of the pony’s stall. Boots halting where a woman who doesn’t trust 
her daughter not to mess up her barn may position herself to watch.

For a moment, her rage building, Suki considers discovering how 
much ruination she can cause before Mama Lewis cries out—and then 
she sighs, shaking her head. No. Even she knows that’s the quickest 
road to making everything worse!

She turns to her patient horse, counting backwards from a hundred, 
and sets to work.

In this, at least, Suki finds a comforting simplicity. Bobby obligingly 
served her, and she owes him service in return. Nothing matters but 
untacking her horse, picking his hooves, checking his legs and brushing 
his coat—and while her mood shows in her arm-aching enthusiasm for 
currying sweaty patches and itchy places, Bobby leans hard into her 
brush. She laughs as he rubs his cheek against her shoulder, arching 
his neck to guide her hand. “At least this is helping someone,” she 
murmurs, the air thick with chestnut hair. “Yes?”

Horses speak a language of movement and position, sparse on sound, 
expressive in emotion. They don’t conceal, burying truth between 
words and beneath smiles. What Bobby thinks of the human tendency 
to chatter, she can’t know, but with animals as her audience Suki can 
spill her thoughts without frustration or condemnation. The edges of 
another’s feelings and opinions don’t sharpen her words and send a 
conversation reeling from expression to argument. She can…

Here, to her horse, she can talk.
Why not?
“I don’t know,” she says, giving Bobby a final pat before turning to 

her waiting sacks, “if gods exist. I don’t care if people believe. Gods 
aren’t why I do this. It’s just that this religion comes closest to … not just 
permitting me to exist, but sheltering and celebrating me. Connecting 
me to other people, offering a home. It’s really priests discussing the 
best ways to serve our communities and then together doing that.” She 
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grabs the top of a sack heavy with barley and drags it between stalls. 
“God or no god, it’s sacred to serve and be served in turn. And I am. 
One day, I hope, I’ll even trust in it!”

No retreating footsteps reach her ears—just her panting breaths and 
Bobby’s whuffling ones.

“Any culture offers rules, guidelines, for being the right kind of 
person. If you follow them, you get the support of your people. Even 
when the rules don’t fit you, even when you break yourself trying to 
follow them. Even when you feel like ... like you’ve lost something you 
don’t understand and can’t recognise, but you always know that you’re 
lesser for it. That’s how I felt, living here. Like I was being broken by 
degrees, and if I stayed, I’d be less. I had to find, for me, a better set of 
rules. And I did.”

After the second sack, Suki leans against the stall door to rest her 
shaking arms, glancing outside in the vain hope of spotting Mama 
Polly walking amidst the green grass and brown chickens.

“Which makes me wonder: did Mama break herself in following the 
rules? Does she believe them the road to happiness and safety because 
doing otherwise means admitting that they’re wrong for her, too? If she 
knows she can survive breaking herself to fit, why shouldn’t I do it, too? 
Are we the same in this, at heart? Or does she fit so well that just she 
can’t imagine anything else, that I can be different from her?”

Suki knows nothing of Mama Lewis’s motivations beyond shallow 
obviousness, nothing of her inner world beyond conformity’s worship. 
Only after a year spent with Amadi’s generous spilling of eir mind 
and soul did Suki recognise this absence as extraordinary. She didn’t 
imagine alternatives beyond colourless requests to obey and oblige, 
her childhood normal; never did her mothers release emotion from 
their wells of history. Never did she, before Amadi and Sirenne, see 
feeling expressed alongside the willingness to share, contextualise and 
reciprocate.

Her mothers, too, remind Suki of that same watercolour painting.
“I don’t want to just survive. I want to thrive. I want that for 

everyone else—it’s why I help people to walk their roads with meaning 
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and purpose. And I wish … I wish, so much, I’d had that from Mama. 
Because it hurts, so much, to feel like she can only accept me if I’m 
someone not me.” Suki takes up another sack, glad that the difficulty 
of talking while dragging gives her time to collect her voice. “I wish 
she could have let me break the rules. I wish she could believe that 
good manners are less important than authenticity and kindness. I 
wish she could believe in the worth of what I am. It’s hard—I know, 
now, the pain in watching people I’ve cared for making choices I don’t 
understand. But it’s necessary and powerful, in that not-easy way of the 
best kind of sacred.”

She hears nothing but the shift of grain as she places the sack by the 
tack stall’s side wall.

“I think that’s why I’m a priest. Not because of some god, or because 
nobody cares if I don’t marry—but they don’t! Even the villagers I sleep 
with, when I want to, don’t expect it! No, I want to do for people, in 
my own way, what I wish my mothers could have done for me.”

Suki can’t guide her mother. She shouldn’t try.
She can, though, hope that Mama Lewis listens at the knothole 

while Suki lifts the lid on her own well of feeling. She can try to have 
a meaningful conversation with her mother, with decreased risk of 
criticism or attack, by pretending ignorance and addressing her horse.

If absurd works, Amadi began saying in response to Suki’s acceptance-
seeking questions. Yes, it’s absurd. So what? If something functions in 
ways that don’t cause harm and allow for growth and safety, why mind?

“I’m happy,” she says, heaving her saddle and packs over the door of 
the spare stall. “I have my own room, a community, my kitchen. It isn’t 
always easy, being a priest, but … it’s important. I’m not despised or 
rejected. I’m allowed to be me, light and dark, sound and bruised. And 
I don’t want to be anything else.”

Bobby turns his head to give her a long, bored look.
“I know. I’ll get straw in the stall, and then I’ll feed you, I promise.”
She makes the delay up to him with a good handful of grain and a 

flake of hay, not realising how much she listens for movement outside 
the barn until a crow’s cry makes her jump. Listening for the listener? 
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Why? She can’t be sure Mama Lewis remained for the entire speech. 
Even if she does take umbrage, Suki voiced her feelings without 
silencing. She spoke as the adult priest, not the defensive daughter. 
Isn’t that a victory?

She and Mama are the same, in truth: they’re both bitches.
Suki is no longer Suki Lewis, trapped within the bounds of an ancient 

denial. She found her calling, a life that shapes her without breaking 
her. She has belief, rebellion and purpose. She isn’t a woman so broken 
that her first greeting to her long-parted daughter must be a criticism 
of her clothing. She isn’t a woman so broken that she can’t work past 
her habit of edged retorts—or force herself to endure another’s cruelty.

She’s free to be absurd.
Suki of Sirenne will discover what happened to Mama Polly and 

survive whatever follows. She’ll then say a farewell denied the younger 
woman who fled Freehome in the middle of the night and return 
home—her true home. She isn’t here because Mama Lewis asked 
it. She’s here to close the book, to permit herself a need long gone 
unrecognised: celebration.

She’ll celebrate meeting and learning from Amadi, her work at 
Sirenne, her studies, her monastery, the unexpected and wonderful 
turns on her road. She’ll celebrate the truth that she won’t live and die 
in Freehome.

Suki of Sirenne, so far distant from Suki Lewis that Sirenne’s 
postmaster needed seven weeks to deliver her mothers’ letter, stows 
Bobby’s gear in an approximation of order, slings her saddlebags over 
her shoulders and, after a fortifying breath, strides from the barn 
towards the house.

Mama Lewis waits in her porch chair, her chin high. Her eyes, hard 
and defiant, foretell her lips’ spilling of yet another lecture, but she 
clenches bloodless knuckles so tightly that Suki winces.

“I only want you to love and be loved! I can’t tell you how I hurt I 
am that you’d think I don’t love you—”
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Suki, purveyor of absurdity and obligate moments of rudeness, 
climbs the steps, opens the fly door and enters the kitchen in search of 
her other mother.
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“Witch!” Constance’s bare feet, her slippers long since lost, pound 
against the forest floor. Ferns crumble, sticks crack and leaves rustle, 
but she runs heedless of sound’s betrayal: none ring louder than her 
own desperate voice. “Witch, please! Help me! Take me!”

Her father’s huntsfolk and their dogs, following, will find her as 
sure as the sun sets. They will return her to the castle, to the betrothal 
ceremony, to chains ritual and legal. How Father excuses her absence, 
Constance can’t imagine, but he needs make only perfunctory 
explanation to a lovesick suitor: Prince Resolute, a fourth son, won’t 
refuse this chance at a throne from mere delay in signing papers. Even 
should he glean her reasoning, Constance expects that he’ll wed even 
despite weakening love.

Father won’t understand her trespass: if his hunters catch her, this 
flight will only provoke his bewildered rage and disappointment.

“Witch! Please!”
Coloured spots whir before her eyes, but the blurs of browns and 

greens offer no salvation—just spindly trees and shrubs knit together 
by the sprawling, inexorable blackberry. She drags in a heaving breath, 
already exhausted, unable to slow: the faster she runs, the longer she 
can imagine her life absent that cruel moment of inevitability. If she 
stays far enough ahead, she’ll escape the fate waiting to twist her soul—
and Blackvale’s people—in its python’s coils.

bones of green andhearts of gold
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She must escape!
Blackvale’s Forest Witch never ignores a woman’s call. The Forest 

Witch saves girls from predatory men, attacking beasts or turned 
ankles, should she cry for aid within the forest’s borders. The Forest 
Witch saves her ... and steals her away from family and kin, cursing 
hir claimed women to suffer in unknowable bondage. What follows, 
Constance can only surmise based on stories of witches trapping 
princesses in dragon-guarded towers and forcing merchants’ daughters 
into servitude. Legends from outside the vale speak of bones ground 
into flour and children shapechanged into crows, but Blackvale’s tales 
are more licentious: their witch, the master of briar and guardian of 
trees, has hir wild way with women.

The logical, pragmatic part of Constance—the part that wrestles 
with manners, expectations and customs—thinks the truth more 
prosaic: some missing girls, said to be seduced and taken by Blackvale’s 
witch, ran away from home. Kinsfolk must prefer to blame a witch’s 
abduction than complicated truths about domineering parents or 
abusive partners. For all hir strange powers and mien, the witch has 
served the vale for generations, hir forest a greater protection against 
foreign armies and invading kings than any soldier-defended wall of 
stone.

Regardless, what the witch desires of Constance bears no relevance.
She’ll take servitude or imprisonment if she no longer needs pretend 

at a heart warmed by the prince’s sincere declarations of love.
She’ll take servitude or imprisonment if she no longer needs fear 

Blackvale’s withering death from her inability to form the monarch’s 
sacred, land-renewing union.

If a princess and a queen must be summer-hearted, and Constance 
knows hers lacking the requisite passion, shouldn’t she flee? Shouldn’t 
she discharge her obligate duty as Blackvale’s princess-heir to protect 
the people from her coldness?

If the witch takes her, Father will—furiously and grudgingly—accept 
this loss and name his sister’s son as heir. The witch’s inviolate right to 
dictate hir year’s payment owns as many centuries as the kingdom’s 
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charter, and ze has before claimed the labour of ostlers and nobles alike. 
No other reason will Father tolerate, and Constance long considered 
them in the weeks and months of watching Resolute’s love blossom 
into devotion while her own lay fallow. How else does one flee a king 
possessing the services of guards and spellcasters, allies in surrounding 
countries, and a desperate yearning to see his only child inherit after 
him?

A desperate yearning, Constance thinks in moments of dour 
bitterness, to see his only child make up for his failings in love.

“Witch! I beg your aid! I surrender to you!”
A daughter of two summer-hearted kings should have no reason to 

flee a well-chosen prince’s bright love for her. Summer seeks summer and 
winter claims winter, for like needs like and love craves love. A truth—
the kind chanted by nursemaids to a toddling child, akin to rhymes 
about identifying edible mushrooms and cattle leaping over cutlery—
as certain to Father as the name binding her nature, another conviction 
she now discards and defies. Constance? What irony!

The shouts behind her grow close enough to form audible words: 
the guard captain, Fealty. “Princess! Princess Constance! Halt! You 
must return!”

“Witch!”
She fights her dress, once-ornate panels of silk damask pieced into 

voluminous skirts and sleeves, as much as the fallen logs, damp earth 
and blackberry sprays choking the forest’s underbrush. Her gown 
owns purpose in a ballroom, a courtyard or a library; her gown owns 
beauty in displaying a princess to a prince’s mother prior to signing 
a document preluding the legal delicacies of alliance and marriage. 
Now, costly fabric snags on branch and bramble, weeks of fine stitches 
ruined in but half an hour. Her dark hair sheds pearl pins and crystal 
beads, locks tumbling from a confection of curls her dressing maids 
took hours to style.

A princess must never disrespect her people’s labours.
A princess must never falter in her devotion to duty.
What other option has she?
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Father rejects even the hint that Constance’s heart lacks summer’s 
fire, a lone cygnet raised in a family of ducks. Such circumstances aren’t 
uncommon: even Papa’s kin claim an unwed cousin whose doings 
are mentioned only in context of their occupation and studies. No 
shameful thing, in most cases: the winter-hearted, Father explained 
in his many lectures on rule and governance, make ideal scholars, 
advisers, financiers, guards and chaperones. Should Constance be 
the daughter of a summer-hearted bookbinder, soldier, apothecary 
or farmer, winter’s heart may provoke limited opportunity as much 
as disappointment. She can seek out the enclaves of winter-hearted 
families or take up work in her own that requires travel or is best 
performed without personal entanglements. While expecting, desiring 
and exalting summer, Blackvale does permit winter.

A future queen owns no equitable freedom. Why else did Father 
take such pains to find a consort from another summer-hearted family?

It matters not whether one questions her heart’s colours: red and 
gold or purple and green. It matters not if Constance fears her soul 
more akin to winter’s chill. An heir must wed and beget further heirs. 
An heir must demonstrate fire and warmth, the scarlet-hued love upon 
which rests a thriving queendom. An heir must represent summer’s 
bounty and security, the nurturing centre to which her people cleave 
when fighting drought, raiders or grain-blight. No princess can promise 
fecundity, for all that the land’s bestowal of such speaks favourably of 
her future reign, but she can promise her devotion to her partner and 
her people.

She can’t pretend at passionate feelings for Resolute when their 
union—their marriage, their love—renews the sacred rituals upon 
which rest Blackvale’s uncommon prosperity.

A princess cannot be anything but summer-hearted, so how can she 
blame Father for his refusal to see her?

“Princess Constance!” Fealty’s voice rings so horribly close! “You 
must desist!”

Constance doesn’t waste time in glancing backwards. Some small 
part of her, stumbling up an incline of rotting logs and damp earth, 
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knows pain slicing across the soles of her feet, toes throbbing as they 
smack against unseen rock and stump, a chest heaving beneath a dress 
too heavy for prolonged flight. The rest of her, overwhelmed by fear 
and need, pays such hurts no mind. She owns no place in a world ruled 
by sacred seasons, and even a witch’s tower must be more welcoming of 
a princess whose heart beats unknowable.

In this overgrown forest—protecting the northern flanks of 
Blackvale’s castle for as long as any castle needed protecting—she must, 
somehow, find the Forest Witch.

“Witch! Please!”
What if Constance thinks herself winter-hearted? Her situation 

won’t differ, given Father’s refusal to see past her duty and his future 
atonement, but she’ll find some surety in knowing herself. She’ll 
know whom she is, not whom she isn’t. Won’t that be easier? Yet every 
time she holds her feelings up against what she knows about winter’s 
folk—those references made by tutors, chaperones and dressing maids 
chosen to resist a princess’s temptation—Constance finds only partial 
resonance.

She wants.
She looks upon chefs and stablemistresses, fantasising about bedding 

either or both. She knows herself giddy over a pretty smile and a clever 
word, pondering the brush of someone else’s skin against her own, 
waking hollow from a dream-craving still unfulfilled. She even knows 
herself wanting of the good-humoured, boyish Resolute—wanting in a 
raw, profane way that owns nothing of a shared lifetime and everything 
of simply assuaging the golden pull from one person to another.

Constance will give the prince her body without hesitation. Her 
heart, though? Her partnership? Her love? Her years? The culmination 
of a difficult-to-define sacred that the summer-hearted won’t explain 
but just know?

“Princess!”
Where is the witch?
What if ze rescues only summer’s girls and women?
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Excited shouts signal the sighted, betraying flashes of red and gold 
damask. Tears rain down her cheeks: of folly, of panic, for a woman 
the witch won’t save. Yet even as Constance reaches the hill’s peak and 
looks down at a gully of trees protruding through brambles, her panic 
at the witch’s unlooked-for absence doesn’t stop her. She drags in a 
breath and plunges into the ocean of blackberry. Let the briars scratch 
her skin and skirts to ribbons! Let the mother forest, her land, render 
her unfit for a betrothal ceremony!

Let everyone who must force her back to a life of ballrooms, princes 
and symbolism be torn and rent by bramble.

Why are the winter-hearted excused from marriage’s constraints but 
denied sacred leadership and union with the earth that birthed them, 
reduced to serving summer’s folk? Why do they reckon summer in 
golds and reds when Constance thinks of those colours as autumn’s 
falling leaves and winter’s warming fires? Why do they reckon winter in 
greens and purples when Constance thinks of those colours as spring’s 
flourishing flowers and summer’s ripening fruits? What of autumn, what 
of spring, what of lands possessed of no seasons, fewer seasons, more 
seasons—where local climate and weather find no sensible reckoning 
in her native quartet of time?

Do other people want in ways devoid of what Blackvale most reckons 
sacred?

Briars whip at her legs, slice through dress and chemise, cut across 
cheek and neck. A violent, stabbing pain races up her left foot just as 
her right lands on a trailing scrap of sleeve and, finding no purchase, 
slips free. Her soles scream their agony as she fights to stay upright, the 
once-glorious silk gown forming a prison as relentless and spiteful as 
the ripening blackberry’s thorns.

Fealty, his black and purple uniform visible from the corner of her 
eye, orders his huntsfolk to follow.

“Witch,” she sobs, despairing.
The land vanishes beneath her feet.
She falls, fabric billowing and tearing, into the void’s devouring 

maw. She screams, the backberry’s teeth snagging her hair, her limbs 
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brushing unseen objects, her body plummeting into nothingness. She 
lands, softly and improbably, on something damp, velvety and no more 
bruising than a feather mattress.

“Quiet.” A soil-scented hand closes over Constance’s mouth. “If you 
wish them to think you lost, Princess, find your quiet.”

Shock and terror keep silent her shriek, but salt moistens her 
cheeks and her limbs quiver like gale-blown leaves. She presses her lips 
together, afraid of the guards and woodsfolk above, afraid of the hand 
touching her face, afraid of the human-shaped shadow crouched over 
her body—afraid of the pain burning through the soles of her feet and 
the profound sense of a world now unknowable.

Be calm. Breathe. Think.
Where is she? Trickling water suggests a nearby soak or creek. She 

can tilt her head to look up at a dim light, as if she lies in a space 
beneath a crevasse. Perhaps a split in the rock above a hillside cave? 
One large enough to consume an adult, yet so overgrown by riotous 
blackberry that even the careful or the knowing can’t see the danger?

A second hand gently brushes a lock of hair from her eyes and cheek. 
“Are you—”

“Princess Constance?” Above, Fealty commences a sound that sets 
her heart atremble: the swishing thud of a blade hacking at blackberry. 
“Princess! Are you hurt? Princess!”

“We should not idle here,” the voice whispers, raising their hand 
from her mouth to squeeze her shoulder. “You have pursuers enough 
that they may clear the entrance despite my asking, and I dislike their 
mood. May you stand?”

Stand? She tries to say something, anything, but she can’t make her 
mouth express more than gasping pants. Her fall should have killed her, 
Constance’s body rent and broken despite the bed of moss moistening 
her skin and gown. That truth possesses her with an immobilising 
horror, as though the rest of the world rests too distant for more than 
barest acknowledgement. She shouldn’t have survived this fall, and that 
means one thing.
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Only in that moment does she realise how much she fears the Forest 
Witch.

“Are you hurting? May you stand?” The witch moves hir hand to 
Constance’s brow, probing her scalp with feather-light fingertips. “Are 
you hurt?”

Above, guards grunt and curse as they hack at the brambles. Every 
creak, crack and cry tightens her ribs and lungs in panic—the vice 
loosening when she hears no call of discovery, constricting in terror at 
the next sound that may prelude it. She tries to croak an answer, but 
she can’t work her words past the fear stoppering her throat.

Even before she gained years enough to understand the fullest 
consequences of the title “princess”, Constance knew that being one 
is akin to guiding a strand of hair through the eye of her finest needle. 
She must be polite, obliging, sweet, obedient. She must be warm, 
welcoming, engaging. She must show enthusiasm and passion in her 
pursuits while never taking or causing umbrage. She can’t say the 
wrong thing—and there are more wrong things to say, and wrong ways 
to say the right things, than the forest has leaves—but neither can she 
escape this complexity by retreating into silence. She must, with the 
consistency of her name, ensure the unobjectionable prettiness of her 
manner and speech.

Nobody regards as pretty a princess’s criticism of the extremes 
to which she must navigate these myriad, nonsensical and even 
contradictory expectations.

One of the witch’s hands wraps her fingers inside a warm, callused 
embrace. “Brush your fingers against my palm. Once for no, twice for 
yes. Does your head hurt?”

Such kindness shames her, but, trembling, Constance moves her 
pointer finger across her companion’s palm … thinking of Father’s 
refusal to let her avoid speaking, thinking of a tutor’s punishments after 
her giving answers deemed too direct. Thinking of the many people 
uninterested in her becoming anything but the polished, perfect veneer 
of “princess”.

“Glad,” the witch says. “Your back?”
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“F—feet.” Finally, she forces one strained word through her lips.
“Only your feet?”
Pain sears everything below her knees, but the distant brush of her 

body against the sides of the crevasse makes her wonder how much of her 
took unknowing injury. Such a thought feels too big and bewildering 
to express by lips or hands, so she moves her fingers twice over that 
hardened strip of skin beneath the witch’s knuckles. Pen? Wand?

“Do you wish them finding you, Princess?”
“No.”
A soft burble, almost a laugh, sounds by her ear. “Glad. I am 

crouched by your side. Think you to place an arm about my shoulder? 
I will not carry you, but together we may hobble outside, where my 
horse waits. Close.”

“Princess?” Fealty’s shout sounds unwontedly desperate. “Are you 
hurt? Please answer me!”

Constance again twice brushes her fingers across the witch’s palm. 
Raising her arm feels like knowingly stepping over a cliff’s edge, but 
the witch takes her hand and guides it to a shoulder covered in a loose 
swathe of wool. She clenches the fabric in her fingers, before—her 
heart pounding in panic, her breaths short and rasping—sitting up 
and leaning into a soft, warm body.

The witch slides a hand about Constance’s waist, pulling her closer. 
Fabric hangs and rustles between them, as though ze wears a dress 
or a cloak bearing faint memories of cedar chests and herbal sachets. 
Lavender, mint, a hint of lemon. She recollects little about Papa but his 
similar, comforting habit of so scenting his clothes. “When willing, we 
will together rise.”

“Can you see anything down there?”
The scrape of brambles falling into the cavern, followed by the 

brightening light, provides all incentive.
“Now. Please.”
Rising to her feet, even with the witch taking much of her weight, 

hurts like stepping on broken glass, upturned pins, sharpened knives. 
A small, twisted grunt escapes Constance’s lips.
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“Wait! Stop! Did you hear—Princess?”
Constance clamps her teeth together, steeling herself to silence. Fire 

shoots up her heels like worms boring through apples, an agony at odds 
with the hammer-crushing throb in her toes. How can two parts of her 
body hurt at once in such different ways? How did she bear it while 
running? Clutching the witch, she balances herself on the balls of her 
feet like a child learning to position her boots in her pony’s stirrups, but 
every step brings twin moments of dread and pain. Never has she felt so 
attuned to and aware of the way she moves, and her world contracts to 
a simple, singular question of how best to place her feet on the damp, 
rocky ground. Nothing matters but the delicate art of walking on the 
sides of her feet, of never allowing her right large toe to meet ground, 
of the horrors wrought by unseen sticks—and always, always, silencing 
the gasp seeking to flee her throat.

All the while, the witch talks, a soft and babbling sort of conversation, 
in Constance’s ear. Only sometimes does she catch snatches of meaning: 
a warning for stones underfoot, a boulder they must clamber over, 
reassurances that hir horse isn’t far.

Sunshine, spilling into a cave mouth littered with twigs, leaves and 
a muddy creek trickling into yet another blackberry-smothered gully, 
frees her from pain’s endless eons. A saddled, sweaty horse stands by the 
creek, swishing its thick tail at flies. Constance collapses against a large 
boulder even as the horse whinnies and, without waiting for direction, 
walks toward them.

“Glad, Cat.” The witch leans against Constance’s boulder, breathing 
hard. “Glad.”

Other than a tree-perched crow preening itself, she sees no creature 
but the horse.

The light inside the cave mouth bears little brightness but permits 
Constance fair detail: blonde hair cut with a raggedness suggestive of 
impatience, a pert nose, white cheeks and jaw dappled with freckles 
uncountable, a brown dress worn beneath a laced-up vest and hooded 
cloak, both a dusty pink. The witch wears several belts wrapped about 
a plump waist, bearing a score of leather pouches, purses and pockets. 
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Some flap open, revealing their treasures: a smooth sphere of glittering 
crystal, a bunch of leaves, several wooden wands, squashed blackberries. 
A leather pass-token hangs from a belt buckle, the front stamped with 
Blackvale’s briar crown, although Constance has never known insignia 
needful in according the Forest Witch due respect and service. All know 
hir ageless visage.

If the sacred union between ruler and consort enables Blackvale’s 
uncommon prosperity, the witch enables Blackvale’s uncommon 
freedom from conquering outsiders.

“Did you…” She hesitates, unsure of the language. “Magic me? So 
I didn’t … break?”

“I heard my knowing, your calling, so I asked the trees and bramble 
to guide your direction, I rode to catch you, and I asked the blackberry 
to cover the hole through which you passed. Telling, though, can’t stop 
their blades, and I wish causing no harm. This goes best when kin 
think you vanished.” The witch raises hir head as the horse reaches their 
boulder and lips at hir cloak-covered shoulder. “Nothing now, friend, 
but when we reach home, Cat will have her something. Promise.”

The horse, little more than a pony, wears a bridle without bit and 
a worn stock saddle, resting her off hindleg as though finding little 
surprise in Constance’s presence. As horses go, oversized ears and stocky 
limbs mean that even Cat’s golden-coloured coat and white mane 
preclude her from the canon of equine beauty. Nor does the witch 
possess what Constance first thinks of as beauty or handsomeness, 
embodying instead the homely practicality of sun-creased skin and 
wind-tossed hair … and humour enough to name hir horse after the 
expected familiar.

Ze scratches Cat on the shoulder before standing and untying the 
reins from their knot around her poll.

“Knowing?”
The witch runs down Cat’s stirrups, frowning. “To say … I am 

knowing when our own call, but I am also knowing when to harvest, 
and how to tell the birds to let be your tame crops and how to read 
words in a book.” Ze shrugs, turning towards Constance. “When a 
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princess knows her season doesn’t augur a wedding and speaks for aid, 
I know—but I think it easier if I knew this before your calling, the way 
we tell the coming season by the present’s shortening days. Magic is … 
small, sometimes. So small.”

This odd pronouncement steals all words from her lips. Constance 
stares at the witch, bewildered, as ze clucks hir teeth and guides Cat 
closer to the rock. In her fall, did the world twist upside down? How 
can the witch know why Constance sought hir? What does ze mean by 
“our own call”? Have other women, for similar reasons of love and fear, 
begged in desperation for a witch’s salvation?

For this alone do people speak of hir seductions as dangerous?
“How may we get you ahorse? We shan’t rest here while your father’s 

guards lower ropes down the cave.” The witch chuckles, hir eyes and 
cheeks creasing in a warm, broad smile heedless of good manners. “They 
dislike the briar, but it can’t stop them, even when thick.” Ze pauses, as 
if considering. “This forest-part has lost balance. I should return, later.”

Constance can’t hear any pursuit over the soak and her breath, but 
she doesn’t doubt the witch’s reckoning. Fealty won’t stand at the top of 
a crevasse, call for half an hour and shrug at his charge’s loss. 

His name, unlike hers, truly binds his nature.
“I can mount,” she murmurs, sure of no such thing—but also sure 

that the witch will do hir best to help, even through the whimpering 
agony of putting her weight on her right foot, even when Constance 
battles her dress as much as her body in swinging her leg over Cat’s 
broad back. The worst moment comes as she slips her left foot free 
of the stirrup iron to cross both before Cat’s pommel: her skirts shift, 
baring a scraped, bruised, swelling left foot.

“Look not.” The witch pats Constance’s calf before tugging torn 
linen and silk down to hide her nail-less toes. “I will tend when we rest, 
soon from here.” Ze clucks hir tongue and—reins clasped in hir right 
hand, walking close to Cat’s shoulder—urges the horse alongside the 
creek and out of the cave. “I am knowing of your questions, should you 
wish to ask now. Or not.”
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The great weight of difference on her bones, the fears and 
realisations she has carried into adulthood, the absence of place in her 
understanding of her world—an impossible complexity now become 
a simple conversation in the same way that the witch navigates shock’s 
theft of Constance’s voice? Can it be this easy?

When a princess knows her season doesn’t augur a wedding.
“I’m not summer-hearted,” Constance says slowly. Cat shifts into 

a swaying walk as the witch leads them down the gully, a rough track 
by the creek free of blackberry sprays. “Neither am I winter, I think. I 
… want.” Despite the witch’s intimacies, she blushes. While everyone 
presumes her to desire with crimson passion, she gleaned lust’s specificity 
through eavesdropping and stealthily procuring the wrong sort of 
books. A princess must want, her desire entwined with her fecundity, 
but only as part of a sacred partnership—and while lust may be sacred 
in that context, never should anyone speak of it. A princess must want, 
safely behind closed doors and for a singular audience.

Want, required but contained.
Why do these rules possess so little consistency and so much 

contradiction?
“Want what?”
“People think that a princess must be pure and pristine,” she says, 

hesitant.
“People think that witches steal their wives and daughters.” The 

witch shrugs, stomping alongside hir horse in a pair of worn leather 
boots. “Maybe now I roast you, grind your bones and use the dust to 
make grow the kingdom’s berries?”

“That seems a lot of effort when you can ask the plants.” Constance 
frowns, her eyes caught by a shadowy rippling along the creek’s edge a 
few paces ahead: brambles shift and retreat to make space for a witch 
and hir horse. Wondering, she turns her head and gasps a laugh, for no 
track lies behind them. No chance of Fealty, guards or hunters easily 
following. Just a thick mass of fruiting briar all but shrouding the 
watercourse. “I … look at someone and want to bed them. Lust after 
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them, nothing else. I dream, yearn or hope for it … want that touching 
closeness with someone interesting, or kind, or…”

She can’t help thinking of the witch’s gentleness as ze closed hir hand 
around Constance’s fingers … or the harder calluses of hir palm, so 
alien and intriguing compared to the cream-wrought softness of her 
own.

Embarrassed, she fusses with her skirts on pretence of freeing a wad 
of cloth from beneath her leg.

“Glad that you understand and voice your own wanting. Few own 
such clarity.”

Never has Constance seen her feelings in that light.
“That’s all I want,” she says in a breathless rush of words, her hands 

gripping fabric festooned with dirt, mud, bark and thorns. “I can’t … 
I try to see myself, in what Father had and wants for me, what others 
need from me. If I want the prince in bed, why I can’t I just marry him? 
But it’s everything else. Spending day after day with him, being a wife 
… I don’t even know why. I just hate the courting, the affection, the 
expectations…” She sighs, trying to steady herself. “I know I don’t feel 
enough, and I can’t risk marrying even if I could pretend. Better to be 
locked in a tower, never letting down my hair—why don’t they just use 
a rope?—for knights seeking to save me from the witch.”

Dangerous words dance on her tongue’s tip, and Constance pauses 
only for a breath before giving them life. “I choose the witch.”

What that yet means, she doesn’t know. She doesn’t think that she 
need fear it.

The witch, hir hand stroking Cat’s hide, crooks hir head. “What 
may you choose if everything you wish exists and nothing keeps you, 
stops you? Not for what you may settle; for what you may desire?”

Those too are dangerous words, and Constance frowns. “It can’t 
exist.”

“Please pretend, for the cause of conversation, that it may.”
“I understand,” she whispers, her throat taught and her tongue 

stiff, “my … obligation. Duty. This is my home.” She waves at the 
mountainward side of the valley, peaks hidden behind the forest’s 
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cloaking greens, before gesturing back towards the castle, towards the 
town, towards the fields of ordered crops and the trade road leading out 
into the world beyond. “Someone must govern, must serve people and 
land—respect and protect them, and struggle with the hard questions 
when needs conflict. I don’t want to leave!”

She bites her lip, trembling, feet aching, again running headlong 
into the truth haunting her existence: how does she expect others to 
live by certain rules when she can’t survive the expectation that she do 
so herself?

Are her rules are just as irrational? Or is that a false equivalence?
“I don’t understand,” she wails in frustration, “why people must 

be summer or winter, why a princess can’t be seen wanting to fuck 
or even say the word, why I must love and wed and beget heirs and 
always be polite because the land depends upon such sacredness … 
even though good rule depends on ordinary things like justice, civil 
conduct, trade, services, fair taxation! I want to be a queen that has 
lovers like noblemen do—and let that, if they’re unwed or their partner 
agrees, not be scorned in the parlour and salon, either! Let the love I 
don’t feel and the marriage I don’t want not stop me from trying to be 
my kind of queen!”

The trees thicken as the gully levels out. Cat’s pace quickens as the 
horse turns from the creek to walk in an unerringly straight, northward 
line—leaving Constance with the nauseating impression that trees 
and bushes slip out of the horse’s way. She shivers despite the sinking 
autumn sun’s lingering warmth. Something else, alien and electric, 
raises the hairs on her arms beneath her torn sleeves.

Behind, she sees no gully or rising ridgeline, just a flat sweep of 
forest.

“We knew, once, that some people are born of spring and autumn. 
Those dangerous ones named witch knew that our words for the turning 
of the world don’t encompass all times, all people. Chosen, not given. 
Offered, not forced. Should be so.” Fine creases bunch beneath the 
witch’s eyes and across hir cheeks as ze talks in hir slow, placid voice. 
Has anyone ever tried to count those myriad freckles? Or is such a 
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thing as pointless as reckoning the stars? “Some of us take winter’s rain 
and summer’s warmth, with bones of green and hearts of gold, and we 
call this spring. Maybe you dance, when feet are mended of thorns, 
to spring’s songs. What think you, Princess? Maybe you be a spring-
hearted queen? Or a queen bound by no season or language? Or only 
your own?”

“Spring…?” Constance’s voice catches on the word, and while a 
lifetime of feeling storms through her mind, her habituated tongue 
builds dams of walls high enough to hold back raging floods. She 
can only breathe, shut her eyes against the giddy movement of trees, 
surrender to the internal deluge … surrender to the hurts of a word 
given so easily by a witch but unknown to a princess’s kin and people.

Spring.
A golden heart, but one absent summer’s crimson fire—one framed 

and supported, perhaps, by green’s sturdy bones.
“Summer and winter pair like feeling for like feeling. Summer, feeling 

everything, doesn’t understand feeling in some ways but not others. 
Spring … spring is the bed-want, unfettered by fire’s binding passion 
between people. Only unnatural when struck from the knowing.”

Do people speak of witches as a dreaded combination of powerful 
and predatory because a bridge built of lies must collapse under 
wisdom’s weight? How many princesses rejected family and courtiers, 
their nature unknown to or denied by their kin, before accepting their 
witch’s offer of sanctuary in distant towers or forest cottages?

“I have no dragon or sugar-frosted house, just a cave and grass for 
Cat.”

Constance opens her eyes, giddy, to find a small glade backing onto a 
great granite slope—a shoulder of the mountains encircling Blackvale, 
several days’ ride from the castle. Little about the glade strikes her as 
remarkable: two boulders, cut from the sheet of rock by an eon’s rains 
and winds, frame a human-tall opening covered with draping ivy. 
Grass, starflowers and bracken fern flourish beneath a rare gap in the 
canopy. A small waterfall, several paces from the cave, trickles down 
another break in the rockface to fill a dark pool bordered by grass and 
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duckweed, and a stone-encircled fire pit nestles in another sheltered 
section of curving granite. Clothes hang on a line strung between trees, 
an open-sided shed offers Cat shelter, and sundry baskets and pots rest 
on rough-hewn wooden racks by the cave’s mouth.

Nothing and everything here seems magical.
“Peaceful,” she murmurs.
“Hard work.” The witch makes a gruff sort of laugh, smiling. Ze guides 

Cat’s rein towards the fire pit, letting Constance see an overcropping 
lip several handspans above Cat’s head. Beneath, sheltered from rain 
and far enough from the fire to avoid smoke, rests a daybed—a thick 
pallet covered by a deer hide, sheepskins and three rough pillows. Big 
enough, easily, for two. “Sit you here while I strap Cat. May a princess 
lean forwards to keep the fire going when lit?”

A large basket, overstuffed with twigs and branches split into 
kindling, sits by the pallet. Never has Constance needed to do this 
herself, but she’s watched servants add fuel to a fireplace often enough 
to imitate. “Of course.”

Dismounting returns the duller ache of her feet to thundering agony, 
distraction enough that she almost misses the witch setting a pyramid 
of twigs alight by flicking hir hand. Constance flops onto the pallet, her 
breathing ragged, one bloodied toe peeking out from her skirts. A few 
gasping moments pass—in which the witch unsaddles Cat and places 
the tack inside the cave—before she notices the wooden mug sitting 
beside her pillow. When did it arrive? How? Some small part of her 
wants to quail at such mystery, but the rest gulps the water down like 
the tired horse now slacking her thirst.

Spring.
She still finds little sense in the assigning of colours or seasons, but 

neither can she deny feeling that the witch has named Constance’s 
nebulous truth.

Can she dance to songs of green and gold while vowing never to 
bind others in her own rule of seasons?

Can she accept spring as sense-making while promising to find or 
conjure a better, broader understanding?
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While the witch curries Cat’s shaggy coat, picks her hooves and 
procures a measure of grain and two carrots, Constance arranges larger 
sticks into a glowing pyramid, almost burns her fingers, drinks again 
from a mug that refills itself and, anxiously, prods at her arms and face 
before working her way down her torso. Shallow scrapes and scratches 
mark her forearms, but her sleeves take the most damage, the draping 
cloth soiled and torn perhaps beyond salvaging. One shoulder aches 
beneath her fingers, suggesting a bruise, and a cut across her cheek 
oozes congealing blood.

She shudders and wipes her hand on her dress.
“Hurt?” The witch carries a wooden tray in hir hands and a basket 

on one arm, the tray bearing a selection of bowls, jars, bottles and 
folded cloth—some pieces large enough to suggest a shawl or dress. 
The basket holds a copper kettle sloshing with water, and ze sets both 
on the ground beside the pallet. “A woman’s scars tell her stories, but I 
doubt these will.”

“I don’t care,” Constance says. True, save for a soul-deep place 
accustomed to the requirement that she be beautiful, even if her greater 
sense of pragmatism scorns the necessity and the labour. “My shoulder 
hurts, but I think—above the knee—it’s just scratches and scrapes.”

“Not glad that I took long in coming,” the witch murmurs, adding 
larger pieces of wood to the fire and setting the kettle to boil. “I’m 
sorry.”

Surprise drags the words from Constance’s lips without pause for 
consideration: “I’m glad you came at all.”

“I honour my knowing, I honour my magic, and I honour our own.” 
The witch sighs and settles hirself on the pallet, adjusting hir cloak and 
skirts. “May I look? And may I ask of you, while doing?”

“Ask what?”
“What mean you to do,” the witch says, lifting Constance’s skirts 

and petticoats, “about ruling as a spring-hearted queen.”
In shock, Constance stares at the witch’s befreckled face. The 

witch, however, appears engrossed in raising her left foot to examine 
the heel—something at which Constance feels herself possessed of a 
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strong, if cowardly, desire to look away. “How can I? I called to you 
because I can’t! Lock me in a tower, bind me to a dragon, turn me into 
a crow—whatever you wish, as long as my cousin rules!”

The witch lowers her left foot and, in hands so light and gentle hir 
touch sets Constance’s nerves thrumming like a fly alighting on her 
skin, raises the right. “Why?”

“Why?” Sheer incredulity dizzies her. “The land! I can’t ensure its 
fecundity if I don’t make the sacred union—”

Some shift in the air sets, again, her hairs to rising, now followed 
by a sudden, horrid rush of sensation—quick brushes over her skin, 
invisible hands tugging at her clothes, stabbing pains in her cheek, in 
her heels, in her calves and the soles of her feet. A shrill cry escapes 
her throat, but before Constance can find comprehension, everything 
stops: the air eases, the pain ebbs, her skin settles.

She whimpers, sagging back against the witch’s coarse pillows.
“I am spring.” The witch extends cupped hands to show dirt, leaf 

fragments, thorns, splinters and other plant matter—the mess drawn 
from Constance’s wounds and clothes. “My song outlasts any other 
dancer; I desire no more than fleeting union, the bed-want, lust. 
The land welcomes me. It lets me ask and answers well and willingly. 
Binding, sacred love renews the land? Summer is not the only season. 
Summer is not the only sacred.” Ze opens and brushes clean hir hands 
before Constance’s aghast stare; unperturbed, ze takes up a hook from 
hir belt, plucks the whistling kettle from the fire and, with practiced 
deftness, pours steaming water into hir bowls. “Some find benefit to 
preach falsehood, and a queen may ask why. A queen may fight her 
own people believing such limitations. But a spring-hearted queen has 
her own sacred ways, and she should learn them … and wonder how 
her people, hearts of spring, autumn and winter, suffer under summer’s 
dominance. I again ask: what mean you to do about ruling?”

After a silent moment, ze pours a greenish liquid—astringent and 
bitter-smelling—from one of hir bottles into a water-filled bowl and 
moistens a cloth. “May I clean and dress the wounds?”

Constance nods.
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She wants to believe. She wants to take as proof the witch’s power 
and hir term as Blackvale’s protector. She wants, more than anything, 
to live in a world where potential—maybe the thing the witch calls 
“knowing”—lies in another uncomplicated speaking of truth. She 
wants, in a way until now unrecognised, to give others that simplicity.

She wants.
The witch dabs at her feet and ankles with a fluid only pleasantly 

warm but possessed of a sharp, lip-biting sting.
“I can’t return.” Constance digs her nails into her palms, a droplet of 

stinging water running down her calf, the witch’s hands preternaturally 
careful as ze begins to wrap the larger of her fresh-seeping cuts with 
linen. “It doesn’t matter if summer offers but one way. It doesn’t matter. 
Father will wed me to the prince, and…”

She wants to believe in the witch’s truth that spring hearts possess 
their sacred, their own solemn and powerful connections to land and 
people, their own ways to symbolise and ensure prosperity. She wants 
to believe … and that means Constance knows, of her own will alone, 
that she can’t marry Prince Resolute. Not even if she finds some way to 
end or dissolve the marriage after Father’s death! How can she? If she 
is spring-hearted, won’t her forced partaking of summer’s rituals and 
unions profane her land, her people, her witch—and herself?

If passionate, bonding love forms some people’s sacred, what can be 
less corruptive than demanding all heirs’ ongoing mimicry?

“I don’t want that.”
“May you vanish? May you take time to learn, understand, accept?” 

The witch knots a section of bandage and, choosing skin free of scratches 
and bruising, squeezes her calf. “Return when no king breathes to bind 
you? Return with knowledge, a plan for how you may rule, teach your 
people, refashion belief? What if you take time to become a little witch-
hearted, so you may be knowingly queen-hearted?”

Father will suffer, but if Constance finds a witch willing to entrap her 
in a tower, he’ll endure the same fate of aching for his lost daughter. Her 
cousin will despise her returning after believing himself the unexpected 
heir, but her people know her face and her signet ring, as always, 
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hangs from a chain about her neck. She can’t imagine court, guard or 
citizenry objecting to her claim while their Forest Witch supports her. 
Blackvale must pay for breaking the alliance with Resolute’s mother, 
but the vale, still protected, needn’t rely on outside trade for sustenance 
or subsistence. What better time will she have for such risk?

What if risk builds a queendom where no more spring-hearted 
people need flee family, friends and home?

Her heart pounds in her chest and her breathing quickens, 
nervousness coursing through her body to mingle with something 
Constance fears to name hope … and interest. “How do I learn of 
spring’s sacred?”

The witch breaks into another slow, cheek-creasing smile. “I have no 
forever to give you, but I may offer a season of learning, of knowing, of 
our shared sacred.” Ze stands, rounds the tray and settles on the pallet 
by Constance’s side. “I should look at a hurting shoulder. May you 
lean forwards?” Ze pauses; Constance shifts away from the alcove wall, 
giving the witch space to reach her shoulder and the laces at the back 
of her gown. “Do you understand, Princess?”

Even through cloth, those feather-light fingers set her to shivering.
A wild daring makes Constance rest her hand on the witch’s knee, 

stroking twice with two fingers.
She, spring-hearted, understands—and wants.
“Glad,” the witch whispers, gently parting silk to reach the inner 

layers of Constance’s stays and chemise. “Glad.”
Hir soft lips brush against the warm skin of her neck, and Constance 

needs no other word to describe this lesson in sacred.
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“Where go you, this wet-making morning?”
By the side of the road, a short figure shelters under a gnarled oak’s 

canopy. Light eyes and a freckled face peer out from beneath a pine-
green cloak’s hood; wisps of blond hair cling to round, flushed cheeks. 
A basket of kindling rests beside hir bare feet and grass-stained skirts.

The villagers call hir the Forest Witch.
Nobody ignores hir hail.
Only one road, long and muddy, wends its way through deep 

forest before reaching the distant plains, towns and cities described by 
returning travellers. Most do, bringing home the gifts of strange story 
and stranger sorcery—such trinkets oft accompanied by an outlander 
consort and a babe swelling belly. Some don’t, mourned by the kin they 
left behind—or the kin they fled from.

Only one reason explains your travel given the sopping bundle 
strapped to your back and the winter’s downpour pooling inside your 
boots.

“Onwards,” you say, gesturing south. To speak truth to a witch is to 
court danger, but honesty offers less grievous a hazard than falsehood. 
“Anywhere. I can’t stay.”

Hir eyes rest upon yours in a gaze not yet piercing. “Why?”
Younger sons became the village’s first adventurers, defying ancient 

maxims and the weighty chains cast by forebear-dictated names. Later, 

witch
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daughters took to the road against fathers’ demands in marriage and 
mothers’ expectations in subservience, returning with love-chosen 
husbands from foreign climes. Over the years, yet more rebels put foot 
to path in search of proof against inflexible tradition: men who wished 
to wed other men, women who knew they weren’t men, people who 
scorned at gender too-neatly divided in twain. Over the years, many 
came back, blessed with the certitude that the village will survive their 
forgoing another tired law.

Returned wanderers purchased by their long journeys the knowledge 
needed to demand change.

The sky, thereafter, did not fall.
Why? You wriggle chilled toes, considering. “I may marry whomever 

I please, should they agree. Such freedom bears no shame. Seeking 
pleasure without union … that brings shame upon me and those who 
consort with me.” You search the witch’s shadowed face for proof of your 
gravest fear: this time, the rule is just. This time, you’ll find certitude no 
more than a murderer fleeing the village thinks to find celebration. “I 
don’t know how to be what I’m not.”

This time, you are only a lustful beast retreating from the innocent.
What happens to those too dangerous to return?
“You can’t forgo this … pleasure?” The witch teases out the last word, 

hir tongue darting between wine-crimson lips.
Some view the witch as a woman-like figure in skirts and lace, 

others a beardless youth in waistcoat and breeches. More sight a person 
in work-worn clothes and short hair, a person defying oft-gendered 
trappings. A rare few admit to a moss-dappled being bearing vines 
where locks should grow, an antlered, cloven-hoofed creature born 
from deepest earth.

Those few, in the days following, take to the road.
Perhaps some, great of wit and quick of tongue, can thread words like 

beads so that unspeakable truths lie concealed within honest phrasings, 
but you ponder for too long, the rain carving puddles about your feet.

“Or perhaps,” ze says, laughing, “you wish not to?”
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Hir amused voice, unburdened by your family’s concern, lights 
hope’s fire beneath your skin, and you watch hir like a hunter watches 
a grazing buck. Desiring. “Some suffer more consequences after an 
unwed bedding, and we preach this as vulnerability, dishonour. Why 
don’t we work to better mitigate these problems? Why must indulging 
desire cause unfairly-distributed shame? Don’t our rules only disguise 
our unwillingness to support others?” You hesitate before voicing, to 
the witch and to the world, a long-carried, frustration-heavy truth: “I 
shouldn’t have to agree to keep house to earn my pleasure!”

The rules promise safety should you abide by them, but mortal 
cruelty prowls the village’s homes regardless—this failure ever resulting 
from one’s imperfect obedience, not the community’s imperfect reason.

If understanding this makes you monstrous, retreating beast you 
must be.

The witch raises a hand to hir cloak, tugging at its pin. “The tragedy 
isn’t that you walk this path, but that those who have returned forget 
their truths apply to other rules—law after shrouding law. What 
kindness lies in breaking one whilst cleaving, unquestioned, to others?” 
Slowly, ze pushes back hir hood. “Take, gladly, to the road, for why 
remain cursed by what is when you see clearly what can be?”

You see rough-cropped blond hair forming a halo about hir crown 
… and you see many-tined antlers, like the oak’s twisted boughs, taking 
root from an ankle-length mane of vines. Plum-coloured fruits, heavy 
and glistening, nestle amongst flat, broad leaves. A green shadow, like 
fresh-sprouting shoots piercing tilled earth, blankets hir jaw. 

Delicate hooves trimmed with grey feather leave no print on 
waterlogged soil.

“Will you idle with me? You needn’t fear illness, violation, marriage 
or child. I swear to pass no limits.” Ze pauses; your heart quickens in 
frantic, terrible want. “Fear only that you may not leave, thereafter, as 
whom you are now.”

With a wry smile, the witch lets the cloak fall and hir skirts vanish.
Raindrops trickle down hir breasts to moisten a rounded belly above 

calves clad in sleek, spotted-grey hide. Verdant moss thatches hir groin. 
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A swollen plum, disturbed by the cloak, falls from hir mane, breaking 
open against shoulder and chest; scarlet pulp smears hir mushroom-
toned skin, the juice defying the should-be-cleansing downpour.

Human shame cannot lie upon a witch-god … or hir chosen partners 
in pleasure.

You step forwards, yearning to grasp the plum, inhale its fermenting 
sweetness—perhaps raise it to your thirsting lips. “Nobody awakens as 
the person they were yesterday.”

“Yes.” The witch tosses another ripe-to-bursting plum to you, 
beckoning with hir other hand. “Come and taste of all my fruits.”

You catch it, you taste it … and you come.
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True love’s kiss will break any spell. Always be kind to wizened 
crones; never disregard any advice they may give. The youngest son is 
most favoured by wise foxes and crows. The girl for whom a witch hunts 
may be found disguised as a swan on the lake or a rose on the bush. 
Princes save princesses from beastly dragons and towers overgrown 
with briar brambles. Never venture alone into abandoned castles, 
unless you’re the hero and a princess in need awaits your bravery. A 
happily ever after always involves a wedding—and whispered things 
said by your older sisters who giggle behind their hands and insist, with 
the lordliness of their years, that it is nothing about which you need to 
know.

“But why be kind to crones and not everybody?” you ask, sitting 
beside the roaring fire, listening to Grandmamma spin yarn and tales 
while you hem skirts and work-shirts. Your fingers cramp and it’s hard 
to hold your legs still, but you have work to do, work spurred on by 
the sharing of tales in the same way the farm labourers sing songs while 
ploughing that Mamma won’t let you hear. “But why are youngest sons 
special? But why do princes go to the rescue, not princesses? But why?”

Grandmamma’s lips thin. “That’s how the story goes.” 
Night after night, your questions are heeded no more than the 

gusting breeze rattling at the shutters.

the wind and the stars
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They call to you, the wind and the stars, the wildness of a world 
where nobody uses words to define what is and isn’t real.

You’re not made for spinning, weaving and sewing: even with your 
hands busy, you squirm and fidget, stamping your feet, longing for 
open skies and space to run. Mamma realises this and sends you with a 
bulging satchel to a trader in the next village, a garrulous person in want 
of a companion and apprentice in their summer and autumn travels. 
You spend your nights sleeping under the stars in field and forest, your 
days travelling. The trader teaches you how to make strangers feel easy 
and how to craft a bargain that leaves seller and buyer satisfied. The 
trader laughs at Grandmamma’s tales and tells their own against a 
rhythm of creaking wood and the mule’s road-clopping hooves: tales 
of warrior maidens rescuing merchants’ daughters, of genderless heroes 
overcoming fearsome monsters prophesised to remain undefeated by 
man and woman, of princes fighting the strictures of custom and law 
to marry a handsome knight.

 You like the idea of being neither prince nor princess, neither maid 
nor houseboy, defined by nothing so arbitrary as gender. It’s a truth, 
new and shining, that you hold close to your heart, a truth gifted by 
story.

Words, the right ones, can tell you who you are.
The trader’s stories still end, though, with a sorceress and a goosegirl 

wed and walking hand in hand into the sunset. When you visited 
Mamma last winter, she took you aside and explained the intimate 
happenings between people. Listening to the trader, too grown for 
giggling, speak of their blacksmith wife and of the home and children 
the couple wish to make together, such happenings seem remarkably 
lacking in all mysteries—save one.

“But why?” you ask, the mule’s braided reins comfortable in your 
fingers, the sun beaming down on your faded straw hat. Dust cloaks 
your lips and the wind kisses your hair. “Why do the stories always end 
with two people together?”

The trader’s lips thin. “That’s how the story goes.”
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When you are accounted an adult, wise in the speaking of bargains, 
you take over the mule, the cart and the wandering path from village 
to village. You spend your days selling spoons and pots and knives for 
the blacksmith and her partner, a person who smiles broadly now they 
stay at home with children under their feet. You sleep under the stars 
in a new spot each night, with a guard dog at your side and the mule at 
its picket, and if it’s difficult to smile at strangers to cement a purchase, 
betimes, there’s no roof between you and the sky.

The path leads you to bards and travellers, labourers and adventurers. 
In your first year, you meet a tall girl in battered armour, bearing a 
sword and wreathed in the perfume of sweat, metal and mud. Her dry 
lips brush softly against yours, her calloused hands sure and gentle. She 
gasps, no giggle to be heard, as you come together under sky and stars, 
and the next morning her smile is sad and yearning, as if some magic 
binds her skin to yours: “If only you can come with me.”

The stories say you should follow her to war, to save her from the 
coming blood and battle, but the stories also say that the touch of her 
body against yours must shake the world. You feel nothing with her 
that you can’t make with your own hands, and you wave her off to sell 
spoons and pots and knives, wandering like the wind blows.

Sometimes, when the stars are bright, you hope she finds someone 
to follow her.

In your second year, as you smile and deal alone with a mule and a 
dog, villagers see you as a storyteller, someone who treads strange roads 
in stranger places. You can speak of lands far away, of foreign politics 
and magical marvels, but the answers to the questions your customers 
wish of you sit heavy on your lips. Do you have a pretty boy waiting 
for you back home? What about a handsome girl or a stalwart person? 
Do you dream of finding someone, settling down, building a home of 
love and laughter, abandoning the road? Do you dream of kisses and 
all those things said with glinting eyes and hands covering giggling lips?

“But why?” you ask, one hand buried in the thick fur under your 
dog’s collar, your lips framing the aching, professional smile of the 
trader. Two more customers and then you can leave, wander on down 
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the path with mule and cart. If the days are leaden with questions, the 
star-studded cobalt of night is yours alone and precious for it. “Why do 
you think I want this?”

But that’s how the story goes.
The girl, buying a spoon for her father, stops and blinks. “Because 

you’re supposed to have someone to love,” she whispers, her eyes 
downcast, her fingers twisting the lace edging her sleeve. “You’re 
supposed to ask about someone’s love. You’re supposed to want.”

She sways while she talks, and you notice the worn soles on her 
boots and the grass stains marking her tomato-red skirts.

“I heard a story,” you lie, but the untruth exists only within the 
second word, “of a hero who went to every tower in the land, who 
rescued every noble from every monster and every dragon. Their true 
love’s kiss broke every curse, for what is deeper than the love of a hero 
who weds none and saves all? They never bed another, never stay. They 
wander the world, sleep under the stars and help anyone in need of 
saving, the greatest hero ever known.”

You don’t leave the village alone; a girl wearing crimson skirts and 
scuffed boots walks beside you, beaming up at the sun. If two sets of 
lips don’t touch when you both lie under the stars that night, if there 
is nothing between you and the girl then or thereafter but discussions 
on how to best sell pots and a love for the road, the stars seem no less 
bright for it.

That’s how one story goes.
It’s the tale you tell, listening to the wind sigh without, when your 

bones creak, your knees ache, and your sisters’ grandchildren by the 
fireplace ask you one ringing question: “But why?”
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Moll opens their girdle book and, without looking, sets their 
fingertip by a word written a third of the way down the page. 
Gardening. Sighing, they buckle the book closed and drop it back into 
position at their hip. Sirenne’s greenhouses and vegetable gardens, in 
their midsummer bounty, gift the monastery a glut of corn, beans and 
cucumbers; they can start breakfast’s conversation with that observation. 
The kitchen’s current tendency to add corn to foods and dishes that 
don’t usually encompass them offers another direction, along with 
more anodyne comments about weeding and Sirenne’s scores of potted 
plants. Simple enough, as discussions go.

When will their calling start to feel simple?
True, they count ownership of their red robes in weeks and months, 

the scar on their shoulder still pink. The brown belt of a novice priest 
bears the girdle book and a leather pouch, its length crisp and unmarked. 
Five years of study can’t yet earn the confidence of experience: by logic’s 
metric, it’s unreasonable for Moll to expect mastery in this new art. 
How can they compare the difficulty of their new work to the ease they 
owned in the old? Aren’t they creating their distress by anticipating the 
unrealistic?

“Fifteen years with the Seventh,” they mutter under their breath 
as they walk to the serving tables and fill a bowl with steamed rice 
and quinoa, today drizzled with stewed apricots. A waiting acolyte, 

what makes us human
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standing behind the array of dishes, pays Moll’s murmuring no mind. 
“It’s only been a little over five, here. Don’t compare them.”

They add another ladle of apricots to their bowl and turn towards 
their table, tucked to the side of the great hall—away from the clatter 
of the kitchen doors, close to a window looking onto one of the 
monastery’s fern-clustered courtyards. Moll dislikes navigating all the 
chairs filled by guests, acolytes and guiding priests, but they’ll accept 
that thrice-daily annoyance for the comparative quiet of their corner.

Today, despite the hall’s great arched roof and echoing tile floor, the 
noise isn’t as bothersome.

Only when they reach their table do they realise why: one advising 
priest, her red robes belted with green, joins the gaggle of guests and 
acolytes. Where are the others? Did something happen overnight? The 
Guide misses as many meals as she attends, but never has Moll seen 
so few of Sirenne’s senior priests at breakfast. Frowning, they look 
to their acolytes sitting at the middle of the table. Dare they ask? If 
something serious has happened, wouldn’t Moll already know? Why 
risk distressing James by calling attention to something that may lack 
any import?

Neither appears to mark anything amiss.
“Good morning.” Moll sits opposite James and across from the 

brown-robed acolytes, working to keep their voice even and low. 
James regards the slightest abruptness in Moll’s speech as indicative of 
anger or disgust, and they prefer no further misunderstandings. “I see 
that the kitchen serves cornbread, creamed corn and corn fritters this 
morning?”

The acolytes nod vehemently.
James, staring at her plate, pays Moll no attention. She’s a small 

and delicate woman, pretty as some reckon such things. Fine chains of 
embroidery decorate the cuffs of her linen shirt and the panels of her 
grey waistcoat; studs carved like silver roses sparkle in her ear lobes, 
while matching combs and pins hold back her silky curls. Paint darkens 
her lips and evens a complexion in little need of it; no callus of pen, 
needle or weapon roughens her soft fingers. She’s elegant like a fashion 
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plate in a book, but the illusion breaks when Moll looks to her nails, 
bitten down to the distal edge. A habit, they know, discouraged in the 
classes of people needful of donning powder and paint before breakfast 
at a secluded monastery.

Never has she bitten them in public, and she rejected Moll’s 
suggestion of fidget tools as though offended by their observation of 
her need. Even their usual use of a weighted, beaded cord while talking 
drew her ire: it’s manipulative, she said, as though their stimming 
exists only in relationship to the shame social niceties require nobody 
mention, to pressure me by using something I have refused in front of me.

She did, yesterday, observe the morning greeting.
“Corn wouldn’t be so bad,” Alicia says, her eyes flicking from James 

to Moll underneath an untidy mop of red hair, “if they’d do something 
new with it.”

“Don’t say that!” Ro howls, poking Alicia in the arm. At eighteen, 
he isn’t much more than a child, gangly and frenetic. Remembering 
the reasons underpinning his service during meals—to help a guiding 
priest maintain a casual conversation before their guests—isn’t yet 
second nature. “They’ll be giving us corn in pudding next!”

Moll suspects they’re meant to learn from Ro’s impulsiveness as 
much as Ro should from their measured consideration.

Measured consideration is the polite way of saying “rigidly follows 
rules”.

“Corn custard?” Alicia grins and elbows Ro in the ribs. When he 
forgets his duty, she soon follows him.

“Don’t even say it! Don’t give them ideas!”
“Corn custard, corn custard, corn custard!”
James sits at the table as if unhearing, her lean hands pushing a piece 

of toasted wheat bread across her plate. She smells like jasmine, her 
perfume a foreign, expensive contrast to breakfast’s savoury aromas, 
Moll’s apricots and the damp, earthy scents of the courtyard. She smells 
like their childhood.

They hastily swallow a mouthful of their own breakfast, the grains 
mingling with the sweet fruit, before attempting a direct question. “Do 
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you garden, James? I didn’t have the opportunity before Sirenne, unless 
I count the Warp’s tendency to provoke sacks of flour into sprouting 
seedlings overnight? I still know little, but I’ve learnt that I enjoy 
mucking about with a trowel.”

There: a question and a few personal observations. Isn’t that the 
mainstay of an acceptable social exchange? Three terms in the Seventh 
Western Regiment, stationed in the Warp during the Council of 
Advocates’ last attempt to settle that magic-twisted territory, have left 
Moll with a lifetime of anecdotes. Many—like the time a crate of fleece-
lined coats outside the wards became a bleating collection of violently 
disfigured sheep—are best left unmentioned during meals, but magical 
wheat seems safe enough for breakfast chatter.

James, without blinking, pinches off a corner from her piece of 
buttered toast.

If not for a week’s observation, Moll may have thought her unable 
to hear or process.

“I hate gardening,” Alicia offers, after another look at James. “Dirt 
under my fingernails? I’d rather dust or wash dishes or sweep.”

Ro snickers. “Dirt? Of course—”
Moll taps him on the ankle with their bare foot. 
“Uh … yes, I don’t like dirt, either. Because I hate laundry. Your 

hands get all cracked and dry. I’ve still got scars from when my skin 
split in winter. But when your father’s a launderer…” Ro shakes his 
head and glances at Moll. “What did you hate, in your old job?”

People who go through my wagons. Officers who refuse to follow needed 
precautions. The mouldy-citrus smell of warped, decaying magic.

 Instead, they stop to think of something others will find relatable: 
Moll enjoyed the usual army annoyances of polishing boots and 
mending uniforms. The barracks brats of the Seventh always knew 
when their quartermaster passed a sleepless night, for they’d wake to 
find their newly-darned stockings laid out over their gear chests. 

“Latrine duty. I didn’t dislike planning or digging, but cleaning 
up a latrine site isn’t enjoyable for obvious reasons. Soldiers left to 
unsupervised orders, however, have a marked tendency to the slapdash.”
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Alicia, of course, pulls a face. 
James turns away from Moll, her pressed lips and deep frown 

suggesting irritation or disdain.
Anxiety, too familiar a companion, sits as heavily in Moll’s gut as a 

month’s diet of wheat bread.
They can’t remember a time in childhood absent that pervasive sense 

of dread, the knowing of their having errored without cognition on 
how or why. Nor was their adulthood so free—the difference being that 
Moll had twenty years to learn the rules and rhythms of military life, 
and service in the Warp excused some of Moll’s habits and provoked 
similar needs in others. Then the Council surrendered to the Warp 
and disbanded the Seventh, leaving Moll adrift in a world governed by 
normal magic and unexplained rules.

Sirenne, where people communicate with clarity and directness 
about concepts brushed aside as unacceptable, should have offered 
refuge.

They eat, letting Alicia and Ro carry the conversation against the 
backdrop of James’s pointed silence. She only makes a few pointed 
grimaces when Moll speaks, picking her way through half a slice of 
toast. 

After yesterday, they planned to offer James the morning for further 
discussion.

Today, in the absence of a proper breakfast and animus targeted at 
Moll, they’d best make it a priority.

When the acolytes clear away the dishes and the hall empties out 
with priests and guests going about chores or sessions, they stand, 
round the end of the table and bow at James. “Would you please come 
and walk with me?”

At first, it felt deceptive to string together words so unrelated to 
their intent. Honesty, to Moll, means saying what is meant: I want to 
have a private conversation about your mood and health, to help guide you 
in following the life’s path best suited to you. Gennifer explained, over 
several occasions, that while all believers know what a priest of the 
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Sojourner means by “walk”, success rarely results from beginning said 
conversations with direct utterances of an uncomfortable truth. 

They still don’t grasp the logic in that, but Moll now regards the script 
as a signpost marking the transition from breakfast’s communality to 
discussion’s intimacy. If Sirenne possesses an agreed-upon willingness 
to dishonesty between all parties, is it still a lie? A priest’s work doesn’t 
mean, Gennifer added, a strict adherence to direct honesty, and aren’t 
they supposed to be challenging the existence of an objective truth? 
Why should Moll’s regard become the defining metric of falsehood?

Priesthood requires accepting the unfading presence of an existential 
headache.

James rises, drops her spoon onto her plate with a teeth-jarring clang 
and follows Moll from the hall—offering, presumably, her consent.

Their favourite courtyard, as always, bears no tag of occupancy. A 
triangular space jammed between the kitchens and the Guide’s personal 
wing, it lacks the green softness of Sirenne’s other courtyards, instead 
beset with craggy planes of rock part-covered by draping vines. While 
few areas of the monastery don’t feature running water—its movement 
reflecting the Sojourner’s eternal journey—here a still basin houses 
pond fish and lilies. Other priests abhor the darkness and stuffiness 
caused by four walls and the slanting eaves above, but Moll appreciates 
the yard’s quiet. How do the others listen to running water for hours 
on end without succumbing to teeth-grinding annoyance?

They murmur the spell for a peach-hued witchlight, palm the 
resulting sphere and fling it upwards to catch on a trailing cluster of 
vines by the archway’s apex. “Please, enter.”

James folds her arms, passes under the arch and sits on the bench by 
the basin, staring at the white lilies clustered along one edge. The toe of 
her left boot, the leather polished near to gleaming, worries at a crack 
in the flagstones. “What.”

No lilt, no upturned voice. Probably not a question.
Moll moves to their usual seat. A pillow placed on a dip of the 

rocky wall provides a safe distance between them and their guests while 
offering the damp, loamy aura of fern and moss. They still can’t take 
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ordinary nature for granted; they still wake in the night, startled to 
breathe air that doesn’t smell of rot. “I fear that I have caused you 
offense or hurt. I would appreciate knowing, if you’d be so kind as to 
explain, what I did.”

The difficulty in needing to ask people for explanations lies in their 
requiring them from those Moll has hurt. Some don’t mind, those 
who understand the cause of their ignorance, but too many become 
more offended when having to explain the how and why of something 
Moll should have known to avoid. If a quartermaster is expected to 
read another’s body language and glean its inspiring thoughts and 
feelings, guests grant far less leeway to a priest—no matter how much 
introductory explanation Moll provides about their autism.

They try, where possible, to describe situations and ask questions of 
other people, but how can they do so here? James is distressed enough 
to disregard the customs on which she sets such value; while she wasn’t 
friendly at breakfast, she didn’t direct her expressions at the acolytes. 
Moll, based on limited evidence, a reasonable assumption and their 
history, must have caused her mood.

Again.
James turns her head and shoulders away from Moll—almost putting 

her back to them while remaining seated on the stone bench.
“I apologise.” They bow as best they can from their seated position. 

“It’s unfair to place on you the burden of educating me after being 
hurt. I do wish to know how I can avoid distressing you in future, and 
I promise that I won’t be angered by your explanation. If you wish 
another priest to assist in—”

James whirls to face them with startling speed, her teeth bared in 
something close to a snarl. “What, so you’ll write it down in your book 
of things to remember?”

Talking, however abrupt and disagreeable, provides an entry into 
exploration. While a variety of considering or responsive silences 
should be recognised and supported in a healthy exchange, guiding is 
easier when anything expressive replaces the wall of sullen silence.

Even accusation and aggression. 
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“I don’t understand,” Moll demurs, letting their eyes rest on James’s 
face for fear avoidance suggests anger or insincerity. “Didn’t I explain 
sufficiently to you why I use my book?”

A guiding priest must, inquisitively, engage with their flock’s 
thoughts and feelings. Curiosity means putting aside judgement and 
listening, open-hearted, to the twists and turns of a path that lead to 
their conclusions. Curiosity means offering, as non-judgementally as 
possible, a more useful direction. Curiosity means listening to and 
acknowledging another’s criticism of their work. Curiosity means 
putting aside the last conversation Moll had with a guest about their 
girdle book … even as bile’s bitter sourness coats the back of their 
throat and tongue.

James snorts. She holds her chin high above the stiff collar of her 
shirt, her shoulders set, her hands folded in her lap. Even in session, 
she doesn’t forgo correctness for comfort. “You think that I haven’t 
seen you picking something to talk about each meal? Except you didn’t 
remember to write down what day it is, did you? You just ask completely 
irrelevant questions!”

What day…? They work through the shards of story James has 
shared, but none suggest significance of the day, week or season. She 
spoke, in short references, of a relationship fallen apart and a family 
taking the side of her partner, citing reasons of financial investment. 
She spoke of need for a temporary reprieve from both—threaded with 
the hope of return when her partner’s anger ebbs enough for normal’s 
resumption—but resentment colours her references to the friend that 
suggested sanctuary at a monastery. They know of no anniversary that 
lends one summer day such profound weight.

Perhaps her disdain draws from something she believes sufficiently 
communicated, conveyed in hints perceived by an allistic priest?

“I find participating in casual exchanges difficult. This book,” and 
Moll dips their chin towards their hip, “helps me engage in the talk 
many of our guests find comforting. Perhaps I mayn’t need it in future, 
but today I do.” Moll closes their fists and opens them, one deliberate 
finger at a time. Since fidgets provoke James’s anger, Moll possesses fewer 
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ways to direct and manage their nervousness. “I am grateful for a tool 
that eases my navigation of unsuited customs. Do you have occasions 
where you would appreciate a tool to help you with something people 
don’t expect you to find difficult?”

Gennifer gifted them the girdle book a few months after Moll took 
the brown; the acolytes of Moll’s calling-year spent that evening offering 
suggestions and prompts. Sorcha and Oki passed the book amongst 
the priests until a score of hands filled the pages. For the first time in 
Moll’s life, they found themself surrounded by people more interested 
in helping them navigate expectations than in using their difficulties to 
void their position.

If not for the guests, Sirenne should have offered nothing short of 
paradise.

Even to think this borders on sacrilege.
“You’re a priest. You’re supposed to be…” James stares, shaking her 

head. “Or maybe that’s why! You don’t even know what today is, do 
you? It’s just another day to you—away from the real world, thinking 
you know anything!” Her voice edges on shrill as she leans forwards. 
“Is that why you all become priests? Because you’re not normal enough 
for anything but hiding here?”

Moll admits that their calling exists in part because of the similarities 
shared by divine and armed service. Both offer the comforting limits 
of hour bells, set times for work and play, assigned clothing, clear 
expectations around behaviour. While surprises happen, Sirenne and 
the Seventh provide rules and processes for how one responds; even the 
unexpected, in many ways, still owns a guiding spectre of regularity.

Structure, Gennifer summarised after Moll’s explanation. You need—
thrive in—the structure.

The monastic life also permits and justifies their failure to navigate 
life and relationship expectations. A priest of the Sojourner needn’t 
avoid partnering, but such avoidance isn’t startling given their remove 
from circumstances that facilitate such relationships.

They knew, their boots crunching on the driveway’s blanket of fallen 
leaves and twigs, that this secluded compound will become home.
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They knew, during their first gently-interrogative conversation with 
Gennifer, what new path their feet must follow.

Does that correlate to hiding?
 “I was quartermaster for fifteen years in the Seventh Western 

Regiment,” Moll says quietly. “After the Seventh’s disbandment and 
my discharge, I was called to begin a new shape of service, in which I 
am recognised by the Sojourner and the community of Sirenne. May I 
ask what ‘normal’ means to you?”

It’s crass to draw James’s attention to their bare shoulders, one 
marked by their god and one marked by the Guide. What does the 
possession of either mean, anyway, if Moll doubts their ability to serve 
as called? They open and close their fists, lifting and lowering one finger 
at a time, until their body feels less likely to slip out of control.

James, her thin brows raised, stares at the basin and its lilies.
Remember your curiosity.
Curiosity, in the Warp, too often became lethal.
“Would you share with me your understanding of priestly service? 

Guests are often surprised by the differences between the monastic 
orders.” They try to smile. “I think that speaks to what the Sojourner 
preaches—that there are many pathways, often contradictory but 
always leading to the same place, to understand and honour hir. But it 
can, sometimes, make for confusion.”

Even her criticism, should it encompass substance and clarity, 
seems better than this wall of vague disdain interspersed with rejecting 
silence. Other than referencing a date on which Moll recognises no 
significance and objecting to their use of the girdle book’s prompts, 
she hasn’t provided actionable critique or evaluation. They forgot—or 
didn’t know—today’s significance. How can they rectify that without 
explanation?

James snorts. “That’s what you tell yourself.”
A woman so bound up in observing customs of dress and behaviour 

must intend her rudeness.
Should they admit defeat and take James to Gennifer for reassignment? 

Yet if something significant busies the Guide and her advising priests, 
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Gennifer doesn’t need a brown-belted priest running for help with 
one guest in, comparatively, a trivial circumstance. Surely even a raw 
priest, who doesn’t need reminder lists for mealtime conversations, 
will navigate this situation without help? Isn’t this, then, a learning 
opportunity? If they can figure out how to gain James’s trust, will they 
make fewer mistakes with other allistic guests?

They draw a series of breaths—inhale, hold, exhale—but the 
nauseating anxiety now bears the edges of a restless, sweating panic.

“Yes, I do tell myself that,” they say as agreeably as possible. A 
display of receptiveness may help James feel comfortable with further 
elaboration, even though they don’t know why she made such a snide 
comment. “I do wish to better support you. Before I can do that, I need 
to learn from you. Every priest must learn from their guests; I just have 
a greater need than some.”

James looks down at their feet, scraping the soles of their boots 
across the tiles with a sound that sets Moll’s teeth on edge.

Breathe in, hold, breathe out. Exhale for as long as possible. Close 
fingers one by one, hold, open them again as slowly as possible. Breathe.

“That sound hurts my ears. Would you please stop?” Moll attempts, 
again, a smile, but even on the best of days and in the happiest of 
moods such an expression feels forced and unnatural. If only they 
could project an image of quiet harmlessness! How else do they manage 
a tension too often read as threatening when their lips don’t move the 
usual way? “Thank you.”

James stills her feet, staring at Moll with her head tilted as if to 
suggest that she looks through them to focus on the vine-shrouded 
stone behind.

“I understand that today has meaning to you,” they offer. Perhaps 
retreating to the one problem about which James has provided any 
clarity will encourage movement. “Would you share this meaning 
with me, so I can offer the specific support you need? I’ve missed your 
communicating it.”

As soon as they say “me”, they realise that an allistic priest with an 
allistic’s intuitive understanding of social interactions will instead have 
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asked an unrelated question or offered a distracting observation on an 
unrelated subject.

As soon as they say “me”, they know they have handed James all the 
excuse she needs.

They just don’t know why.
She leaps upright, her hands trembling. “How are you going to help 

if you don’t even know? How are you going to help me with my partner, 
when you don’t know why today matters? Why I have to be alone today 
of all days, and how awful that is—but you just want explanations 
like you’re a child at their first solstice, too young to know anything! 
What’s the good of talking to you when you’re just a statue, lifeless and 
loveless? Look at you—you don’t even have an expression!”

Her brown eyes glisten as though she stands one wrong word away 
from tears.

Moll opens and closes their hands, one slow finger at a time.
Share, Oki advised every shadowing. Don’t burden them with your 

pain, but don’t secret your own struggles. Show them that you walk this 
road because you know theirs. 

One word, though, they are hesitant to mention.
Perhaps their aromanticism, the sense Moll has owned as for as long 

as memory that they don’t desire romantic partnerships, is obvious to 
others. Perhaps James believes that an autistic, with stiff words and a 
book of conversation prompts, must be aromantic, both “lifeless and 
loveless”. Maybe she believes aromanticism accompanies an identity 
equally misunderstood as a detriment or shortcoming. Doesn’t she 
believe, at least, that those called to priesthood have surrendered any 
validating sense of what she considers normal—and, therefore, of value?

Convention, for all that she privileges it, nonetheless sent both 
sheltering beneath Sirenne’s roof.

“I’m truly sorry that you’re hurting and that today is difficult for you. 
I will do my best to help you, but the more you’re willing to share, the 
easier I will find it.” Moll speaks with measured care, pausing between 
each word in the fight to keep their voice from breaking. Measured 
means rigid. Rigid … isn’t that another way of saying “lifeless”? “My 
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autism or aromanticism, however, don’t mean we lack humanity in 
common, or that I haven’t struggled with my family or departures from 
my road—my own despair and illnesses. I haven’t experienced your 
precise circumstances, but that doesn’t mean I don’t believe in your 
struggles or won’t offer a sympathetic ear.”

How can they provide that if she won’t explain her needs?
Lifeless. Frantic limbs and a wild voice, emotion given movement 

and language, also earns them censure—accusations of immaturity 
or aggression. Moll’s big, broad body and limbs don’t permit even 
dangerousness’s suggestion without provoking restrictive consequence. 
No, they can’t expect her to understand their inability to recollect freedom 
of reaction, emotion or speech. They don’t expect her to understand 
that adulthood’s repetition has rendered a seemingly-unnatural control 
all but innate. Can’t she at least assume that if Moll can master that 
acceptable state of allistic-flavoured emotional expression, they will?

Loveless. No, they don’t feel in any way categorisable as “love”. 
They’re not drawn to friends or partners in ways that suit, even non-
romantically, the word’s sense of passion and vibrancy; it doesn’t fit 
their connection to people, labour or place. Their calling to service is 
too powerful and all-encompassing to be love. Such a general word, 
often used to describe feelings and actions contradictory to its given 
purpose, feels ill-suited. 

Why must it be a moral failing to use words other than “love” to 
describe their relationships and feelings? Why must complex emotions 
be reduced to a binary of hate and love? Why must people replace 
the pressure to love romantically with the pressure to at least avoid 
accusations of lovelessness?

“Lifeless” devalues their best attempt to oblige other people’s 
expectations.

“Loveless”, not synonymous with loathing or disregard, shouldn’t 
serve as any kind of criticism. James loves. Which of them, today, is 
the crueller?

Maybe Moll has constrained their feelings for too long to permit a 
broader, warmer range of emotion.
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Maybe their need to match feelings and experiences to words’ exact 
specifications means they, unknowingly, feel something allistics name 
“love”.

Maybe the stories that explain and identify love hold little relevance 
in real life, and people not Moll better accept the chasm standing 
between idealism and reality.

Maybe the reasoning doesn’t matter: the Sojourner has never required 
that her followers love.

What if, though, they’re better suited to a trowel or chopping 
knife than the careful, subtle art of guiding their guests? What if Moll 
can’t help James because of the qualities they don’t experience or the 
relationships they don’t desire? What if lovelessness and lifelessness, 
even best regarded as neutral states of being, render them ill-suited to 
the work?

“You’re like a puppet—moving your wooden lips, saying the words. 
But you don’t know anything about … about really being human.” 
James folds her arms across her body before turning towards the arch, 
her chin held high. “There’s no point. Not with you.”

No, there isn’t. She needs a priest who won’t make her feel distanced 
by their inability to share her experiences. One who, in curiosity and 
kindness, can explore and sympathise with her pain-born feelings and 
judgements. One who doesn’t feel slapped across the face and punched 
in the gut by three words: lifeless and loveless.

They understand the process. Pluck out the least-acceptable aspects 
of aromanticism and autism, disguise them as general qualities society 
finds objectionable and wield them at the vulnerable—prejudice now 
concealed under the thinnest veneer of acceptable disregard. Awareness 
of it doesn’t ease their hurt.

Wooden. Puppet. Statue.
Inhuman.
She halts at the archway, gesturing in their direction. “See? You aren’t 

even saying anything now! You’re—”
 “Pain!” The word spills from Moll’s lips with shocking vehemence. 

“You think love is what makes us human, if you must choose one 
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quality? No, humans are pain, not love—the pain of having our worth 
denied, the pain of injury and loss, the pain of our cognisance of our 
mortality, the pain of fear, the pain of being overlooked or ignored, 
even the pain of having our pain denied! Who doesn’t endure against 
the hurt of being told in word or action that we aren’t worth kindness?”

James stares at Moll in an aghast, still silence.
“You think I can’t know you? If you think, in your pain and ignorance, 

that I haven’t had someone demonstrate that I’m undeserving of respect, 
you have done so just now! You sought to strip away my humanity, 
because you think cruelty will give you back the power torn from you. 
It won’t. It only makes you cruel. It only envenomates another.” They 
rise and walk towards the archway, fighting to keep their steps slow 
and hands loose by their sides. “Because you misunderstand your own 
humanity, you gave me what makes me as human as you—pain. Will 
you say it again, now, why I can’t guide you?”

Her lips part as though about to speak, but no sound emerges.
“I have consented to guide you to your rightful path. I haven’t 

consented to your disrespect.” Despite their efforts, Moll’s bare feet 
smack against the stone as they step past James into the fern-lined 
pathway. “Gennifer will assign you to another priest’s care. I won’t 
spend a moment longer with you.” Just for a moment, they adopt the 
snapping bark mastered with the Seventh: “Come!”

James moves as though afraid to make the slightest noise, hanging 
back a few steps behind with the nail of her pointer finger clasped 
between her teeth.

Moll checks that she follows and, wordlessly, heads towards the 
guest common room. Their heart thrums in their chest; they fight to 
slow their heaving ribs. What will they do if Gennifer isn’t finished 
with what caused her to miss breakfast? What if … shades, can’t they 
send an acolyte to find her or Oki? Waiting with James won’t lack 
unpleasantness, but Moll needn’t engage her in conversation. They can 
keep their silence while a brown-robe hunts down a senior priest.

Breathe.
For good or ill, they are both decided to follow a new path.
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Gennifer, fortunately, sits in one of several armchairs, frowning down 
at the ledger in her lap. Two acolytes tidying feel more like shadows 
than occupants in a vast room of redwood tables and bookshelves, all 
crammed with books, games, paper, pencils and paints. Pots filled with 
trailing ferns hang from the high rafters, lending the room a touch 
of Sirenne’s soil-and-leaflitter scent; the large slate tiles, polished 
smooth and set close together, feel cool under Moll’s bare feet. Large 
windows reveal the gardens between wings, permitting light enough 
that demarcations of “outside” and “inside” lose relevance.

She closes the book and looks up, her thick brows raised. Moll 
has long learnt better than to voice these observations, but Gennifer 
resembles her pet chicken—a round, fat woman with nut-brown skin 
and hair, the latter trimmed to a fine fuzz covering her scalp and neck. 
The red robes, belted with an advising priest’s green sash, pick up the 
reddish tinge in the hen’s feathers; the neat way she tucks her arms at her 
sides, her hands drawn up by her chest, resembles the hen’s wings. No 
quality will so provoke this comparison if not for Gennifer’s mothering 
of anyone, guest or priest, she judges in need.

“May we converse in private?” Moll asks, turning their head to 
ensure that James follows them into the room. “Thank you.”

She stands a few paces off, tucking her hand—the tip of one finger 
smeared with her lip paint—behind her back.

The acolytes down their books and retreat to the hallway.
“What is it?” Gennifer waves at the chair opposite her table. “Sit 

down. Can I get you a cup of tea? A biscuit?”
“No. James has the opinion … that I can’t relate to their experiences. 

She wishes the guidance of another priest.” Only a lifetime of practice 
allows Moll to keep their voice flat and calm. “I don’t wish to cause her 
any further distress, so I ask that you assign her to someone of a more 
… suitable nature.”

Only the slightest shift of brow mars Gennifer’s quiet smile. “I see. 
Is this the case, James?”

How can Gennifer, as careful and controlled as most of Sirenne’s 
priests, so evade accusations of lifelessness? What difference exists 
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between her expression and theirs? Why can’t Moll see, recognise and 
imitate it?

James hesitates for long enough that Moll wonders if she’s beset by a 
change of heart, but at length she nods and takes the offered chair. “Yes. 
Please. They don’t even know what day it is! They just ask pointless 
question after question, all stiff and wooden. How am I supposed to get 
anywhere with a priest that remembers nothing normal?”

She doesn’t mention, Moll thinks with a nauseating bitterness, that 
she accused all priests of such ignorance. They may not know what the 
date means, how better to have approached James’s guiding or why 
only Gennifer’s questions are worth answering, but they know one 
thing: their control teeters on collapse’s edge.

They bow, turn and stride to the doorway.
“It’s difficult,” Gennifer says with a non-committal softness, “to feel 

as though—”
Moll quickens their step, their red robes flapping about their calves. 

Another pair of acolytes enter the hallway, stop and abruptly reverse 
direction as though afraid to tangle with a priest in a temper. They 
fist their hands until their fingers ache, but their shoulders shake and 
their chest heaves. Why did they entertain the delusion that their 
thick, autistic body, with its oversized hands and stern face, can ever be 
anything but threatening? 

How much more damage need they cause before accepting the truth?
The feel of grass beneath their soles and the strengthening of the 

rich damp-earth smell tells Moll that they’ve left the building for 
one of the gardens. Rows of mulched corn, peas and beans grow in 
a sunny section of the monastery, angled away from the greenhouse. 
The gardens weren’t their intention, at least insofar that they possessed 
any, but a riot of unwanted seedlings sprout from the pea straw’s seeds, 
diverting water and nutrients from the vegetables. The acolytes are a 
few days behind in their weeding. Good enough. 

Moll—ignored by the priest and guests tending the greenhouse’s 
tomatoes—grabs a bucket and a trowel, kneels by the first pea-festooned 
trellis and starts pulling up weeds.
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There’s no glamour in weeding, no proud presentation of the literal 
fruits of one’s labour. New weeds poke through the soil and mulch 
almost as soon as one finishes, and, as in laundry and dishwashing, 
Moll never finds the satisfaction of conclusion. A garden always 
provides distraction, however, and nobody stopped to marvel at a 
quartermaster’s labour. Why expect it now?

 Peace, instead, lies in the feel of damp earth clinging to bare feet, 
the patter of water falling on green leaves, the smell of sun warming soil 
and straw, the pop as a root pulls free from its earthen cradle. Moll’s 
trembling fingers fight to gently prise weeds from the bed and shake 
soil from their roots, but they put their rage into their shoulder as they 
hurl each into the bucket left at the end of the row.

Pull, shake, throw.
Pop, patter, thwack.
Isn’t this suitable work? If their labour allows Gennifer to guide 

James by providing the food eaten by priests, acolytes and guests, how 
aren’t they following their calling?

Pop, patter, smack.
“Do all of those require pulling?”
They jerk, straighten and turn, started to find the Guide sitting in 

her wheelchair only an arm’s length distant, her attendant idling with a 
book at the other end of the row. She’s a small woman with white hair 
gone yellow, sunken cheeks and bony limbs; “elderly” suggests more 
youth than she shows. Her green robe, belted with red, catches the 
light through some trickery of weave; a darker green blanket, knit from 
witched wool, sits over her lap, although the summer warmth permits 
her to bare both marked shoulders. A ball of yarn, two knitting needles 
and a toe and heel in progress rests in the valley between her knees. 
Based on Moll’s infrequent glimpses of her work about the monastery, 
she too prefers her hands busy, perhaps despite her swollen knuckles.

She looks like a stiff breeze will blow her out of her chair, but she 
reminds Moll of a century-dead tree, its roots grown so deep that its 
trunk and limbs survive drought and cyclone.
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They drop their plant and, suddenly aware of their aching shoulders 
and back, bow to Sirenne’s most senior priest.

“Oh, stop. Sit up and stay sit up. Sat up? Whatever.” The Guide 
sighs and peers down at Moll. “Aren’t your back and knees breaking? 
I’m hurting just looking at you.”

Moll realises then that they’ve worked down the row and halfway 
across the bed. Small bits of seed and gravel dig into their knees through 
the thin linen of their summer robe; their legs, beset with an unnatural 
stiffness, fight their attempts to sit. “I’m sorry, sir, for my unsupp—”

The Guide raises both hands and claps her fingers to her thumb in 
the gesture meant to indicate a bird’s opening beak—usually made to 
mock a person prone to gossip. If she owns something as ordinary as a 
shroudname, Moll has never heard it mentioned. She’s just the Guide, 
the leader of her flock on their journey to … well, the Sojourner isn’t 
the sort of god that provides clarity. No bright heaven or dark hell; just 
the bewildering grey of somewhere. 

Moll dislikes those vague, unspecific words.
“I’m sorry for abandon—”
She repeats the gesture several times, fingertip smacking against 

thumb.
“I’m … sorry?”
Moll has heard the monastery’s gossip about the Guide, but they 

didn’t expect … well, this.
“Stop it with the drivel.” The Guide sighs and shakes her head. 

“If you apologise again, I’ll send you to shadow with the calling-year 
acolytes. Don’t think I won’t!”

Just the thought of taking lessons with Ro and Alicia has Moll closing 
their mouth with a teeth-clacking snap. Moll’s calling-year included a 
grandparent twice their age, but Ro’s year leans young, and they can’t 
say that they’ll enjoy being so subjected to the acolytes’ discussions, 
explosions, giggles, jibes and pranks. Moll endured enough of that in 
the army, irritated even when they were of the customary age to partake!

Is this the Guide’s way of saying that Moll needs those lessons?
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Are their missteps with James so serious that Gennifer went to the 
Guide?

“Moll?”
They sit up, rolling their shoulders back in a vain attempt to ease 

their stiffness. “I don’t think I need those lessons refreshed,” they say, 
hoping that their tone doesn’t convey their stomach’s nervous roiling. 
A priest shouldn’t be afraid to admit fault. How can one help guide 
another in open-hearted curiosity while bound to an unfailing sense 
of correctness? “I think I’ll do better in the gardens or the stables. 
Wherever you believe my work most needed.”

Not that Moll has done an exemplary job with the garden, given the 
halo of uprooted-and-thrown plants surrounding the bucket.

“Really?” The Guide sighs, looking down at Moll with raised 
eyebrows. “Because I came here to tell a guiding priest to pick the 
gravel from their knees, wash up and hop to the infirmary to be briefed 
on a guest’s needs from his new priest.”

Moll frowns. The infirmary? A guest’s new priest? “Another guest—”
“No! You want to specialise in the arts of weed pulling and shit 

shovelling! Far be it from me to stop a priest from following their road—
even if that road takes them five clicks backwards.” The Guide shrugs 
and nestles her hands in her lap. “I’m sure there’s another priest with 
curiosity, patience and directness to help guide a guest as much harmed 
by Sirenne as the world—another priest that finds equal confusion in 
tedious definitions of normality. Gennifer’s unexpectedly busy—what 
about Oki?”

They stiffen, their eyes resting on the thick, bobbled stockings 
covering the Guide’s unshod feet. “I don’t understand,” Moll murmurs, 
beset with too many curiosities to untangle but certain that few priests 
have referenced Sirenne’s harming a guest. “If I knew what you’re 
referencing, perhaps I could say…? But … I don’t want to distress 
another guest, and someone must muck the stables.”

After all, she may as well be referencing Moll’s treatment of James.
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The Guide stares at Moll, her brow furrowed, her expression well 
beyond their conjecture. “I think,” she says at length, “you should 
explain the source of your newfound enthusiasm for regression.”

By now, narrating a discussion with a guest to a senior priest feels 
habitual. Moll exhales, hissing their breath over their teeth, before 
beginning with the dining hall, backtracking to explain their anxiety 
and James’s prior behaviours, and continuing with the courtyard 
conversations.

Their voice, steady during all manner of absurd, eldritch and 
horrifying goings-on in their fifteen years with Seventh, wobbles on 
the words “loveless” and “lifeless”.

“…so I did the inappropriate thing of leaving without allowing for 
proper explanation or facilitation of—”

“Nep, nep, nep.” The Guide beaks her fingers thrice; Moll, startled, 
falls silent. “Drivel. You cluck worse than Gennifer’s chicken. That 
you can work on—tell Gennifer or your calling-year priests that you 
want them to help you learn to stop clucking.” She sighs and shakes 
her head. “You assumed yourself the cause of her mood. James felt 
distressed by spending Lovers’ Day separated from her partner and 
took offense to your thinking you’d caused offense. She wanted you to 
simply offer sympathy, believing her situation abundantly self-evident 
and unneedful of explanation.”

How many times, over the course of a life, have allistics and 
alloromantics driven them to aghast speechlessness at their absence of 
rationality? Lovers’ Day is but a petty holiday borrowed from Astreuch 
tradition, something about which the Sojourner says nothing. Moll 
doesn’t care enough to recollect its existence, but neither will they 
disparage or dismiss her pain—if only she mentioned the holiday when 
asked!

Sirenne should offer sanctuary, but they’re still caught up in the mess 
caused by love’s assumption, expectation and conformity.

Even here, they’re still rendered less than human.
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“I … asked why…” Moll shakes their head, turns and pulls up 
another weed. “I don’t understand that. None of it. So I belong out 
here.”

“I didn’t say it was reasonable. It isn’t any more reasonable than your 
current occupational decision.” The Guide barks a laugh. “But since 
when do we expect guests to bring reason with them? They don’t. We 
help them find it.”

They don’t know what word names the mood that has Moll wrench, 
twist and fling a seeding somewhere towards the bucket before looking 
up at the Guide. “How could I have—”

“You should have,” the Guide says, her words soft, “taken her to 
Gennifer as soon as her judgement turned personal. You didn’t need 
to tolerate that half as long as you did. Take her to someone who gives 
her fewer excuses and isn’t bearing bruises the world never lets heal. 
No garden so needs weeding that you should be breaking your body, 
afterwards, to survive the punches you thought you had to let her 
throw.”

They sit up, bunching their robes over their legs. Her words ring 
of bewildering improbability, an unexpected response—like the giving 
of their girdle book, the leather cover now speckled with dirt and 
mulch—wildly contradictory to the world’s usual rules and processes. 
Ideal, certainly, but not in practice true.

 “I’m meant,” Moll says slowly, “to be able to do my work. I can’t 
give every allistic or alloromantic guest to Gennifer because they don’t 
make se—”

“We both know you won’t ask that another priest take on a guest’s 
care because you don’t understand their reasoning, but you should if 
they don’t respect your humanity!” The Guide waves her hand towards 
the great hall. “How, if you break yourself dealing with every guest 
assigned to you, are you going to give your best service to the next 
agender, aromantic or autistic guest walking up our driveway? What if 
there’s someone there in need of you? Can you, right now, serve as they 
need?”

They freeze, open-mouthed.
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Never did Moll think to look at their work from that angle.
“There wouldn’t be that many—”
“Drivel. Most of the priests not us can handle James. Gennifer, 

though, isn’t aromantic. She’s kind, sweet and open-minded, 
certainly—and that’s better than nothing. But she doesn’t speak from a 
place of knowing. We do. And now, you can give someone something 
neither of us had—a guiding priest who knows in the heart. Can’t you 
imagine what that must feel like?” She sighs, her crow’s voice cracking. 
“Some guests won’t be suited to your strengths, but they’ll respect your 
humanity. Some won’t suit you, and you’ll make sure they’re cared for 
by someone they’re less likely to harm. And others, yet unknowing, 
need you. Will you, Moll, ignore their need of someone their own to 
reassure them that they are so wonderfully and deservedly human—no 
matter what the world says?”

Moll draws a breath, the hairs on their forearms raised, their body 
alert and quivering. Despite the near-cloudless sky, they look up, 
searching for lightning; the air crackles with that wild, dangerous 
energy. They hoped, five years ago, to return this gift Gennifer offered 
to a discharged quartermaster stripped of home and place. The gift of 
reframing the world, tossing about all long-held expectations so one 
can put aside the misunderstandings and follow a new turning. The 
gift, a chance to see everything anew, they couldn’t offer James.

A gift, perhaps, they can still offer someone else—because she’s right, 
something Moll didn’t realise until she said the word “us”.

They didn’t know that they’d waited forty-four years to receive that 
gift from their own—to be affirmed human by their kin’s reckoning.

The garden shouldn’t be the entirety of their service.
“That’s better.” The Guide gives a small, satisfied nod. “You’ve 

forgotten, I think, that in your first year, we learn how best you work 
with guests. Knowing that better, now, I need you in the infirmary 
to work with a guest who also didn’t pair well with his first priest—a 
guest who needs you, not Oki. Or will you mumble about weeds and 
manure?”

Moll shakes their head. No, not on their life or name!
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 “Good. Get up, have a long bath, scrub your fingernails, eat a late 
lunch and then present yourself to Thanh. Tell hir that I sent you to 
be Esher’s new guiding priest and ze must explain to you the magic. I 
doubt he’ll be any kind of conscious today, so you have time to dawdle.”

What happened last night? “Magic? Conscious?”
“Thanh will tell you. Go. I’ve got too many priests yet to talk to.”
Far too curious to surrender to bewilderment, Moll bows their head, 

grabs their trowel and scrambles upright just as the Guide waves her 
hand to her attendant. “Thank you. Sir. Thank you.” They turn for 
their bucket, freeze and spin back to face the Guide. “Sir, can I ask 
something?”

“Yes, quickly, but it had better not be clucking.”
They don’t know what she means by “clucking”, but they’ll ask 

Gennifer and Oki. “If you weren’t guiding guests when I came, why…?”
“Why didn’t I guide you, you mean?” The Guide shrugs. “I don’t 

guide guests or teach the acolytes. I’m perceptive and intelligent, they 
told me, but disastrously blunt. Now, after years in the kitchens, I guide 
the priests—once you’re educated enough in yourself that I needn’t 
dance around my words.” She hesitates. “I think, perhaps, there’s some 
acolytes I should have taught. But I do know the worth and the necessity 
in ensuring my own number in the priests that follow me.”

“I think you guide well,” Moll says quietly. “For me, if nobody else.”
Their own expressions aren’t given to smiling, but the Guide’s 

broadening lips, perhaps, speak for them both.
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They talk in a west-facing corner of the inner gardens, the sun 
edging towards the valley’s cradling ridgelines. Suki sits with careful 
stillness, resting her bony wrists and fingers in her lap. Her companion, 
Mara Hill, twirls a lock of dark hair around her finger with the ease 
of a woman unaware of her movements’ toll. Few people reach the 
ends of their lives untouched by disability, but Suki still aches to watch 
others take their youthful ability for granted … even if Mara’s restless 
fidgeting suggests anxiety as much as mind-type.

Suki was an artist once, albeit not the kind of craftswoman draped 
in the world’s renown. She built wonder from bare ingredients. She 
made the needed and the practical from scraps of thread and fabric. 
She took her hands’ ability to knead and shape for granted, revelling in 
others’ appreciation, until the pain built to a degree even she couldn’t 
deny. Given the option, she’ll always sit in her garden with her knitting 
needles or workbasket, making.

She can’t reconcile herself to hours spent halting her fingers and 
wrists in too-often-futile hope of preserving later use.

“Must I explain, one trans woman to another, why we want this?” 
Suki works to ease her voice, to sound possessed of patience and released 
of jealousy. “We … dabble, in spells and medicines, parlour tricks to 
lessen anguish, but this … it can be freedom. When wrought correctly.”

those with more
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Now, Suki sees little sense in seeking such a transition: she’s had time 
to forge an accord with her body and gender. If said accord holds a 
touch of the defiant, rebellion nonetheless sheltered her through aching 
moments of feeling her body less hers than a chafing suit she’ll endure 
for this life. Gender, though, only began the war of Suki’s selfhood 
separating from her own blood and breath, and it long ago won second 
place on her list of impossible wishes.

What if Mara’s magic can do more than change a body’s sexual 
characteristics?

What if it can ease Suki’s hands, heal her knees, return to her the gift 
of unthinking movement?

Mara shifts her hands to twist the untied lace dangling from her 
bodice. She’s a handsome woman: tall and long-limbed, her cheekbones 
sharp enough to slice hard cheese. Full lips, wide skirts and a waist-
length sable braid soften the flat planes of her face, shoulders and 
hips. Suki can’t call Mara beautiful, but she may have used the word 
“ethereal” if Mara didn’t also bare her haphazard humanity: hair falling 
out of its pins, scores of grass stains marking her petticoats, a waistcoat 
absent any matching buttons, a dress ten years out of style knotted 
up to bare clashing stockings and scuffed boots. Life with Mara, Suki 
suspects, is no small amount interesting, but one needn’t fear from her 
airs or pretentiousness.

This conversation, regardless, comes none the easier.
“I know you understand,” Suki says, attempting a beseeching 

gentleness. “How can’t you?”
“It’s a secret.” Mara stares at Suki with a distressingly direct gaze, 

as though hoping to emphasise her sincerity through eye contact. 
“Handed down from witch to witch. I’ve sworn oaths to the living and 
the dead. I can’t. And I won’t.”

Mara Hill is also a terrible liar.
“You insist this isn’t sorcery. It’s witchcraft—a type of magic that can 

be taught! Why, then, can’t you teach us? Can’t you imagine what we 
could do, if we could study and understand it?”
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Just as Suki regrets such desperation-fuelled bluntness, flashes of 
brown, red and grey show through the eucalypts and fern-encrusted 
rockery dividing the outer garden from an interior courtyard. Only 
two other people in Sirenne stand tall enough to be seen over said wall 
of rocks, and neither looks towards her. Moll, their face set in their 
accustomed expressionlessness and their iron-grey hair scraped back in 
a braid, walks close by their companion: a man with Mara’s cheekbones, 
his gaze distant and his face cavernous. While health warms her sienna 
skin, even when moistened by anxiety and dappled sunshine, his sallow 
complexion provokes no kind adjectives.

Esher Hill is the gaunt, walking embodiment of the nightmare 
Sirenne’s priests struggle to dispel when discussing medicines and 
spells—a man who appears drugged and ensorcelled into a puppet-like 
lifelessness, a state absent all vitality.

His sister caused, provoked or necessitated most of it.
Most.
Like too many guests, Mara brought her brother to the monastery 

when absent solutions in her home village’s offerings of lay priests, 
physicians, magic workers and well-meaning family members—a last, 
desperate resort. Esher wasn’t happy or healthy, but he had muscle and 
energy enough that Suki decided his taciturnity somewhat intentional. 
He stopped to pet Sirenne’s horses; he allowed their cats to settle on his 
lap. He scowled when faced with chattering acolytes. He reacted.

Mara’s power stripped his bones of flesh and tissue in the quest to 
craft him an almost-cis body. New organs, somehow, grew; others 
withered and sloughed away like an unused cocoon. Such impossibility 
should be a miracle, but can one fairly call a tempest that devoured his 
body and hammered his mind miraculous?

What if, though, this transition becomes a goal identified and 
worked towards with desire, preparation and consent? What if a patient 
understands what lies ahead? Can one then cope with magic’s trauma, a 
difficult moment endured in travelling a chosen road? Or what if they 
narrow the scope to one change, one part of the body?

Will she then see a butterfly, bloodied but eager to take flight?
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Will she then be able to live her last years still wielding her pastry 
brushes and knitting needles?

“It’s dangerous!” Mara follows Suki’s gaze towards the rockery, her 
lips pressed together in pale, thin lines. “Can’t you see that? Shouldn’t 
you?” Her husky voice sharpens like a blade on a grindstone. “And 
what makes you think I should trust you with it? Or would?”

Suki bites her lip while counting backwards from ten. Her tongue 
runs to tart even when voicing second and third thoughts, and she fears 
she offers little sympathy when she finds something worth speaking: 
“But less dangerous in better circumstances? If he knew, was prepared, 
agreed, expected…”

If a witch doesn’t work her magic behind the priests’ backs, but that’s 
less Mara’s fault than Sirenne’s.

The question remains: if a witch fears dysphoria’s ache the cause of 
her brother’s depression, why didn’t she offer this magical transition 
weeks or months earlier? Why didn’t she gain Esher’s prior agreement 
and approval? Why did Mara bother to take him to a monastery? That 
she wrought this after Sirenne’s failures dashes Suki’s hopes: Mara’s 
supposed witchcraft is sorcery, unpredictable and unreachable. Nothing 
more than a panicked, desperate deal made with demons, a grave power 
Sirenne can’t replicate ... even should a priest be fortunate enough to 
make the same bargain with the same brace of demons.

If demons routinely offered such vast power, how many trans people 
wouldn’t sell their soul for a body suiting their nature?

“Prepare? After you made me—” Mara’s voice cracks like thick, 
shadowed frost under morning’s first footstep. “If there were anywhere 
else, if I thought … we wouldn’t be here!”

Suki shifts in her chair, her hands and feet aching as though a purple-
black bruise engulfs her joints. Is it a wild, ridiculous joke that her 
body throbs as if beaten while showing no wound to draw sympathy? 
Why must a black eye or nasty scrape provoke sorrow while injuries 
or illnesses unable to heal garner, at best, a mute acceptance? Why 
do people following the Sojourner’s path lack comprehension in the 
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second precept’s broadness? Why must a priest spend her day asking 
questions lacking comforting answers?

Because Amadi’s ideal became her god: question.
Mara’s desperation, too, deserves an answer.
“We failed,” Suki says, her own throat roughening. “We failed to 

serve Esher’s needs. A man who has too long had those needs unmet, 
and believes he has failed in even wishing his needs met, reacted to this 
lack in despair. There’s nothing irrational in that.” She wants to smile, 
because she can’t not know the rationality behind such a conclusion, 
but Mara won’t understand. She doesn’t know about Mama Lewis. 
“We went over our changes with you, for we can’t allow this to again 
happen. I ask you sincerely: are we now doing something inadequate? 
Are you unhappy with Moll or Thanh’s service? Within the limits of our 
resources and ability, what aren’t we doing that you think we should? 
How can we better help Esher? Help you?”

Suki didn’t assign Esher’s first priest. She didn’t speak or condone 
the words that gave him reason to lose the last shred of a trust abraded 
by too many authoritative people. She didn’t know why he needed 
consideration in the priest given to guide him; the unasked question 
wasn’t hers to speak. Ignorance, nonetheless, rings like an intimate, 
personal failure.

Not a failure Sirenne’s priests share as a collective whole.
A failure, terrible and tragic, in Suki.
Could she have tried harder to serve as an aromantic priest?
Mara purses her lips, her green skirt clenched in tight-knuckled 

hands. “He’s … always been. A little. But only in the last few years was 
he so distant, and I don’t think … he wasn’t bad like this until after the 
Thinning and Benjamin.”

Suki takes Mara’s non-answer as indication that, at least for the 
moment, she has no objection—and perhaps that’s a victory, but 
what good is winning when the war shouldn’t be fought? Suki sighs, 
shaking her head, as Moll and Esher move past the gap in the trees, 
vanishing behind canopy and granite outcrops. Only her garden, in 
its art-defying muddle of ferns, trees, mushrooms and bright-coloured 
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orchids, remains—and while, ordinarily, such clashing shades appeal 
to her, today those greens and reds feel another mockery, a symbol and 
privilege undeserved.

Even when Moll gave her the opportunity to address her neglect, 
she took retreat in her brusque manner and authority, confident that 
a conscientious priest wouldn’t examine the shallowness of her answer. 
She offered reassurance, solved a problem, revealed herself in the most 
cursory of ways and fled with fears and feelings still buried within her 
aching bones.

Question.
If she considers god her ideal and Amadi’s ideal her god, why didn’t 

she?
“Benjamin is your partner, yes?” Suki shifts her left ankle, thinking 

even a circumlocutory attempt to build rapport better than another 
futile attempt at questioning. “May I ask what happened at the 
Thinning? You needn’t answer.”

Mara’s body softens, although she doesn’t ease her grip on the skirt. 
“Have you had … family, friends, come visiting? After they … pass?”

For all that belief in the Sojourner’s path embodies the human 
struggle to conceptualise, negotiate and accept death, hir followers still 
deal in euphemisms. Family come visiting. Bad like this. Suki, in the 
outspoken rebelliousness of a would-be priest, spent a year into her 
novitiate chanting “death, death, death” at her mirror before bed, just 
to prove that death isn’t a black-cloaked reaper summoned upon saying 
hir name.

Such boldness failed her, of course, when Mama Polly passed.
“There’s always spirits flickering about, but few speak.” Suki barks a 

hoarse laugh. “A man who desired me and told me that he’d never have 
broken his neck if I’d first wed him. Both my mothers. Mama Lewis 
talks too much.”

Such events aren’t for Suki as unusual an occurrence as they are for 
the non-necromantic laity, but the conversations between the returning 
dead and the priest who offered guidance on their paths through the 
life now history aren’t for outsiders. There’s always a few, often those 
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who died in the last year and haven’t yet had their connections to 
this world stretch thin, who come back to speak rather than observe. 
Sometimes those spirits come burdened with regret and recrimination; 
sometimes they express gratitude or relief. Death, drawing closer with 
every breath, grants the living a night a year where one must look into 
hir shadow and fearlessly accept, even celebrate, hir company.

She’s none too fond of Mama Lewis’s bitter postmortem moaning, 
but a salt circle and poker at least puts paid to that nonsense.

Respecting the sacred covenant of life and death doesn’t mean 
tolerating abuse.

“Really?” Mara blinks, shaking her head. “She came to me, with 
other dead relatives and villagers—my Aunt Rosie. I think she knew I 
needed to talk to her. She told me that I don’t have to romantically love 
a girl to want or love a girl, and they told me all the ways they didn’t 
love, which made me feel that … I could talk to the woman I wanted. 
So I did.” A sweet warmth softens and curves her lips, but the speed 
with which Mara flattens them suggests she isn’t easy with smiling in 
current circumstances. “And we’re together, now. But Esh … he doesn’t 
want anyone, and that should be fine, but maybe … it wasn’t good for 
him to see me and Ben happy.”

She leans forwards, coughing, before wiping her palm on her skirt.
Suki clenches her hands, fighting to ease her expression before Mara 

catches her face. It rankles, to say the least, when someone happy in 
an intimate partnership—however non-romantic!—suggests that those 
without must be broken in their loneliness. How can she ignore the 
reflections of Mama Lewis, one shape of expected love or partnership 
replacing another in the same unyielding structures and assumptions? 
Mama Lewis cut and hewed the shape of Suki’s illnesses, not another’s 
possession of something she doesn’t want!

Non-romantic love, to Suki, serves a similar role as the Sojourner or 
any other god: a fine concept in theory, but while she respects others’ 
need for a guiding framework, she can only nod vaguely at love’s 
existence.

Anger, though, doesn’t explain the terror stiffening her body.
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“Or after seeing you find a less-conventional form of the coupled 
happily-ever-after,” she says in a voice perilously close to “glacial”, 
“your kin and village increased their expectations that he should find 
the same?”

Mara stares, her lips parted as if in surprise or hurt. “I … Uncle 
Sascha would say that, I guess. So would the Fisher sisters.” She sighs, 
frowning. “I don’t know. Just that he got worse after Benjamin … right 
when I thought he’d get better, because Aunt Rosie said that we’re … 
real, human. Just a less-known ordinary. Even if we didn’t know the 
specific word before Moll said it.”

“Only your brother knows why,” Suki says in the mild, self-evident 
comment a guiding priest says to people having difficulty observing—
or permitting themselves to observe—the truth before them. The mild, 
self-evident comment a priest, who doesn’t fear the direction of this 
conversation, may say to a guided guest. “So why bother yourself with 
if I didn’t non-romantically pair up with a girl, maybe he wouldn’t have 
tried to kill himself drivel? Can you go back in time to not pair up? No! 
Nor should you halt your life just in case it may be the reason!”

Mara’s half-raised eyebrows suggest that she doesn’t agree.
“Girl, the world tells you in so many ways that you shouldn’t non-

romantically partner. After all that repetition, you’re inclined to find 
excuses to obey that! Keeping my brother from attempting suicide feels more 
reasonable to you than most puerile objections, but is this reasonable? 
Are you helping him by thinking this? Or are you obliging everyone 
who thinks you shouldn’t exist by undermining your partnership with 
misplaced guilt?”

She refrains from mentioning the insult in anyone’s assuming 
that depression must be provoked by the existence of someone else’s 
intimate partnership, as though such relationships are so fundamental 
one must sicken in witnessing another’s contentment! She refrains, 
unable to think of anything that doesn’t sound like an observation 
based in betraying knowledge. Shouldn’t they focus less, anyway, on 
Mara’s limited understanding of non-partnering people and more on 
the real issue at hand: her trying to craft another impossible?
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Even if it means making herself the cause, Mara seems set on wishing 
together a world possessed of perfect assurance that her brother won’t 
again attempt suicide.

Sorcery is by far an easier art, but that’s no comforting truth.
Mara glances at Suki’s belt, as if in need of reassurance that she talks 

to a senior priest. “Are you, uh … well...”
“Am I what, girl? Don’t cluck!”
Mara swallows, stumbling over the word likely strange to her voice. 

“Aro … aromantic? Because you sound like…”
Aromantic.
A word in a book, discovered by accident.
A word feared, weighted down by her obligation and pain.
A word unsaid, a man nearly dying of its absence.
“Aromantic and allosexual. I like men for bedding. I don’t like 

partnerships.” Suki speaks with the casualness that shaped her words 
when speaking to a distressed priest in a vegetable garden, words said 
now as if they’ll make up for their silent past. Words said devoid of her 
terror. “I have enough of one with myself.”

She waits, wondering if Mara will subject her to the young, abled 
trick of past tense, as though sexuality must be Suki’s history and 
not her present or future. Something accessible only to the hale and 
young, presuming her sense of another’s sexual attractiveness withers 
along with her body? Or will Mara grimace, disgusted by the notion of 
an elderly, disabled woman whose sexuality hasn’t “decently” become 
distant memory?

She waits for the accusation: why didn’t you say this before?
“So you understand … why it’s … hard, to live unknowing who you 

are and what you want, what the words are?” Mara’s brow furrows, her 
hesitant speech giving way to a spurting rush of feeling: “That’s what 
Aunt Rosie gave us that night, but it came so late. I lived for so long not 
knowing, without a word, without knowing it an option! That it had a 
name! And that hurts, even now I have what I didn’t know I wanted or 
could want. For so long, I didn’t know! Maybe … that’s it, for Esh, the 
hurting? Or part of it? How can’t it be…?”
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How old is she? Twenty-five? Thirty at most? One needn’t own 
precision in telling another’s age to know that Mara’s adulthood, 
outside of accident or illness, stands years distant from death’s shadow. 
Suki draws a sharp breath, fighting to swallow the tart, quill-bristled 
question clogging her throat: And when do you think I found the word, 
girl?

Amadi gifted her the other-shape-of-normal permissiveness, but ey 
died unknowing of the word describing them both.

Ey died, leaving her alone in a world where she feels outdated and 
unwanted, where everyone sharing in the known power of the word 
“aromantic” can’t comprehend her pain but expects her to, immediately 
and easily, carry theirs.

Mara needs her pain acknowledged, to have someone confirm that 
possession of a happy non-romantic partnership can’t and shouldn’t 
erase ignorance’s lingering hurts. Someone who acknowledges that 
such bruises are long in the fading but one can still build a life worth 
living. Someone who reflects understanding and the vital, powerful 
sense of aromantic siblinghood. Someone who can give what she needs 
and deserves.

Why must Suki provide it? Why not Moll? Why not anyone else?
“Yes.” She swallows, shifting her throbbing hands, fighting to keep 

the growl from claiming her voice. Another failure! “We all feel the 
… betrayal, the years lost to ignorance. Why didn’t I know? You’ll have 
times of hurting, of struggling, of wondering what could have been 
if your family knew, your friends, your neighbours. When something 
isn’t yet recognised or accepted, despite being extant and common … 
pain, for those of us ahead of that coming, isn’t optional. You aren’t 
alone in that.”

Suki isn’t gentle. Increased social permissiveness towards the 
crotchety manner discouraged in children and younger adults stands 
as one of age’s rare benefits. Mama Polly joked that Suki was set to be 
a grandmother while still a maiden, but Mama Lewis—curse her long-
dead soul—didn’t laugh. Even after half a century gone, Suki can still 
recite her clipped lectures, delivered in the hope that decreased acidity 
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and increased sweetness will help her daughter find the happiness 
packaged in a loving, romantic partnership.

Mama Lewis’s shade, returning for her once-yearly lecture, still 
hopes that her now-elderly daughter will soften enough to allow love 
into her heart.

It should amuse Suki that such gentleness is now demanded whenever 
she dares reveal herself as aromantic.

Mara nods, her lips pressed together, her jaw tight, her glistening 
eyes angled towards her lap.

“It could be part of your brother’s feelings. It could be something 
else. But this second-guessing of his motivations doesn’t help you or 
him!” Suki changes the subject for Mara’s sake: for a woman fighting 
to keep from breaking down before a near-stranger. “Where does this 
get you but exhaustion? You’re only going to chase your guesses around 
and around until you’re a dog barking at a rat behind a grate—only 
to finally spot a different rat gnawing on his brain, realise you’ve been 
barking at this one for no reason, and there’s actually a score of invisible 
rats feasting on his poor, bloody brain. Does this help you see those 
invisible rats? Does this barking help your health, girl?”

She absolutely, assuredly isn’t changing the subject because Suki fears 
the explosion of her own anger and hurt while discussing aromanticism.

Question. How can she?
Mara’s eyes meet Suki’s face in the bulging stare had by someone 

imagining rodents chewing on grey matter. “R—rats?”
“Chewing brain rats. You want pretty metaphors for a bloody 

illness? Don’t talk to a priest, then. Pretty metaphors leave people 
telling themselves depression isn’t illness, just something that can be 
shouted, shamed or pressured into abeyance. I don’t hold for that.” 
Suki sighs and attempts to ease Mara’s shock, hating her bluntness’ 
sharp, gleaming edges. Is she trying to hurt Mara, wounds delivered in 
return for those unintentionally given? “I know you want to help your 
brother. You’ll do more for him by asking what he needs, and listening 
to what he tells you even if it’s ‘nothing’, instead of chasing every rat in 
the hope they’re the ones eating him. There’s too many rats, girl! When 
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he’s able to cope with your asking, ask. Leave handling the rats to us—
because that’s what we’ll teach him.”

If only they’d thought to ensure Mara realised this before she 
attempted to bludgeon the rat labelled “dysphoria”, but who imagined 
a village witch owning such power or ability?

Mara nods: perhaps accepting such advice, perhaps planning to avoid 
future commentary on what she thinks provoked her brother’s attempt. 
Her silence is, though, more honest than immediate agreement. Better 
that than false approval or out-of-hand rejection, especially when 
she hasn’t agreed to a guiding relationship between priest and guest. 
Especially when Suki has already stepped further over that line than 
is wise for a priest struggling with herself! Anyway, hasn’t she gleaned 
enough to make a solid guess—that Mara sold her soul to purchase 
Esher’s transition? What more need they discuss?

She isn’t a powerful witch keeping her magic a solemn, oath-bound 
secret.

She’s a frightened sister doing everything she can to hold her brother 
into life.

Is that another rat set to gnaw on Esher’s brain? Is that, as much 
as distrust or fear of priestly reaction to sorcery, reason for her denial? 
Does she seek to keep this secret from Esher and the priests involved in 
his care to avoid making yet another rat? Does Moll realise this?

Is Mara all that different from Suki herself?
“I’m sorry that I can’t help you.” Mara stands and bows in the abrupt, 

jerking movements of a woman looking to leave before the conversation 
leads them anywhere uncomfortable—and Suki feels unreasonably 
relieved. “Thank you for your advice—and wisdom.” She hesitates, 
leaving Suki certain that “wisdom” is nothing more than politeness. 
“I’m glad, I suppose, there’s more people like us here. Maybe … maybe 
that will help Esh, if things go better.”

“If you think a priest’s guidance may be useful for your own sake,” 
she says, falling back on well-worn script in the surety that her own 
words are far too confronting, “please know that our service extends to 
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all. And I hope, one day, aromantics are so ordinary there’s no need to 
comment.”

Mild, facile, trite.
Her hands throb, and Suki fights to unclench them.
Mara’s face shutters. “You’ve more than enough work with Esh.”
She bows again and, in a frenetic, long-paced stride best described 

as “hurrying”, heads down the garden path towards the guest quarters.
Trust.
Can she blame Mara for not trusting her when Suki has none to 

give?
She sighs and stares at her orchids, at the stone rising behind the 

tangle of shrub and ivy, at the blue-tinged mushrooms threatening to 
take over the lawn, at the green grass beneath her chair and the cloudless 
sky overhead. She stares at the rocks and leaves of her sanctuary, thinking 
about Mara, thinking about Mamas Lewis and Polly, thinking about 
the conversation with Moll in the vegetable garden, thinking about 
words unsaid and feelings concealed … but as the sun ebbs lower, she 
finds no course of action but the obvious.

Question.
Why has she, for so long, chosen avoidance over service? Why has 

she refused to face her pain, even while knowing the impact her absence 
has on others? If she preaches the sacred power in guiding another to 
a better road, why does she refuse another’s gift of the same? Will she 
leave this world as Mara is now? Or will she trust her own kin, her own 
ideals—the only god worth her wholehearted belief?

“Aziz!” Suki waves a hand at the acolyte reading on the lawn just 
out of non-shouting earshot. “Tell Moll that I’d like them to attend 
me here at their earliest convenience. Please have the kitchen arrange 
sweets for both of us and my afternoon tea.” She pauses, considering, 
as Aziz scrambles upright and straightens hir brown robe. “My shawl. 
And ask Thanh for an additional dose of my pain medicine. Thank 
you.”

Question.
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If Moll is good enough for Esher Hill, they ought to be good enough 
for Suki of Sirenne.

She isn’t surprised when Moll strides, their braid and girdle book 
swinging with each step, down the path to her garden. Sirenne rarely 
leaves its rules unsaid, an admirable quality to Suki’s way of thinking, 
but one needn’t long elaborate to impart the expectation that junior 
priests arrive promptly when summoned. Moll, despite the lifetime of 
alienation that leads to questioning rules and a habit of interaction best 
described as “restrained”, hasn’t dawdled upon hearing her request. A 
problem, that.

She understands, though, in the way of a woman once a girl who 
couldn’t have understood at all.

Obedience to conformity isn’t something she feels in the heart; 
Suki responds to being haltered with sharp words and loud arguments. 
Amadi, knowing this, kept her with em for a year before taking her 
to Sirenne, a year of learning to accept reasonable restrictions before 
facing the greater challenge of an acolyte’s service. That bitter, aching, 
defiant Suki would have scorned Moll’s flushed face and hurried pace, 
not seeing that she reacted to the same set of weighty, dehumanising 
beliefs and demands.

Submission and rebellion are just two sides of the same coin.
She doesn’t approve, but she understands.
“Don’t you even think about it,” she says, gleefully irascible, as Moll 

opens their mouth. “No clucking allowed. Sit down. The food’s safe, 
but it’s been half an hour. The tea’s probably cold.”

Moll nods and settles themself on Mara’s recently-vacated bench, the 
tea tray resting between them and Suki’s chair. As always, they move 
slowly, carefully, cautiously—like a wolfhound sniffing a newborn 
kitten or a man allowing a butterfly to alight on his finger. Like a tall, 
broad, boulder-shaped priest attempting to avoid threatening or scaring, 
however inadvertently, those around them. Like a puppy lying on its 
back, belly bared and paws tucked under its chin, its defencelessness a 
performance made before all would-be predators.
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I won’t hurt you, so don’t hurt me.
They look more like a fig tree towering over the world’s seedlings 

than a puppy, but while a fig possesses an ancient, confident majesty in 
its quest to subsume another life in its great roots, Moll is … Moll. Shy, 
awkward, hesitant, uncertain. Rarely does she see them widen their 
arms or roll their hips, as if forever working to make their immense 
body appear smaller, softer, lighter. Just as a fig, for all its grandeur, lies 
vulnerable to any woman wielding an axe, Moll lies vulnerable to the 
wounds wrought by tongue, expression and gesture.

She wants to, simultaneously, swathe that nervous puppy in a warm 
blanket while taking a sharp blade to that fig’s trunk and daring Moll 
to defend themself.

Some scars are long years in the fading, if at all.
“Do you … mind, if I heat the tea?”
“Clucking,” she says, fighting to bite back her impatience. She 

doesn’t want to be the kind of old woman who moans about the 
young’s blathering, but sometimes they make her silence difficult! “If I 
objected, couldn’t you cool it down? Or tell me to pour a cup and let 
time have its way? I’d tell me, personally, to stick my head where the 
sun never shines. Try, if you want.”

Moll’s deep-set brown eyes put her in mind of shadowed pools—
their fathomless serenity now disturbed by a crotchety priest’s thrown 
rock. Wordlessly, they pour a small amount of tea into a saucer before 
resting one hand on the teapot’s handle. The other guides a finger 
to the saucer, dampens a fingertip and traces, with careful delicacy, 
evaporating glyphs atop the tan glaze.

Many magicians speak loudly or write in great looping script, their 
magic become another performance of wordplay and artistry—as if, 
Suki always thinks, they find adoration for their art more useful than 
magic itself. Moll works in gestures and murmurs, collected and subtle. 
Everything must be reduced, depressed and lessened for safety, and she 
sighs, for even she recognises that they’re no casual magician. Why 
shouldn’t the world outside a small, backcountry monastery welcome 
or accommodate such ability?
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Why shouldn’t Freehome welcome Suki’s free, unrestrained, honest 
self?

Such pondering, when she knows the answers to both questions, 
provides only one thing: delay.

“How old were you,” she asks, “when you learnt the word for your 
aromanticism?”

A slight frown, more the suggestion of expression than the actuality, 
shifts Moll’s brow. “I know exactly,” they say in their slow, deep voice, 
“because I learnt five weeks and two days after my acceptance as 
acolyte.” They purse their lips, studying the movement of their finger 
across the teapot. When a breath of steam issues from the spout, they 
pull back their hand. “I knew what I was since childhood, but knowing 
that I am loveless isn’t the same as a more … academic term. Loveless 
… people have other ideas about what that means.”

She always knew whom and what she was, clinging to a truth so 
obvious part of Suki still finds it absurd that Mama Lewis persisted in 
her stubborn obliviousness. Knowing, though, isn’t recognition, isn’t 
identification and permission; knowing isn’t the certain categorisation 
of the self as a different, acknowledged, communicable manner of 
ordinary.

Knowing isn’t pride.
“When do you think I found the word?”
Moll shakes their head, pouring now-steaming tea into a clay mug, 

the glaze chipped about the rim from years of use, the handle too small 
to fit all of Moll’s fingers. Their expression shows not the slightest hint 
of curiosity towards her questions. “I wouldn’t begin to guess, sir.”

Given Moll’s newness to the red, they can easily rough-reckon the 
numbers, so she answers as they did. “One and a half years before you, 
and leave off the ‘sir’! What are we, Astreuch?” Suki draws a shaking 
breath, her voice undeservedly sharp, but how can she fight both her 
acid tongue and the awful surge of hurt? How can she fight both her 
acid tongue and a nebulous tension that only fuels and strengthens her 
aching joints? “I was accepted, in a ‘some people don’t like relationships’ 
way. My mentor, Amadi, was like us. But the word? I didn’t know words 
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until a cluster of young priests brought books from Khaloun. I found 
it, unexpectedly, while reading. So I made it my life’s work to have, 
here, our library.” She pauses, rueful. “Or the rest of my life’s work, 
since…”

Moll has given only patient, considered answers. Moll hasn’t asked 
questions coated in that dread mingling of need, hope and dismissal. 
Moll has done nothing to deserve her mood beyond asking one 
question, in the vegetable garden, that they had and have every right 
to voice.

Anticipatory fear and aching memory, poisonously entwined, have 
ever raised her hackles.

Suki counts backwards from ten, breathing long and slow, before 
realising that the Stormcoast’s culture of tiptoeing around advancing 
age—one daren’t observe that another approaches a state of “elderly” or 
“ancient”—has left Moll dwelling in a stone-faced, finger-entwining, 
staring-at-the-ferns silence.

“Which relative told you off as a child for calling another relative 
‘old’?” she asks, grinning. “You think I don’t know I’m over the bloody 
hill and rolling down the other side? Yes, it’s the rest of my life’s work, 
because most of my life happened beforehand! Why pretend otherwise?”

“Many.” Moll rolls their shoulders back, softening. “How old were 
you?”

“Seventy-nine.” Suki silently applauds them for avoiding the tired 
“may I ask how old were you” approach and leaves the rest of the 
reckoning to Moll, carefully shifting her hands. Too often, these days, 
she earns nothing for her restful efforts but more time yearning for the 
work around which she has anchored her life. “Sometimes I feel like 
I was alive when the Sojourner supposedly lead hir band of survivors 
from the Change-ravaged North. Sometimes the world feels impossibly 
different, from then to now. Mostly, I feel the same as I always was, and 
the world’s less different than people think, but people treat me like a 
... a relic. Fancy attempting to educate me about theories I promoted 
because the old can’t understand the new!” She sighs. “Pour me a cup 
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of plain tea, please, and put a pill on the saucer. The rats are gnawing 
today. Bloody rats.”

If her pain becomes unbearable, she’ll ask Thanh for hir set of 
nerve-blocking spells. She won’t be able to move or feel much of her 
body, but since she’s already remaining still, the real difference lies in 
consideration for Thanh. Ze’s had enough on hir metaphorical plate 
over the last week without Suki’s adding to hir work—and she hates to 
call on hir when she unnecessarily provoked at least half the throb in 
her hands, knees and ankles. Thanh has never made her feel as though 
she shouldn’t, but she does nonetheless.

She’s learnt the hard way how much her mood, and her guilt over 
wishing for relief, stokes and banks her pain.

Moll sets down their mug and pours another. “Can I do anything 
for you?”

Suki laughs. “I don’t suppose there’s the slightest chance you’ve 
figured out Thanh’s nerve blockers?”

They shake their head with speed enough that she guesses this a 
source of some frustration. “I don’t know how! There’s so much grafting 
onto nerve points, and in trying to describe it all and then shell … I 
make too many mistakes in the spell compression. It isn’t something 
in which you want mistakes.” They stop, breathing out long and slow. 
“I’m sorry, s—I’m sorry.”

Suki considers asking why, since she can’t expect a former 
quartermaster to reveal mastery of an art for which Thanh spent years 
studying at Eastern universities, but isn’t all this another distraction? 
“Don’t be. Thank you. Can you put the tray, just the cup and saucer, 
on my lap?”

Moll shifts the teapot and plate of corn muffins onto the bench 
before, as carefully as if handling fragile porcelain, arranging the rest of 
the tray on Suki’s lap. “Do you want to eat?”

“No.” Once, she could clasp a cup without provoking or worsening 
the pulling, throbbing pain in her wrist and fingers. So simple a thing 
to hold a cup, to drink, to return it to her tray! The tea’s heat doesn’t 
ease her pain, but the warm, tingling sensation distracts her somewhat, 
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so she cradles the cup in both hands before raising them to her face. 
Now, at least, she needn’t waste her time in hope. As much as she yearns 
for Mara’s unlooked-for shape of witchcraft, there’s no reason to think 
her magic anything but sorcery, distant and unattainable. So be it.

She has blessings to count: a home, acolytes to help her wash and 
dress, purpose.

The bitter pill sticks to her tongue before she swallows it down.
“I can imagine,” Moll says, settling themself back onto the bench, 

“but in that way of theory. I can’t know, in the heart, the longest rhythms 
of time unknowing or half-knowing, given all denied us because we 
lack comprehension’s authority and…” They trail off, taking up their 
mug and, likely unconsciously, mirroring the position of her hands. 
“Place. That sense of place in time, in space, in community, in family, 
that … existential assuredness. Place. I know separation, distance, but 
I won’t pretend that I know that deeper shape.”

That Moll thinks their service should encompass only the safety of 
the vegetable garden is both tragedy and metaphor, but their still face 
suggests they don’t realise the contradictory echo of old words behind 
the new.

Mara wanted her kindred’s acknowledgement of her pain, someone 
to help her shoulder the weight of her agony in the validation and 
sympathy offered only by one who understands. Was Suki wrong to 
think, for so long, that she can’t risk seeking comfort? Does Moll’s rare 
consideration, offered unprompted no less, betoken safety enough for 
her to try?

“Do you have place, now?”
Moll cocks their head to the side, tapping one finger against the 

mug’s brown handle.
Suki waits.
“I don’t know that I will ever have that … neat, puzzle-piece sense of 

fitting into any time or space shared with others. Just autism alone, just 
aromanticism alone, just genderlessness alone … possibly. But they can’t 
stand alone, even if others want them to.” Moll exhales, hissing their 
breath over their lips in the loud, habitual easing of a priest performing 
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and, through performance, encouraging the behaviour. “Sometimes … 
I want, so much, the ease of that fit, the confidence of an unquestioned 
place. And always … not, never, at that price.”

It shames her that, for all she has long held Moll at arm’s length, they 
are so willing to share.

“Burn the whole damn puzzle,” Suki says through a terrible, crooked 
grin.

Moll nods, a slight frown creasing their lips.
Do they realise? The shock of their first conversation in the vegetable 

garden, followed by an induction into the events surrounding the Hill 
siblings, may have seen them miss or put aside the obvious, for all that 
they touched upon it in their question of her. Moll owns too much 
perception to remain in acceptance of the thick paint covering the 
wallpaper beneath, and priests must do just that: question.

No thought or word can be worth anything if crumpling under 
curious, inquisitive challenge, so the question remains: have they the 
courage to ask?

“Do you know,” she says in a would-be conversational voice, “that 
the best thing about being a priest is that you can, amongst other 
priests, speak your mind? The trick lies in only having something worth 
speaking. Try it.”

With the speed and presence of a glacier, Moll turns their head to 
look Suki in the eyes. Their brow sits low and heavy, their controlled 
voice too tense for indifference: “What is this, then?”

Suki shakes her head. “No, try again.”
Moll’s lips shift, as if they mean to mouth a word before deciding 

otherwise. “Do you want honesty?”
“Your own mind will tear you apart if you say anything less, so why 

should I expect otherwise?”
A slight crease of Moll’s brow may suggest amusement—or 

consternation. Both, perhaps. “You’re discussing,” they say with painful 
slowness, “aro—” They hold up a hand, stopping her from remarking 
on their woeful statement of the obvious, and Suki, despite her anxiety-
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fuelled throbbing, works to hide a smile. “When you’ve had five years 
to start a conversation, why now?”

Their breath hisses over lips and teeth, one hand sketching lines on 
the meat of their robe-covered thigh.

Suki nods her encouragement.
“I did think that if this were well-known, I’d have heard. Someone 

would have said so in explaining to me? I also thought that your answer 
to my question … undermined your sense of the importance that we 
guide our own, especially now.”

“Do you feel that with Esher Hill?” Suki asks, wondering if they’ll 
dare put damning thought to voice. “Importance?”

“Yes.” Moll shifts the girdle book and the bunched-up length of 
brown belt fastening said book to their waist. Their robe spills over 
thighs and knees, leaving ankles and shoulders bared; unlike Suki, they 
don’t appear the least bit cold. “He doesn’t trust me, but I think seeing 
himself reflected in that tangle of sharedness does more to help him 
survive than anything else. It matters.” They draw a breath, their voice 
firming and harshening: “So why do you talk sharedness now?”

Good! Only pain and the fear that Moll will take a somewhat-
deserved offence keeps her from clapping. If she spends her remaining 
months or years helping Moll craft a more intentional relationship to 
obedience, even the Sojourner must reckon this time well served.

Easier to think about that than her own fear of an unvoiced answer.
Easier to frame this as a lesson or a guiding, her conversation 

possessed of another’s purpose.
Easier to think of anything but guilt and the damning thoughts an 

old woman must dare speak.
“Why do you?” Moll sips from their mug, their body angled towards 

her, their soft tone less a question than a prompting. “Isn’t that it?”
Only then does Suki realise that she embodies her own lingering, 

encloaking silence.
Her eyes rest, fleeing Moll, on the fern-encrusted garden wall and its 

uneven rows of red and yellow orchids. Her plants, fronds and leaves 
stirred into bobbing by the evening breeze, appear peaceful and fearless, 
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but even allowing for flora’s unknowable sentience, that can’t be true. 
What stops a priest from consigning her flowers to the compost heap? 
A swarm of thrip from devouring the vegetable garden? Ferns, too, 
live their lives at the whims of the weather, the season, the denizens of 
the land upon which they take root. Plants grow, flourish, sicken, die. 
Peaceful?

What is peace but illusion: the hope of a perfect shelter from nature’s 
whims, ways and hurts?

“It goes the same way,” she says, now staring at her lawn and its 
mushrooms, those glistening fruits of the fungus conquering the soil 
beneath. “You learn something you didn’t know existed: the word. Once 
you find it fits, you feel the betrayal, the ache of once not knowing 
something fundamental, the deep cuts left by ignorance. You want 
sympathy, reassurance and validation to heal, and where are they when 
most don’t understand?”

Deep creases form across Moll’s brow as they thread their fingers 
together. “Yes. Esher needs it from me.” They hesitate, lips parted. “He 
needs it. So does Mara.”

“You can say it,” Suki murmurs, wondering the cost of standing, 
stepping onto the lawn and pulling the closest mushroom … with 
her back, conveniently, facing the priest beside her. Perhaps she and 
Moll aren’t so dissimilar if she wants to turn her hurt to fighting fungi. 
Perhaps this only crosses a mind looking to find a replacement for her 
knitting. “Please.”

“And I needed it from you.”
They may be referring to that first vegetable garden conversation. 

They may be referring to the years that passed between Moll’s learning 
the word “aromantic” as a descriptor and discovering that another 
priest is also aromantic. Both are truth.

“Nobody but Amadi had anything close.” Suki yawns in the first 
touch of medicine’s giddiness. Pity, as always, that she feels the effect in 
her head long before her joints. “Given nameless, remaining nameless 
with eir last breath.”
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Only the stirring of hair and robe by breeze and breath mars Moll’s 
quiet stillness.

“Those with more,” she says bitterly, “serve to guide those with less. 
How doesn’t aromanticism apply? But we know the other side of its 
truth: a priest must have more to serve. More knowledge, more support, 
more sense of place, more safety, more community. A priest offers 
sympathy, provides reassurance, validates feeling, illuminates direction. 
A priest does what the world so often can’t in telling the different that 
we aren’t wrong to exist as we are.”

Mama Lewis wanted Suki to be safe, happy, loved. Mama Lewis 
never valued the daughter she had over the image of the daughter she 
thought herself entitled to have.

The part of Suki still yearning for the promise of her mother’s love 
can’t surrender one tainted, maggot-ridden idea: that a concept bearing 
an academic-sounding, official name must have made a difference.

Or will she still exist in this same circumstance, a trailblazer struggling 
with the full and challenging consequences of being this path’s guide?

“You think that I’ve known our word for years. You think that age 
means my hurt no longer throbs and I will carry your pain. You think 
I have more.” She presses her lips together, fearing the tears threatening 
to burst their dam. No, Suki takes pride in being the human equivalent 
of a splinter under a fingernail! She doesn’t weep. She rebels. “I have 
more knowledge only! You’ve … thirty, forty, fifty years of knowing 
ahead. You won’t find the word when you’re at death’s doorstep. You 
won’t bear the pain of a word unknown for eight decades. Your guide 
came delayed, but your guide still came!”

Suki learnt her words from books, not other priests. Moll had 
Gennifer, who’d learnt of aromanticism from her and affirmed in 
person the name of their identity and human worth. Moll, now, has 
Suki, even if five years later than right or deserved. Mara and Esher Hill 
have the wonder of identified validation provided by other aromantics, 
but Suki lived in a time when even the best affirmation went unnamed.
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She tried openness for a year. She tried talking, despite such guiding 
never being her strongest art, to those guests who showed signs of 
aromanticism. She tried to find and connect with her own.

Easier, so much easier, to withdraw, to leave nurturing the younger 
aromantic starting their novitiate to other priests, to trust that Moll’s 
future will achieve what hers can’t.

Easier, so much easier, to avoid the young’s self-involved cruelty in 
relegating her only to their mentorship: the provider of their needed 
validation and support, the priest with more.

Easier, so much easier, to avoid speaking of her named identity with 
her aromantic kin … until a man almost died in part because of how 
he took a priest’s careless words, a situation that may not have existed if 
everyone knew “aromantic” described her and understood its context. 
Her failure, her cowardice, her unwillingness to build aromanticism 
more obviously into all her priests’ knowledge and service. Her inability 
to survive the bruises dealt her by others in pain. Her rebellion offering 
no direction or answer.

“You want me to strengthen you, shore you, shelter you. I can’t. I 
can’t when even thinking of sharing your agony reminds me of mine. I 
can’t when listening to you…” She sucks in a harsh, shaking breath, her 
throat tightening like a python’s jaws around a struggling rat. “I don’t 
have more. I’ll never have more. But acknowledging that isn’t enough!”

No lie slipped from her lips when she spoke to Moll in the vegetable 
garden, carefully dealing in careless and shallow words: how can a priest 
best guide someone when that guiding means taking further injury to 
damaged flesh? How can she serve their guests and her belief when she 
fights to keep back her screams, when pain and defensiveness sharpen 
her words to cruelty?

How much did the ostensible Sojourner struggle in leading hir 
collection of rent and ruined survivors along such a frightening, 
untrodden road?

She wishes herself able enough to march into the kitchen, grab a 
stack of the cracked plates she kept aside for such purposes and find a 
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private courtyard where she can hurl them at a particularly offensive 
wall.

“I’m sorry,” she rasps, “because you needed. Because what happened 
to Esher wouldn’t have happened if I hadn’t retreated. I didn’t question. 
I didn’t try to find an answer. I used the precept as a shield; I failed it. 
I’m sorry, I—”

She doesn’t realise she’s weeping until Moll slides towards her, closes 
their warm hand about her bony shoulders and pulls her into their 
chest, her tears soaking their red linen robe. They don’t speak. They 
don’t do anything but sit, awkwardly leaned over the arm of her chair, 
and hold her like a fresh-hatched chick in a pair of sheltering hands.

Guiding priests don’t, by custom, embrace their guests.
A lifetime’s grief spills from her eyes, stinging creased, dry cheeks. 

Not until the evening’s chill increases to something unignorable does 
Suki find again her composure. She sniffs, draws a shaking breath and 
speaks in her ever-readily barbed tongue: “Ten years ago, before your 
novitiate, I’d have asked if you were interested in bedding. Or even just 
sleeping, because you’re better than a dog and a hot brick for keeping 
an old woman toasty.”

Moll sits upright, only a strained shift of shoulder suggesting any 
stiffness or discomfort. Their wet eyes glisten even in the dim light, an 
odd contrast to their twisted lips and crumpled chin—and then a noise 
between a hoarse laugh and a snort explodes above the breeze’s whisper. 
“Don’t distract!”

They sound like Suki does when objecting to the young’s woeful 
blathering.

She straightens, wiping her face on a corner of her shawl before 
smiling in pride. “Yes. I…”

“Thank you for trusting me enough to share.” They’re priestly 
words, taken right from the instruction manual, but Moll’s following 
sentences aren’t: “You said my guide came delayed, but she came, she 
showed herself when needed, she served. She’s here. I don’t know … 
how people reacted, what was asked, all of what you feel, how you bear 
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the weight. I want to know. Your guide came delayed, so delayed … 
but they’re here. Even at the last.”

Emotion cracks and shreds her voice: “I’d rather not cry again, thank 
you very much.”

Moll doesn’t dilute their blank stare with speech or gesture.
“What path, then?” she croaks—tired, giddy, shivering, relieved.
Part of her, the wary woman once a distrustful girl, feels it ludicrous 

that Moll, so junior a priest, can answer something she can’t. The girl 
does them no justice: Moll hasn’t asked her to carry their pain. They’ve 
shared only at her prompting. They’ve treated her with a friend’s 
warmth and courtesy. If she holds no faith in their sacred service, is 
there anything left of Suki but damaged bones in an aching body? Isn’t 
this the same old difficulty: a woman fighting herself to trust another 
person, simultaneously needing and fearing?

Moll rests a hand on the arm of her chair, fingers half curled in 
invitation.

Suki nods and rests her stiff hand in their soft one.
“Someday,” they say slowly, “as how it seems incredulous to question 

one eschewing gender, we will be history. My school, years ago, taught 
that: the tears and blood spent to make a world where I can shrug at 
gender. Not just as a past to avoid repeating, but as … respect for the 
pain that birthed the now.”

They motion with their other hand, fingers curled inwards—the 
mug and teapot sitting, long abandoned, on the bench.

Suki yawns, presses her trembling lips together and waits.
“We need books of names and definitions, and we need books of 

stories. Our futures and hopes written on the page. Stories of the past 
that we’re hoping become … incredulous. We need the stories of those 
who wept. We can’t forget.” They turn to glance at Suki before speaking 
in a voice marred by quivering: “May I write down your story? So I can 
understand—so we can understand, all those who come after?”

They won’t offer power. They can’t remake a world so wrought 
against her. They don’t provide resolution to the ache felt by a woman 
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struggling with the community who need her to help them bear and 
understand theirs. They haven’t a solution.

They offer direction, one balancing their hopes for the future with 
the harms of the present. A direction that doesn’t make her feel like a 
relic to be cast aside but a paving stone at the road’s beginning, one 
small part of ensuring the steady, continuing passing of feet and wheels.

Moll’s suggestion is why she believes in the concept of the Sojourner, 
even though she can’t make herself ascribe to certainty in god.

“I don’t mean to be impudent—”
“Never cluck when you’re doing a bitchy old woman a kindness.” 

Suki draws a shaking breath of her own. “I’d … like that. Very much. 
Thank you.”

At first, she thinks Moll’s expression—a slight curve of lips, only a 
smile by comparison—speaks more of relief than happiness. No. Don’t 
they also straddle a complex and confused struggle to build their place? 
Don’t they also feel the sacred power in their service? Aren’t they also in 
need of friendship?

“May I ask—” Moll stops themself, raising a palm. “Why did you 
talk to me, at the beginning, as though guiding a priest? Why didn’t 
you talk about this straight out?”

Suki grins at both the correction and the question. “I’m the Guide. 
What else do you think I’m going to do?”
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love is the reckoning
Tables and stools crowd the barroom. Dogs snooze by booted 
feet while a grey tabby picks its way along the tarred rafters. Barrels 
replace proper chairs, patrons risk lockjaw by catching themselves on a 
protruding nail and candle stubs burn in the windows because Reggie 
“doesn’t hold with that new-fangled witchery”. A low fire crackles in 
the stone hearth, offering the room a tang of redgum smoke to cloud its 
mingled reek of beer, lanolin and sweat. Stock workers and labourers, 
their voices a roar of noise, chase down the day’s work with drink and 
gossip. The floorboards peek through a scattering of straw and dirt, 
while the oft-polished redgum bar reflects the lamplight near as well as 
Da’s mirror. 

A follower of the Sojourner owns no belief in hell, but Esher Hill 
stands upon its threshold.

Since Reggie stands behind the bar with a twig between her teeth 
and a battered felt hat slid so far back on her head that its refusal to fall 
appears an eldritch miracle, a man may be forgiven for thinking that no 
time has passed in Dead Horse Hill.

Esher exhales with slow deliberation, trying to ease the uneven 
rhythm seizing his ribs.

Outside, the sun rises and sets to lead the seasons in their year’s 
dance. Inside, a dusty, stubborn timelessness constrains the world. 
People sit in work-stained check shirts, nod over foaming glasses and 
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continue the business of a village best held away from grass and yards. 
Esher’s ears snatch the edges of unchanging conversations: the mares 
best covered by Michael’s prize stallion, the order for haying next spring. 
Isa and Ida Fisher knit while debating the history of local paddock 
names. Folks pass around a greasy cap before handing its coin-filled 
weight to Mistress Hayes, who weeps into a voluminous lace-trimmed 
handkerchief. Is nothing here new?

Two and a half years gone, and it seems both too long and not long 
enough.

One of Esher’s earliest memories has Pa and Da taking him here, 
to this world of talk made with lips instead of hands, to participate 
in a different kind of normal than that of his fathers’ home. He didn’t 
ponder, until a man on the road, what they paid to come to this place of 
boisterous noise. Never staying for longer than an hour, every evening 
Mara and Esher exchanged mouth-words with Reggie or the Fisher 
biddies, practicing the vocal tones that the world without deems more 
necessary than those framed only by movement and expression.

The pub feels like home as much as his fathers’ crooked cottage and 
smithy, its regulars kindred as much as Uncle Sascha. People here will 
recollect, with howling laughter and slaps to the shoulder, the time he 
climbed onto the roof, lost his balance and fell into the water trough. 
People here will recollect, with hushed voices and averted eyes, the 
weeping man Mara bundled into a blanket and the back of Jackson 
Kell’s cart before she stole him away from the Hill’s dangerous sameness.

Two and a half years.
Surely that’s time enough to blunt the edges on their last memory 

of him?
He can’t stay forever with the priests at Sirenne. Leaving before the 

Grey Mages arrive at the monastery prevents any awkwardness should 
they recognise Esher as the man who sought them in Rajad. Mara 
may have requested this meeting, but how much longer could he have 
gone before returning for her explanation? No, the answer is simple, 
as difficult things often are: he must talk to his sister. She, for reasons 
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unknown, told him to meet her at the pub; there, away from parents 
and spouses, she’ll explain that bloody night at Sirenne.

Maybe the Grey Mages are wrong. Maybe it is simple witchcraft. 
Maybe…

Why didn’t she tell him in a letter, if she doesn’t want their fathers 
to overhear?

There are other ways, of course, to escape both a conversation fraught 
with listening kinsfolk and an answer he doubts he can survive.

Habit, Esher tells himself. Thinking it doesn’t mean his depression 
has again worsened. It doesn’t mean that he’s like to hurt himself. It just 
means that his mind falls into a rut like a wheel on the road. Habit.

He sighs and, possessing no better option, strides into the barroom. 
A lean wolfhound as tall as his ribs walks at his hip; a shaggy black and 
white herder trots at his feet. A cavalry sword rests at his hip, a Rajadi 
sun pin pierces his collar, short hairs cover the skin of his jaw and 
neck—all familiar to Esher and new to his kinsfolk. 

He’s two and a half years gone from the man who left Dead Horse 
Hill, too far gone and not nearly gone far enough.

The room stares, as people do at a man who dithers by the door, 
with a scattering of frowns and shaken heads. Esher looks as much a 
Plainsman as any other here, with washed-out sienna skin, dark brown 
hair and hazel eyes. He moves with his head tilted so that he seems to 
glance at the floor but watches the goings-on from the corners of his 
eyes, a habit naming his fathers and family more than his colouring 
and tallness. He’ll be, Esher supposes, a collection of the alien and the 
familiar. Perhaps that will allow him to sit in the corner, undisturbed, 
while folks wonder if they dare offend him by asking for his name?

How much has Mara told them? What if they fear to call attention 
to the village madman? Does he hope to pass unrecognised or does he 
hope to be remembered?

He risks the horror of eyes meeting eyes to survey the room, checking 
corners and the fireplace nook hidden from the doorway. Where is she? 
When is Mara, quick and impatient, ever given to lateness?
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Reggie, barkeep and mayor, possessor of all knowledge that Dead 
Horse Hill deems worth remembering, peers over the counter. She 
stares, blinks and, without hesitation, tips her hat before settling it 
more firmly on the crown of her head.

“G’d eve.” In this room, Esher’s new voice rings too loud and too 
deep. For another terrible, desperate and self-hating moment, he wishes 
to lack the tone for which he so long yearned. “Drink and bread, mate?”

“G’day.” Reggie never adjusts her greeting for the time of day or 
events that don’t merit the word “good”. She once wished Younger 
Ned and the village entire a “g’day” before officiating at Ned’s mother’s 
funeral. “Seat yonder, Esh. How’d you get yourself a wolfhound? And 
that bitch ain’t from the Hill, either!”

She speaks with the indignation of someone who knows that only 
local bitches whelp any herder worth having; most of the shepherds 
and stockmen, obedient Hill-bred dogs at their feet, nod in agreement.

Reggie doesn’t ask him where he’s been.
She doesn’t need to.
“Saw a man in Astreut beating his dog. Took the dog, Bill.” He 

ruffles Bill’s ears; the grey wolfhound, never fond of people crowding 
small rooms, rests his not-inconsiderable weight against Esher’s leg. 
“The bitch is Berta. A pri … a friend gave her to me as a pup. Greet, 
Berta.”

Berta, all lithe black-and-white fluff capable of charming even 
those humans disdainful of her bloodline, trots up to Mistress Hayes, 
sits and extends her right paw, her feathery tail thumping against the 
floorboards. Hayes lets out a startled sob, bends down and gently shakes 
Berta’s paw before holding out her hand for Berta to lick.

“Sit down.” Reggie tilts her gnarled, pockmarked chin towards a 
table by the window. “Glad to see you hale.”

He wants to laugh at the absurdity: if depression’s lack can be 
indicated by speaking of food and dogs, would he have suffered for 
so long under the village’s pall of silence? Esher grunts, softly whistles 
Berta back to heel and turns towards said table. The best “seat” is a 
barrel facing the peppercorn trees growing between the pub and the 
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village square, with enough space between it and the next table to fit 
a wolfhound. The table rests flat—helped by blocks of wood shoved 
under two legs—and isn’t adorned with many protruding nails. One of 
Reggie’s nicer offerings, it’s close enough to the bar that half the room 
can talk to or at Esher.

Neighbours and townsfolk engage in elbow-nudging and whispering, 
but he spots nobody closely-enough related to arouse panic—until a 
man his age turns to face him.

Esher wipes his sweating palms on his coat, voiceless.
Lis Sascha, commanding co-conspirator in Esher’s worst and best 

misadventures. Lis, who copied Esher’s spelling and grammar only 
to gift Teacher Evins a lying smile; Lis, who spent schoolday lunches 
with Esher, another enthusiastic participant in the sport of hitting each 
other with sticks, fence palings and rope. Lis, missing two teeth because 
Esher knocked them out during a furious engagement in which Lis 
broke Esher’s forearm—while Mara screamed from the schoolhouse 
steps that she was going to die from embarrassment and, if they didn’t 
grow up, she’d sheep shit their boots until they did. Lis, crossing the 
room to take the wobbling stool across from Esher’s barrel.

A man looks at an arrow coming for his heart in that same moment 
of twinned panic and clarity, knowing that his few heartbeats remaining 
don’t permit escape.

Esher settles himself on the barrel, pats his knee to invite Berta to 
his lap and strokes Bill, sitting beside Esher’s feet, across the chest and 
flanks. In the taproom, Bill seems ridiculously oversized, but he doesn’t 
try to sit on Esher in the presence of roofs or furniture. Only when he’s 
lying in his swag or sitting on the ground with a plate in hand does he 
find himself smothered by a stretched-out wolfhound.

Lis’s stool rocks, one leg half an inch above the floor. “Esher…?”
“Lis.”
What does Esher say when there’s more than two years between 

them and neither put pen to paper? 
It once felt unreal. An experience refracted by time in the way water 

distorts light, difficult to recollect with clarity or comprehension. On 
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the road, his suicide attempts became memories to recognise and label, 
artefacts sensible in context of a past he thought acknowledged and 
accepted. On the road, with his horse and dogs marking the life labelled 
“after”, it felt safely historical—important, but as distant as the Change 
that rent the world.

In Dead Horse Hill, a village so unmarked by time that after appears 
in before’s garb, it happened yesterday—forever an immediate yesterday.

What does he say when his life of the last two years has abruptly lost 
colour and sharpness?

Esher rocks, digging his fingers into Bill’s wiry coat. Berta, too big to 
be comfortable on Esher’s knees but never reluctant to position herself 
above Bill, turns and licks him on the jaw. No. His dogs are real, Berta 
the living embodiment of the promise Esher made and kept. He isn’t 
falling apart. He won’t lose himself in melancholy because he returned 
home—doesn’t the shape and nature of his body prove that Esher isn’t 
the same man? This vibrant desperation isn’t now, just the lies spun by 
a mind inclined to falsehoods.

What if depression’s lies are truth? What if Sirenne’s priests told 
prettier, fancier lies? Isn’t it also true that while Esher’s body changed, 
much of his mind remained the same?

Did Mara ever realise that dysphoria wasn’t the sole reason for his 
attempted suicide?

“…your shoulders! But the beard, Esh! The beard!”
Esher, grateful for a distraction, moves his free hand around Berta’s 

body to stroke the close-trimmed hair on his chin. He still can’t take 
the sensation for granted. “Yes. I fill it in a bit.”

Lis blinks, staring. “Illusion? Or glue? It looks so real!”
Save for the missing teeth and a chin marked with nothing but a 

dimple and a scattering of freckles, a stranger to the Hill may reckon 
them twins. Cousins, both inclined to the family’s long-boned height, 
but only a month separates their birthdays and their parents’ houses sit 
across the lane from each other. 
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Where is Mara? The moon calls the hour, but there’s no witch here, 
just the curiosity of a village that must ask questions for which Esher 
owns no easy answer.

His stomach ties itself in knots, his back prickles under gawking eyes 
and, try as he might, he can’t stop his ears from catching the barroom’s 
whispers. One thing to talk on his voice, his face, the new shapes of 
his body; he expects these remarks. Another thing to murmur about 
his health and ponder any scars hidden by his coat—to wonder what 
his delays in returning home mean about his recovery. How ill must he 
have been, Ida asks Isa, to only come back now?

I am better, he wants to shout, even should it undermine his 
argument.

Today, “better” feels like the gravest of all lies.
“I … grew it. Most of it.” At least his stilted words won’t provoke 

remark. Many locals applaud him for speaking verbally at all; a few 
have said as much to Esher’s face. “You look … well? Is your—”

“You have a beard!” Lis gawks, his lips ajar, his eyes owl-wide. “How’d 
you go and grow a beard?”

Mara, it seems, didn’t tell their cousin what she did at Sirenne.
Ask Mara, Esher wants to say. Ask Mara. 
He looks down, wriggling the small journal from the inside pocket 

of his coat onto the patch of knee free of Berta’s fur. He doesn’t know 
how Mara came by it, but everything he writes copies itself inside her 
matching volume. She pressed it into his hands the day she left Sirenne, 
an inscription written in her looping scrawl inside the front cover: 
“Remember Aunt Rosie”. Esher flips through the pages, near three-
quarters filled, but he finds no new additions. No apology for lateness; 
no explanation of delays. Nothing.

Berta lowers her head to nose at the blank page.
“Esh. Mate, you’ve got to tell me. How’d you grow a beard?”
He isn’t witty enough for a humorous deflection or quick enough 

to turn the conversation elsewhere. He has only honesty abbreviated to 
uselessness: “I don’t know, exactly. Magic.”

It just wasn’t his.
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Lis scoffs. “You don’t know? How don’t you know?”
Esher woke, alive when he didn’t intend to be but unknowing of 

that significance, in a narrow bed inside Sirenne’s infirmary. Woke, 
surrounded by a cocoon of sloughed skin and tissue, housed in a 
body that, for the first time since Esher knew anything about himself 
as a person, matched his mind’s expectations. Woke, after agonising 
nightmares of his body expelling flesh and growing it anew, in a bloody 
moment where his mind’s expectations held no meaning. He doesn’t 
remember what happened after, what Mara said or explained from her 
chair beside that bed. His rebirth provoked a screaming terror that 
brought priests with spells and medicines and too-calm expressions, a 
madness that even now stalks his sleep and commands his nightmares.

Magic.
He taps his fingers against the mirror journal’s leather cover, focusing 

on the press of the barrel’s head hoop under his thighs.
Later, when his mind settled enough into his unexpected body that 

he regained thought, Mara offered a script of evasions and non-answers 
to serve the how. She admitted that she enabled his transition—perhaps 
because of the priests’ emphatic disavowal—but she implied the cause 
only a witch’s deeper arts.

If so, why doesn’t she gift Lis this wonder?
If so, why doesn’t she tell Esher how she gave him a body capable of 

siring?
When she judged him well enough, Mara returned to Dead Horse 

Hill. Esher, too new in this raw skin to think of homecoming, left the 
priests for Astreut with a herder puppy poking out of his saddlebag—far 
enough from the Plains that he needn’t explain his illness or transition. 
For a time, while he learnt how to live with this new body and the 
horrors that shaped it, he held contentment in his work and his animals. 
Improving health brought strengthening curiosity, a driving need he 
couldn’t otherwise assuage, and when one of his employers took cattle 
over the Straits to Rajad, Esher accompanied her. Doesn’t that ancient 
city house enchanters, magicians, witches of myriad disciplines, magic 
workers of countless abilities? By the time he reached Rajad, Esher had 
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money enough for an interview with a Grey Mage who pursed their 
lips and, after a cursory examination, told him only one craft not their 
own can work so complete a transition. Sorcery.

Mara sold something to a deity or demon to pay for Esher’s body.
Only one thing humans own possesses value enough for such a trade.
She promised to explain, but the moon and stars now put them well 

past eight.
“Here.” Reggie rounds the bar, her skirts swishing, a tray held in 

one hand, a well-polished truncheon hanging from her belt. She slides 
the tray onto the table between Esher and Lis. Bread, cheese, ham and 
beer, plated alongside the stringy offcuts from a side of mutton, the last 
heaped in two small dishes. “You’re come over all thin.” She rests one 
dish on the ground, about a foot away from Bill’s head; she places the 
other on the table before Berta’s nose. “What’re you lot looking at?”

Everyone engrosses themselves in a flurry of whittling, crochet, cards 
and dice; Reggie heads back to her accustomed position to survey the 
room with a brow-creased frown.

“Eat,” Esher says to two salivating dogs before helping himself to 
a piece of cheese. Bill scatters half the meat over Esher’s boots while 
swallowing, the embodiment of the verb “wolf”; Berta eats with a cat’s 
delicacy, nosing a single piece off her plate.

Lis, the otherwise irrepressible, says nothing.
Mara, according to the Grey Mage, became a sorcerer. She sold 

her soul for magic enough to change Esher’s body, thinking that this 
must hold him into life; she sacrificed something beyond price because 
she believed him unable to survive as he was born. If the Grey Mage 
is correct, his sister is lost to the Sojourner and her family, her path 
unable to cross his in the worlds beyond. Her spirit will remain here, 
bound in servitude to the demons now owning her soul.

His green stomach curdles the cheese. 
If he’d been stronger and braver, Mara wouldn’t have paid for his life 

with her future.
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Reggie drums her fingers against the counter in a steady one-two, 
one-two beat. The cuffs of her too-long shirt, like always, brush her 
knuckles. “You know that ain’t priest magic, Esh?”

Silences form the rhythms of madness. The gasping silence when 
someone looks upon him having broken the rules for how a man 
treats his own skin. The horrified silence when he says something too 
honest about his thoughts or feelings. The demanding silence when 
his confessions come under question. The pregnant silence when a 
priest says something that they think must change Esher’s heart and 
mind. The stifling silence when they realise that their profound words 
don’t reach him. Madness sings the melody of sounds a man should 
never make entwined with the rhythm of other people’s pauses and 
hesitations.

Those aching, bewildering silences never stop hurting. They feel like 
a blade to the heart, like a man wanting the blade to the heart. Nothing 
less final offers escape from their stinging cruelty, as though agreeing to 
breathe means permitting others to wound him.

Habit.
He rolls another slice of cheese between his fingers, unsure how to 

answer save with the obvious: “I know.”
Reggie tips her hat a little further back off her face. “You, Esh?”
Esher shakes his head. “I didn’t choose. I didn’t ask.”
Will they think that, when they find out what Mara did?
Will they think that Esher begged his sister to surrender her soul for 

his health?
Madness rings and silence sings. Esher, fighting to keep in his mind 

the feel of the bread crust in his fingers, looks out the window in hope 
of seeing a tall, long-haired witch wearing her wife’s wedding gift—a 
purple many-pocketed overcoat.

Mara made him promise on Great Aunt Rosie’s name that he 
wouldn’t go home, that they’d first meet at the pub.

Has something happened to Benjamin or Olive? Or his fathers?
“Shades, Esh! You’re still as chatty as ever!” Lis heaves a drawn-out 

sigh that can’t fill the echoing space between them. He does, however, 
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avoid personal questions and awkward commentary by changing the 
subject. “You look good, man. It’s good to see you … like this, after. If 
this magic means you won’t want to, need to, now … it’s good, really 
good, that you found it.” He plucks a slice of bread from Esher’s tray. 
“And your beard! It looks so good! I’m jealous!”

Esher forces a smile. “You said ‘good’ five times…?”
“It’s a useful word.” Lis shrugs and helps himself to another slice, 

immune to the interrogation in Esher’s voice. “It’s so perfect that you’ve 
come back today! Well, not perfect perfect because… you know…” He 
shakes his head and beams at Esher too broadly for sincerity. “But it’s 
good, in a way! Rachel’s sibling is in, the youngest one, the carpenter. 
Brice. Ze’ll be by the pub in a bit, and I’m sure ze’ll be delighted to see 
you again—especially now! Beard and muscles! What do you think?”

Reggie scowls at Lis, drumming her fingers against the counter.
Shades, is he really pulling this nonsense again?
“Brice?” Esher asks, unable to conjure a non-infuriating reason why 

it’s “perfect” that a mentally-ill drover meet the carpenter sibling of his 
cousin-by-law.

“Ze’s making new cabinets for the shop.” Lis flashes Esher another 
broad, gum-baring grin. “And ze’s building hir own house and workshop 
out on the road to Riversedge. A house, Esh, and…” He pauses like a 
stage actor seeking to startle the audience. “Ze’s still unmarried!”

An infuriating reason, then. Just a tired repetition of the same old 
story, unsubtle and irritating. “I’m a stockman.” Esher doesn’t trouble 
himself to hold back on stressing the last word. “Horses, dogs, cows, 
mountains. I’ve got work in Astreut.”

 “So?” Lis shakes his head. “You remember Brice, don’t you? Taller 
than Rachel, not as tall as you. You’ll look so good together!”

Six at least. Did Lis say the word before Esher started counting?
He remembers Brice, a couple of years older than Esher; ze used 

to sit with Mara and Rachel, the three sneering at Lis and Esher 
during lunch and from across the classroom. That suited him until 
an incomprehensible shift took place and two people replaced their 
mutual disdain with fascination. Lis spoke ceaselessly about Rachel’s 
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beauty and queried Esher on the best ways to court her—impossible 
to escape while they pitched hay. Esher, however, returned from a day’s 
sweaty labour to find Rachel waiting with endless questions on Lis’s 
preferences in coats, dresses and trousers. Shoving them both into the 
cellar, sitting on the shut door and reading an old recipe book while 
they spoke to each other solved that problem, although Esher doubts 
either understands how they tested his patience.

In gratitude, Rachel and Lis have devoted an absurd amount of time 
to finding Esher the right partner—while ignoring his demonstrable 
lack of interest.

“Rachel hates mess in her shop,” Esher says, doubting he can achieve 
a successful deflection. “That must be … difficult, for her. What kind 
of—”

“Brice is in town. Ze’s pretty, ze has a trade, ze’s building hir own 
house and workshop, and ze’s unmarried.” Lis sighs. “Maybe you want 
to think about that, Esh, before everybody’s wed and you’re sitting 
out the front of the pub, grizzled and grey, grumbling about running 
children? Like Pepper? And Mother Orrin? You don’t want to bloody 
end up like Mother Orrin!”

Lis does Mother Orrin no justice while disregarding the tragedy of 
her husband’s dying so young … and that’s enough for Esher to ponder 
the likelihood of his living long enough to grumble at children who 
gulp their water. No. Doesn’t it mean something that he spent the last 
two months back at Sirenne? That he went himself? He’s better. He 
must be.

How many times has he thought that word since entering the pub?
The priests named Esher’s shapes of personhood. Mara revealed her 

lithromanticism to Benjamin without rejection. Great Aunt Rosie is 
more like him than he ever dared imagine. Can he tell Lis? “I won’t 
work for Bryce, because—”

Lis sighs in the hiss he saves for when he most wants to smack Esher 
over the head. “You’ve got wool for brains, honestly!” He lowers his 
voice. While the barroom now houses several unrelated conversations, 
as if people look to avoid obvious shows of eavesdropping, a quarter 
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of the village’s population sit close enough to overhear. Enough to tell 
everyone else! “I know you—we know Mara took you to the priests. 
That doesn’t make you unlovable or unweddable! You’re back, you’re 
good, you got witched even, so it isn’t a problem! Why wouldn’t Brice 
be interested? Yes, you … you went to the priests, but you’re back!”

Never did Esher think that Lis, as shift as Mara and Esher, should 
mimic the Astreuch, the best of whom are still prone to calling cousins 
or friends “transgender” or “homosexual” with that same strained 
stress. Why can’t outsiders speak normally those words describing an 
unshared difference? Why must they invent awkward euphemisms like 
“switching sides” or “riding on the wrong side of the road”? 

The room falls quiet enough that Esher can hear dealt cards slide 
across a wooden table.

You went to the priests is the phrase said to his face.
Does Dead Horse Hill own crueller sayings? Ones spoken behind 

his back?
He shivers like a man doused in ice water, smacks his right hand 

against the table and speaks, his voice a pitched, unsteady mess hitting 
all possible registers. “Say it. Say the words. Jackson offered his cart. 
Reggie brought a blanket. Ida and Isa sat with me when Mara fetched 
our fathers. I tried to kill myself, Lis! Say it!” 

Silence, cutting and cruel, sings hir bright soprano.
This. This is why he broke the way he did.
Better? He isn’t better enough for a neat reweaving into the village’s 

tapestry, his attempted suicide a stitched-over stain or loose thread 
hidden from view. He’ll never be better enough!

“Just say it. You know what’s worse than … having tried, knowing 
everyone knows that?” Esher drags in a breath. “This speaking around 
it, like you’re all pretending I don’t know that you know! It happened. 
Just say it.”

Is Mara’s answer worth this? Couldn’t he have gone back to Astreut, 
avoiding all this unpleasantness?

Lis stares with an aghast, unsmiling quiet that looks more than 
passing strange on his vivacious, restless features.
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Esher grunts and shakes his head. No, Lis won’t say it, because Esher 
isn’t asking for something his kinsfolk understand. He isn’t asking for 
reassurance, for the kindnesses they think shore and strengthen a person 
against difficulty. He’s asking for an end to the silence that came near 
to killing him, for a world where difficult truths aren’t spoken over or 
around, for the knowledge that the unpalatable is accepted as barroom 
conversation because of, not despite, its challenges.

Mara found connection and identity when Aunt Rosie taught her 
that they possess kin in more ways than blood; Mara found hope of 
a life built to honour her nature. Esher found tragic confirmation of 
something he’d long realised: nobody living in Dead Horse Hill speaks 
beyond sheep, paddock names and romances. 

How can he survive here when the dangerous and the personal is 
only shared after death?

How can he survive here while so ignorant of the way his ancestors 
failed to stick to their signposted paths?

“I was saying,” Esher says softly, “that I’m aromantic and asexual. 
I’m not interested in going with Brice or anyone. I’m not interested in 
marrying Brice or anyone. I’m just me.”

He reaches under the table and digs his fingernails into Bill’s spine, 
holding on to the thump of a wolfhound’s tail smacking the dusty floor.

All his life—until one night with Mara and the ghosts of Dead 
Horse Hill—Esher believed the assumption that his happiness must 
lie in romance, marriage and family. Moll, after Mara gave Esher his 
unasked-for gift, asked questions about partners and family; Esher’s 
answers led to the provision of unnatural-sounding academic terms, a 
language naming the dead’s tales.

Aromantic.
It’d be a better word if other people already knew the meaning.
“I don’t understand.” Lis exhales, overlong and overloud, his eyes 

darting around the room. “It’s okay, Esh. You’re back, and that’s the 
important thing. It’s … good, too, to talk.”

Seven? Or is it eight?
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“I don’t desire other people.” The words feel awkward in his mouth, 
and Esher can’t help feeling that there’s something wrong in his speaking 
them. “I don’t want … intimate relationships.”

How did he mention his gender to Lis or his fathers? So long ago 
that he doesn’t remember, but perhaps they differ only in that those 
conversations offer a signposted road. These new words own nothing 
more than a break in the trees, a goat track leading to pastures unknown. 
These new words, ones the dead didn’t have to speak in or beyond their 
lives, require explanations.

“I don’t need or want to be matched with someone. Some people 
don’t feel attraction and still wish to couple or triple. Mara does. I 
don’t. Do you understand?”

It isn’t a lie; it also isn’t the truth at its most complex. He doesn’t 
understand the appeal in romantic partnerships or the non-romantic 
intimacy Mara and Benjamin built for themselves. “Aromantic” feels 
accurate. Esher doesn’t know if his previous absence of attraction came 
from depression, dysphoria or the lack of someone suitable, but since 
Mara’s magic, his asexuality has become a fluid, flickering thing—
large, ordinary periods of dispassion disrupted by moments of fleeting, 
bewildering interest. Since Esher doesn’t desire a partner, he behaves as 
though his attraction doesn’t exist, using the word “asexual” without 
additional description. Acknowledging that he feels a periodic sexual 
interest too often serves as an invitation for ignorant listeners to force 
upon him their narrow expectations of normal.

The word “asexual” still applies, even if it in him names greys as well 
as translucent absences.

“That sounds so lonely.” Lis presses his lips together, gulping. “And 
now you’ll need someone, and I just thought that, given everything 
that’s happened…”

Esher lives for the peace of his fathers’ home, Mara’s laughter, the 
weight of Bill’s head resting on his left boot, the warmth of Berta’s coat 
under his fingertips, the rolling dice connecting drovers by a campfire, 
the solemn kindnesses granted by red-robed priests. A life where he 
buys the food he likes, dresses without regard for another’s opinion, 
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sings knowing there’s nobody to laugh at his off-key voice, sleeps with 
a dog at his back and another at his feet. There’s danger in a fall or 
broken leg, but he’s never alone in the bush—and there’s danger, too, 
in curling up at night with a partner. 

Of all the things Esher fears, dying alone isn’t one of them.
“I’m not lonely.”
“Esh!” Lis grips the edge of the table in pale-knuckled hands. “People 

don’t just marry for love! They marry and fall in love after, they marry 
for companionship, they marry for politics and finances, they marry 
to be cared for. You’ll…” He swallows, his eyes fixed on Esher’s face, 
as close to tears as Esher has ever seen him. “You’ll die alone out there, 
and we won’t know what happened to you. Won’t you now think of 
your fathers?”

We. Did Mara mention Esher’s return? Did Dead Horse Hill whisper 
its plans and schemes? Does Mara idle to give Lis time to speak? Esher 
shifts on the barrel, his free hand resting on Berta’s chest, his food 
forgotten. The future stretches before him with the inevitability of a 
prison sentence, a freedom restrained by an anxiety not even his. Yet 
Esher can’t say with certitude that they’re incorrect, for better feels as 
insubstantial as an ashy log crumbling beneath a poker’s tap.

Why did he come back? Why does Mara ask this of him?
Good, better. Such vague, clumsy words: hopeful but imprecise, 

wielded with desperation by men who need them to be true. What does 
either mean? An illusion, he supposes. The aberration of his illness cut 
clean from the tapestry, a return to a world where Esher lived unaware 
of any desire to kill himself. Fantastic, absurd, impossible. The ghosts of 
depression have long existed in his mind, their roots entwined through 
the weave of his past, present and future.

Better can’t be a return to the past that shattered him.
Better can’t be a return to a past that never existed.
Esher exhales, long and shuddering.
“I went to the Greys in Rajad. I asked them what Mara did to me, 

how she gave me this body. How.” He relaxes his hand, resting his 
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fingers on Bill’s grey head. “They told me … sorcery. They told me how 
someone becomes a sorcerer.”

If he’s betrayed Mara’s secret to the taproom of Dead Horse Hill, 
maybe she should have told him before the Grey Mages.

Maybe she shouldn’t have sent Lis to talk for her.
In that quiet room, Reggie’s indrawn gasp echoes above the creak 

of shifting chairs and the clink of knife resting on plate. Reggie, who 
doesn’t hold with magic, doesn’t lack understanding. Why didn’t Esher 
question her reluctance? Why did he regard it as a foible, tolerated to 
her face but mocked behind her back? Why did he too fall in line with 
the village’s conspiracy of silence, the denial masquerading as tolerance?

“I didn’t come straight here. For two months, I stayed at Sirenne 
again. I had to, after learning … what Mara did, what she gave up. 
I had to go, to save myself. I’ve learnt to do that, Lis.” He shifts his 
hands to Berta’s chest and Bill’s ears. He isn’t slipping free of his body 
or losing track of his surroundings. He can smell dog, smoke, ham; he 
can stroke silky coat and wiry coat. Esher doesn’t feel safe, but he hasn’t 
lost his moorings. “You don’t know how hard that is, but I’ll do it again 
if I need it.”

“Esh.” Lis huffs his annoyance, his hazel eyes fixed on Esher’s face. 
“I’m trying to help you. We want you to be safe. We want you to love 
and be loved. We want you to be happy.”

For years, Esher couldn’t deny his cousin’s gaze. Why does it touch 
him so little now?

Because Lis knows the world of attraction, vibrant and compelling; 
he can’t understand living without an experience so seemingly natural 
that its absence must be an aberration. It’s taken for granted that all 
people love; Esher, in rejecting the shape—romance—with highest 
value, must be damaged or ill. Rarely does he explain that he doesn’t 
experience romantic interest without his audience latching onto his 
history, their misunderstanding both his illness and his identity, as the 
reason for his supposed deficit.

In Lis, love offers a comprehendible solution to complex 
circumstances.
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In Lis, love designates healing, wholeness and survival.
I don’t love, Moll said once. The priest perched on a boulder like a 

crouching cat, their only movements breath and the breeze’s shifting of 
hair and robe. Never has Esher met someone so competent in the art of 
unruffled serenity. Do you think my service and faith less because of that?

Love is the reckoning of a good man, or so says every story that 
matters, so why fixate on only one of its many shapes? Why can’t Lis 
respect the binding love of family and friendship? Why can’t he trust 
that while his love may not hold Esher into life, pressing him into 
marriage won’t lessen that risk? Why can’t Lis realise that his fragile 
fantasy will shatter under pressure like a sugar cake knocked from a 
plate?

Is it hypocrisy to think Lis’s actions twisted and self-serving but 
Mara’s a sacrifice? Should this feel different to Mara’s selling of a soul 
for the sorcerous power to transform a body, a simple solution that 
can’t encompass the whole of something as complex as Esher’s mind?

“I’m just trying to help you.”
Yes, and that’s what scares him: his erasure writ in the words of love.
“I am a singular man. I will look after myself as a singular man. I 

will be safe, or not, as a singular man. And … and I won’t suffer you 
making me into something I’m not. I won’t let you break me again.” 
Esher shakes his head, hating every word of this speech. Not even Moll 
enticed so many words from his lips all at once! “I’m sorry, Lis. I’m 
sorry for hurting you. I’m sorry for being born into a village where to 
speak of anything painful and real was so impossible, death was the 
easiest option.” He shifts his feet until Bill raises his head and Berta 
leaps off his lap; Esher pockets his book and stands, forcing himself to 
look at Lis’s face. “Tell Rache I wish her well. I hope Brice survives the 
cabinetry and returns home to hir own house … unencumbered.”

He doesn’t wait for Lis’s reaction.
Esher turns away—man, sheepdog and wolfhound fleeing the heart 

of Dead Horse Hill.
He’ll knock on Mara’s door. He’ll demand from her an answer—one 

spoken by her hands, not a Grey Mage’s lips. He’ll lay his truths bare 
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and expect hers in return—that his fear she surrendered her soul for 
him weighs on his bones, that better is too oblique and abstract a metric 
to be worth keeping, that hope of an unfaltering life only halts him 
from learning how best to fall, that he can ache at her secrets but still 
love her generosity. A priest’s truth, perhaps, but more welcoming of 
complexity and individuality than Lis’s desperation. It may be as much 
a lie as anything else, but isn’t it a kinder one?

Mara, another aromantic, should understand that.
He hears the footsteps that follow him outside before the rusty voice: 

“Esh.”
He stops and turns.
Reggie settles down on the wooden bench outside the front window, 

a candle’s flame flickering in a halo of light above the crown of her hat. 
“Sit. Talk with me.”

He rests beside her, stretching his legs out across the pavers. The 
night feels pleasantly cool, the stars crisp in a cloudless sky. The 
witchlights—strung and spelled by Mara’s hands—adorning the trees 
growing over the square and the gables of abutting buildings lend the 
space a festive appearance. Did he miss a wedding? Does that also 
explain Lis’s enthusiasm for setting Esher up?

Reggie, despite her request, volunteers nothing but silence.
“Did you tell Mara about sorcery?” Perhaps it’s better to sit a moment 

until his anger cools; raging at Mara for sending Lis is no way to begin 
their conversation. “Or she you?”

Reggie’s lips crook into a twisted smile. “In a way.” She pushes 
back her hat, baring wisps of the greying brown-black hair beneath. 
“She were trying magic from a book, bored of Mother Hayes, several 
years before—before. I sat her down, right here. Told her the costs.” 
She moves her right hand to the cuff of her left shirt, unfastening the 
button. “Tried to tell her that magic has answers, more than right or 
safe.” She pushes up her sleeve and holds her bare forearm towards 
Esher. “You visited the East. Seen this?”

A tracery of scars marks her tan skin, most thinned and narrowed by 
time, faded to an almost-translucent paleness. They’re too straight, close 
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and regular for accidental cause, and while their age explains something 
about Reggie’s avoidance of magic—perhaps she gave up the art even 
before Esher’s birth—he wonders at three newer cuts by her elbow, the 
skin still red around the healed slice.

“Yes.” He hesitates, unsure of her point. “This side of the Straits, 
though.”

Reggie rolls down the sleeve. “Didn’t know if you would.”
No. In a world where magic workers can be as common as drovers, 

some still wrap their craft in secrecy, relying on trusted customers 
concealing their real trade from officials. “Astreut. This body. Living 
with it, all new, wasn’t … simple.” He swallows, not wanting to explain 
the difficulty in his first year as this other shape of man. “An employer in 
Raugue took me to a blood witch. Magicians, there … they’re Astreuch. 
A blood witch’s less likely to object to someone’s being shift or trans.”

Where did she learn this art? Surely not here?
“I ain’t surprised at that.” Reggie snorts, but she doesn’t ask. “Thought 

she were just reading, then. Not until she came back from Sirenne, 
years after. Took her a few weeks to tell what she did. Sorcery. From 
another book.”

She rasps the last word as though about to hawk and spit, even 
though Reggie doesn’t spare the truncheon’s threat on any person 
looking to do so inside her pub.

“Mara sold her soul?”
“Didn’t ask. Didn’t have to. Nothing else demons want.” Reggie 

shrugs and rolls her shoulders back against the wall. “You can’t undo it. 
Neither can she. Just love her back and hold on as best you can. Easier 
to say, but still truth.”

Esher nods, shivering.
Mara sold her soul. He didn’t ask, yet he still made her do it.
How does a man live with that?
“I want to ask something.” Reggie’s phrasing rings wrong enough, 

despite her soft voice, that Esher tenses. “Easy, Esh. I just want you to 
promise me. That’s all.” She places her palms on her knees, glancing 
past his face; he can still feel the intensity of her regard. “Promise me, 
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on the only name that matters. Promise me you won’t surrender your 
soul.”

He stares at her crinkled face and deep-set brown eyes, unable to 
reckon why Reggie asks this of him. His soul? “I’m not a magic worker. 
I don’t want to be.”

“I don’t want you giving your soul to Mara. Maybe you’ll mean it 
well, trying to make up for … her gift. Don’t. Promise me.”

Why Reggie? Where’s Mara? Nothing about this evening rings right 
since his entering the pub, yet the promise costs Esher nothing. Reggie 
knows his heartname, Esher has no interest in sorcery and the Sojourner 
requires ownership of a soul to follow hir wandering road through lives 
and worlds. Does Reggie fear Esher’s offering his soul to replace Mara’s? 
Is this why his sister refused to explain how she wrought his magic? 
Is this why she avoids him now, for fear that her suicidal brother will 
surrender his soul to her and again attempt his death? Does she think 
him still that broken?

He didn’t return home. He took Berta and headed for Astreut. Why 
wouldn’t Mara think that?

If she needs this to trust him, he’ll swear.
“My name is Avery Esher Hill,” he says, moving his hands into the 

father-given signs for his name, “and I promise on that name that I will 
retain possession of my own soul.”

Too many names in verbal languages are shared, but hand-spoken 
names aren’t an arrangement of letters with historical meaning. They’re 
crafted for that individual, personal far beyond most lip-spoken names. 
One fingerspells a shroudname and signs a heartname; how else should 
one signify such profound difference? The Sojourner can’t know Esher 
from any other man called Avery, a sop to priests, lawyers and lip-
spoken customs; the sign Da and Pa gave him truly names Esher in the 
Sojourner’s eyes.

Reggie jerks her chin. “I’ll take you to Mara.”
He stiffens. “Take?”
“She asked me to meet you.” Reggie pushes herself up, groaning. 

“Come.”
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“She said for me to meet her!” Esher leaps to his feet, Bill brushing 
against his leg. “She said—” Why isn’t Mara here? Why did she ask 
Esher to meet her at the pub instead of going first to her and Benjamin’s 
house, the shop or even Pa and Da’s? Why, if Mara first needs Esher’s 
promise, didn’t Reggie take him aside after he entered the pub? “No, 
what is this…?”

Reggie rests one broad hand on his shoulder. “I needed to know who 
you are now—and that you ain’t doing nothing rash.” She walks across 
the square, her footsteps steady and sure; Esher jigs and jerks beside her. 
“Mara’s … dying. Growth in the lungs. The doctor from Malvade thinks 
she has … weeks. A month, maybe two or three. They’re just trying to 
keep her comfortable, now.” She pauses. “They tried everything, Esh. 
I tried everything. Everything that’s reasonable, and I ain’t her. I ain’t 
apologising for that. What she did ain’t reasonable.”

It isn’t until Reggie stops and turns that Esher realises he stands in 
the middle of the square, shifting his weight from one foot to the other. 
Teacher Evins frowned upon his swaying; the drovers deem it childish. 
Good with stock, not much else. Don’t try and talk with him.

He didn’t care then and doesn’t care now.
“Esh?”
“Dying? She didn’t say—” 
Too late, he understands. 
The sister who bought him his body with her soul is dying.
The one thing he can spend to save her, the one thing demons accept 

as payment for magic powerful enough to change a body, he bound to 
himself by promise and heartname. 

His mouth hangs open, dry and useless; his fingers tremble. He tries 
to speak and jerks his hands, fumbling to clear away the mess of signs. 
It seems to Esher that there’s one language left to him, one both simple 
and comprehendible, and without further thought he takes it.

Reggie stumbles backwards as his knuckles graze her chin. 
“You—”
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She grunts and grasps his wrists before he can land a second punch, 
pulling Esher into her chest. Her lips move; he can’t hear anything but 
her hoarse voice pronouncing two awful words.

Mara’s dying, and he can’t give for her as she for him.
Mara’s dying, but he spent two months dallying with the priests 

because he’s too broken to return home without their help. She’s dying, 
but he let himself get caught up in Reggie’s trap. She’s dying, but…

“She asked me to make sure you ain’t giving your soul for her. She 
asked, Esh.” Reggie’s voice cracks; only then does Esher realise that she’s 
crying. “She said she ain’t living to see you lose your soul. I did this for 
her, because she did you wrong. That’s why.”

“She! She with her wife and babe! She—”
“Don’t you dare.” Reggie’s growl provokes Berta’s warning yip, but she 

wraps her arms around Esher’s shoulders, rocking them both. “Those 
words you said in there ain’t null now. We ain’t less because our road 
leads elsewhere! We ain’t less than parents and wives and husbands and 
partners!” She exhales, one hand reaching up to snag itself in Esher’s 
braided hair. “She didn’t ought to have gifted you that body how she 
did. Now she’s drawing a line, trying to protect you and hurting you 
more, but it were already hurting you, what she did. She’s trying to end 
this, Esh, because nobody wins but demons in the sale of souls.”

For a moment, he’s lying on that narrow bed, his hands and thighs 
slick with gore.

For a moment, Esher remembers what he did the night before 
awakening to that bloody madness.

“She…” He sobs into a thick shirt of Hill-woven wool, inhaling its 
trapped aura of wine and smoke. Mara will die. A demon took her soul, 
forever chaining her spirit to servitude in this world. If Esher had only 
been braver and stronger, she wouldn’t have made such an exchange.

Love is the reckoning, say the stories.
Isn’t love just as much the breaking?
He weeps, and Reggie stands steady down to her worn work boots. 

She waits until his gasping slows and walks them both across the square 
and down the lane to the little house tucked beside Rachel’s dry goods 
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store. His feet, even shod, recognise every step and stone inside Dead 
Horse Hill; he knows they’ve arrived before the hinge-stiffened door 
Benjamin and Mara still haven’t fixed groans into the night.

Two and a half years gone; two and half years too late.
He jerks his head up, scuffing his feet on the doormat.
Inside waits a tall woman sitting in a rocking chair by the well-

blacked stove, her waxy skin drawn so tight over her cheekbones and 
knuckles that her shroud of skirts and blankets can’t soften the sense of 
a corpse awaiting her burial. She clasps a cream cloth blotched reddish-
brown in her left hand; a basket filled with similar cloths sits at her 
feet. Esher last saw her smiling, waving at him from the back of a cart, 
her hair glistening and her eyes shining. Now she fights to sit upright, 
her lips pale and peeling, her long locks limp, her hairline beaded with 
sweat.

They got their stubbornness from both their fathers; Esher and Mara 
had no hope of becoming anything else.

He hears the door thud behind him, Reggie ask after coffee, Benjamin 
exclaim over Bill’s size, the click-click of nails as two dogs cross the 
wooden floor, a small child crying out the words “pony dog”, the stool 
by the rocking chair creak under Esher’s weight. Some unconscious 
part of him watches Bill to make sure he doesn’t startle at the onslaught 
of said child, but his own body rests at arm’s length, too far distant to 
hold his focus. Nothing in this warm, cluttered kitchen matters more 
than Mara in her chair and a pain too big for language or thought.

“I’m sorry.” He fights to move his lips and tongue, to operate the 
body become less and less his own. “I’m sorry I made you do this. I’m 
sorry—”

Dried lavender hangs by the grate housing a crackling fire, but 
Esher still tastes air leaden with bitter herbs and sourness. Sourness and 
looming death.

Mara jerks her head. “I knew this was going to twist you up! Did 
Reggie make you promise?”

Startled, Esher nods.
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Berta, tired of being ignored by a child uninterested in an ordinary 
sheepdog, jumps onto Esher’s knees, scrambles into a sitting position 
and licks him on the cheek.

“Thank the dead for that.” Mara folds her arms. “Esh, shut up and 
listen—Ben, pass me that spoon, would you? So I can rap Esh over the 
head if he says the word ‘sorry’?” 

She glares at Esher until Benjamin, unnaturally thin and wan herself, 
hands over a long wooden spoon; Mara clenches it in her free hand. 
Surely he’s seen soldiers with less fearsome a glower than this gaunt 
witch in a rocking chair?

“I didn’t sell my soul for you. I swear to you that I didn’t.” She 
speaks with slow, bitten-off purpose. “I sold it three seasons before. I 
thought—to find a solution, something to make me not lithromantic. 
To love Ben, romantically. And, when my demons wouldn’t give me 
the magic to change myself, to ask the dead about love spells.”

“Is that why—Aunt Rosie?” Esher thought only that she wanted 
to talk to Aunt Rosie during the Thinning! Shades, his sister is a 
necromancer? “The dead? You summoned them? After the Thinning? 
Or before?”

Benjamin’s tense, still expression leaves Esher guessing that this 
revelation isn’t new to her.

Mara jerks a nod. “Yes. And that’s how I knew to take you to Sirenne, 
too. They told me. Anyway, I was already a sorcerer. But the power … 
how much you get depends on the demons and the sorcerer both. That 
didn’t matter, then—I thought I could save you, and I’d already traded 
my soul. Why not? I wasn’t using the magic I’d bought!” She coughs—a 
wet and bubbling sort of noise, sickening in its heaviness. “How could 
I leave you like that when I thought I knew the problem? Watch you 
try again? You woke up … screaming, but after a while you were better. 
Really better. I fixed you as much as anyone could.”

She became a sorcerer, a necromancer. 
He attempted suicide.
He can’t decide which of them is least sane.
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“There isn’t power left after me for you to…” What, Esher doesn’t 
know: if she could have saved herself, wouldn’t she have done so?

“I was the older sister who saved my brother. A hero from the stories, 
and you didn’t need to know.” Mara’s hoarse laugh ends in another bout 
of wretched coughing. “A nice little story. Helped me sleep at night.”

“It isn’t—”
A wooden spoon to the ear hurts, but not near as much as memory 

tells him it should.
“Shut up,” Mara says while Esher stills Berta. “It’s a story, and I 

liked it. Reggie called me a hundred kinds of fool when I told her, but 
I laughed. Even some of the things you wrote about … well, I gave 
you something you wanted. And you were living in Astreut with your 
dogs. You … you weren’t trying to kill yourself again.” She presses her 
lips together in hesitation. “It looks so different now! I’m sorry for not 
asking you, and I’m sorry for not telling you, and I’m sorry for the pain 
I’ve put you through trying to fix all this. I’m sorry, Esh.”

He stares at her. “You didn’t hurt me. You saved me.”
Mara shakes her head. “Do you really believe that?”
He stops, assent silent on his tongue and stilled on his hands. All the 

stories about his world unravelled two and a half years ago; the tales he 
tells in their place feel no more substantial than ash and sugar. What 
does he believe? How should he know? “I … the last two months. With 
Moll. Again. I don’t know…”

Her smile bears a warm familiarity framed by a face unfamiliar in its 
gauntness. Same hazel eyes, same sable hair, same crooked front tooth, 
changed woman. “Good! If you can go back yourself when you need 
the help, I won’t worry.”

A nod is all the communication he can manage. Mara will understand 
if he speaks around the point, but what does he say when his sister 
is dying? Where does he begin? How does he manage something as 
ordinary as language when there’s nothing ordinary about this evening?

Mara hacks into the rag, a cough that rattles her body, before burying 
the cloth in her fisted hand. Guilt? Stubbornness? The bone-deep 
aversion to revealing her suffering? Some torturous mix of all three? “I 
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know you’ve had all of minutes with this, but … just stay with me until 
the end. Give me my family until the end, as normal as we can. That’s 
all I want. Please.” She shakes her head, her casualness forced even to 
his ears. “I know you said he was a wolfhound, Esh, but he’s so big! And 
Berta’s all grown now!”

Berta sits up to offer her paw to Mara, her wagging tail smacking 
into Esher’s belly.

Mara rasps a laugh, shakes Berta’s paw and trails her free hand over 
the rocking chair’s arm to work her fingers down Berta’s ears and neck.

Esher, numb, looks down at Bill, now lying stretched across the 
hearth and half the floor. Olive curls up beside him, their head resting 
on his flanks. In a storybook happily-ever-after sort of way, Bill and his 
nibling should rest comfortably together; Mara should pet Berta. Why 
didn’t he question the assumption that his family will wait for Esher to 
heal enough to return? Why?

Dead Horse Hill isn’t nearly as unchanged as he once feared.
He should have thought … and he no longer knows what should 

means, just that the seams of his world are fraying and Mara, this 
secret-keeping sorcerer Mara, asks of him the unreasonable.

“My memories,” he says aloud, fighting to get the mouth-words out 
for Benjamin but doubting that he’ll find hand-words any easier, “of 
that night, here, are … I know what happened, but I know it how Da 
talks about the day you were born. I don’t remember it like I was there.” 
He watches the steady rise and fall of Bill’s ribcage and the glow of the 
goals making Olive’s auburn hair shine red before resting his cheek 
against Berta’s fluffy shoulder, in desperate want of feeling. She noses 
his ear while Esher works to recollect the comfort in the smell of warm, 
dusty dog. “I don’t remember it like I was there … over your bones 
would you let me kill myself. Over your bones, you said.” He almost 
sings the phrase in the deeper voice alien to this room: over your bones, 
over your bones. Necromancer. “I wanted … my bones, not the rest. The 
only reasonable thing left. To me. I was … sick.” He looks up to meet 
Mara’s eyes, unsure how else to stress the depths of his sincerity with his 
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hands buried in Berta’s fur. “Don’t say that to me, Hela—that the end 
is what you want. Don’t say that.”

Mara’s lips tremble. “There’s nothing else.”
Nothing, because Reggie stopped him from offering his soul for 

sorcery. Why did he let himself break after seeing the Grey Mage, 
after being told what Mara refused to confirm? Why did he waste two 
months at Sirenne, months he could have spent with her—and Esher 
jerks, startling Berta; her claws snag his trousers as she works to stay 
balanced.

He went to Sirenne! What if that’s their answer?
If the priests could have treated Mara’s illness, they would have. 

When no witch, magician or priest in Astreut answered the question of 
his body, however, Esher tried the Greys. Magic workers famed on both 
sides of the Shearing Straits, they wield power possessed by no magician 
or witch. They took most of his coin and gave Esher an answer, but 
everyone knows they can halt a cancer grown too far for a blood witch 
or magician to survive the magic needed. If the Sojourner means for 
Mara to go now to her end, why did Moll mention the Greys’ arrival?

Surely Mara, earlier in her illness, went to the priests?
He wrote message after message in the mirror book, ignorant of 

everything, while Mara coughed and withered, silent. Dying. Lying. 
Why did he wait for Mara’s request to return? Why didn’t she ask him 
to come back earlier? Why didn’t the priests tell him? Why…?

“There’s three Grey Mages visiting the monastery—they come every 
hand of years. They arrived … yesterday. They discuss and trade spells 
and medicines.” He draws a breath, working to speak. The why isn’t 
important. It isn’t important. “The Greys are at Sirenne. Today, now.”

A startled gasp sounds from the table. Benjamin, who adored 
Mara since the day she arrived in Dead Horse Hill, who said the right 
things when Mara spoke to her of romance and love, who let her wife 
accompany Esher to Sirenne without complaint—at least not so that 
Esher heard. Benjamin, now watching the woman she loves sicken and 
wither in a small Plains village far from her own blood kin. Benjamin, 
who must ache that her sorcerer wife can’t heal herself because of 
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the magic wasted on—spent on—Esher’s body. Did Mara too twist 
Benjamin out of a choice, ensuring that Olive possesses one mother in 
this world and those thereafter?

Mara, silent, stares at Esher.
He can’t do anything about Mara’s soul, but what if he can give her 

a life with Benjamin and Olive? What if she dies of old age with the 
solace of having seen her child grow to adulthood? What if he can offer 
her the life she wanted to gift him? Should he work for the rest of his 
to pay back the Greys, what of it? He’ll have all the worlds that come 
after; Mara has but this one.

“We can’t afford—” Mara stops when Esher shakes his head. “Esh! 
Nobody here has that money! We can’t go asking!”

For the first time, he understands why Mara called this a story. 
Don’t the tales spoken around fires or immortalised in song extoll the 
sacrifices made for romantic love? How does this differ, save in love’s 
shape? Esher looks at his sister, thinking. No, he doesn’t know how to 
feel about souls, trades, secrets and magic; it’s all a bewildering tangle 
he can’t begin to tease out. He doesn’t have to understand or agree, 
however, to be sure that she loves him.

One contrast with a clear conclusion. One love rendered simple by 
waiting death.

For the first time on this bewildering night, he owns direction.
Mara talked Reggie into manipulating him out of saving her life by 

sorcery, all for love of him, but nothing will stop Esher from riding 
back to the monastery and finding out what he’ll pay for the Greys to 
save her.

He turns and looks at Benjamin, her white skin so pale that her 
brown freckles look like livid sores, the red hair once fingernail-long 
grown out shaggy to her ears. Wasn’t she a plump, smiling woman 
who twirled in her skirts just for Mara’s appreciation? How did she 
grow so tired? “I’ll find a way,” he says, disregarding Mara as much as 
Mara once disregarded him. “She gave me this,” and he flicks one hand 
towards his body, “so I’ll find a way. I swear by Aunt Rosie. By Aunt 
Olive Rose Amara. You know … this meaning?”
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Benjamin gifts him the slightest of exhausted smiles. Permission, 
not belief. 

Good enough.
“Esher—”
“Aunt.” He glares back at Mara. “Rosie.”
Mara presses her lips together and says nothing.
He’ll go, ignoring her just as she ignored him when needed. Even he 

knows it isn’t much, just a glimmer of hope that he can save someone 
who never forgot the vow she made—but if this isn’t reason enough for 
a man to live, what is?

For Mara, Esher will convince the Greys and survive his own mind 
while doing so.

By Aunt Rosie, he will.
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The first man is dark-eyed and pretty, given to lyrical outpourings 
and an undoubting mastery of story. You meet him on the road, and, as 
his direction parallels yours for a time, you stop at the same campsites, 
sing the same songs and share the same swag. The mouth that threads 
words together like glistening beads on a string holds the power to 
loosen your limbs and warm your thighs, and how can you refuse 
someone so gifted? Why should you? 

He nestles beside you at night, raising his lips from your skin to 
whisper endearments and promises witnessed by gods dead and living. 
When your breaths quicken in response, he reads it, in his confidence, 
as passion.

You make no pledge to him. You speak no lie before leaving him. 
His stare bores holes into your spine when your roads part. That 

mouth, proud and poetical, shouts words so barbed it feels they must 
flay your skin from bone.

As the road twines through the hills, that man and his loving cruelties 
fade into the distance, almost forgotten.

The second person speaks more with hands than tongue, hir curved 
nose and high cheekbones shrouded by hanging curls. Ze sits distant 
from the revelries of merchant travellers and wandering bards on the 
other side of the camp, leaving you with a teasing glimpse through the 
haze of fire and smoke. You don’t think. You just cross and sit beside 

leaving
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hir, waiting for hir smile, yearning to know what noise shyness makes 
when ze loses hir inhibitions. 

In the nights that follow, ze allows you under hir blankets and inside 
hir skin. In hir passionate wordlessness you think, this time, that you’ve 
found understanding.

Hir gasping tears, when you tell hir that you mean to travel the rest 
of your road alone, prove you wrong. Don’t you love hir? Why did you 
come to hir if not from love?

Curiosity seems such a wretched thing when it leaves gushing 
wounds in your wake.

The third woman possesses lush curves and beaming lips. She 
walks up to you one night, a staff in one hand and a sword at her hip. 
She winks, her black-brown eyes flickering down your body without 
hesitation or reserve, and she smiles when you say yes, her expression 
rich and warm.

Now you know to anticipate assumptions, so you stop and explain. 
Just tonight, just the road, just the feeling with no expectations for 
anything else after. Just the sex. Nothing else.

She laughs and nods, for she’s a mercenary and why do you think 
she wishes anything but distraction? It’s good between you after that: 
frenetic and rough as though you’re both trying to prove to the other 
that it isn’t love, yet wondrously uncomplicated. You revel in the week 
of nights that follow, bold and unfearful. This is all you ever wanted: 
temporary liberation in another’s body.

Betrayal comes when she asks you to ride with her; her lips form 
hard, brittle lines when you refuse. She wields edged words honed on 
the belief that good people should grow, naturally, beyond the casual 
to the romantic, and again you witness passion turn to hatred for what 
you can’t return. There’s no logic in her rage, just the lie she told herself, 
but you still turn away, weeping, from the names hurled at your back.

Your feet now waver, but there’s nowhere but the journey for you. 
Home and village hold the same stifling expectations of hearth and 
marriage, and you can’t lie well enough to oblige your kin. You grieve 
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each time you walk away from campfire lovers, but it’s harder still to 
flee demanding neighbours.

Slut, you suppose, for you know not what else to call yourself.
The next man sits thick and slab-muscled, his eyes flickering towards 

you, his brow raised in question. Large hands gently stroke the ears 
of the dog on his lap. He isn’t pretty, but a deep emptiness inside you 
craves softness, a need that draws your wondering eyes to his fingers. 
A need rendered brittle and ugly by despair, but you round the fire to 
speak, knowing how this must end.

I like sex, but I don’t want any kind of relationship. I won’t want one, 
no matter how good or kind you are. I won’t.

He nods and pats the ground beside him. Aromantic, then? Same.
You lie that night curled against his back, his dog’s head heavy on 

your legs, a newfound word calm in your mind.
For the first time, you find someone else walking the same road.
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Beset by dizzying anxiety, Rowan places a green mug, printed on 
one side with a five-striped flag, on his desk. Done. He exhales and 
takes another furtive glance around the poky ten-desk office, but only 
Shelby sits close and she’s too busy peering at her computer to notice 
him. There: mug at work! Right where people can see! He grabs his 
phone, snaps a quick photo to send as proof to Matt and then, before 
anyone can ask about the mug or Rowan’s behaviour, moves it beside 
his pen caddy, the handle angled to hide the stripes.

Why does he have to be this scared? Everyone knows he’s trans. 
Hormones aren’t yet magical enough to give Rowan cis-unquestioned 
masculinity; coming out felt less damaging than constant misgendering. 
At the same time, being trans is why he feels like to pass out from 
nervousness. The initial slew of queries, concerns and clarifications, 
followed by daily episodes of cissexism, isn’t something anyone should 
care to repeat!

Trans identity, after the passing of marriage equality, at least possesses 
the dubious state of being the new conservative-favourite punching 
bag. Before he sent Damien his “I accept the position, by the way I’m 
trans” email, few people here would have been ignorant of Rowan’s 
theoretical existence.

Aromanticism, by contrast, requires more than revelation: it requires 
conceptualisation.

the vampire conundrum
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He thought he was prepared, last time.
Rowan Ross, master of whiteboards and planners, came for his first 

day armed with a list of resources and print-outs of an article he wrote 
for his university’s student magazine. He’d written out answers to likely 
questions and rehearsed them at his mirror. He wasn’t going to have 
another panic attack when faced with questions he couldn’t answer. He 
was going to be fine.

Instead, he learnt again that one can’t prepare for all the shapes of 
cis ignorance.

Hesitating to mention his aromanticism because being out as trans 
already ramps up the difficulty of his working life shouldn’t be cowardly. 
Why can’t Matt see that?

He stares at the mug, dizzy. Damien may not notice the striped 
flag, but Shelby uses anything as an opportunity to provide unneeded 
reassurances. Melanie has enough enthusiastic, unrestrained curiosity 
for ten people!

I read that trans men bind their chests. Is it comfortable? Do you do it 
every day? Are you allowed to wear a bra when you don’t?

Rowan shudders. No. He’s survived her interrogations; can’t he 
survive this, too? He practiced a short explanatory speech, made an 
email-ready digital PDF booklet and packed printed versions inside 
his satchel. He rehearsed his responses to as many provocative and 
prying questions as possible, including the line I’d rather not answer 
that. Maybe it won’t be as bad, this time! Maybe they won’t notice 
immediately, giving him more time to prepare and anticipate. Melanie 
doesn’t come back until next month; perhaps this mug, so bright and 
green, will pass unremarked until then.

Does the want to return it to his bag make Matt right?
Rowan touches the handle for luck and wonders if this will go better 

should someone not Melanie ask first.

“Good morning, everyone!” Melanie breezes through the office in 
an aura of floral-with-vanilla perfume, making a beeline for Rowan’s 
desk. She’s small, curvy and grandmotherly-but-modern in appearance: 
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coloured slacks and loose floral-print blouses worn with dangling gold 
pendants and stacks of bangles over freckle-dusted forearms. Aside 
from her pixie-cut grey hair, she looks to him like a walking Millers 
advertisement. “Rowan, can you tell me how to put the new logo in my 
email again? Please? I know you told me last time.”

Rowan doesn’t understand why people who send emails on a daily 
basis don’t take the time to learn these things, but he’s worked here long 
enough to accept this lack as a fundamental truth of the universe. He 
turns to face her, his flag mug held in his right hand. “Do you want 
the instruction PDF I wrote, or do you want me to just do it for you?”

A few months ago, caught up in a fit of hopefulness inspired by a 
new SSRI and the less-inspiring reality of being the youngest person in 
the office, he spent his spare time typing up Rowan Ross’s Ultimate Guide 
to Basic Office Computing—a guide languishing unread by anyone not 
Rowan.

“Just fix it for me now.” Melanie beams at him, paying his mug no 
attention. “Thanks, Rowan!”

What will it take for someone to notice? Pouring his coffee on 
their shoes? He swallows the dregs, stands and follows Melanie to her 
computer before setting his mug on her desk, flag facing outwards, to 
take up her mouse and open her email settings.

To think he worried about someone’s asking questions! Rowan didn’t 
consider the problem of a lack of interest, but he’s spent the last five 
weeks drinking from a flag mug without as much as a passing glance.

 “You’re a doll, Rowan!” Melanie hesitates; Rowan holds back a 
sigh. Here it comes. “Wait. Is that offensive, even though there’s male 
dolls, like Ken? And gay men collect dolls, don’t they? But gay men 
like feminine things and you don’t when you’re trans-gender, do you? 
You’re a darling? I know! You’re a treasure.” Melanie grins, as though she 
didn’t make an easily-overlooked statement into a thing shaded with 
too many queer microaggressions for one bi trans man to untangle, 
and grasps his mug. “I’ll get you some more coffee! One sugar, a dash 
of milk! Thank you so much!”
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Her pink-painted nails and beige hands cover the flag, only a small 
section of black and grey visible at the edge of her pinky finger.

Maybe she’ll notice when she fills the mug. 
Maybe she’ll notice when she brings it back to him.
Maybe pigs will fly and she’ll stop placing that too-long pause 

between “trans” and “gender”, too.
This way, there’s no need to endure alloromantic absurdity or 

criticism. No suffering the pain of being unable to explain or correct, 
given how often cis people dismiss even small gender-related requests. 
He did what Matt demanded; he left the mug on his desk. How is it 
Rowan’s fault that nobody’s knowledgeable enough to express curiosity? 
That he forgot to factor in the remarkable cishet tendency to avoid 
anything suggestive of unknown queerness?

Going ignored, somehow, doesn’t feel like a victory.

When Rowan sees a mug online featuring a shield in aromantic 
colours behind a design of crossed arrows in pride colours for other 
aromantic-spectrum identities, he snatches one with frayromantic 
blues. He also buys an unneeded but matching pencil case followed by 
a journal covered with rows of arrows coloured in aro stripes.

If he needn’t fear curiosity or question, why not pride up his desk? 
At least he can gulp coffee from a frayro mug emblazoned with an aro 
shield every time Shelby asks him if he’s found a partner yet. 

What is pride merch for if not petty passive-aggression in response 
to allo folks’ amatonormativity?

A fortnight later, he arranges his mugs on his desk, stashes his 
decorative paper clip collection in the pencil case and ponders, just for 
a moment, if anyone’s made a pride-themed whiteboard.

“Rowan!” Damien appears out of nowhere and claps his hand on 
Rowan’s shoulder. He’s a raw-boned giant of a man with an improbable 
ability for stealth; Rowan, cursed with a body that reacts to unknown 
stimuli as though lethal rather than first checking, still can’t keep 
himself from jumping out of his chair on Damien’s approach. “I’ve got 
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this photo from last night I want for Facebook. Can you crop out an 
arm from the side for me? I just sent it to you.”

“Sure,” Rowan murmurs, once his heart stops threatening to burst 
from terror. “I’ll do it right now.”

“Thanks. I’ll get you a coffee.” Damien snatches up the new mug, 
tiny in his oversized hands. Rowan doesn’t care to imagine how much 
of Damien’s pay goes to custom tailoring, but his pinstripe suits are 
the living dapper embodiment of every How to Dress Like a Professional 
Man guide Rowan has read and failed to implement. “Huh. I didn’t 
know you were into archery. One sugar, little bit of milk?”

“Yeah. I … uh...” Rowan blinks, struggling to find an answer, but 
Damien heads for the hallway and the kitchenette they share with the 
rest of the floor. Archery? Surely none of the arrow designs are realistic 
enough for any archery enthusiast to regard them as an expression of 
interest for the sport? Not to mention the stripes?

How do cishets cultivate their air of continued obliviousness? They’ve 
all seen Rowan’s trans pride phone case and bi pride pin; nobody won’t 
have seen the rainbow flag in the news. Shouldn’t one of them catch on 
to the concept of pride flags?

Why complain when their ignorance is easier than their questions?
He shakes his head, opens his emails and finds the photo from 

yesterday’s event, complete with a stray arm on one side and a half an 
empty chair on the other. He crops out the arm and the chair before 
adjusting the contrast and colours, until the photo appears as though 
only maybe taken on a cheap phone, indoors, by a man with his back 
to the window.

“Hey, did you know that Rowan’s really into archery?”
Rowan looks up. Damien stands by the door, showing Melanie 

Rowan’s newest mug.
He should say something before he gets archery gear in the office 

Secret Santa. He should say something even though they’re on the 
other side of the room and a lifetime of good manners, parental 
expectation and disabling anxiety says one doesn’t intrude on someone 
else’s conversation. What if someone in the office secretly likes archery 
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and asks him questions? But corrections mean doing the one thing 
Rowan hopes he can continue to avoid, so...

He slides his hands under his legs and inhales slowly in a vain attempt 
to head off the giddy anxiousness. Does this mistake desperately need 
fixing? Can’t he wait to see what happens first?

“Archery? How does anyone get into archery?” Melanie shakes her 
head. “You don’t do it in school. Is it a country thing? Or a rich kid 
thing?”

“I did. Year nine, I think? And my school wasn’t that fancy. I think 
kids do more of that stuff, now, than real sport.” Damien shrugs and 
heads towards Rowan’s computer, setting his mug down on the desk. 
“You fixed the lighting! I don’t suppose you can make my face less red? 
It isn’t that red in real life.”

It is, but that’s easier to fix than the burgeoning fear that this archery 
misconception won’t be a one-off incident.

Another awful conversation with his housemates pushes Rowan 
into getting out his sewing box, despite a Melanie-induced fear that 
showing himself to be good at a traditionally-female art will result in 
another expression of cis nonsense. Too many friends still ask why he 
buys plain T-shirts from the women’s section (better fit) or has lavender-
scented shower gel on his shelf in the bathroom (he likes it). He’s a man 
to the not-completely-cissexist people in his life if he meets a boring, 
insecure definition of manhood. “Oh, great God of Trans Men,” he 
mutters, “please pardon me for the crime of unmasculinity, because 
everyone knows you don’t allow true men to embroider.”

How is cross-stitch not just analogue pixel art, anyway?
He flips off whomever it is Melanie thinks “allows” him to defy 

gender norms before sketching a pattern, struggling with the shape of 
the R. His embroidery floss stash doesn’t allow him to perfectly colour-
match the greens, but after the best part of a weekend Rowan produces 
a patch reading “ARO” in aromantic stripes against a background of 
allo-aro yellow and gold. He needs another hour to stitch it to his 
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satchel beside a cluster of badges (trans pride, pronouns, bisexual flag), 
but the finish is worth the late night and sore fingertips.

Surely this will tell people that those five stripes mean something 
more than a liking for archery or the colour green?

He fists his hands, lips trembling. What call does an allo cis gay like 
Matt have to mock the idea of coming out as aromantic when Rowan, 
who lost his home, his family and his dog to the mistakes he made in 
coming out, knows exactly what those words mean? Why did Matt 
have to say that “someone like Rowan” only put a lousy mug on his 
desk because he knew nobody will ask? Yes, he owns a collection of 
anxiety disorder diagnoses, illnesses fairly earnt, a disability unchosen. 
That doesn’t make him cowardly!

Matt doesn’t emerge from his bedroom before Rowan dashes to 
catch the train, so he lacks even the questionable satisfaction of seeing 
his housemate note the large patch on his bag. He’s just left with a 
mood bouncing between frustration, anger and the quieter, sickening 
fear that making the patch didn’t challenge Matt’s opinion as much as 
validate it. Should Rowan have done that? What else can he do?

Why does Matt have to be so damn allo?
By the time he arrives at the office, Rowan focuses just enough 

to concentrate on the distraction waiting for him in the kitchenette. 
The walls need painting and the air conditioning smells like mice, but 
sharing the floor with four other sub-governmental community projects 
meant everyone pitched in for a decent coffee machine without too 
many hassles. Damien needs to stop taking terrible work-related selfies, 
but he does enforce a cleaning rota so Rowan can enjoy avoiding the 
horrors of instant coffee.

“Aro?”
Groggy annoyance fades into a heart-pounding, palm-sweating, 

vibrant wakefulness. Rowan wheels to face Melanie; she peers at the 
satchel hanging off his hip. Matt’s wrong about Rowan. This will prove 
it! 

“Uh, yeah,” he says, fighting to sound casual. “I’m aro.”
There. He said it!
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“Oh, like the movie vampire?”
The movie vampire? What vampire? There’s no obviously-aromantic 

vampire in a well-known movie; someone online would have said so! 
“I’m sorry?”

“The Twilight movies! You know the ones the teenage girls liked, with 
the family of glittery, vegetarian vampires and the human girl? And it 
was supposed to be romantic somehow? My daughter had posters and 
a quilt cover and T-shirts and Barbie dolls.” Melanie pulls a face, her 
lips twisting. “But she loved them, and there’s a vampire called Aro.”

Belatedly, he remembers a joke that posts about a minor character 
used to turn up in aro hashtags. “I suppose? But it isn’t a name when—”

“Damien! Rowan’s called Aro now! Should we hold a meeting telling 
everyone? Or just send an email around?” Melanie looks out into the 
hallway dividing the floor into its suites of offices: Damien stands 
outside their door, his battered phone held to his ear. “I didn’t know 
trans people were allowed to change names twice! Although I don’t 
suppose there’s a limit, is there? If I married someone five times, I could 
change my last name five times, couldn’t I? Is it really that different?”

“It,” Rowan says into the barest break in sentences, “isn’t—”
“Damien! Stop gasbagging about golf or whatever … I swear, that 

man never listens when you want him. Always on the phone! Damien.” 
She bustles out into the hallway with the determined stride of a woman 
on a mission. “Rowan’s Aro now!”

Panic spurs him into running after her. “Melanie!”
“Aro!” Shelby grabs his forearm as Rowan skids into the hallway, her 

brow furrowed in concern. If Melanie seems like the plump, huggable 
sort of grandmother, Shelby looks like the muscular, marathon-running 
grandmother who hits the beach every morning. Salt-coarsened long 
hair in a single braid, a fashionable black blazer worn over a T-shirt, 
hiking boots. “Is that European? Don’t worry, we’ll all do our best to 
remember, and you’re allowed to growl when we don’t. We said there’d 
be no problem, and we meant it. You’re allowed to growl at us when we 
make mistakes, okay? Okay, Aro? Promise me that you will correct us!”
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The self-appointed protector figure of the office, she was kind during 
Rowan’s first week. Kind in a way that draws unnecessary attention, 
given her inability to correct someone else’s misuse of pronouns without 
crafting a production of hushed voices and pointed nudges—followed 
by scathing lectures that never happen far enough outside his earshot. 

Why are the only options complete stealth or queerness front and 
centre in a way that never lets him be just a different shape of normal? 
Where exists a blessed middle ground?

Melanie reaches Damien and stares up at him, waving one hand and 
tapping the opposite foot, until Damien lowers his phone.

“Uh … thank you, but my name isn’t—”
“You absolutely must correct us.” Shelby squeezes Rowan’s forearm 

in a firm grip. “We’re not used to all this, but that doesn’t mean we 
won’t try. Aro. Do you people usually choose unusual names like that? 
You know, you trans people? Promise me that you’ll correct us. You 
need to know that we don’t mind in the least, truly we don’t!”

“I’m not—”
“Anyway, how was your weekend? You didn’t stay at home, did 

you? It worries me that you haven’t found a girl yet. Or a boy!” Shelby 
clasps his hand between hers, looking into his eyes as though hoping 
to impress upon him the depth of her sincerity. “You do know, Aro, 
that any girl—or boy!—will be lucky to date a sweet boy like you, don’t 
you?”

What does it mean, Rowan wonders in irony-fuelled despair, that 
returning to Births, Deaths and Marriages now feels like the easiest 
option?

“His name’s Aro,” Melanie says after lunch, showing a new volunteer 
around the office. She pats Rowan on the shoulder as she walks behind 
his chair, startling him enough that the clipping path he’s making 
around a photo of Damien’s head goes veering off to the side. “He does 
our website, our flyers and the information guides we send out. Aro 
like from the Twilight movies!”
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Introductions once only encompassed Melanie’s habit of overly-
stressing pronouns when referencing him—a dysphoria-triggering 
reminder that she doesn’t think him masculine enough for people to 
assume it. Isn’t that bad enough without her also getting his name 
wrong?

He sighs, frustrated. Complaining about this, when trans people are 
in desperate want of a working environment free of outright antagonism 
and discrimination, feels unreasonable. Hell, Rowan knows aromantics 
who’ll revel in being named “Aro”, so isn’t his hurt just pettiness? Isn’t 
this why he’s no longer welcome at home, a man too intolerant of his 
family’s mistakes? How many times did they tell him that his harping 
on about little things demonstrates a concerning lack of gratitude for 
their acceptance?

His co-workers do seem to believe in Rowan’s masculinity; he 
shouldn’t take that for granted.

Instead, he feels like he’s failing at being both transgender and 
aromantic.

After a fair amount of editing, he places Damien’s image in the 
brochure mock-up and exports to PDF. The office will make suggestions, 
some useful, some ignorant and some so absurd that Rowan will laugh 
with his friends later on, but that’s fine. He can’t expect otherwise in 
a workplace where everyone considers him possessed of unknowable 
ability with computers. They’re good people, in the main, and they care 
about their work.

It’s just complicated, and Rowan hates the feeling that complicated is 
the best cis people will let him get to a normalised acceptance.

“Aro? An Arrow fan called Aro? Really? Do you like comics or are 
you one of those people only into DC TV?”

Rowan looks up from attaching his PDF to an email to find the 
volunteer sitting on a creaking office chair and crab-walking it over to 
Rowan’s desk. “Comics?”

“Oh, good.” The volunteer sighs as if in relief. “I mean, the TV 
show? It isn’t terrible—better than most of DC’s movies, at least—but 
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I’m so tired of people who call themselves fans but have never touched 
a comic book.”

Rowan glances at his journal cover, ponders its possible similarity 
to the show’s motif and nearly bursts out laughing. He’s never read 
a comic and doesn’t plan on doing so. He prefers indie podcasts and 
audiobooks on account of increased representation and greater ability 
to sew and cook while listening. “I’m not an Arrow fan. Sorry.”

Another show about cis people possessed of everyone-should-pair-
up amatonormativity? 

Hard pass. 
“You’re not?” The volunteer gapes, waving his hand towards Rowan’s 

cluster of pride mugs. Three, now. Only one contains coffee, which 
feels like a terrible oversight. “Is this a joke, then? Are they getting you 
arrow stuff because of your name? Like some office thing?”

Aro.
His name is not Aro.
Rowan once thought the concept of snapping a mere storytelling 

device, something as ludicrous or impossible as “glittering eyes” or 
“romantic interest that lasts after getting to know someone”. At best 
an experience had by people without a brain that doesn’t devote most 
of its time to screaming alerts at the prospect of anything dangerous. 
Absurd, irrational, void of any real-life relevance.

Not even with his family has he felt this chilling, all-encompassing 
moment of enough.

He looks back at his computer, attaches a second PDF file to his 
email and, before he considers pesky things like consequences, clicks 
send. Then Rowan climbs up on his office chair, steps up onto the desk 
and whistles like a country boy who owned a border collie prone to 
sneaking off the property and rounding up the neighbour’s sheep.

Everyone in the office gapes up at him with a motley assortment of 
parted lips, unblinking eyes and, in Melanie’s case, the pointing of a 
long, vermillion-polished fingernail.

Up high, the room reeks of nesting rodents and the popcorn ceiling 
desperately wants refinishing.
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Now Rowan’s brain tells his limbs to shake and his chest to heave; of 
course, he thinks as he shoves his hands behind his back, anxiety kicks 
in after he’s neck-deep in it! “My … my name is Rowan. I chose it.” 
He looks at the vent on the opposite wall, fighting to sound collected. 
Is that black mould? “Dad told me if I rejected my deadname, I was 
rejecting them. That I was being cruel and selfish. I earnt my name!” 
He stops, gasping for breath like a hooked fish—which, given his 
terror, feels far too appropriate a simile. “My identity is aro, short for 
aromantic, like being queer—one way of my being queer. So ... there’s 
a PDF booklet in your inbox about aromanticism. Read it! I’m proud 
of being aro, but you need to call me by the name I chose! It’s Rowan!”

He jumps down off the desk. The creaking laminate and the thud 
of his dress shoes, a little too large for Rowan’s feet, sound abominably 
loud in the sepulchrally-quiet room. Heading past giddy into faint, 
but pushed on by a heedlessness of the “this can’t possibly get worse 
because I’m going to be fired” variety, Rowan snatches up his satchel 
and reaches into the side pocket to pull out his handful of print leaflets. 
He drops one in the lap of the gaping volunteer, tosses the rest on an 
empty desk for luddites who prefer paper, and returns to his chair.

Seven sets of speechless eyes bore holes through his skull, shoulders 
and spine.

Rowan jams on his headphones, opens his no-romance metal 
playlist and turns his music up to a volume just short of deafening 
before queuing new posts to the project’s website.

When he invented the God of Trans Men as flippant rhetoric to 
cope with Melanie’s questions, is it right to pray to him?

Two hours later, doing his best to radiate an aura of do not disturb 
on pain of your bloody death, Rowan fights to pay attention to the last 
event write-up. Leaving early means asking permission and walking 
down the row of desks, risking stares and comments; he instead corrects 
Melanie’s idiosyncratic punctuation. Didn’t Melanie go to school at 
a time when they taught more than English comprehension? How 
doesn’t she know when not to use an apostrophe?
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 There’ll be consequences. Warnings? A formal discussion in the 
private office the supervisors only use for interviews? A request that 
he undergo counselling? A strong recommendation for psychiatric 
assessment? Firing? It isn’t like they can’t throw a rock and hit thousands 
of people under the age of forty with general computer skills and 
design ability who aren’t prone to standing on desks to make unwanted 
announcements.

No. Focus on the damn comma splices.
Should he ask his psychiatrist for the soonest possible appointment? 

New meds?
A tap on the shoulder makes Rowan’s head threaten to brush 

the probably-asbestos-riddled ceiling; he gasps and yanks off his 
headphones, trembling.

Melanie stands beside his chair, holding out her phone in its glossy 
pink case. “Those words that are underlined? Can I click on them to 
find out what they mean, like on a website? Like ... al-lo-sexual?”

“Hyperlinks in an interactive PDF—the file on your phone—work 
the same way as on a website,” Rowan says without thinking: in the 
last three months, he’s been asked this ten times. “If you click on those 
links, they’ll take you to a glossary at the end of the document with 
definitions.”

Damien sits facing his usual computer, his head tilted as if watching 
out the corner of his eye.

Melanie smiles the expression of a woman in an alternate dimension 
where Rowan doesn’t engage in embarrassing outbursts. “You’re so 
good at all this stuff, Rowan.” She stresses his name just enough that he 
can pretend she didn’t. “Where did you learn it all?”

He once tried to explain his philosophy of clicking on things only to 
realise that while the concept of generational divides requires excessive 
generalisation, a difference exists in terms of his willingness to fearless 
experimentation with electronic devices and programs. “School. Uni.”

“You’re so lucky. School was nothing like that when I was a girl. You 
have so many more opportunities now. And identities.” Melanie sighs 
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and pushes a wisp of grey hair back from her eyebrows. “It’s good, it 
really is.” 

Rowan blinks, startled into silence by a rare glimpse of validation 
stripped of performance and demonstration.

He hadn’t thought anyone here capable of it.
“It says that some people feel repulsed by romance? Are you like 

that? Should we do something? Do we need to not talk about romance 
in the office? Like, if I describe my daughter dating her boyfriend, not 
that I want to, is that bad? Do we need to hold a meeting? Damien—
Damien—”

Damien turns, wearing the blinded look of a rabbit frozen in a 
spotlight. “Yes...?”

For how long has Damien worked with Melanie? For how long 
has the office rolled with Melanie’s interruptions and proclamations, 
her meetings called about the slightest of issues? For how long has the 
office accepted Shelby’s incessant reminding and Damien’s inability to 
surrender event photography to someone who knows how to modify 
their flash settings? Isn’t there a chance that they’ll tolerate Rowan’s 
occasional moments of desk-blathering?

A trans aro should be able to sew a patch on his bag reading “aro” 
without provoking cis weirdness. Since when does someone read a new 
word on his bag and assume that’s now his name? Isn’t that another 
over-the-top demonstration made by awkward cis people trying to 
prove their acceptance, something that’s never made Rowan feel safe?

Even when he’s aromantic, he never gets to avoid cissexism.
He slides his hands between the seat and his legs, aware of Melanie’s 

once again drawing the office’s unbroken attention. “I, personally, don’t 
care if people talk about their romances,” he says, certain that Damien 
needn’t answer Melanie about meetings, “but I do care when people 
assume I must want one. I do care when Sh … some of you just keep 
asking if I’m dating anyone.”

Rowan long set aside the need to bother with romance. He isn’t 
aromantic in the way most people first think of the word, as he does 
fall in love, but it describes his frayromanticism nonetheless. Why put 
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himself through the inevitable messy, angry break-up when his partners 
don’t understand why what started as romance ends up to him as a 
friendship? When dating isn’t without trans-related challenges, why 
force himself into a type of relationship that he knows won’t last?

Romance, too, feels like one of the mechanisms by which a 
dangerous trans body can be rendered more acceptable to cis folks, in 
the same way it sanitises his equally-threatening bisexuality. If queers 
are holding hands and exchanging rings, just like cis and heterosexual 
couples, they’re safe.

He wants to be normal, but not that normal.
Melanie surprises him again by nodding. Opaque red only colours 

the corners of her lips; the worn centres reveal the brownish-pink 
beneath. “Like how we now don’t assume everyone’s—what’s the fancy 
word you use for not being you?”

“Cis. Yeah.”
“At my first job, I never dared yeah my elders. Can I ask what’s this 

a-sexual thing? Not-sexual? That’s a thing that can go with your a-ro-
manti-cism? Am I saying it right? Is that something people can be?” 
Melanie grabs the volunteer’s vacated chair and wheels herself up to 
Rowan’s desk. “Tell me about this. Please.”

Damien gives a theatrically deep sigh, winks at Rowan and turns 
back to his keyboard.

Rowan’s tangle of feelings bewilders him too much to be simple 
relief, but he doesn’t appear to be at immediate risk of losing his job.

“We need to have a meeting!” Melanie announces ten days later, 
striding up to where Damien peers over Rowan’s shoulder to approve 
the touch-ups on a series of scanned photos. Rowan grasps the want 
to have a section on the website showcasing past events, but surely 
Damien’s film-camera predecessors weren’t all unable to take decent 
pictures? “Today. Perhaps before lunch?”

“Do we?” Damien doesn’t bother to turn his head. “What’s the 
number on the urgency scale, remembering that whiteboard markers 
aren’t a five?”
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“I’m aro-ace.” Melanie stresses the words, beaming with the 
confidence of a child presenting a new finger-painted masterpiece. “I 
didn’t know, but I definitely am. I’m aromantic and asexual.”

“I’m glad for you.” Now Damien faces her, scratching his shock of 
unruly brown hair. “I don’t know why this needs a meeting? Do you 
want something addressed?”

Rowan leans back in his chair, too startled to do anything but watch. 
Melanie’s interrogation of him about all things a-spec over the last few 
days left him certain that she was questioning, but he didn’t expect this 
announcement—or Damien’s reaction to it.

“I’ve been reading, and I sent around a list of links everyone else 
should read, too. We must do something about our website. And, of 
course, everyone should know I’m aro-ace, and then let people ask any 
questions. Then we should consider changes to our submission forms, 
and then...”

Already, Melanie has done more to integrate her identity into the 
office and its projects than Rowan ever dared risk. Why, then, does he 
feel as though he’s being pressed inside a metal suit three sizes too small? 
Shouldn’t the end result be worth enduring a staff meeting in which she 
announces she’s aro-ace? Melanie being Melanie, she’ll gladly answer 
questions about aromanticism. Doesn’t that give Rowan everything he 
wanted—ability to be out as aromantic but someone else’s dealing with 
allo nonsense?

Matt’s right.
Rowan’s just a coward.
Damien nods at Rowan. “What do you think about that?”
“Uh...” Rowan draws a delaying breath, fighting against a brain too 

bewildered to be useful in forming comprehensible speech. “Uh … 
you’d have to run form changes past someone higher up, wouldn’t you? 
We have to ask about everything else? But...” 

He doesn’t name Melanie a friend, but fellow aromantics aren’t 
common enough that Rowan will reject a companion—even if they’re 
cis and have subjected him to half a year’s discomfort, anxiety and 
alienation. He slides his restless hands under his legs, biting his lip 
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against the sickening realisation. Melanie’s enthusiastic fearlessness 
may make this office and program better for him as an aro, but how 
can it answer all the attitudes that made Rowan fear coming out in the 
first place?

If he’s a coward, doesn’t he have reason?
“We do need a meeting,” he says slowly, his heart pounding in his 

chest like blast beats in death metal. “On better integrating marginalised 
people into our office. Because the way you emphasise my pronouns, 
Melanie, or the way Shelby reassures me five times that I can correct her 
… that doesn’t make me feel safe. It makes me feel reminded. Different. 
Too visible. And that’s why...”

“You ended up standing on a desk?” Damien asks with the gruffness 
of a middle-aged cis man trying to sound gentle.

“Yeah,” Rowan mutters. “That.”
Melanie clasps her fingers to her lips. “Oh! I didn’t mean anything by 

it! I just wanted people to get it right!”
How many times has he suffered through well-meaning people 

explaining that in response to his saying that they made him 
uncomfortable? How many times has he heard people justify their 
actions as though good intent always mitigates bad impact?

“You’re … you’re still making this about you! The only answer I want 
or need from you is thanks for telling me, Rowan, I won’t do it again! 
That’s all! Not your reasoning, not this effort to justify! I want to know 
that you hear me, that you’ll acknowledge that your intent however 
good still made me come home crying from dysphoria, and that you’ll 
stop because I don’t want to put up with it anymore! That’s all!”

For the second time in less than a fortnight, a chilling silence 
envelops the office.

“We need a meeting,” Rowan says breathlessly, reminding himself 
that at least this time he isn’t standing on his desk, “discussing how 
to include marginalised people in our office. Discussing all the 
microaggressions. Maybe you need to find … educators, trainers who 
come in and do this. I don’t know. I’m just so tired of never feeling safe 
or normal, never feeling like I can say anything because this isn’t hate 
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and at least you’re not my parents! Like I don’t ever get to have anything 
better!”

He stands up, unsure what to do past fetching himself a distracting 
cup of coffee.

Maybe, then, he’ll be able to survive the way Melanie looks at him—
as though he just ran over her puppy.

She just came out, and he did run right over it.
“I’m sorry.” Rowan sags onto his chair, leaning forwards to grab his 

satchel despite the unpleasant giddiness. “I’m sorry. It’s wonderful, 
Melanie, that you now know who you are and that you can come out. 
And it’s amazing that you’re doing things already, when I needed like 
six months just to get used to my knowing I’m aro. I just...” He reaches 
inside the satchel and pulls out a rough oblong shape wrapped in white 
tissue paper. “Here. I’m sorry.”

He, an allo-aro man, screwed up an aro-ace woman’s coming out. 
Shouldn’t he know better? He wants to laugh, wants to cry, wants to curl 
up in a ball and hide under his desk. Even now, when he’s trying to get 
what he needs as a trans man, he’s being the worst kind of aromantic!

Her lips pinched, Melanie takes the present in her hands, worrying 
at the top piece of tape with her long, pink nails.

“We’ll have a meeting.” Damien runs his hand through his hair as 
though he doesn’t quite know what to do with himself. “I’ll talk to the 
heads about … sensitivity training, I suppose this also is. Would you 
be willing to write me an email outlining some of these behaviours and 
any ways we can make this office safer for you? Is that an appropriate 
thing to ask of you?”

“I don’t mind,” Rowan says. As long as he doesn’t go ignored, he’ll 
send a few emails—and he already has a few blog posts on which to 
draw. “Thank you.”

“Do you … want anything, now? To talk privately to me or anyone 
else? Or to a senior supervisor? Or someone with the government body? 
Can I do or arrange anything else?”

“Coffee. Please. And … and then to go back to fixing photos as 
though absolutely nothing happened because I don’t … do this sort of 
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thing.” Rowan heaves a shaking sigh, pushing aside the thought that 
nobody can have failed to observe this. “Thank—thank you. I’m sorry. 
Thank you.”

He notices Damien gesturing at Melanie, notices that Rowan’s 
aro flag mug leaves with both and returns a few minutes later—now 
distracting from the office’s musty odour with its rich bitterness. He 
takes a few sips, but only by throwing himself into his work can he 
survive the gibbering, chattering thoughts building into a crushing 
tsunami of what the hell. Why did he do that? Why—no. Photos.

The soft clunk of crockery hitting laminate makes him look up.
Melanie leans against the edge of Rowan’s desk, her hand resting 

atop her new orange, yellow, white and blue aro-ace flag mug. “I’m 
sorry. Thanks for telling me.” She draws a deep breath, tapping her nails 
against the rim. “I didn’t know I could … that there’s an explanation, 
until I read your booklet. It described me. Things I didn’t realise about 
me! Things I’d been feeling! But … I’ve been learning about things like 
micro-aggressions. I didn’t know I’d been doing them myself. I’m sorry. 
I’ll keep learning. And thank you for my cup.”

“I know,” Rowan says softly, thinking back to the day when he realised 
the words “aromantic” and “frayromantic” describe him. A belated 
voicing of confusion and alienation; the naming of a constant sense of 
difference from the world. Revelation, understanding, explanation. “I 
know. I’m sorry, too. I don’t like … scenes. Or asking people things. 
I’m an anxious coward. So it just...” 

He waves his hands, trying to mime an explosion.
Melanie, wide-eyed, jerks her head. “I couldn’t have said anything 

if you hadn’t done it first—and I wouldn’t have known to say anything 
if you hadn’t! And you’re asking us to do things knowing that we don’t 
understand, which must be frightening at least. You’re brave. And you 
shouldn’t be sorry.”

Rowan stares at her, unsure what to say in response. Never has anyone 
in his life freely offered such a sentiment. Never has anyone offered 
him something so generous without subsequent critique of Rowan’s 
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intolerance for and impatience with their struggles to deal with him, 
praise softening the following reproval.

Brave.
His throat tightens and his eyes blur.
“Would you work with me on a proposal to put together for the 

submission forms? Damien insisted that I work with you, if you want 
to.”

“Uh … yeah?”
Melanie grabs a stack of papers from her desk and a chair. “I’ve gone 

through the old forms and highlighted passages. Do you want to read 
through and see if there’s anything I’ve missed or anything that should 
be left?”

He nods and takes the papers. Is this an alternate universe, the world 
flung upside down? Or, if people possess a minimum of decency, can 
he make needed change by addressing his problems instead of letting 
everyone talk over him? Can he build a world where he doesn’t endure 
cis or allo microaggressions by believing that their inconveniences aren’t 
worth more than his discomfort?

If his co-workers doesn’t object to correction, if they’re willing to 
make changes and investigate training, is the problem one of Rowan’s 
overreaction?

Does that mean he can talk to Matt the way he spoke to Melanie 
and Damien? 

“Is something wrong?” Melanie asks, frowning.
Rowan shakes his head and plucks a pen from his frayro mug. “No.”
For the first time in a long time, that’s mostly true.
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“It’s Secret Santa slash December Holiday Gift Exchange!” Damien 
emerges from the meeting room, shaking a paper-scrap-filled jar with 
the gleeful attitude of a toddler attacking a pile of presents. In order to 
give the occasion suitable gravitas, he draped a rope of red tinsel over 
his shoulders, the fronds glittering in the flicker-prone lighting. “Come 
gather!”

Rowan looks up from his computer, biting back a groan. This isn’t 
a surprise, given that Shelby answered his interview questions about 
“workplace culture” with descriptions of their celebrating capitalist-
infused Christian holidays, and the office more than lives up to that 
promise. A tree sits on the front counter, its branches crammed with 
baubles. Tinsel hangs on everything from which tinsel can be hung 
and rests in snake-like coils over the computer towers, screens, desk 
partitions and the large corkboard. Ribbon-wrapped pencils topped 
with felt trees, stars and stockings flowered, overnight, from everyone’s 
pen mugs; Melanie gave Rowan three of them for his frayro mug. Every 
desk features a red bowl of tree-shaped marshmallows, candy canes or 
that weird Christmas lolly mix common in dollar shops.

Only the lack of music renders bearable this explosion of festivity. 
Damien said he drew that line last year after Melanie and Shelby 
alternated between Michael Bublé and Josh Groban’s Christmas CDs.

Rowan doesn’t want to think about that sublime horror.

the pride conspiracy
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Christmas to him means slipping a few TSO tracks into his melodic 
metal playlists and gritting his teeth until the new year.

“O come all ye faithful,” Melanie sings, spinning her chair around. 
Every day this week she’s donned a different Christmas-themed T-shirt; 
today’s features a screen-printed Rudolph head with an apple-sized nose 
made from red minky fleece. Rowan doesn’t understand the American 
“ugly Christmas jumper” thing—why?—but Melanie appears to be 
replicating the trend via short sleeves and jersey knits.

Damien jerks his elbow at the largest whiteboard, half filled with 
the Banned Holiday Decorations List—items including “music, carols, 
hymns and singing”, “all types of fake snow” and “Cadbury Crème 
Eggs”. “Didn’t we talk about carols?”

Rowan doesn’t want to be accused of being a dreadful, fun-loathing 
millennial about which too many articles have been written on dislike 
of office gift exchanges … but he doesn’t know how not to be one, 
either. Why do people like this? Buying presents for people who aren’t 
strangers but aren’t friends, hoping that his attempt isn’t too generic 
only to open something tailored to feminine cliché ... followed by the 
apologetic explanation or justification that Rowan isn’t easy to shop for. 

Can’t he save himself fifteen bucks and skip the disaster?
He’s never understood how he presents a difficulty that isn’t cissexism 

and a lack of imagination: buy him good thread, expensive coffee, 
dress socks, a nice mug, food storage containers or fancy kitchenware. 
He’ll even take a cheap box of chocolates, since his housemates will eat 
anything should they believe it food. Just get him something that isn’t 
a floral-patterned bath set followed by the hand-wringing apology that 
the giver just doesn’t know what to get someone as confusing as Rowan!

Why don’t they ask him what he wants?
He’s over spending money and time on gift exchanges only to receive 

cissexism, dysphoria or stereotype wrapped in paper and tied with a 
bow.

Rowan draws a breath and slips his fingers under his thighs. He 
should have sent Damien an email when Melanie started decorating, 
but Rowan was thinking about pushing their print date back two weeks 
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and not thinking about Mum’s out-of-nowhere request that Rowan 
attend the family Christmas. “Uh … Damien? Can I … quick word?”

Why did he get himself a new psychologist? One who says terrible 
words like assertiveness?

“Give us a minute.” Tinsel rustling, Damien crouches beside Rowan’s 
chair. “Will here do?”

If everyone overhears, Rowan can pretend he’s talking to one person 
while knowing they all benefit from his explanation. Besides, going 
into the meeting room makes this a thing. “Yeah. Um. I … I don’t 
usually get the right presents from people in gift exchanges. By which 
I mean ... presents that aren’t a reminder that they think me female, 
and if they give me enough nail polish and heart-shaped jewellery and 
glittery handbags, I’ll admit it. I don’t want that? Really don’t want 
that?”

Why do his parents want to play at being a happy family? Does 
Mum want to show off to Uncle Keith and his new wife? Have they 
forgotten how badly last Christmas went? Or is this just more cissexist 
assumption that Rowan will discard his masculinity when needed? If 
they behave as though Rowan should fit their expectations, will he—
eventually—surrender to them?

I’m not being difficult because I want my masculinity and transness 
respected. I’m not...

Melanie leans over to poke Shelby’s shoulder, her bright red lips 
forming a ring.

Damien blinks, hesitating as if he doesn’t know how best to respond. 
“That ... sounds like my niece’s favourite birthday. Although she took 
the bag, put one of my sister’s dumbbells inside and swung it at the boy 
over the road who wouldn’t stop calling her pretty. And then made an 
army of neighbourhood girls wielding heavy unicorn bags.” He shakes 
his head. “I mean that … you obviously aren’t a certain kind of eight-
year-old or into glitter, so...”

If only Rowan had the nerve to do that to Aunt Laura! “I bet he 
never did that again.”
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“No. I’ll make sure … that the person who has you gets you 
something appropriate.”

Inappropriately-feminine gifts aren’t his only difficulty. Rowan 
doesn’t how to voice something so complex (to cis, gender-conforming 
people) about gender and gift-giving without sounding like he’s 
complaining for the sake of complaining—the demanding, difficult 
trans man of his parents’ accusations. Most often he endures a cis female 
celebrity’s latest perfume, but well-intended “accepting” people give 
him an Old Spice gift set—acknowledging his masculinity at the cost 
of his personality. How do cis people not chafe at gift-giving traditions 
that assume people can be reduced down to one of two categories with 
narrow behaviours and interests ascribed to each?

It’s easier to draw the line at gifts that only avoid being the embodiment 
of the giver’s cissexism and donate everything else, as much as Rowan 
yearns for one year with a good present he doesn’t buy himself.

Will cis people ever understand that being trans means holding back 
on responding to cis nonsense?

“Thanks. Yeah, thanks.”
“Secret Santa slash December Holiday Gift Exchange rules!” Damien 

straightens, shaking the jar; paper rattles against glass. “Twenty-dollar 
limit, keep it fun, don’t give anything inappropriate for a professional 
environment. I want to be eating mince pies, not taking people into 
the meeting room for discussions on adulthood. We exchange on the 
last day, December 20.” He reaches into the jar, the neck a tight fit for 
his hands, and tweezers out a folded piece of paper before handing it 
to Rowan. 

Damien shakes the jar again before offering another slip to Melanie 
and then Shelby.

Don’t people draw names themselves from the bowl or jar? Nobody 
else seems concerned by this lapse—Melanie starts laughing when she 
sees her name—so Rowan shrugs and opens his, deciding it must be 
normal enough.

The Aro Gods must be inclined to a little seasonal kindness, for he 
sees “Melanie” written in Damien’s handwriting.
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No need to struggle through generic alternatives like food or wine; 
pride pins will make her happy enough. A pen? A mini aro flag? 
Choosing may be Rowan’s worst problem, but he can get her a few 
things and give her whatever’s over the limit after the exchange.

They’re aromantic. How isn’t he obligated to help decorate her desk 
in as many pride-related ways as possible?

“Rowan!” Melanie bustles over; he quickly slides his paper up his 
sleeve. She makes metallic jangling noises—words like “ringing” or 
“pealing” don’t apply—as she moves, thanks to a gold chain bracelet 
decorated with small bells at each link. Matching earrings dangle from 
her ears, clinking out of tune with the ones at her wrist. “Can I ask you 
something?”

He nods, hoping she’ll let pass unremarked his description of holiday 
cissexism.

“Where did you buy your flag patches? I want one. Well, maybe 
more than one, because there’s the aro flag, and the ace flag, and maybe 
one of the aro-ace flags, but I haven’t decided which one I like best 
since there’s several that are nice, and...”

Once-in-a-lifetime inspiration hits Rowan with finger-twitching 
force. “I don’t know,” he lies once Melanie runs out of steam. “Uh … a 
friend gave them to me and ... I don’t know where they bought them. 
Online, probably?” He swallows and tries for distraction, gambling his 
poor ability for falsehood against Melanie’s likely ignorance. “Maybe 
look on Etsy? I’d look on Etsy.”

“Etsy? What’s that?”
“Handcraft eBay,” he says in relief, thinking through his thread 

stash. “Where people sell handmade things. I don’t know when I’m 
seeing my friend next, but I can ask...?”

He’ll need purples, greens, greys, black, white—oh, and blues! A 
little orange, a little yellow. Has he enough fabric? What about time? 
Should he do the main ones first and then others as he can squeeze 
them in?

On the way home tonight, he’ll start by stopping at his local sewing 
store.
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Rowan hits “send” on an email to Damien, ignoring Mum’s latest 
text, as Shelby bounds up to his desk. Like Melanie, she’s added 
Christmas T-shirts to her daily ensemble; unlike Melanie, Shelby’s 
T-shirts appear to come from a department store’s children’s section. 
Today’s shirt shows a cute-but-scientifically-inaccurate dinosaur in a 
Santa hat holding a red box. Also unlike Melanie, Shelby hasn’t added 
earrings, pins, necklaces, bangles or socks in honour of the season. 
“Yeah?”

Damien added “battery and USB-powered light-up objects” to the 
List after an office vote provoked by a flashing necklace that resembled 
miniature string lights.

Shelby whispers, meaning that she speaks in a raspier tone with 
volume enough that her standing on the other side of a crowded football 
oval needn’t impede one’s hearing. In fairness, Rowan has heard her 
speak over a hundred gossiping Year 7 students until they surrendered 
to the stubbornness of an older woman who doesn’t go to bed caring 
what they think of her. “Can you go through all the … the identities? 
Can you show them to me and tell me what colours go with them? Do 
they all have their own colours?”

Rowan can only sit and gape.
“Please? I need someone to go through them all.”
He lunges for his half-filled mug, hoping his perpetual need for 

coffee conceals his surprise. “You mean pride flags? Queer pride flags?”
“Please.” Shelby nods, grips his arm and gives a meant-as-comforting 

nutcracker-like squeeze before lowering her hand to fidget with her 
phone—a device likely dug up with the fossils from the dinosaur on 
her shirt. It doesn’t have a cover; he guesses she covered the back with 
multiple layers of washi tape coated in (yellowing) clear nail polish. 
He doesn’t ask why. “Maybe you can start with the ones you use, and 
that one Melanie has, and then tell me the other ones? There aren’t that 
many, are there?”

Rowan, lukewarm coffee in his mouth and heading down his gullet, 
chokes.
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Several moments of spluttering and coughing, aided by Shelby’s 
enthusiastic back-pounding, pass before he can answer. “Uh … there’s 
lots, actually. Lots.” He considers explaining about Tumblr before 
deciding on the appropriate answer: a thousand kinds of nope. “Do you 
want gender ones, or sexuality ones, or aromantic ones, or...?”

Shelby’s blank, brow-creased expression shows that, if she read 
Rowan’s leaflet, his emails and the hand-outs provided by Damien’s 
trainers, the knowledge hasn’t stuck with her.

(They weren’t better than Rowan’s own and only mentioned 
aromanticism as a way of being asexual.)

“The ones you and Melanie use...?” She lowers her voice to a point 
where someone may, in theory, be unable to hear her from the other 
side of the room. “I want to get Melanie a little extra … something, 
this year. With a flag, maybe?” She jerks her elbow in the direction of 
Melanie’s mug, currently filled with something smelling of camomile 
and dish-water. “But I should know more about the other ones, too. 
Like yours. Can you show them all to me?”

There’s no way in this tinselled hell that Melanie can’t hear Shelby, 
yet Melanie appears engrossed in deleting emails.

Last week, Rowan said “aromantic” once to their newest volunteer 
in a conversation about the pride flags on their website. Seconds later, 
Melanie materialised from the hallway, passed over one of Rowan’s 
leaflets and introduced herself as aro-ace before giving a five-point 
rundown on ways to avoid casual amatonormativity—not that she’s yet 
comfortable saying the word—in the workplace. There’s no way she’s 
contemplating the mysteries of her trash folder while Rowan talks to 
Shelby about aromantic pride flags! Breathing “aro” aloud is now akin 
to summoning a demon—one revelling in the discovery of the identity 
that makes belated sense of her life.

“You want me to show you aromantic flags?” Rowan asks to clarify, 
baffled.

Shelby beams at him. “Yes, please.”
Melanie, frowning, deletes an email.
Did Damien have a word with her? Did the volunteer complain?
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Rowan can’t say that he wants to play tour guide through the world 
of queer vexillology, but Shelby has gone five weeks without saying 
the phrase “you trans people” and two months without reassuring 
Rowan on the subject of pronoun-correction. He also knows Melanie 
and Shelby are friends outside of work, bonding over stage shows and 
music. If Shelby wants to support Melanie in her aromanticism, how 
can Rowan refuse?

 While Rowan sat there planning the politest way to navigate the 
glaring error in the trainers’ leaflets, Melanie stood up, exclaimed that 
aromanticism isn’t the same thing as asexuality and demanded that 
they do some reading before engaging in “obvious aro denial”. He owes 
her. She scares him a little, but he owes her.

(Should Rowan master the ability to handle conversations and 
presentations, he may consider becoming a sensitivity trainer. That two-
day workshop, while decent enough on gender and sexuality, left him 
again concluding that most queer alloros have no idea how to reference 
and include aromanticism in their conversations about queerness.)

Another Mum-authored text flashes up on his phone, displaying the 
words “Christmas”, “clothing” and “appropriately”.

No, no and hell no.
“Yeah, okay.” He bends down to grab his satchel, tucked against the 

left-hand side of his desk. A decent collection of patches and badges 
now covers the front flap, including his cursed-but-memorable “aro” 
patch. “That’s the trans pride flag, with the blue, pink and white, and 
beside it is the bisexual flag. The flag with the greens and black is the 
aromantic flag, and the allo-aro flag has the greens and gold. It’s pretty 
much the same as the aro flag, except with yellow and gold instead 
of grey and black.” He points at each patch as he moves through his 
explanation. “Allo—allosexual—aromantics are aros who experience 
sexual attraction.” 

He’ll stick to simple definitions with Shelby, even if they lack ideal 
expansiveness.

Shelby nods, smiling.
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“For me, it means I’m aromantic and bisexual. Aro-aces, like Melanie, 
are aromantic and asexual, meaning she doesn’t experience sexual 
attraction.” He almost asks her if she remembers what “aromanticism” 
means before realising that he’ll sound like a condescending primary-
school teacher. “This flag with the blues, white and grey is the 
frayromantic flag, which designates the specific way I’m aro. The flag 
on Melanie’s mug—”

Shelby leans against his desk, her grey braid trailing over one arm. 
“So you have an aromantic flag and an allosexual aromantic flag? A 
special aromantic flag?”

Are they heading towards the sort of conversation that involves 
anger over “making up” identities outside the speaker’s reckoning of 
acceptable? Or does she mean “distinct”? “Ah … kind of? The green 
and black flag represents all aros—Melanie and me. The green and gold 
one’s just for me, and I don’t use her blue and orange one.”

For the first time in living memory, Melanie pays Rowan and Shelby 
no attention.

“I see! You want to reflect different types of aro.” Shelby almost 
says the word without unusual stress; Rowan considers applauding her 
but decides he won’t risk undermining his point on avoiding excessive 
overreaction to queer terminology. “Do you ever put the flags together? 
Like if you want to be both things at once?”

When isn’t he the state of multiple identities at once? Rowan decides 
she means “represent” instead of “be” and nods. “Yeah? Some people 
put a heart with the stripes of the aro flag in the middle of the trans or 
bi flags, but I don’t like that because using a heart to represent us all is a 
bit … eh. You know, heart, love, love hearts? Lots of people don’t care, 
though. I’ve also seen folks split them in an image, or have the stripes 
fade into each other. Like trans stripes fading into aro stripes.”

“And you like that better?” Shelby blinks, her blunt nails tracing the 
edge of the case. “Would Melanie like that? The aromantic flag fading 
into another one?”

There’s no way Melanie didn’t hear that—and no reason for her to 
say silent! Last month she told Rowan and Shelby to get mint chocolate 
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cake for her birthday after walking in on them debating sponge versus 
cheesecake in the meeting room!

(Sponge, in Rowan’s opinion, is the classic cake format.)
“Yeah. It shows my identities together without using symbolism I find 

awkward.” Rowan lowers his voice, leaning closer to Shelby. “Melanie 
will probably go for the aromantic flag fading into or combined with 
the asexual flag, if you’re doing something with two flags. I don’t think 
she’d be into hearts, but a split image or fading? That’d work.”

Shelby straightens, beaming, and gives Rowan another firm arm-
squeeze. “That’s great! Thank you so much for helping, Rowan!”

“Don’t you want to know more about aro-ace flags...?”
“No, that’s great!” Shelby, heading towards her own desk, no longer 

attempts to speak at anything not normal volume. “Aromantic into 
asexual! I’ll remember that!”

As Shelby turns, he catches a glimpse of the cracked screen on her 
phone—or, more specifically, the movement of her hand as she presses 
stop on her recording app.

Is that legal? It surely isn’t normal? Or is she an auditory learner, 
meaning she’ll learn best by playing the recording over … but in that 
case, why not say so? He could have directed her to YouTube videos 
and podcasts! Perhaps, though, she only shows her ignorance in digital 
etiquette, in the same way Rowan took Melanie aside to explain that 
the use of caps lock for the body of a promotional email violates good 
manners as much as—more than!—she thinks signing a form in red 
ballpoint? Should he complain about something suggestive of her 
willingness to understand him?

Rowan stares, shrugs and shakes his head as a third text pops up.
Sometimes it’s easier to just not ask.
Too bad that can’t apply as easily to family.

Rowan stands, yawns and stretches. His lunch half-hour beckons: 
sunshine spent with food, cross-stitch and a flock of pigeons tame 
enough to perch on the far end of his bench. Since today involved 
apologetic emails followed by a contrite phone call to his goddess 
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amongst printers, time free of people feels like looming perfection. Just 
him, the pigeons, a sewing needle and the homemade pasty he hid 
from Matt inside a bag of frozen peas.

Any day in which he gets to enjoy his own cooking can’t be too 
terrible.

Perhaps he should do as his psychologist says: put a chest freezer in 
his bedroom and a lock on his door.

“Rowan!” Damien, his hair tousled enough to make Rowan think 
of a woolly mammoth in a sharp suit, carries a plate of something 
smelling like honey and chicken into the office. “While Melanie’s out, 
can you show me your mug shop? You said there’s a lot of aro-ace flags, 
right? Or would she want one like yours, the green one? I don’t get her 
something like your blue and green shield one, though?” He shrugs 
and sets the plate down on Rowan’s desk. “My wife’s friends with her 
sister and we got invited out, but there’s another swap. I don’t want to 
get her the wrong thing. Do you mind?”

At least Damien does the sensible thing of asking while Melanie’s 
out on lunch. Maybe this won’t take too long: Damien’s a terrible 
photographer with unreasonable expectations of Photoshop, but he 
does know how to buy things online. 

“Yeah. Hold on.” Rowan opens up his browser just as his phone 
beeps. Nope, ignoring that. “I’ll show you what mugs I think she’d want.”

He hadn’t realised how many people here are friends with Melanie 
outside of work. It must be nice to have a regular social life that isn’t 
“being at work” and “sighing at housemates”, but there’s advantages 
in possessing the short holiday shopping list of family, a work gift 
exchange and a couple of friends. Besides, does anyone want one’s co-
workers to know what happens at an outside party?

“Don’t ignore your phone because of me.”
“It’s Dad.” Since Rowan can’t find a pithy or amusing way to explain 

that Dad’s text message will be a guilt-trip ordering Rowan to come to 
Christmas for the sake of the family’s happiness followed by a second 
guilt-trip explaining how much his refusal to confirm has upset Mum, 
he just shakes his head. 
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You talked about this with the psychologist. Guilt. Trip.
He made an appointment for the second week of January; he should 

have made one in December as well.
“That bad?”
He can’t remember the specifics of his rant that day atop the desk, 

but he must have suggested at an interesting relationship with his 
parents. “Yeah.”

Did they forget telling Rowan that if he doesn’t like how they treat 
him, he can leave? They told Rowan that he isn’t welcome while he 
remains intolerant of them—while I expect them to treat me as I deserve. 
He left. Now they want him back to smile for the family photos?

What’s worse? Enduring a day of misgendering, deadnaming and 
cissexism, which shouldn’t result in unknown voyages of horror if he 
bites his tongue? Or avoiding short-term discomfort while gaining 
the long-term torment of the family’s schooling Rowan in appropriate 
Ross respect for blood and holidays? What chance is there of avoiding 
harassment if he doesn’t go?

Maybe he can leave off shaving for a week before Christmas and turn 
up with his new, albeit patchy, facial hair while wearing an op-shop 
debutante gown, so he “dresses appropriately” and “doesn’t confuse the 
relatives” as requested.

How many truckloads of Valium will he need for that?
“Rowan? Are you okay?” Damien, now sitting on an office chair, 

peers at him as though waiting for Rowan to do anything more than 
stare at the computer screen.

“Ugh. Sorry. Just thinking.” Rowan sighs and types in the shop’s 
name, bringing up their website, and then opens a second tab to 
another archiving different pride flags. 

“Do you want to talk about it?” Damien asks in that gruffly-gentle 
voice, one that makes Rowan want to smash his fist through a window.  

“Yeah, no.” Rowan draws a breath and points at the screen with a 
hand a too trembly for his liking. “So you’re going to want to know 
what flags represent what, because there’s a drop-down menu where 
you can choose from different flags...” 
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It’s easier to talk, easier to run through all the different flags in a 
depth of explanation Damien doesn’t request, easier to think about 
something that isn’t family—a subject with complexity enough to 
distract but without provocation enough to distress.

He doesn’t know if Damien asks questions from curiosity or kindness, 
but Rowan’s pasty becomes pastry crumbs scattered over his desk and 
keyboard; Damien’s chicken, half-eaten, sits cooling on its plate.

“So cupioromantic is the one where you want the relationship but 
you don’t feel romance?” Damien frowns and runs both oversized hands 
through his hair, now resembling a befuddled bear emerging after a 
long hibernation. “Why have a word for that? I mean, everyone feels 
like it isn’t one of those movies and dates anyway, so why specify that?”

“Where you don’t feel romantic attraction but desire a romantic 
relationship,” Rowan says, telling himself that Damien unknowingly 
regurgitates the tired “demiromanticism is normal” argument. Isn’t this 
better than looking at the fifth text message? “Some people need it to 
be a word. Movies aren’t that divorced from reality. They’re … too easy, 
too glossy, too perfect, too unrealistic, but...” 

He sighs. Not dating brings many benefits, but Rowan has to admit 
that he misses the fun of falling in love, even if trouble always follows. 
Misses the fun of dreaming, hoping and fantasising; misses the bright, 
happy glow of being caught up in someone else. At risk of being 
considered a bad aro, he likes that glorious limerence pushing him to 
navigate people despite his gibbering anxiety! In some ways, knowing 
he’s capable of falling in love over and over feels heady and powerful; 
amatonormativity more than the nature of Rowan’s frayromanticism 
bestows difficulty on its aftermath.

I want to fall in love with you ... and after getting to know you, do it 
again with someone else, all the best bits of romance’s beginning on eternal 
repeat.

Instead, he avoids dating and the inevitable development of his 
partner’s hurt, surrendering to a world where his shape of attraction 
isn’t acceptable or reasonable. Albeit with a trace of bitterness that 
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frayromanticism will be easier to navigate should Rowan not be an 
anxiety-plagued, bisexual trans man!

Of course, discarding romance makes pursuing his shape of sexual 
attraction unacceptable and unreasonable...

“How are they real? Nobody just sees someone and falls in love like 
that—” 

“Dude, dude, I’ve fallen in love like that.” Rowan shakes his head and 
launches into the speech that’s the spiritual duty of any card-carrying 
aromantic: “Do you fall in love after you get to know someone? After 
they love you back? Do you know what ‘fall in love’ means to you? 
Because it’s easy to name all sorts of feelings ‘love’ and think they’re 
romantic when the world says you have to be alloromantic. It’s even 
easier to not be romantically attracted and not know! Have you thought 
about it?”

Damien, his eyes so wide that he reminds Rowan of a zebrafish with 
a brown wig, shakes his head.

“I swear, alloros like romance movies because while they’re a … a 
simplified, idealistic version of romance, they’re close enough to what 
people feel—or think they’re supposed to feel—that they … ring, 
resonate. They wouldn’t do that if it were complete invention. Just like 
science fiction isn’t real but talks enough about human experiences to 
have meaning to human audiences. Unreal, in so many ways, but just 
real enough. So—”

Damien holds up both hands, palms facing Rowan. “Stop. Stop.”
Now the anxious part of Rowan’s brain realises he’s lecturing at his 

supervisor in a way no need to avoid thinking of his family justifies; 
he gulps, fingers trembling. While the office code of conduct doesn’t 
specify things like unwanted speeches questioning another person’s 
belief in their romantic attraction, he doubts this acceptable behaviour. 
“I … shit. I’m sorry! I’m so sorry! I just...”

Will he ever stop causing a mess at work?
“You’re talking so fast,” Damien says, slow and careful in the way of 

a man talking to a panicked horse, “that I can’t keep up.” He sighs and 
runs one hand through his hair. “This isn’t something I thought we’d 
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be talking about! I just wanted to check that everything was right...” 
He shakes his head, but he doesn’t sound annoyed or outraged. Just 
bewildered. “Okay. Right. What about all those sorts of things that we 
think are love? What do you mean by that?”

At some point during the resulting afternoon, Rowan sends an 
email thanking his printer for her willingness to amend the job queue, 
ignores his brother’s entry in the competition to provoke the most 
seasonally-appropriate guilt, and scribbles a note to ask the higher-ups 
if they’ll spring for a basket of expensive coffee and chocolates sent to 
said printer. 

Damien nods several times, takes dot points on a flyer print-out 
and the back of the report draft for last week’s holiday event, asks 
more questions and promises that he’ll remind the higher-ups of their 
involvement in submitting January’s flyers two weeks late. After eating 
the rest of his re-heated honey chicken at Rowan’s desk and narrating 
the story of how his future wife followed him from pub to pub during 
a crawl for his brother’s buck’s night, Damien concludes that he only 
experiences attraction for someone after they express attraction for him.

Melanie, having rested her arms on the back of Damien’s chair to 
overhear the last half of the conversation, gives him a smothering hug 
and welcomes him to “the quiver” before cackling at Damien’s blank 
look.

Find a recipro mug, Rowan later scribbles on the bottom of his to-
do-list.

At least that job doesn’t involve relatives.

On the last working day of the year, Rowan staggers into the office 
holding a plate of homemade shortbread—the top layer of plastic wrap 
bearing the Sharpie-written words “NOT FOR HOUSEMATES BUY 
YOUR OWN FUCKING BISCUITS”, his mood sour. On the one 
hand, he’s free until January (although he’ll prefer that circumstance 
more should this be a paid break). On the other hand, Christmas and 
its family awfulness tag-team with the heat to curse him with mind-
racing, restless 4 AM wakefulness.
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He chose right. Didn’t he?
In six days, he’ll have survived the family dinner and his housemates 

will be with their people or travelling for the holiday. He can bag up 
his presents for their customary donating, buy something online and 
spend the day baking food he doesn’t have to share or hide.

Christmas will be an exercise in endurance, but it’s a known terrible. 
Better to suffer one day of hell and leave than to poke the hydra in each 
of its eyes and allow it, enraged, to hunt him across the earth. Right?

“Rowan!” Melanie greets him at the door, today wearing a silky 
blouse with a poinsettia print, a pendant shaped like a miniature tree 
bauble, and stocking-shaped earrings of the heavy, dangly kind. A 
Santa hat trimmed with silver sequins and a large golden bell sits atop 
her short hair. “Merry Christmas!”

“Uh … back at you?”
“You didn’t wear anything Christmassy!” Melanie flutters her hands 

at him: she painted her glossy crimson nails with white and green 
stripes like the fancier sort of candy cane. “Can’t you get anything in 
your size?”

“No...” Rowan glances at his usual outfit: dress shoes, jeans black 
enough to resemble slacks on forgot-to-do-laundry days, navy shirt. 

Couldn’t he have worn his cherry-red Docs? 
Her suggestion gives him a convenient out, but isn’t he trying to be 

honest about his feelings? “I didn’t look. Christmas … isn’t that exciting 
when you’re enduring family.” He barks a laugh, hoping Melanie 
understands. “At least being trans, nobody asks me if I’m dating anyone 
or when I’m going to bring someone home to meet the family, because 
they don’t want to think about trans people in a relationship.” He steps 
sideways, hoping to navigate around her, put his plate down and move 
the conversation towards something less fraught. “I made shortbread. 
Do you like shortbread?”

He stiffens, trying not to panic, when Melanie envelops him in a 
bear hug, smushing Rowan’s chest and one arm against her necklace. 
“You spend Christmas with your family?”
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“Don’t most people who celebrate it?” He shuffles out of her 
embrace to slide his cling-filmed plate onto Shelby’s desk beside a 
plastic container of pizza scrolls. He slips the ingredients card from his 
jeans pocket, straightens the creases and rests it by the plate. “Uh … is 
cling-film better or worse for the environment than biscuits in a freezer 
bag? I had a set of clip-seal containers, but my housemates left me two 
condiment-sized ones in the cupboard. I could use a bit of plastic or 
defrost frozen stir fry, except I didn’t know what I’d put that in if I used 
the stir fry container for the shortbread...”

Rowan realises he’s rambling and presses his lips together before he 
rants on how his containers must be growing five types of mould in the 
bottom of Matt’s backpack.

“Happy Holidays, everyone!” Shelby, both arms burdened by plastic 
cake containers, enters wearing a red T-shirt with the legend “All I 
Want for Christmas Is a Unicorn”, a glittery ribbon tied around the 
end of her braid. Only twice before has he seen her without a blazer. 
“Mel! Your earrings! Millers?”

Rowan swallows a laugh and, freed from awkwardness, heads for the 
relative comfort of his desk.

A party day, he soon realises, possesses a distressing lack of work. 
He acquires plates and spoons from the kitchenette, he works on a few 
photos from last week, he sorts his emails. He notices Melanie pulling 
Damien aside to talk about something that requires the waving of candy-
cane fingernails, but, before he can start to wonder, the volunteer ropes 
him into a conversation about a loving family with unusual pavlova-
eating habits. Shelby saves him from that oddity only to tell the story 
of her family’s chipping in to get her granddaughter a four-hundred-
dollar dollhouse. “My parents wouldn’t have spent that much on a toy! 
How can anyone charge four hundred dollars for plastic?”

That seems like a good time to head over to the food table.
Shelby does make a good chocolate cake.
“Rowan.” Damien heads towards him, his approach signalled by a 

trailing, bell-ringing Melanie. “A minute?”
Nothing good has ever been heralded by this question. Nothing.
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Rowan nods and follows them over to the whiteboard, standing in 
front of the List.

“Do you,” Damien says, at least doing the decent thing of asking 
straight out, “need somewhere to go for Christmas?”

Oh, god. What provoked this horror? Melanie?
Why...?
“We’d non-romantically love to have you.” Melanie’s smile beams 

as bright as her nails—her lips a close match for their glossy crimson 
basecoat. “Me and my daughter and her partner, I mean—not me and 
Damien together. It won’t be anything fancy, but you’re welcome to 
come.”

“My wife said my telling her about being recipro makes so much 
sense, and she’d like to ask questions of someone who actually knows 
things.” Damien nods, his holiday cheer demonstrated in the absence 
of a tie, rolled-up shirtsleeves and reflectively-shiny shoes. “And I make 
beer batter fritters.”

Never has Rowan heard Damien speak in aromantic-identity terms 
with that much casual fluidity, and he would smile but for two co-
workers waiting, expectantly, for his answer.

How does he express appreciation for their kindness while explaining 
that he can’t not go home for Christmas?

A few moments pass before Rowan’s lips and tongue produce sounds 
that aren’t “I”, “uh” and “I … uh”. “Thanks? But … well, I’d be fine 
being alone on Christmas and I’m not doing that because … that’d 
be bad, so... And, you know, family? And I want to see my dog? So ... 
thanks, but...”

“But you’re one of us,” Melanie says with unusual solemnity, resting 
a hand on Rowan’s shoulder. “Just like Damien’s now one of—wait, we 
need to get you a mug! Why didn’t we get Damien a mug?”

“Well, actually...” Rowan, thanking the Aro Gods for Melanie’s 
willingness to head down any conversational tangent, darts towards 
his desk and satchel, the latter housing a heavy tissue-wrapped box. 
Pinkish-red, of course. “Here. Have a mug.”
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“Oh! You should have told me!” Melanie’s lips tremble as she and 
Damien follow him back across the room. “I would have gotten a mug 
with you!”

Rowan rests the box on his lap, startled. Why didn’t he think to tell 
Melanie that he bought Damien a mug? (How else does one welcome 
another into aromantic kinship?) Why didn’t he wait until Damien 
was busy and order a mug with Melanie, instead of buying one on his 
phone on the train home from work?

Rowan owns skill in list-making, cross-stitch, baking, fixing other 
people’s photos and designing his own leaflets. He’s quietly proud of 
the many arts in which he dabbles with varying degrees of success. He’s 
mastered, too, survival on the fringes of other people’s lives, survival 
in a world where few are worth trusting. That ability though, makes 
him a man too comfortable in isolation. It makes him, in ways that 
have nothing to do with allosexual frayromanticism beyond his living 
in an aromantic-antagonistic world, a man who doesn’t know how to 
welcome other people into the house behind his five-metre fence.

He keeps everyone at arm’s length, even when—perhaps especially 
when—he plies his crafts for their benefit.

Does everyone experience acute flashes of insight at inconvenient 
times, the irrevocable sense that their personhood is one bewildering 
state of immeasurably fucked up?

“I’m sorry. Really.” He passes the mug to Damien, looking at 
Melanie. “I’m used to doing things on my own. I should have thought, 
but I didn’t.”

“We do realise that,” Damien says, tearing both wrapping paper and 
the box lid in a sharp tug. “You got the green-stripe one—oh, wait, it’s 
got both?” His hands render the mug’s size almost laughable, but Rowan 
couldn’t find soup-sized variants from a store willing to custom print 
aromantic flags on crockery. “Mel, there’s both. The recipromantic-
only one and the shared one. Thank you!”

Is Rowan imagining that hint of passive-aggression? “You realise...?”
“That you’re independent, that’d you’d rather suffer alone than risk 

asking for help, even when it causes problems for you. That you’re only 
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comfortable with people when you’re in a position of knowledge or 
authority. We learnt early on that you work best when we get out of 
your way.” Damien sets the mug on the desk with a soft clink. “I’m not 
completely useless in my job, so try harder to stop rolling your eyes 
over my photos.”

“They’re terrible,” Melanie says, squeezing Rowan’s forearm—
apparently forgiven. “You know that, right?”

“The next person to say they can do better has to prove it—”
“My dog photos prove it!”
“At an event! Not in your backyard!”
For a reason likely tied up in internalised ableism, Rowan thought 

anxiety his designated, annoyance-causing personality failing. His 
tendency to overreact, freak out, let things get to him; his tendency 
to shaking hands and rambling incoherence. He didn’t consider that, 
in the company of people more inclined to decency and less inclined 
to avoid criticism on deadnaming and cissexism by casting him as the 
problem, they may find something else frustrating or difficult.

“Is this...” Rowan halts, thinking better of it, before he says the words 
“being fired just before Christmas”. Even he doubts Damien capable 
of inviting someone to join him for the holiday only to retaliate with a 
firing on Rowan’s refusal, although logic doesn’t still his hands. What’s 
the good of logic if my anxiety still ignores it? “What is this?”

Damien shrugs, tapping a finger against his new mug. “Yearly 
performance evaluation, maybe? Shame that I’ll have to write it down. 
I’d rather just call this sort—”

“What’d you say on mine?” Melanie blurts, clapping her hands.
Damien raises both eyebrows. “As if I’d answer that sober!” He shakes 

his head; Melanie trills her laughter. “We realise that there’s reasons, 
Rowan. It isn’t a real problem for us, but it may be one for you. If you 
find yourself in the company of a therapist at some point, consider 
mentioning it?”

Reining in Melanie wasn’t the reason Damien asked her to work 
with Rowan, he realises in yet another dizzying, revelatory moment, 
but that isn’t the cause of Rowan’s spluttering. “If? You think it’s only 
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if? I’d have more aro shit on my desk if I weren’t paying a psychiatrist 
and a psychologist!” He sighs and nods. “January. I see them January.”

“I don’t like to assume.” Damien shrugs again; Rowan guesses it his 
attempt at conveying casualness. “Given that this isn’t quite the … er, 
situation for this conversation, I should—”

“I’m fine,” Rowan says, thinking Melanie’s heedless interrupting a 
contagious quality. “Really. It’s good. Like actually...” He doesn’t know 
how to voice this feeling that, for the first time in his life, someone 
has voiced a critique that doesn’t feel like he’s being disdained or 
unravelled. “Melanie … again, I’m sorry.” He thinks the time right for 
another distraction and grabs the second parcel from his bag—tissue 
paper tied with strands of aro-coloured embroidery floss. “Here. I’ve 
been working on this. I got your name.”

Melanie lunges for the parcel, struggling to untie the knot with her 
long fingernails until Shelby—was she close by?—hands over a pair of 
scissors. Blades click shut; Melanie pulls away the paper.

Twenty square embroidered patches in the purples and greens of 
many aro-ace and aromantic pride flags cascade from Melanie’s hands 
onto the worn carpet.

Melanie has always been given to laughter, but the way she bends 
over, resting her elbows on her knees as though she can’t hold herself up, 
has Rowan fearing that he’s given her a heart attack via pride patches.

“Aro-ace! Are these all of them?” She draws a shaking breath and 
carefully kneels, gathering patches. “I didn’t know there were this 
many!”

“Aro and aro-ace. The ones I know about, anyway. There’s probably 
a few I don’t.”

“Did you make all these?” Shelby asks. “You should sell them!”
Rowan considers explaining why he’ll never make even minimum 

wage selling hand-embroidered patches in aro pride flag colours, but 
Melanie’s pulling him into another grasping hug has him scarce able 
to breathe, never mind speak. He doesn’t know for how long Melanie 
smothers him, just that she, like an eventual retreating tide, steps back, 
leaving Rowan bewildered and giddy. Perhaps this is too much?
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“You’re a liar, and this must have taken forever, and you shouldn’t 
have. I can’t believe you sew!” Melanie shakes her head, shuffling 
through the patches. “There’s the aro-ace flag with blue and orange, 
and a combined one, and one without black stripes—oh, thank you!”

Rowan shrugs, relieved that she seems happy. “Do you have 
something to put them on?”

“I have a coat. I’ll have a pride coat! And nobody will have the least 
idea what it means!” Melanie grins, shaking her head, before leaning 
over to tap Damien on the forearm. “Should the rest of us swap gifts 
now?”

Damien settles himself down on the closest chair. “Good idea. Do 
you want to—”

“We’re doing Secret Santa now!” Melanie stands on her tiptoes, 
waving the hand not clutching a handful of patches. “Find your person 
and give your gift, and then come here and show me what you got! 
Rowan made me aro-ace patches! All the aro-ace patches!”

“You know your evaluation says ‘needs to stop interrupt—’”
“Quickly, because Damien’s nattering on about performance 

evaluations!”
Damien sighs, shakes his head and leans back on his chair, looking 

up at the ceiling. “Lord give me—is that mould up there?”
“Probably,” Rowan says, hoping that he doesn’t look like a man 

expecting to open a set of golf balls. Did Shelby get him and lie about 
Melanie? Does that explain the voice recording? “Does the janitor have 
a step ladder? It’d be easier to tell if we got up close.”

“She does, because of the lighting.” Damien shakes his head. 
“Remind me first week back to get someone in to look at that. Or 
to write it on the whiteboard before we leave.” He reaches inside his 
left trouser pocket, removes a small card-sized parcel held between 
thumb and pointer finger, and flips it onto Rowan’s lap with surprising 
deftness. “I think this will be appropriate? While I didn’t know what 
you planned for Melanie, I saw you working on the train one evening. 
You had earbuds in and were too busy looking at your hands to notice, 
but I guessed then you’d made your bag’s patches.”
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“It’s hard to cross-stitch on a moving train,” Rowan says by way of 
apology, a shade confused: what gift needs this explanation? “Hard to 
cross-stitch well. Not so hard if you don’t care about neatness.” He 
peels back the tape—Damien wrapped the card the way he presses his 
suits, the edges inhumanly crisp—and finds a gift card for his local 
sewing store. Rowan stares, drops the card on his lap and slides his 
hands under his legs, doubtful he can say anything comprehensible 
past this isn’t a gift pack of golf balls.

“That’s what you got him? A gift card?” Melanie shakes her head and 
pokes Damien in the shoulder with startling vehemence; only Damien’s 
size and his feet, firmly planted on the ground, keep him from falling. 
“Did you put any thought into that? I don’t like to be that oldie—” She 
stops, scowling: Rowan can’t hold back his spluttering laughter. “As I 
was saying, gift cards are the laziest way to—Rowan’s laughing at me, 
isn’t he?”

Damien tucks his hands behind his head and leans further back in 
his chair, grinning up at the popcorn ceiling.

Moments—in which Shelby gives Damien a six pack of fancy-
looking artisanal beer—pass before Rowan’s ribcage resumes its regular 
pattern of movement. Finally, he manages to rasp an explanation: 
“Buying a gift card for a department store? Impersonal, but okay if 
they shop there. Buying a gift card for a trans man at a clothing shop 
where every tag has woman on the label? Hateful, unless you know he 
wants it. Buying a gift card related to someone’s interests so they can 
pick what they want? Good. And I need fabric, so … thank you.”

“Did someone get you a Millers gift card?” Melanie asks, her hands 
raised to cover her mouth. “That’s horrible!”

“That’s Aunt Laura,” Rowan mutters. Melanie’s expression of horror, 
Damien’s surprising evaluation and the wonder of a good, useful present 
leaves him inclined to truth: “That’s the most considerate gift I’ll get. 
One with thought that isn’t ‘outright cissexism’ or ‘you’re a man so 
we’ll ignore your personality to give you the most generically-male of 
generically-male items’.” He places the gift card and paper on his desk 
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before nodding at Damien, who continues his overgrown Cheshire Cat 
impression. “Really, thank you.”

Even though Rowan isn’t standing atop his desk to blather about 
names, the room falls into an uncomfortable quiet.

Shouldn’t someone rustle some wrapping paper? Bite into a biscuit? 
Thank somebody for their gift? Why aren’t they making noise?

Melanie breaks into a broad smile, threading her fingers together like 
a self-congratulatory cartoon villain. “Oh, I don’t know about that.”

Rowan’s body, ever alert to strangeness in the people around him, 
stiffens long before his brain concurs that this change in conversational 
direction is at minimum odd and veering towards confronting with a 
high likelihood of I’m so not going to like it.

Damien jerks upright, chair creaking. “Didn’t we talk about how to 
do this—”

“His aunt gave him a Millers gift card!” Melanie grabs Shelby by the 
arm and drags her towards the meeting room like an illegal firework 
gone out of control.

Damien isn’t much an arbiter of this office’s brand of chaos, but 
he’s the closest thing to a pillar of stability inside this mouse-scented 
bewilderment and therefore the person at which Rowan directs his 
questioning: “What...?”

“You know how Melanie gets all enthusiastic?” Damien runs both 
hands through his already-mussed hair. “She comes up with plans and 
you can’t so much stop her as guide her in the safest direction and hope 
you’re alive come the landing?”

Does Damien know that is the worst answer anyone can give to a man 
with more than one anxiety disorder? At least short of pronouncements 
like “we volunteered you to give year 12 biology students a seminar on 
recessive genes and you’re starting right now”? Wasn’t that something 
to do with the monk who grew beans? Hendel? Mendel? Or did he just 
grow beans at a monastery for some reason? Or was it peas?

“What...?” Rowan croaks, staring at the dark meeting room like a 
man waiting to face a starving tyrannosaurus.
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“She thought we should demonstrate our acceptance of you, after 
our failures in this. And then she realised Christmas isn’t a great time 
of year for you, which made her even more … uh, enthusiastic. I made 
her promise she’d do this after everyone else left, but...”

Melanie staggers out of the meeting room with a large basket held 
in both hands, a basket covered with glinting cellophane and decorated 
with a mix of blue and green ribbons.

Shelby trails after her, clasping another pair of scissors.
Rowan will never understand, never mind be able to explain, the 

thought processes leading to his diving off his chair for the sanctuary 
underneath his desk—just that one moment he’s sitting on his chair 
and the next he’s crouching beside computer cables and a lid from 
someone’s Pikachu lunch box. Some primeval sense of cave as safety, 
perhaps … but didn’t prehistoric humanity fear cave bears and cave 
lions? Aren’t large, bright spaces, with visibility and room to run, safer 
than small, dark places concealing unknowable predators? What about 
drought, then? Or deserts? Are there any safe places, really...?

Melanie holds no respect for the ancient tenets of let the hiding man 
hide undisturbed until he’s ready to stop hiding, but she does rest the 
basket on the ground at the entrance of Rowan’s desk-cave, blocking 
legs and chairs from sight. “Merry Christmas,” she warbles from behind 
the mountain of cellophane and wicker. “We hope there’s something 
there that you like!”

“Happy Holidays!” Shelby echoes, followed by a few more rounds 
from the rest of the office. “Do you want scissors? Melanie wraps things 
like she’s paid to use sticky tape by the metre.”

“We only have cheap tape in the office! It won’t stick unless you 
use heaps!” A thunking sound echoes from above Rowan’s head, and 
then Melanie’s candy-striped hand reaches around the leg of his desk, 
offering Shelby’s scissors. “Here. You’ll ... probably need them.”

There’s something to be said for this workplace’s willingness to treat 
escapades atop and beneath office furniture as normal, Rowan thinks. 
Breathe. “Than—uh—thanks.” He takes the scissors, staring at the 
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back of shining cellophane; a miscellany of shapes wrapped in green 
paper sit within like an aromantic dragon’s treasure hoard.

“Damien, can you make them give us better tape next year?”
“We can have good tape if we stop spending the stationery money 

on good coffee and your fancy teas?”
“The tape’s fine,” Melanie announces before changing the subject: 

“Rowan? Are you opening anything? You have to tell us what you’re 
opening if you’re going to do it down there. Oh, do be careful—I think 
Liam used to shove his chewing gum under the table.”

Rowan shudders, but better his hair brushing old chewing gum 
over seeing his gift-opening become the focus of everyone’s attention! 
He draws a steadying breath, tells himself delay won’t help and slits 
the cellophane until he can draw out a wrapped box, one suspiciously 
weighty. At least fifty pieces of tape fasten the flaps on each end; Rowan 
promises himself that he’ll wrap everything in string and tea towels 
from now on before ripping into the paper. A mug with five horizontal 
bands wrapped around its body, the trans flag fading into the aro flag—
blue into green, pink into green, white unchanged, pink into grey, blue 
into black.

Shelby, he thinks in disbelief, the non-existent golf balls making their 
appearance inside his throat. He rests the mug in his lap before reaching 
through the cellophane with shaking, sweating hands for another box. 
Another box with the same dimensions and weight...

“Oh, god,” he whispers.
His co-workers got him a basket of pride mugs for Christmas.
Melanie breaks into ringing laughter.
He needs a moment to find his voice, a moment in which he unwraps 

a mug with a gradient allo-aro design and another with the aromantic 
flag on one side and the bisexual flag on the other. “Did you  … did 
you … uh, get me any coffee to go with all my mugs?”

“It’s on the bottom!” Melanie trills. “And it isn’t just mugs!”
“Mostly mugs,” Damien says.
After another couple of minutes, a gradient frayromantic and 

a frayromantic-and-allo-aro mug join the collection precariously 
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balanced on Rowan’s thighs. He sighs in relief when the next item in 
the basket feels soft, flat and light, something rustling underneath the 
wrapping paper, but a second lot of golf balls settle in his throat when 
he spots the pink and blue stripes, the drape of fabric: a trans pride flag. 

He can’t swallow, can’t lessen the burn in his eyes or ease the stiffness 
in his jaw and neck; his fingers fight to tear, peel and grasp. Bewildered 
to the point of dizziness, he finds an aromantic flag with its glorious 
green stripes, a frayromantic-and-bisexual mug and the expensive coffee 
Rowan permits himself on special occasions. 

He scoops wrapping paper and boxes back into the basket before 
hugging his clinking pile of mugs and flags.

Inchoate feeling abounds: a tangle, a knot of emotion with trailing 
threads of pleasure and overwhelm, surprise and gratitude, guilt and 
shame ... and something like the shock of being slapped across the 
face. They shouldn’t have done this! He shouldn’t be like this! Why is 
this too much? Why can’t he say “thank you” and express a normal, 
sensible gratitude for these people doing what Rowan’s family can’t 
... instead of struggling with the feeling that Rowan, ungrateful and 
demanding, doesn’t deserve anything from people who have provoked 
his annoyance, frustration and alienation?

Mugs. Mugs and flags.
Why does something this wondrous have to hurt so much?
After a few moments, the only sound from him the chink of shifting 

crockery, someone moves the basket. Melanie sits on the floor and 
wriggles herself backwards underneath the table, grunting, to sit beside 
him. For once, she doesn’t speak; she rests a hand around his shoulder 
and lets him be a shivering mass of man clasping mugs.

Finally, Rowan’s rasping, croaking voice manages a few words: “Is 
this why Shelby recorded me ... talking about my identities?”

“I told you he thought it was suspicious!” Shelby crawls to Rowan’s 
other side, her braid trailing over the carpet. “Mel said you’d think it 
was just me being old—no, nobody does that!” She clasps his forearm, 
squeezing like a vice on wood. “Mel tried seeing if you’ve got a … all 
those accounts that aren’t Facebook, where you might say what you are? 
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But she couldn’t find you, so I had my granddaughter show me how 
to record you. We knew we wouldn’t remember if you just said them.”

“I don’t know all the flags yet,” Melanie says in apologetic tones. 
“And I thought if I made the others check, they’d learn more about us!”

Part of Rowan feels a habitual spike of terror at the thought of offline 
people finding his social media accounts; part of him feels a quiet pride 
at Melanie’s using him to educate others in aromanticism. Most of 
him, fearing a blubbering breakdown, clings to the lifeline of asking 
questions: “And why Damien started that whole conversation?”

“We had to know where your mug seller was.” Damien bends down 
to peer underneath the desk and, at Melanie’s brow-arched stare, adds: 
“I’m not getting under there! You’ll have to call the SES to cut me out!”

Rowan nods and draws a breath. “I … I...”
“You’re very welcome.” Shelby squeezes his arm again. “Can I have 

your shortbread recipe? They’re good!”
“Yeah. Bag. Front pocket, left-hand side. People ask, so...” Rowan 

tries for another slow inhale. It’s supposed to help. Supposed. 
His family expects gratitude said clearly and directly, even when 

undeserving; they’ll never take emotional speechlessness as its shorthand. 
They want the formula followed, interactions never deviating from the 
same narrow structure: gift given, thanks provided, everything right 
in their world where it’s the thought that counts justifies disrespect of 
another’s personhood. They avoid messiness and honesty; they fear 
navigating and acknowledging mistakes and missteps.

They won’t see him as a man, or understand the pain they cause in 
believing his masculinity something he can put aside for their comfort, 
because they fear a world with unpredictability and fluidity.

Mum and Dad will never conspire to give him a gift like this. They’ll 
never want to get to know Rowan well enough to try. They’ll never 
put his needs ahead of their comfort. They’ll never speak of challenges 
or difficulties with Damien’s kind casualness. They’ll never want to 
acknowledge their failures. They’ll never give him an awkward, chaotic 
Christmas that veers from their notions of how things are supposed to 
be.
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Does he want to endure their narrowness, now that he knows what 
better looks like?

Does he want to endure their truth that Rowan Ross isn’t a real man 
to them—and won’t be a real person until he remembers his deadname 
and the stereotypical trappings of the gender presumed to accompany 
it?

Or does he want to expect and get something else?
Maybe he doesn’t want a world so predictable his erasure becomes 

acceptable collateral damage for sticking to the pattern.
Maybe, despite his anxiety, he wants a world where people can 

surprise him.
“Melanie? Damien?” Rowan, shaking, pokes his head out from 

underneath the desk. “Can I … can I still spend Christmas with one 
of you?”
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The first time you hear the world speak of monsters, they feel far 
off and distant. Abstract. Some people surrender to the beast, cruel and 
rapacious. Some people lack the willpower to resist its siren temptation. 
They twist, change, devolve. Yet your parents, good and loving, tamed 
the beasts inside them. They remained human. They walk hand-in-
hand under sunlight and moonlight, delighting in both, fearing neither. 

They laugh when you ask about the chance of your monstrosity, 
their certainty unshakable. Grandma is no monster. Pa is no monster. 
You’re safe, dear.

The inner beast first flexes its claws in your late teens. You look at 
people, fighting to find the part meant to wish for dates and love letters. 
Yearning bubbles in your belly and mind, but you know it bereft of the 
softness that divides human from monster. Sexual attraction without 
romance becomes a predatory, beastly want. Dangerous.

Long ago, your parents told you to fear men and loathe women who 
want but can’t, won’t love.

You’re young, says Mum. You’re normal, says your teacher. You’ll 
master your claws.

The creature settles. Relatives spin story after story of how their 
partner helped gentle their desire, conquering their beast.

You breathe, you trust, you wait. 

monstrous
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Other people, the lost and the broken, give themselves over to their 
monstrosity. You, born of kin resolute in their humanity, are safe.

Why don’t you look on people with the kind of want that makes 
benign the other, the want that will deny the creature ascendancy? 
The soft desire, the natural and expected yearning defined by roses 
and candlelight, a lifetime of specific companionship, this bewildering 
thing called romance?

You’re a late bloomer. You haven’t met the right person. Are you 
trying to meet people?

Pretend, then. Pretend when you walk home with a boy, voice 
gratitude for gifts of heart-shaped jewellery, allow your hand to rest in 
his. Pretend when he takes you behind the toolshed for his expression 
of human desire, a partnership sealed with a kiss. Love. You stand rigid, 
hoping that you’ll want this if you just let his lips touch yours—

Inside becomes outside. 
The beast, silver-haired and snarling, desperate and undeniable, 

leaps free to bear you away from the boy who thought you his.
Part of you, fearing this transformation even as you lope and jump 

in your muscled body, screams in a voice no human can comprehend.
Part of you, fleeing romantic intentions you can’t return, howls in 

brilliant relief.
Monster.
You.
Human mimicry returns when the sun rises, but none can now miss 

the beast sheathed beneath your false skin. Your family promises their 
love and acceptance—you can’t help it, can you? You didn’t choose this, 
did you? Did you? Nothing will change … and everything changes. 
Nobody asks about your work; friends avoid your art for fear of spotting 
the monster’s shadow within. You drift to the edges of your own life 
and kin, a ghost yet breathing.

People pretend that they don’t see the metal tags swinging from your 
new leather collar.

You, the master of human pretence, know that they don’t try hard 
enough.
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This prison possesses no doors or bars. Just the chain of restraint, 
the need to look without giving into the want provoked by long-haired 
boys and pink-lipped girls. The need to look, your claws sheathed and 
your skin furless, with no more than wistfulness before turning away. 
Not for you, that gorgeous dancer smiling with bright promise. You 
won’t be caged, in this world so afraid of fangs and howls, if you obey 
the rules designed to keep the beast at bay. You’ll be safe if you go home 
alone, substituting the wrong kind of want for a detached, distant 
nothingness. 

You still yearn, still desire; the beast shifts, bound and unfulfilled. 
Kisses raw and desperate, a prelude to skin brushing skin, a prelude to 
a night of touch and release. Kisses that speak of today’s fucking over 
tomorrow’s marriage. All a fantasy, a dream, an illusion. Impossible.

Remember. 
Your monstrosity puts humans, seeking a human partner capable of 

mastering their inner beast with obedient romance, in danger.
Remember.
They’ll be safe if you never venture outside, avoiding reminder of 

what you can’t have.
Family insist that you must become used to the ache in your hands, 

the itch down your spine, the slow pace of human movement. Like a 
dog scolded for whining at your owner’s feet, you fight to hide your 
pain, to adjust, to be good.

Will you be safe?
By night you dream of running over paddock and hill, free like your 

wolfish ancestors.
By day you imagine approaching that dancer, imagine eir hands 

fearlessly stroking ruff and fur. Sometimes you think that ey too is 
a monster, eir throat free of leather and metal; sometimes you think 
that eir affection isn’t dependent on your obedience to human norms. 
Sometimes you dare to hope that a human can still desire a beast.

Raw sores break out on your neck, skin rubbed red and seething. Your 
days are depthless silhouettes of human puppetry, a body constrained 
by shoes, collar, rules.
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Nothing changes. 
Remember.
Why?
All the reasons that come to your tongue—family, friends, work, 

art—lack vibrancy.
You draw your wildness: moonlight dappling fur, glistening fangs, 

glowing eyes. You paint on your bedroom walls to the grating clink of 
metal tags, disregarding landlord and parental disapproval. You see a 
strange, alien hope waiting in that silvery hide.

Why?
Your teeth are sharper, your eyes brighter, your toes ending in claws, 

your needs misunderstood. Can’t human teeth harm another? Can’t 
human nails part skin and release blood? Can’t humans use romance’s 
trappings to harm another? Can’t love and marriage provoke pain or 
violence? What harm has your beastly body wrought beyond a failure 
to meet society’s expectations?

Why do you permit your collaring?
Human fingers tremble as they unbuckle leather.
Furred legs gather themselves to leap into the night, silver-haired 

and powerful, beautiful, triumphant.
Unbound.
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The gold ring bears a smooth, unmarked band. Kit turns it about 
his fourth finger, staring into the bedroom’s lightening corners. 
Unmarked. Ironic given the pages occupying the study downstairs, 
a lengthy contract awaiting only his signature, Lauri’s and a notary’s 
witness to become binding. No temple, no priest, no words exchanged 
before mob or tribe, just the solemnity of ink and legal jargon. In 
Malvade, their god the Sojourner speaks some on death, little on life 
and nothing on marriage, so the notary makes the union a different 
kind of sacrosanct—and Kit has tarried long enough in this city to 
know that they deem the contract a strange, baffling consecration.

Scores of words wait below—outlining ownership of property, 
familial obligations, legal obligations to city and Kit’s nomination to 
house membership—but nothing marks this ring or the one he gave 
Lauri. Ironic, save that “irony” seems an empty word with which to 
describe the relationship between action and symbol.

Will he find ease should he settle on a precise, accurate term?
Or is the absence of a word only another symbol?
Beside him, Lauri lies in unstirring sleep. Kit can slide out of bed 

and bump into chest, chair and dresser on his way to the water closet 
without fear of waking his partner. At times this frustrates Kit, but 
now he appreciates the early morning’s peace, hours spent alone with 
his wakeful thoughts and a ring weighing down his hand. Alone—as 
much as he can be in another’s home, the floorboards’ creak and halls’ 

ringbound
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echo not yet lost all unfamiliarity. As much as he can be when he still 
feels himself clad in performance, offering a guest’s obligatory presence 
in dining room, parlour and study.

The house, with Kit’s signature, will become in part his—as he, in 
turn, becomes part of the trading house occupying its walls, person and 
building bound together by gold and ink.

Why does he still question?
Lauri is a good man. Handsome enough, successful enough, 

although neither caused Kit to flirt that cold desert night, two men 
sharing a sighing glance over another tired bowl of rice and beans. No, 
Kit flirted because of Lauri’s burbling laugh, his suit jackets adorned 
with animal-shaped buttons, the touch of divergence revealed in his 
obsessions over novels and coin-counting. Because boredom, because 
cold desert nights, because Lauri smiled at Kit when he thought Kit 
wouldn’t notice, because sex.

They’re not mismatched. Lauri likes men—bent towards men, as 
the Malvadans phrase such things—and never has Kit felt Lauri to see 
anything other than Kit’s masculinity, a gift he doesn’t take for granted. 
Lauri doesn’t possess the same degree of bedroom voraciousness, true, 
but Kit never feels undesired. The yet-unsigned contract states that 
while Lauri expects exclusivity unless both consent otherwise, he doesn’t 
wish a husband to remain quietly at his side. Kit can travel as he pleases 
despite the ringbinding. Lauri even offered to spend part of each year 
at Greenstone, and when Kit forces himself to follow the fantasy to its 
pat, story-ending conclusion, he can admit the possibility of sharing 
his home with their child.

If Kit can’t find anything unfair about the contract or the man, why 
is the ring so heavy?

The bedroom brightens to a fuzzy grey, the ghostly shapes of dresser, 
screen and morning table emerging from the dark. Only a few hours 
to endure before the carriage arrives, before Lauri’s parents and brother 
begin the celebratory deluge of kin and friends throwing parties to 
prelude and conclude signatures on paper, and Kit sighs. Lauri insists 
that his mothers will love Kit and won’t object if he absents himself 
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from busy conversations; introduction should offer comparatively small 
trial. Lauri’s friends and business partners are kind, likeable people, so 
why expect his family to differ? Why carry this unreasonable, irrational 
dread?

Why does he prepare to welcome Lauri’s mothers yet hesitate to 
invite Amelia?

Kit’s cousin won’t forgive him if he weds without sending a letter. 
Nor can he blame her for raging at such perfidy, but every time Kit sits 
at his desk to write what should be glad news, he loses all words. He has 
nothing but the silent mockery of an empty page and a hand aching 
from its death-grip on his pen.

Amelia, I’ve met a man and I want you at our wedding. Simple. Isn’t 
it?

She’ll be pleased for him, pleased in the way only possessed by a 
woman who also lives without family and mob. Should her village be 
somewhat free of illness and injury, Kit knows Amelia will abandon 
her work, pack her cats into baskets and catch the soonest wagon to 
Malvade ... and if he sends a letter this morning, now, there’s still time 
for Amelia to attend most parties. She’ll pepper him with vegetable-
related insults for sending her invitation last minute, of course, but he 
can ensure that his only living kinswoman, as close as a sister, helps him 
celebrate marriage and husband.

He just can’t make himself put sentence to paper.
He likes and loves Lauri. That he spends long hours over ledgers 

and in meetings suits Kit, for he has no desire to pass all or most of 
his day managing other people’s social expectations. Lauri enjoys quiet 
evenings in the study as much as he does cards and the theatre, two 
men engrossed in their own work but sharing a companionable silence. 
Lauri makes Kit laugh in his warm, fussy, mother-hen ways, but he’s 
always amenable to Kit’s peculiarities. If he spends ten years looking 
for a partner, how can he find a better one? He is of an age to marry, to 
start a family, to take up a career—and a trading house with partners in 
Rajad and Khaloun offers no small opportunity for a good magician. 
Why not Malvade? Why not Lauri?
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Kit sighs and turns the ring until his finger aches from the rub of the 
band against skin.

Lauri slumbers, unmoving and unaware, at Kit’s back.
For weeks, he chased logic in never-ending circles only to find the 

same answer: no cause precludes him from marriage. If there’s nothing 
more he can think to reasonably want from this relationship, if he 
knows Amelia will approve of Lauri and his library, why doesn’t Kit 
revel in the wondrousness of a partner that so suits him?

Kit owns no cause except the dark, nameless fear growing inside 
him.

He should wed.
At first, connection meant casual smiles and the feel of skin touching 

skin: the frenetic togetherness of people discovering how they fit, the 
creation of a temporary harmony based on sex’s ineffable pull. This Kit 
accepts with the confidence of a man who perceives and comprehends 
the expected rules and yearnings … but this dance didn’t end. He and 
Lauri didn’t drift apart, despite Kit’s history of wandering away from 
or towards other men; he found no blessed excuse to leave and many 
to stay. This unending song lead him to breakfasts and invitations, to 
romance-scented gifts and long embraces in morning’s drowsy sunlight, 
and he can’t deny the enjoyment in having a man wake to look across at 
Kit with a comfortable, complacent hunger.

For the first time, Kit danced with another the way he knows a 
person should—no temporary passion abandoned for fear their flowers 
must bloom alongside his vegetables. Lauri’s desire came shaped with 
the expectations of a lifetime, and Kit stayed to greet its arrival.

No, he didn’t feel the same way. Kit always knew himself absent 
those feelings indescribable, but if he stayed, if he tried to love the 
easiest man he could ever find to love, why shouldn’t he find affection’s 
missing depths? With Lauri, Kit would make a heart throbbing to 
return and build that non-impermanent harmony. He’d celebrate—no, 
crave!—the inevitable roses displacing his yams.

This time, he thought, must be different.
It must be different because he wanted it to be.
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Lauri’s love showed itself in casual plans for their future, the kisses 
given before leaving for the warehouse, the tokens waiting on the desk 
that became Kit’s own. Lauri’s love spun Kit into a dance he should 
want, leaving him tangled in bewildered pretence on the day Lauri 
took him to a jeweller’s shop and asked if Kit wished to choose, with 
him, a set of rings.

Ringbinding, the Malvadans say when referring to a marriage for love 
instead of politics or business. A marriage borne of more insubstantial 
things than the witnessed contract’s secular-sacred words.

The script for these conversations offers two single-word answers, 
and in the hope that a ring may yet birth Kit’s romantic heart, his lips 
mumbled “yes”.

But his finger aches inside its heavy constraint, and even now, after 
months of hoping and wearing, Kit finds himself still in want of want.

He stares up at the vaulted ceiling, the encroaching morning now 
permitting overhead beams to stand out from the plaster. Kit owns 
myriad languages offering words for colours and spells, words for trees 
and Crow, words for the absurd and the impossible. Whatever this is, 
the feeling that he doesn’t possess some profound quality, he can find 
no name or label for such absence that doesn’t make monstrosity of 
him. He just knows the dread forever cloaking his brown skin, because 
he should want this, he should need this, he should delight in this—
but he craves distance, somewhere blessedly free of gold and contract 
alike.

Somewhere free of the looming future offered by a man who loves 
him, because the will to keep pretending slips from him like water 
through spread fingers.

Kit rolls onto his side, tears moistening the linen pillowslip beneath 
his cheek. Truth rings cold and brittle, cruel in its lack of compromise. 
He tried. He saw Lauri’s love bloom and waited, waited when he would 
once have left, for the same feeling to flower in him. He cares enough 
for Lauri to try, to say the word, to give a ring and wear another. Kit 
cares, and he loves, but not in a way that builds houses or binds two 
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souls for a lifetime’s journey. The seed never sprouted; that earth lies 
barren.

What kind of man is Kit that he cannot love as he should?
He sighs, listening to Lauri’s deep breaths and the sound of waking 

birds, but this port city welcomes few crows, even on the rich’s tree-
limned outskirts.  The streets offer only shrieking gulls, clattering hooves 
and the voices calling cheer on a rare sunny day, the land so buried 
under road and wharf that nobody can possibly hear its murmurs.

Lauri, in this marriage, offers Kit joint ownership of house, name, 
status and occupation. Can he share, in a soul-deep way, the bush that 
deepens into mountains, a land bound in song, the country that owns 
his bones? Can he introduce Lauri to the guardian serpent or tell him 
Grandmother’s tales, Crow’s tales, by the crackling midnight fire? Or 
will he forever hold part of himself separate? Just thinking of it has 
Kit hesitating, as if a love-given ring makes too weak and ineffable a 
bonding for such an exchange.

Grandmother gave Grandfather her names in return for his ring. 
Kit’s parents shared together more than a declaration signed by priest 
or notary, even when his father was still a stranger to song and hill. For 
him, though, a ring embodies the wrong kind of sacred—no, not the 
wrong kind of sacred.

The wrong kind of love.
Isn’t that the answer, the inconvenient but irrevocable truth?
Kit releases a shuddering breath before sliding out from under the 

covers. His folded clothes rest on the chair beside the bed, and the light 
strengthens enough to let him see the shape of smaller things, only 
half-feeling his way through buttons and ties. His hands shake and his 
breaths come hard and fast, but Lauri doesn’t stir, even when Kit’s purse 
clunks as he fastens his belt. Boots, cloaks, money, satchel. He scans the 
room, considering. What more does he need to risk taking when he’s a 
magician with health, youth and purse enough to begin again?

Better to go in the dawning, an unvoiced mystery—go, however 
despicable and cowardly his disappearance. Better to go than to hear 
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Lauri name Kit’s inability to love as he suspects he deserves. Better to 
go than to endure Lauri level accusations like “heartless” and “cruel”.

Is it so very cowardly to not want to be monstrous?
His breath further quickens as Kit sits on the floor to wrestle with 

his boots, but for the first time in months, he feels released of fear. 
The road calls him, sweet with the knowledge that anything may 
happen between now and dusk. Let it! Isn’t this how he lived before he 
happened across a sweet man who smiled at him over beans and drew 
him into something alien? Isn’t this wanderlust right and familiar, a 
land seducing his heels so that his ears may witness and remember their 
stories?

Is it so very awful to not want to be bound, even in love?
He stands, flapping his hands, rocking on his feet. With his back 

blocking the window, he lacks light enough to see the detail of Lauri’s 
eyes, cheeks and mouth. No expression shows in sleep, just a shadow 
of dark hair and features lost to memory, and for a moment Kit yearns 
to cast a light, to take a last look at a face become familiar. Can he risk 
brushing his hand through silken hair in a farewelling, forbidden touch 
of warm skin? Land a soft kiss on the brow?

Kit sighs and slides the weighty manacle from his finger, his throat 
aching as he drops the ring on a mattress laid bare by folded-back covers 
and a missing lover.

He loves, but not in the right way.
The window beckons.
Where shall he go, then? Astreut, perhaps? The northern lands of 

Ihrne and Arsh? He can stop at home on the way, pay his respects to 
Grandmother and country, tell the story of a man called Lauri to the 
campfire burning above her resting bones. Perhaps he’ll first spend a 
day or two annoying Amelia and her cats. He’ll climb out the window, 
he’ll scale the wall, he’ll buy a horse and ride from the city with glad 
abandon ... and ignore the part of him that thinks he’s trying too hard 
to believe himself embarking on a grand adventure.

“Craven,” whispers a Lauri-sounding voice at the back of Kit’s mind.
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He shoulders his satchel and takes up Lauri’s collection of candles, 
seashells and vases, pushing them to the farthest side of the table 
beneath the window. Outside, Kit will see the trees in the courtyard 
and breathe the tang of eucalyptus overshadowed by the harbour’s 
brine. Hours from now, Malvade will lie in his wake, these last months 
nothing more than a failed experiment ... but still he hesitates, fearful, 
regretful, uncertain, afraid.

A sleepy groan sounds from the bed.
The catch on the window opens without noise; Kit climbs up onto 

the table and stretches one leg out over the sill before risking a last 
glance behind him.

Lauri is a still shadow, the ring lost to darkness.
Kit’s fingers fly free.
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Kit March learnt long ago that the taproom is the closest thing to 
Astreuch hell, and the Creaking Door offers no exception. He fights to 
keep his smile as he drops his hands, as the last floating flower descends 
to the floor, as the crowd becomes individual faces to watch and judge, 
as the drag threatens to steal his footing. “That’s it for tonight, lovelies!” 
He kicks his upturned bowler, since a broke man can be none too 
subtle when performing for a drinking crowd. “All gratuities gratefully 
accepted! My thanks for your enthusiasm, and I wish you all a good 
evening!”

He turns to the rough bench atop the step that has become his 
stage and snatches up a roll stuffed with cheese, not caring if anyone 
objects to a man bowing and chewing at the same time. Magicians, as 
a rule, pass out on grubby floorboards too often to oblige food-related 
annoyances like “manners” and “social niceties”. Besides, the Crooked 
Door’s punters aren’t known for their commitment to decorum!

Neither are they known for largess when it comes to paying 
entertainers: only a few clinking sounds echo from his hat.

Buttons, most likely.
Kit sighs, sinks onto a chair and chokes down the rest of his roll. 

Elizabet’s bouncer looms over the table, a presence of hulking muscles 
and more sharp points than the average pin cushion. While a few voices 
shout for more, none approach him. The regulars know that Kit doesn’t 

absence of language
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talk to people after the show, and his guard discourages everyone else. 
Nobody stops him from inhaling the cold food on his waiting plate—
another roll, a congealing beef stew, a mound of greyish potato—and 
gulping a beer to finish.

The sores inside his cheeks sting on contact with food and liquid 
alike, but Kit waves his hand at a server for more.

Free from the distraction of performing tricks for a crowd, it’s harder 
to forget what—whom—he left in Malvade. He knows he’s better to 
take those moments for himself before allowing conversation, that he 
can’t readily shift from performance to talk the way other folks can, but 
space gives him too much time to ponder. To remember. Kit exhales, 
trying to focus on anything else, but, as always, the taproom doesn’t 
distract so much as torture.

First lurks the noxious mingling of sweat, perfume, wine and spilled 
beer, the reek seeping up from the floorboards as though no amount 
of soap and scrubbing will convince the wood to release its memory. 
His meal, prepared and cooked by someone indifferent to the art, does 
nothing to ease his nose: if one must consume it, they’re better to do 
so quickly.

Second rings a riotous chorus: stamping feet, conversations spoken 
in words that grow louder as the crowd grows drunker, the metallic 
plucking of an untuned lute as Elizabet’s musician takes to the step, a 
knot of knackers in the corner howling the names of their favourite folk 
songs. The sound crests and ebbs like waves crashing onto Malvade’s 
beaches, softening just enough to give Kit hope before smashing against 
his ears.

Third and worst, though, is the constant flashing and flickering of 
cloaks, hair and hands. For this, Kit has no sense-dampening spells; 
he can only take the inside of his cheek between his teeth, grinding 
soft, swollen knots of flesh with hard molars. The flash of colour from 
a swirled skirt or the unceasing tapping of a woman’s ringed fingers 
against a neighbouring table, seen out of the corner of his eyes, feel like 
a stabbing knife to the mind. Nowhere, in this room of end-day gossip 
and frivolity, can Kit find his easing, needed stillness.
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Sometimes, when he’s tired or overwhelmed, watching another 
person breathe is more than he can bear. Sometimes watching his own 
chest rise and fall, or the pulse beating in his wrist as he writes, is 
more than he can bear, because Kit forever drowns within a seething, 
writhing, restless world.

On the job, he pours his energy and focus into his spellwork, finding 
survival in distraction. Off the job, he has no ideal answers. Most 
people have a limit on the noise they can bear and find some scents 
objectionable, but the beringed woman does nothing abnormal. They 
can’t understand, can’t contextualise—can’t respond to a request that 
they stop moving save with indignant, offended fury.

Since drink offers the only practical, actionable solution, Kit looks 
to the bar and waves again. A girl swishes over with a jug, topping up 
the mug. In return for entertaining Elizabet’s drinking punters, Kit 
earns board and bread and beer, keeping whatever coins his audience 
deigns to throw him. He nods his thanks, decides the crowd done with 
their gratuities and hooks the hat with his ankle for examination. One 
chip, three copper clips, two hairpins and six buttons of assorted sizes 
and colours, none matching.

“So grateful,” he mutters under his breath, slamming down half the 
mug. The rest slops over his fingers and the table; Kit curses and wipes 
his hand on his coat. It isn’t good beer, but at least Elizabet doesn’t 
water down her magician’s drink. Best not to waste it. “Hark at Astreut’s 
famed generosity, all! The fabled city welcoming the wandering and 
lost!”

He can find work somewhere else—somewhere quieter, somewhere 
warmer, somewhere possessed of people able and willing to pay a 
magician his worth. Somewhere not Astreut; somewhere south. Why 
not?

He’ll need to buy another horse, a coat, a blanket, a...
Just the thought exhausts him, so Kit tucks his earnings into his 

pocket and sits the bowler on his table. What best, tonight? Does he 
wait to see if an interesting man comes late to drink or does he call 
for another beer in search of the right amount of alcohol to settle his 
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thoughts without groaning on the morrow? He hasn’t yet mastered the 
latter, but nobody learns anything without willingness to risk error and 
great deal of practice. He’ll figure it out. Eventually. With practice.

“Can I have a word, mate?”
A gangling, leggy figure approaches his corner table, a copper 

sunburst pin in the Eastern style for designating masculinity fastened 
to the collar of a long sheepskin-lined oilskin. A second pin sits beside 
the first, a larger piece shaped like a horseshoe cradling a leaf. Guild 
marker, perhaps? At first Kit thinks the stranger a swordsman, for he 
wears a short, curved blade and a knife too long for fruit at his hip, 
but then Kit notes the brown breeches lined with suede and the split 
skirt of his coat. His cuffs, collar and red check shirt are clean and well-
mended for this end of town, and he wears his sleeves wide and long, 
reaching past the knuckle to bare only the fingers of his leather gloves. 
The sleeves of his coat are darker and newer than the rest, as if taken 
from another garment; maybe they weren’t long enough for his arms?

Unlike most travellers and wanderers in Astreut, he wears no hat, 
baring straight, sable hair pulled back in a short tail. He isn’t pretty, 
Kit admits. A white-faded scar—bared by patchy stubble—pulls at 
his bottom lip, his limbs are too long for his torso and weather has 
coarsened his skin. Good enough, though: honey speckles his hazel 
eyes and he leans against the table with an easy grace. Perhaps—

Only then does Kit notice the dogs.
A massive grey wolfhound, wire-haired, long-nosed and slender, 

leans against the man’s leg, its withers as tall as Kit’s table. How does 
it move in the taproom without crashing into chairs or servers? The 
other, a sensibly-sized black and white herder, rests in a low crouch 
at the man’s feet, its feathery tail wagging. A mercenary or adventurer 
wanting a last night before crossing the range, perhaps? Kit shapes his 
best smile, waves a hand at the watching bouncer and points to the 
chair opposite his. “How may I help you, sir?”

Kit’s Greenstone accent and shift body mean that he’s regularly 
approached by men who want men free of restrictive Astreuch notions 
about acceptable bed partners. Sometimes, less pleasantly, men see in 
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him a sought-after combination of desired masculinity housed in a body 
they can misgender as female—a convoluted attempt at justification 
that few but the Astreuch regard as reasonable. While Elizabet’s floors 
and rafters betray her inability to recognise a broom’s function, she and 
her bouncers offer a shift man and everyone else under her roof some 
safety—decent enough for Raugue. Most folk leave their morality at 
the eponymous door, and if some can’t, a broken skull soon educates 
one on the importance of concealing their disapproval.

A man distracts Kit in ways beer can’t ... and the bottle kept up in his 
room solves inconvenient attacks of morning-after, Lauri-related guilt.

His companion turns the chair so the railed back faces the table 
and sits astride in a smooth movement, his right hand resting on his 
lap and the left on the table. The wolfhound leans against his side; the 
sheepdog slips underneath the chair. His eyes look over the top of Kit’s 
head and stay there, paying no mind to the room. Odd. Kit smiles and 
waits, only his hope of company inducing him to silence long-held 
opinions on the kind of men who sit backwards on chairs.

The Crooked Door, alas, attracts more than a few.
“About the flash. I’ve a crew into the Crackenbush. I need a witch or 

word hag.” The man speaks in an accent mingling lilted vowels with a 
slight Malvadan drawl, his words clear and deliberate.

“A job?” Kit fishes the largest button from his pocket, running it 
between his fingers. At the Crooked Door, he performs the showman 
trickery that welcomes him to most public houses: flowers, lights, 
levitation, sparkles, changing colours. Magic stripped of danger, 
complexity and capability for others’ entertainment and amusement, 
as if someone like him can’t be, and shouldn’t be, capable of anything 
more. He shapes his words at the behest of non-magical folks who howl 
at his mistakes, the unknowable eldritch stripped of its majesty. “I’m 
not that,” he says, testing, wondering. Most adventurers and wanderers 
know enough of magic to avoid propositioning Kit March, public 
house entertainer. “I’m a jongleur.”

Never yet has anyone observed the difficulty in juggling kittens, in 
his surrounding said animals with a bubble of unmoving space to avoid 
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jostling. Nor has anyone noticed that Kit’s mistakes aren’t accidental: 
people don’t fear a magician who is competent but not gifted at his 
craft. Flawed ordinariness doesn’t solve the problem of buttons in his 
pocket but does ensure Kit’s safety in Raugue’s narrow streets. He isn’t 
someone able to threaten, challenge or empower. He isn’t the confusing 
aberration of a divergent magic worker who possesses more power or 
ability than the similar-minded.

There’s only so many shapes of different that folk can accept in a 
man.

“I saw you witch the beer. I saw you flub the catch but mouth a 
spell to keep the glass from smashing. You’re more than just flash.” The 
horseman grunts, his voice low enough that even the bouncer may not 
overhear. He doesn’t merge and mush his vowels like Lauri, but his 
words bear a slow cautiousness, as though buying time to think before 
allowing each syllable to slip from his tongue. “I don’t think much of 
the kittens. How can you do that?”

Kit exhales, alarm at the observation warring with pride at the 
compliment. There’s nothing subtle in how he now moves the button, 
but the man pays Kit’s face and hands no attention—no obvious 
attention. “I’ve worked with Elizabet’s cats each night. They don’t 
complain when getting extra meat after.”

“It’s cruel.” The stranger grunts louder. “But you’re quick with the 
words and I need a word hag.”

When he’s levitating ten glasses of beer before a clapping audience, 
Kit feels nothing not the thrill of performing for an enthusiastic crowd. 
No inconvenient memories, no wondering what Lauri may be doing 
or feeling. No quiet, soul-aching moments when Kit realises that he 
abandoned a man who cares about him without even a one-sentence 
note of explanation. No facing the bitter, terrible truth that what Kit 
once thought of as freedom has left him broke and idling in the dregs 
of Raugue, casting flash and trickery in return for a hard bed and cold 
meals. No weighty doubt, no bone-deep misery, no guilt, no confusion.

He’s a man who exists on stage, liberated from the wreck of the rest 
of his life.
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He’s a man who knows that temporary escape will never be enough.
Kit shudders, running the toe of his boot over one of the man’s legs. 

The man isn’t pretty, but he’ll do for distraction if he leaves his dogs 
in the hallway. “Flash is my work. I suppose it depends what kind of 
magic you need? Wards? Protection spells?” He hesitates, boot stroking 
calf, for nobody stares under the table to watch what he does with his 
feet. “Perhaps you should explain to me what you want upstairs, away 
from the noise?”

Speaking in hints still feels like peddling deception, but while 
the Crooked Door offers a comparative paradise, even Kit doesn’t 
proposition a man in ways other people can’t misinterpret.

The swordsman jerks his chair backwards, the legs shrieking as they 
scrape over the floor. “No. I don’t do that.” He stands, his brow and 
lips twisted into a terrific scowl, as one of the servers—staring at the 
wolfhound—stops to top up Kit’s mug on his way to a table by the 
door. “Good luck with the work. Stop juggling the poor cats.”

Kit stares, gaping.
How can anyone not Astreuch react that way? Why? Is it Kit’s hands? 

Something he said? Why ... no, it doesn’t matter. He won’t go upstairs 
alone now that he’s decided to seek companionship. He just needs to 
wait, glance at someone promising, talk a little. Easy. Kit doesn’t claim 
mastery over social interaction, but a broad smile, feigned cheerfulness 
and a flirtatious willingness go a fair way to smooth the cracks provoked 
by his divergence. Picking up men for his bed is one of the few non-
magical things at which Kit considers himself good. One refusal doesn’t 
change that.

Perhaps it’s the drag, perhaps it’s the awful food, perhaps it’s the 
rejection, perhaps it’s the stranger’s accent reminding him of Lauri and 
perhaps it’s four months of devouring guilt, for Kit leans forwards, rests 
his forehead on the table and weeps.

Even as he starts, shaking, he wants to stop. People must be staring, 
the regulars and the servers and Elizabet—none of whom will ask, 
all of whom will judge. One thing to sob in his room, in those odd, 
uncomfortable moments endured between tipsiness and drunkenness; 
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another to perform tomorrow knowing tonight’s punters saw him 
blubber! What chance does Kit have of finding a night’s companionship 
if they think him just a crying drunk?

His spine crawls as though their eyes bore through his clothing, 
but Kit, gasping under the onslaught of crushing sadness, can’t make 
himself sit up, never mind stop.

The floorboards creak. A long, lean hand closes about Kit’s right 
shoulder. “Outside. Not upstairs. Come.”

He doesn’t understand; he doesn’t care. Kit gulps and pushes himself 
up from the table, stumbling. He isn’t drunk, because can think, he can 
count the items on the table, he can’t stop thinking. Kit’s feet, however, 
possess a giddying inability to move where he thinks he means to place 
them; the legs of tables, chairs and one enormous dog feel like a tangle 
of traps waiting to snap closed. Just dizziness, he decides: from crying, 
from the drag even though he ate. Isn’t the drag why he’s crying? Isn’t 
this only the moodiness and instability that comes from too much 
magic worked in too short a time?

His body contains energy like a volcano contains magma, words 
the tools with which Kit accesses, manipulates and directs such 
power. Word magic requires less mystery and more mathematics in its 
working than people imagine; even the most practiced of magicians 
can fail to accurately estimate, tally and replace the sugars consumed in 
spellcasting. What mind works well when deprived of fuel?

He isn’t drunk, so Kit reaches for his mug.
The stranger pulls him up off the chair, huffing slightly, before Kit’s 

fingers close around the handle. “Leave it. Outside. Now.”
His button skids off the table and vanishes into the crack between 

the dirty boards underfoot.
He doesn’t mean to lean against the swordsman, but Kit’s feet and 

knees lack steadiness—just the drag—and the stranger smells good. 
Metal polish, leather, lavender, stinging tea-tree, horse and greasy 
lanolin blur into something clean and outdoorsy. Natural. Homely. 
Nothing like Lauri and his merchant blend of expensive oils, ink, paper 
and idle evenings—once exciting and thrilling when compared to Kit’s 
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familiar worlds of Grandmother, Amelia and country. Nothing like 
Lauri.

Tears roll down Kit’s face, soaking into the collar of his shirt.
Reality hits him with an unwanted, stomach-churning clarity: 

when did he last wash said shirt ... or his coat? Even the absurd fear of 
smelling like a pub, however, isn’t enough to strengthen his knees, to let 
Kit push himself up and away from the man guiding him through the 
bewildering leg-maze of tables, chairs and patrons. Even knowing what 
people think when a man leans against another in public view can’t 
make Kit stand—and if the swordsman allows this intimacy without 
heed for the Astreuch and their cursed ability to read suggestion into 
anything, why did he push Kit away?

He sniffs, his right arm pressed into the horseman’s chest, the left 
flapping.

Two dogs trail them out of the taproom.
Outside, the night free of the bitter, sour warmth generated by fire 

and body, he shivers. No salt, no seaweed, no harbour; inland, Astreut 
looks on the Stormcoast’s gulf ports with seething envy. Instead, Kit 
breathes a perfume of piss, manure, cattle and a ghost of eucalyptus, 
the stars obscured by Raugue’s countless burning chimneys. The road 
outside the Creaking Door leads to Arsh, Ihrne and the foothills of 
the Crackenbush; the cattle market and slaughterhouses sit across 
the way, conveniently located for traders, merchants, stockmen and 
mercenaries—and locals who don’t have the means to live in a less 
pungent location.

Raugue isn’t grand, for all that Astreut tells stories of wandering 
saints and the city’s largest church in an attempt to burnish shingled 
roofs with sacred resonance. It’s a crossroads, a tired offcomer settlement 
grown up around inland trade routes, a place of dour practicality and 
restriction masquerading as civilisation. It’s a sprawling, smoky city 
of human-wrought artifice that, having consumed the green wealth 
of Raugue’s cradling valley, now turns to devour the bush-shrouded 
foothills.

Bad country for a man called by Crow.
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Good country for a man sundered of everything else.
“I don’t—” he murmurs, as his companion guides them across the 

yard towards the stable. “I don’t understand.”
The horseman guides Kit down off his chest with his left hand; Kit 

lands on a bale of rough, mouldy-sweet hay. That explains, he supposes, 
why it sits outside the stable. It doesn’t explain why the other man settles 
beside him, stretching his long legs over the straw-strewn cobblestones. 
Lights shine onto the street and from the Crooked Door’s windows, 
but this corner—beside the stable and away from the backhouse—
provides as much late-evening quiet as is possible in this corner of 
Raugue. Music echoes from inside and horses rustle behind him, while 
a green witchlight hangs from the eaves, but compared to the taproom, 
he sits in an dim, blissfully still silence.

Dark’s smoothing shadows makes the breaths of dogs and men so 
much easier for Kit to stop noticing.

“Esher. Esher Hill. He. Some folks call me Esh.” He points first to 
the herder lying across his lap and then to the wolfhound, settling itself 
down beside his legs, a lean head resting atop a crossed boot. “Berta. 
She. The pony dog’s Bill, he. Berta, greet. You?”

Berta bounds into a sitting position and offers Kit her paw, her dark 
eyes fixed on his face and her feathery tail smacking into Esher’s ribs 
and the stable wall.

Kit, amused and confused, reaches out to shake Berta’s warm, silky 
paw. She lowers her nose to sniff his hand, licks his thumb and, once he 
releases her, settles back on Esher’s lap. Her master croons something 
inaudible and gives her a soft slap on the flanks, her left side an uneven 
blotch of black over rump and part of her ribs. Even as Kit watches, 
she rolls to bare part of her belly, and Esher promptly scrubs his fingers 
through her thick coat.

They put him in mind of his cousin Amelia, a woman never to be 
found without at least one cat. An animal she’ll never stop complaining 
about, even though Amelia looks most at ease when sitting or sleeping 
with something furry spread out over her skirts or quilt.

Esher Hill seems cut from the same cloth.
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“Kit March. He. Kit, usually.” Once he went by Christopher, until 
Grandmother found him sleeping too often by the kitchen fire, but a 
shroudname can and should change as often as required. Christopher 
sounds too long and unwieldy for a man most kindly described as 
“short”, anyway! “I don’t have dogs. My cousin always has a cat, but I’ve 
never ended up with an animal.” He hesitates, thinking that Amelia 
warms most to Kit after he says something complimentary about her 
feline companions, even though he sees them, at best, as beclawed 
demons. “Berta seems clever.”

“She’s smarter than most people. Probably smarter than you.” Esher 
smiles down at the herder, working his left hand over her belly and 
flanks in slow, steady strokes.

Kit waits, but Esher offers no following question or repartee, 
seemingly engrossed in his dog. He doesn’t look Kit in the face, so 
odd a courtesy from a stranger, so shouldn’t he realise the difficulty in 
a conversational partner’s responding to such a flat, finite comment? 
Kit wipes his eyes with his sleeve, bewildered. Esher all but dragged 
Kit out here without indication of intent, so why must he direct the 
conversation?

He draws a deep breath and tips his head back against the wall, 
shivering. Despite the fragrance emanating from the backhouse and 
the cattle yards, the autumn-sharp night leaves him a little less giddy, a 
little closer to alert. Far less overwhelmed. Should he head back inside, 
slink upstairs, send down for another meal, go to bed and forget this 
cursed night? Do his best to worry about tomorrow—well, tomorrow?

“That the Green in your voice?”
He jumps, breathes, nods. Esher uses the offcomers’ name, but since 

they have no right to know truenames, Kit provides no correction. 
“Yes. Born and raised in Greenstone. Now here, through some fluke 
of fate.”

“Dead Horse Hill. Between Malvade, the Wold and Astreut. 
Northern edge of the Great Southern Plain.”

“Never heard of it,” Kit says for want of anything else: Esher doesn’t 
make for easy small talk! “You don’t drawl as badly as a Malvadan.”
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“No.” Esher keeps his silence for another agonising moment.
Kit, with nothing else to think about and too many things he’d 

rather avoid acknowledging, chews on the inside of his cheek and 
wonders why Esher sits so close, thigh brushing thigh. People baffle 
in their behaviour, but Kit has learnt to view them in terms of rules, 
nonsensical but nonetheless possessed of an illogical consistency. If 
he strips rationality from the equation, he can parse, with reasonable 
accuracy, what people mean by what they do. Esher, though? He doesn’t 
act or talk like a man set on seduction, so why allow something so 
similar to that which he before objected?

“Why are you trying to … bury something away, I think? Because 
… it doesn’t work.”

Kit leans away from Esher, angrier at himself, at being someone 
to whom one asks such a thing, than at the question. “If you don’t 
want me, why do you care? What makes you think you can go up to a 
stranger and ask that?”

He should stand, walk away, depart. Instead, Kit rubs his hands 
over his forearms until the fabric’s texture changes from greasy worsted 
to something lumpy and crusty. Old stew, perhaps? He scratches it 
off, shuddering. While he’s scraped together some coin, the season 
turns fast towards winter and buttons won’t buy a good cloak. Wasn’t 
he going to buy himself a coat and anything else he needed? He left 
Malvade with a purse and a new horse ... only to find himself at the 
Crooked Door, his horse lamed and his purse empty, his feet so mired 
in Raugue’s sucking dregs that he can’t even leave an annoying stranger!

A drowning man doesn’t drown because the water creeps up on him 
by degrees, so why can’t Kit make himself search out something better?

“Easy.” Esher speaks in a soft, breathy exhalation. “I’m singular, not 
heartless. I’m not interested in you or anyone, but I won’t ignore a 
crying man. Decency doesn’t just come with interest.”

The last word holds the bitter stress of long-ago or oft-repeated 
wounds, but Kit stares, his annoyance fading in the wake of such an 
odd, unexpected comment. Singular?
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Confusion must show on his face, for Esher repeats himself: “I’m 
singular. And if you’re crying because I said no, there’s something 
wrong.”

Kit fights to find his voice, his throat oddly taut. “Singular? What 
do you mean by it?”

Esher frowns, his eyebrows thick atop a narrow face. Sharp bones 
crown hollowed cheeks, and it occurs to Kit that the layers of Esher’s 
coat, shirt and gloves lend him more bulk than he rightfully owns. 
“What it sounds like. Me. Alone.” He runs the tip of his tongue over 
his bottom lip. “I don’t mean entirely alone. I mean … that my dogs 
and horse, and my kin, and my friends … they’re enough. I mean that 
I don’t feel the pull for anything else. Nothing romantic. Not people 
intimately together. That’s what it is.” He gives a short, definite nod. 
“Berta, Bill and Bess are always enough.”

Kit’s hands don’t so much quiver as vibrate, even when he grasps his 
knees in a desperate attempt to hold them still. He draws a breath in 
the hope to even his voice, for never in his wildest imaginings did he 
anticipate this conversation. “There’s a word for that?”

Singular? It isn’t true to say that Kit holds no intimate interest in 
people. The concept, though, holds resonance enough to excite and 
frighten.

“There’s a word for anything if you look long enough.” Esher shakes 
his head as if baffled. “I know these words aren’t well known. I didn’t 
know them. But you’re a ... you’re ... educated, aren’t you?”

Even in the dull light of the yard, he doesn’t look directly at Kit’s face, 
shifting his gaze from various points over the top and to the side. Close 
enough to suggest an intent to look, or at least the interest conveyed 
with or expected from eye contact, without ever meeting Kit’s eyes.

At first he thought this kindness, odd because it betrays recognition, 
but now Kit wonders. Esher speaks with the stilted rigidity of a man 
who does so because it’s necessary, not desirable. The way his left hand 
never stops pushing, flattening and teasing Berta’s thick coat is, at best, 
a more-permissible variation on Kit’s button. On first glance, Esher 
may look little different to any other gruff mercenary, but Kit has seen 
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too many pass through the Crooked Door to think himself wrong in 
this.

Divergent folk know their own, even when they hide its obvious 
facets in an unrelenting, similar-minded world.

“I am a magician. Learnt from books and everything. Grandmother 
had a library. She thought … I should find it useful to know offcomer 
magic, too.” Kit exhales, trying to calm the shake in his voice and ease 
the catch in his throat. “I left school after the first term. My teachers 
were philosophically disinclined to answer my questions.”

“You talk like...” Esher trails off, his eyelids flickering, his expression 
blank.

“I’m a magician,” Kit says carelessly. “We like language, even if we 
must learn it on our own. I just pretend that I’m certain on all the 
pronunciation.” He exhales, still feeling that he’s risking everything to 
ask the question ... and then he laughs: a rough, spine-aching snort. 
Risking everything? What has he left to risk? “Is there a word—not an 
insult, a descriptor like gay or short—if you just want people for the 
bedding, the sex? And anything else isn’t right, even though it shouldn’t 
feel that way, because...”

Does a word exist for the fear and confusion that saw Kit leave a 
man who loved him, a man who planned to marry him, a man who 
deserves better than Kit’s unexplained rejection?

He’s always known, in the way rarely spoken outright but suggested 
in story and fable, that peace and happiness come from desiring 
someone in a way beyond sexual fidelity or commitment alone.

He’s always known, in the way rarely spoken outright but suggested 
in story and fable, that to be at a loss to do so makes him something 
indescribably, horrifyingly other.

“If you don’t want the romantic parts, that kind of closeness or 
the marriage that follows?” Kit sucks in a shaking, gasping breath. “If 
you’ve tried and you can’t…? You just want the sex and everything after 
that goes wrong, because that’s where everything feels wrong? Is there 
a word?”
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Kit doesn’t know how he ends up with his hands fisted in Esher’s 
coat, sobbing into his chest. Nor does Kit know why Esher rests his 
left arm around Kit’s shoulders as though content in such an embrace, 
save for that frustrated declaration of decency. Once the tears spill, 
nothing can hold them back; Kit isn’t sure he wants to. Never has he 
spoken such words aloud. Never has he held the shred of possibility 
that someone will listen to him voice something he knows to be awful 
and understand without condemnation or criticism. Never has he felt 
more than the suffocating fear that Kit’s lack leaves him void of qualities 
both natural and important.

Void of qualities profoundly, fundamentally human.
If he has a word, if this is a named experience like his sense of gender 

and the shape of his mind, maybe—just maybe—Kit isn’t a monster.
Well before Lauri, Kit liked men for time spent in clothes-off 

togetherness. Complications always exist in such a pursuit, especially 
in Astreut, but they never feel beyond his ability to comprehend if not 
navigate. Sex alone bears nothing of the incomprehensible terror that 
he must return a shape of connection and love he doesn’t feel, a shape a 
good man expects and deserves. It’s just sex! One colour of interest feels 
an ordinary part of Kit, the other an insurmountable mountain of air-
stealing height—but when everyone else breathes without difficulty, 
why can’t he? What makes him so different that he can’t even pretend at 
courting and marriage, can’t accept those panic-inducing expectations 
of a lifetime’s love?

A stranger’s awkward words shatter a lie so common that he never 
stopped to question its falsehood.

“I’m sorry,” he rasps. “I just...”
“I know,” Esher murmurs, his throat and chest shifting as he speaks, 

“what it feels to ... learn, suddenly, that someone else can name what 
you are. I know.” He breathes, a long exhalation brushing Kit’s neck 
and hair. “I don’t know ordinary words. I only know the academic 
ones from the … the priests, but how do I tell people I’m ‘asexual’ 
and ‘aromantic’? They don’t mean anything. When you can love as you 
want—outside of Astreut—and there’s all the different, ordinary names 
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for the ways they know? I wanted that. So I took a word that sounds 
like what it means. Singular.” Esher shifts his left hand up onto Kit’s 
shoulder and upper arm, working his fingers over the fabric in slow, 
heavy strokes. “Maybe you just prefer ‘aromantic’, not experiencing 
romantic attraction? I don’t, either. And … I do, sometimes, feel sexual 
attraction, but not often, so I usually say ‘asexual’ to people for that, if 
I’m explaining everything. Easier that way.”

Kit’s teeth ache, his throat pulses and his head pounds, tears pouring 
from his eyes like rain on cracked saltpans.

Nothing in the world can make his mouth, just then, frame words.
For the first time in months, he feels possessed of hope.
“This it? The not knowing?”
Several punters leave the Crooked Door before Kit can slow his 

tears for long enough to stammer, but Esher doesn’t seem to care. He 
sits, Kit’s body nestled close, with one long left arm draped around 
his shoulder, Esher’s fingers rubbing Kit’s forearm through sleeve and 
glove. Berta creeps forwards to rest her warm, heavy head on Kit’s knee, 
as though mimicking her master’s embrace; even Kit can’t deny the pull 
of her dark eyes, dropping one hand to stroke her ears.

He weeps on a stranger and his dog, and Kit can’t find any good 
reason to stop.

Finally, his breath whistling through a blocked nose, Kit fumbles 
his way through his story. Lauri, a kind and decent man who gave Kit 
a ring and the promise of a future. Lauri, for whom Kit so desperately 
wanted to master the married, ringbonded life. Lauri, abandoned by 
Kit without apology or explanation. Lauri, subject to Kit’s confusion 
and cowardice by a lack of feeling for which he had no names beyond 
“cruel” and “heartless”.

“I told myself I was free,” he whispers, “and I end up here, like ... 
like this.”

Esher, in his turn, doesn’t tell stories. He explains words, alternating 
between repeating memorised definitions and more halting, casual 
interpretations; at times he stops, raises his left hand and jerks it through 
the air before them, as if frustrated by something misstated or beyond 
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his ability to enunciate. Aromantic. Asexual. Allosexual. Attraction. All 
outlined in his terse, deliberate voice, a scowl creasing his brow and 
pulling at his lip scar as he labours his way from one concept to the 
next.

His speech lacks gentleness, but Esher always returns his hand 
to Kit’s arm, his fingertips steady and gentle as he works them over 
shoulder and sleeve.

Kit knows himself a master of magic’s languages, able to wield, twist 
and manipulate the arcane subtleties conveyed with terms, phrases and 
even grammar. Esher reveals his possession of a language as arcane and 
as powerful: one concerned with identifying the ways humans feel, and 
don’t feel, about other humans—a language set on contextualising and 
encapsulating the unspoken rhythms of why people behave as they do.

Aromantic.
Allosexual.
Kit feels as entranced, as cursed with that overwhelming need to 

master something yet beyond his comprehension, as was his young 
boy-self when gifted Grandmother’s spell book.

He knows, as he knew on that first tantalising glimpse of the pages 
housing esoteric possibility, that he wants, needs, more.

“My sister is aromantic, just a different shape. She desires people 
romantically and sexually in the beginning, but that romantic love 
doesn’t last for her.” Esher’s exhalation is too long and slow to be 
anything but intentional, but the movements of his hand and fingers 
don’t falter. “My kin … I learnt that there’s a few relatives, dead now, 
who didn’t do attraction the way people think we’re supposed to. It’s 
just not talked about, yet, so we don’t know we’re not alone ... that we 
exist, we’re here.”

Is it wrong to feel as though Kit loves this horseman stranger? He 
loves him, in an odd, dizzying way, for the gift of words more wondrous 
than any ring, house or husband. Loves a man who finds talking difficult 
and speaks as much through touch and closeness, yet gifts both to Kit 
despite knowing nothing of him. Loves, perhaps, a man who must 
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have better things to do than spend a chill night outside, educating and 
reassuring a sobbing stranger?

Aromantic.
Allosexual.
Why Esher, though? Why didn’t anyone else offer this language as 

a potential option for how one may be human? With knowledge, Kit 
wouldn’t have hurt Lauri, wouldn’t have forced himself to pretend at 
something he can’t want, wouldn’t have denied his own needs. Why 
didn’t he hear this word spoken by teacher or elder before years spent 
waiting for alien feelings to bloom, before months spent fearing his 
own truth, before weeks spent floundering in a toxic mire of confusion, 
guilt and hate?

Why didn’t someone tell him that “adulthood” doesn’t have to mean 
“loving partnership” or “marriage”?

Grandmother gave him the words “divergent” and “shift” so long ago 
that Kit can’t recollect ignorance of either. She gave him stewardship 
over the sacred names Crow entrusted to their line of singers and tellers; 
she gave him the truenames, and the history embedded in those names, 
of the land and trees that midwifed his birth. While Kit later learnt the 
more academic “autistic” and “trans”, terms bearing a shroudname’s 
usefulness in navigating and educating offcomers, he did so inside 
the musty, paper-scented wondrousness of her library. Names spoken 
aloud, names scratched into the earth, names spoken only before 
crackling fires and beneath distant stars: Grandmother shared them all.

She, a woman of so many names, couldn’t break this absence of 
language.

“Where did you find this? Learn this? A school or university?”
Esher shakes his head. “I only went to our village school. No. I ... I 

knew a priest. They were aromantic and made a study of it.” His hand 
slips down Kit’s arm to halt at his, gently prising Kit’s free from the 
shirt before straightening his fingers to loosen the tendons and muscle. 
“I suppose it’s my ... I’m meant to share what I learnt.”

Kit bites back a groan at the release of unrealised stiffness, leaning 
against Esher’s shoulder. In that moment, more than for any man since 
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Lauri, Kit yearns to reach up, to kiss the man holding him, to take him 
to bed, to find himself inside Esher’s skin—a deep, boiling need about 
discovery’s wonderment, not distraction’s desperation. So easy to turn 
his head, to stroke that stubbled jaw, to express a sudden craving for a 
man who not only treats Kit with gentleness but understands what he 
can’t offer. To express a craving for the first man with whom sex can be 
safely, non-romantically intimate.

How much courage does Esher need to state rules the world 
won’t cherish and offer intimacy as though his limitations will be 
unquestionably accepted, even with two watchful dogs? This generosity 
fits no rules that Kit knows of the world ... rules that don’t encompass 
Kit, never mind Esher himself.

Does Esher write his own rules about expression and connection?
Can Kit learn how?
They sit in silence for minutes, hours or lifetimes. Wisps of cloud 

drift over the moon, the dogs lie still, Esher’s fingers speak what his 
words can’t, and Kit works to push away that bewildering longing.

Finally, he sniffs and risks speaking: “All this isn’t what you meant to 
do when seeking a magician for an ... expedition, you said?”

“Yes. My sister’s dying.” Esher skips through those words with 
unwonted haste, as if he can’t bear to speak them. “There’s a magical 
... thing, a relic, that can save her if I fetch it for the Greys. Across the 
Divide. I’ve a crew already, some of them magic workers. You work like 
you’re quick with the words.” His breaths quicken. “The more people 
... maybe.”

“The Divide?” Kit pushes himself up and away. “You want to go 
across the Divide?” Esher releases Kit’s hand; he turns to face Esher, 
staring. There’s only one place on the other side of the Divide, a wall of 
magic surrounding a region left so warped and distorted by the Change 
that the elves separated it from the world and no human disagreed. 
“Say it as it is! You want to go into the Gast?”

Did Esher say this before? How did Kit miss that?
“Yes.”
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“You want to go into the Gast for a relic?” The last remnants of desire 
fade as though Kit plunges, gasping, into an iced-over water trough. 
“Do you have a death wish?”

Berta lifts her head, glances at Kit as if pondering the reason for his 
loud slew of questions and settles herself back onto Esher’s lap.

Esher doesn’t answer.
Any artefact procured from the Gast will be priceless, but Esher 

must be talking about something beyond monetary value—for the 
Grey Mages, a powerful and mysterious sect of magic workers, can 
afford anything attainable by mere coin. Only one thing Kit can think 
of justifies enduring the Gast’s horrors, referenced in countless shreds 
of stories from before the Change: a power source, a device long-ago 
magicians made to bleed energy off universes. A device with which the 
Greys can save anyone if they still breathe and more besides; a device 
that allows a magic worker to cast without selling souls to demons or 
consuming their own fat and tissue.

A device that provides power without cost or limitation.
Any magician, witch or sorcerer must desire—with feverish, frenetic 

longing—such an object. Why shouldn’t the Greys make this deal? It’s 
quite sensible, in a way riddled with dispassionate cruelty, to offer a 
man seeking to save a dying sister her life in trade. Esher has no reason 
to find an artefact—be it the source Kit imagines or any other lost, 
ancient object—only to then sell it to the highest bidder. He has every 
reason to return to the Greys.

Kit thinks he knows the answer, given Esher’s proposition of a 
magician performing in a worker’s pub, but he asks to be certain: “And 
your crew doesn’t include a Grey Mage or two, does it...?”

Esher’s short, strangled grunt-laugh provides all the answer one 
needs.

Kit slumps against the stable wall, again bewildered. No, the Greys 
are happy to offer a life as incentive for another to risk danger on their 
behalf, and Esher’s lip-twisted expression doesn’t suggest any lack of 
awareness. Doesn’t he realise, then, that it’s kinder to support and 
comfort his sister in her last days, rather than his dying within the Gast 
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only for his sister to follow him into whatever afterlife their beliefs 
dictate? What of his parents, his family, his kin? Surely it’s worse to lose 
two children rather than one?

“Why do you risk your life to save hers?” They’re awful words, and 
Kit isn’t surprised when Esher’s scowl deepens. “Go home and be with 
her in her last days! Don’t give your kin two corpses to mourn!”

“She saved my life a few years ago.” Esher bites off each word, his left 
hand clenched in on itself. “I need to save hers.”

Kit lets his eyes trail over Esher’s body, considering. Tidy, clothed as 
though accustomed to travel, armed, tall but too thin, accompanied by 
the biggest dog Kit has ever seen up close. If Esher isn’t a magic worker, 
his sword and animals will do little to protect him in the Gast. He did, 
however, see beyond the illusions in Kit’s art. “Do you have magic? Do 
you usually carry out this sort of work?”

Esher sighs and rests his right hand on Berta’s back, his gloved 
fingertips sinking into her black-and-white fur. “Stockman. Drover. 
Spent a few years working cattle through the Crackenbush. I’ve been 
up to the Divide, this side of the Gast. I know its ... hum.” He presses 
his lips together, brow still furrowed. “Just a couple of camp spells. My 
sister’s the witch, not me.”

Kit bites down on the inside of his left cheek, recalling Grandmother’s 
stories—of venomous creatures half snake and half vine, wandering 
spirits, and countless beasts distorted by magic into ravaging predators 
of fang and fur. If these horrors are described by those few who return, 
who knows how many more threats lurk in that forested hell? A man 
who herds cows means to enter one of the most dangerous places in the 
West and survive with two dogs and a sword? Yes, Bill, for all his present 
placidity, owns a wolfhound’s impressive jaws, but the Gast must throw 
at him larger, more vicious monsters. Berta is just a sheepdog who 
shakes paws!

“I do flash,” Kit whispers. “How are you supposed to survive?”
Esher crooks his head, as if aware of the thoughts behind Kit’s eyes. 

“We aren’t as useless as you think.”
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Kit flaps both hands in frustration, trying to imagine Amelia—the 
closest person he has to a sister—venturing into the Gast for his sake. 
He can’t, no more than he can see himself attempting this for her. 
She’ll tie him up in her cellar, with her cat guarding the door, before 
he gets past making the suggestion! “It’s the Gast, Hill! You realise that 
you’re going to get your dogs killed, if you somehow manage to avoid 
it yourself?”

Esher pulls away from Kit, wrapping both arms around Berta’s body 
in a reaction so childish—so odd in a gruff, quiet man—that Kit can 
only blink in shock. The sheepdog turns her head and licks him on 
the cheek, but Esher’s unblinking eyes rest on the rise and fall of the 
wolfhound’s ribs.

Bill lies asleep, stretched out across Esher’s feet.
“You clearly love your dogs,” Kit says in an attempt at apology, 

thinking that beer alone doesn’t make his stomach twist so savagely. 
Why should he feel guilt over speaking the truth? Yes, Esher has given 
him the beginnings of language, the hope of comprehension, but 
shouldn’t such kindness be repaid by honesty? “If you do this—”

“I need to save her. I have no other way.” Esher rests his cheek against 
Berta’s back, his head facing towards the yard, his words and shoulders 
as stiff and unyielding as the wall behind them. “You’ll have thrice the 
going rate, held by the Greys, so if I don’t … you, or your family, will 
be paid. Standard risk bonuses, standard contract. Have you a horse?”

People don’t go into the Gast if they wish to live a long, content life, 
but Esher has gathered a group of people—more than one!—intent on 
doing the same. How? Are they all like Kit? Lost and broken, saying yes 
in gratitude for rescue?

“The Greys,” Kit says desperately, because all the rules of human 
decency say that Esher should have abandoned Kit in his weeping and 
therefore he owes Esher something, “can’t be trusted. Don’t you think 
that if this could be done safely, they’d go themselves? Don’t you think 
they’re taking advantage of you, asking for a price you shouldn’t have to 
pay? Go home and be with your sister—please. Go home.”

“I need to save her. I have no other way.”
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He’ll die when unnamed demons possess his bones and breath, die 
when a plague burns through his body in a single night, die when 
venomous plant-beasts suck his veins dry or die, broken, at the bottom 
of a ditch. He’ll die in more ways than Kit can imagine. Esher Hill will 
die in the Gast.

“You want another magician,” Kit says slowly, every iota of rationality 
screeching at the thought, “to go with you.”

“I’ve two magicians and a scholar.” Esher doesn’t move, his words 
slightly muffled by Berta’s coat. “The Roxleighs, Sarie and Marie, served 
in the Astreuch army as casters before I met them at Sir—met them. 
Faiza spent years studying pre-Change artefacts. They know what to 
look for. And our guide, Indigo, has run the Gast before. Returned. 
And Bill, Berta and Bess.”

Five people, two magic workers. Nowhere near enough.
Amelia will name Kit by a thousand different curses, and he will 

deserve all of them. Yet he sits in the company of a man who rescued 
him from grief and loneliness, a man who offered up the words that 
shape and save a life. What does Kit with his days but smother guilt and 
entertain crowds? If refusal means returning to the taproom, downing 
another beer, bedding a man, facing another horrific morning only to 
endure the hours before performance’s distraction, why bother?

If he dies from monstrous magic or dies from drinking and misery, 
what’s the difference?

He owns new words, words that may explain, words that may 
rebuild, words that may make him real and whole. One day, 
grandmothers will give the word aromantic to their children without 
hesitation or consideration—just another way in which some people 
are, another identity to consider. Esher, though, had no reason to begin 
the conversation that lead to his gifting of language. Isn’t that worth 
recompense when Kit has no reason to remain in Raugue?

Will his magic make enough of a difference? Will that help a drover 
and his dogs survive the horrifying? Kit doesn’t lack for skills in flash 
and trickery, but is he good enough off the stage? Can he trust Esher’s 
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evaluation of him as more than the desperate hope of a man with few 
options?

He can’t make the situation worse, can he?
“I’m divergent,” Kit murmurs into the dark. “Autistic, in book 

language. Better at people and talking than most, but I am. If I weren’t 
… if I were completely sober, I’d never be in a taproom. Too much 
movement.”

For an awful moment, he can’t hear anything but breathing, rustling 
and a fading snatch of music from inside the Crooked Door.

“What am I supposed to say to the ... obvious? I suppose that if 
there’s something you need, we’ll figure it out?” Esher raises his head, 
a slight frown creasing his brow. “It might be hard for you, if you like 
talking. The Roxleighs sign. Maybe you can talk to Faiza. Are you 
saying yes?”

Kit yawns, beset by a sudden, exhausted wooziness. “I don’t have a 
horse. It lamed, so I sold it.”

The Gast takes Kit away from Raugue, away from his stifling 
loneliness, away from a city lacking truename and song. Crow has 
given him a direction to follow, and Kit isn’t so far gone that he doesn’t 
recognise—as the red priests speak—his next step on the path. Raugue 
doesn’t need a jongleur, but Esher needs a magician.

Kit March: magician, divergent, shift, Crow-speaker ... aromantic?
It doesn’t feel comfortable or understood, but it does feel possible.
He has a beginning, the book placed in his hands. Where else can Kit 

find a lived understanding, knowledge deeper than cursory definitions, 
but through working with another aromantic—one with an aromantic 
sister who learnt the word from an aromantic priest? If there’s anyone 
able to teach the subtleties of this new language in ways beyond cursory 
definitions, isn’t it Esher? Isn’t that, entwined with a desperate gratitude 
and a yearning to escape but no other direction, reason enough?

Who knows, too, what stories he may find in the Gast?
“Are you saying yes?”
“Yes.” Whatever happens, Kit will never tell Amelia about a decision 

she’ll only lambast as foolhardy. If he survives for long enough to not 
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tell her, that is. “Yes. I’ll go upstairs and get my things.” Grab his gear, 
down a last mug of beer to celebrate, pen a quick note to Lauri and pay 
Elizabet to send it once Kit has vanished into the bush—and that last 
has a delicious, if cowardly, appeal. He can give an owed explanation, 
unfettered by fear of Lauri’s reply. “I’ll just be a few moments.”

Esher clasps Kit’s shoulder with his long-fingered hand. “No worries, 
March.”

No worries? When Kit can’t find a reason for Esher’s willingness 
to risk his life for his sister? When Kit knows better than to trust the 
Grey Mages? When the frond of knowledge’s temptation unfurls in 
his heart? He laughs, shaking his head. Yet, for the first time since 
leaving Lauri, Kit’s choice feels right. Dangerous, absurd, frightening 
and inexplicable, but right.

He spent the last two months trying to keep from thinking on the 
world he left behind.

He wonders how well he can think, now, on the road that leads 
ahead.
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